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FOREVVORD.

_\_$_‘AhI LOYD and his chess problems require no introduction in
any qu.arter of the World. No composer, in allprobability,

- has been a favourite in so many lands and among solvers of
such different tastes. Some like him for the sparkle and humour
and piquancy of his problems; others for their important place in
the history of thematic construction; and others still for no other
reason than that he was always the same inimitable Sam Loyd!
In this book I have endeavoured to offer something to each of these
dilferent classes of readers ; something to those who Want accurate
facts and Loyd’s detailed opinions on construction, something also
to those who enjoy an anecdote even when it is not certi ed by legal
affidavits. But more especially I have endeavoured to bring out
the real character, and feelings, and opinions of my friend.

I have tried to keep the diagrams of Loyd’s problems exactly as
they left his hands, and the “ careful critics ” will nd my treatment
of sources explained on_p. 39. On the other hand, I have taken
constant liberties with Loyd’s Writings, for in no other way Was I
able to bring out their real meaning a11d value. My system of quota-
tion is explained more fully on p. :39. In all other respects I have
tried to make this book follovv the lines Loyd himself Wished, in so
far as I could gather his Wishes from the programme of the revised
Strategy (p. I37), and from our talk on his last visit to my house
(p. I35). Many friends and correspondents have kindly helped in
the preparation of the book, anda more detailed acknowledgment
of their services will be found at the close of the volume (p. 467).



PART I.

SAM LOYD
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Bovnoon DAYS.

“ I WILL merely mention that I was born in Philadelphia, Ianuary
30th, I841, of wealthy ‘but honest’ parents, and the youngest of
eight children whose earliest recollections are inseparably associated
with the Chess-board. Having a natural fondness for puzzles and
tricks, I became interested in chess problems before entering my
teens, and soon acquired a love for the art that has withstood the
vicissitudes of life and advancing years.” (Stan, p.-269).

These concluding words of the Chess Strategy may well be made
the opening paragraph of a book about Sam Loyd. , Two of the other
children mentioned, the brothers, Thomas and Isaac, we shall meet
again in Part III. (pp. 459+466), for they both achieved some note
as problemists, especially the latter, and it will be of >interest to
include their problems also, as they show some striking “Loyd ”
traits.

Loyd’s father was known as a land developer and nancier in
the days when the United States were still very much undeveloped.
His town-creating projects were carried on at Florence, Keyport,
and other localities in New Jersey. He held very strong political
views, and veterans like Mr. Cook can to this day recall his animated
discussions with men like old Commodore Charles B. Stuart.

The earliest anecdote I have heard about Sam Loyd shows how
his father was carried away by his enthusiasms. He had ~- got his
son a position with a very prim old Quaker. Some travelling show
came to the town where Sam was stationed, and, among other excite-
ments, a aunting challenge was issued for running a hundred yards.
“Sam was tall and slim, and could run a short distance very rapidly.
The challenge excited him, and he took it up at once. His father
found it out, and made a trip over on purpose to remonstrate with
him, telling him he would lose his position with the old Quaker. Sam
answered his father that he had engaged to run, and could not with-
draw now. The race started, and Sam carried out his plan of running
desperately from start to nish. During the race Sam recognised
his father’s voice: “ Go it, Sammy! Don’t let him beat you!”
Sam crossed the line rst, but fell immediately, entirely out of breath.

Sam’s love of mischief found a rollicking outlet in every form
of mimicry, sleight of hand tricks, and especially ventriloquism. He
could imitate anything, from the sound of a musical instrument to
the cry of an animal, and he managed to keep the neighbourhood
in a continuous uproar wherever he might be. A story is even told
of the family servant girl giving notice because there were “ voices "
in the chimney every day when she cleaned the parlour.

9
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s LOYD AND HIS PROBLEMS.

LET us try to understand Loyd from the very start. Then the
detailed picture of his life and his problems, which the following pages
will unroll, will have a unity and a meaning for us, and we will come
to feel some acquaintance with him as a fellow-man. Like all men
who have been written about a great deal, Loyd has gradually come
to stand out in Herculean stature, as a magician, almost as a myth.
His personality has been merged -in his works. Yet his personality
was very strong.

The fates had given him in large measure the endowment of
genius. He could see at a glance what other people could see, or at
least could be made to see, very slowly. His genius was not the
proverbial in nite capacity for taking pains. It was rather an in nite
capacity of concentration. Ideas came to him with great fecundity,
often too rapidly for him to analyse them completely. Yet his
powers for rapid analysis were almost unrivalled. He could see
an idea from many sides at once ; rst always from the point of view
of a puzzle, then from the humorous standpoint, nally from the
artistic aspect. Was his idea dif cult, was it incongruous, was it
good P To be retained it must be intricate, it ought to be amusing,
it might be beautiful. Take his earliest pranks on his neighbours.
All boys have a tendency to mischief ; Loyd’s is remembered because
it was so funny, often because it was so clever. His humour always
had a serious foundation. Laughter must be based on thought, or
it degenerates into mere giggling. But rollicking laughter outruns
thought; it bubbles up like water in a spring, which could all be
taken up in buckets, only there is nobody quick. enough to do it.
That is why Loyd’s problems are so good, and the text of his Chess
Strategy so uneven.

Loyd’s problems formed a very small part of his mental activities ;
the puzzles, of which I will speak later, were in nitely more important
to him ; but the greatest proportion of his time went to- correspon-
dence about the puzzles and to business detail. His life was one
part of inspiration to nine parts of drudgery, and there was no surplus
time to elaborate his ideas. Indeed they were born already elaborated,
anyone else would have thought _; only Loyd always wanted to revise
and improve, and very seldom did. He was consequently impatient
of the drudgery, he was yet more impatient of criticism. He ew
into controversies with a sharpness that mad.e his opponents eyes
flash when his name was mentioned: good old Marache; Allen, of
the Centennial Tournament, and the rest. But his complaints were
usually based on some good ground: an equal rival, like Conrad
Bayer, he never disparaged. His attacks remind one of Byron’s
slurs against Robert Southey. One regrets them deeply; but they
are always amusing and always clever, and from a certain point of
view justi ed.

In his speech, Loyd was singularly quiet and moderate‘; it was
on paper that his tongue ran away with him. He had a very hand—
some face, a high forehead, very quick eyes, and agentle, kindly
smile as though the rest of the world were little children, to be
bewildered and amused by him. - -

It seems to me that nearly all these traits can be read in the
best of his own problems, and I offer No. 2 as a two—mover that all
can study and enjoy, as a little autobiography in itself!

II
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LOYD’S DEBUT.

MANY absurd statements have been made about Loyd's extreme
precocity as a problemist. In one of his last interviews he was quoted
as saying: “ ‘ I was one of those infant phenomena at chess. Here,
wait a minute-—.’ Mr. Loyd plunged bravely into the dusty "litter
in a drawer, emerging presently with a yellowed old copy of The
Chess Monthly, printed in I851. ‘ Here’s a chess problem I worked
out when I was ten,’ he said, exhibiting the diagram. ‘At that
tender age I was playing in matches with the crack chess men of the
country, and sometimes beating ’em, too.’ ” The proof that Loyd
never spoke like that is that he could not have produced a copy of
the Chess Mortthly for I851, since none was printed until I857. He
used often to claim that many of his best problems, and a majority
of their total number, were made while he was in his teens. This
was perfectly true, and it is only necessary to examine the dates
given over the problems throughout this volume to realise it. Before
he was twenty Loyd’s greatest chess activity, apart from the short
spurt of 1876-78, was over. But he did not begin at ten ! '

Loyd was just fourteen when the three brothers, Thomas, Isaac,
and himself, began going to the Society Library, on University Place,
in New York,'to while away the evenings. Thomas Loyd was the
elder, and he used to play chess with Frederic ‘Perrin, Miron ]. Haz_el~
tine, and others. Quite a little chess enthusiasm was developed,
which was destined to be the seed of the chess awakening in America.
Hazeltine just at this time was offered a chess column in the Nea;
York Satetretay C or/trier, which he eagerly -"accepted. The very rst
game he prepared for the printer was one of the friendly encounters
between Thomas Loyd and Frederic Perrin, in which, incidentally,
the latter was victorious. It was published some time in February,
I855. Thebrothers now had a de nite aim, to gure among the
problem composers of the day. Thomas Loyd was the rst to have
a problem accepted, No. 7I5 in -the Albiort. Sam Loyd’s rst attempt,
No. I, which he afterwards wisely disowned, was published in the
Courier on 14th April, I855. Isaac’s rst problem, No. 725, followed
two weeks later. After this, problem followed problem in the Cottrier
every few weeks. Most of them are too elementary to quote. No. 3
was Loyd’s second problem. Gradually both the composers (I say
“ both,” for Thomas can hardly be counted, as he only made two or
three problems in all his life) became surer of themselves, more
experienced of what others had done, more imaginative, more economi-
cal in their treatment. Great progress marks the year I856. Then
with a rush Sam Loyd outdistanced his brother, and by the beginning.
of I857 he was launched, at sixteen, as the greatest of American
composers. Then followed three years of great activity, I857-I859,
and one year more of "‘ pro t-taking,” I860, during which he could
still contribute freely to the periodicals from the great store of problems
he still had unpublished in his portfolio. .

No. 5, to which the Pawn at h4 was added later to prevent a
mate in eight, is a remarkable production for a boy of fteen to have
conceived at a period when so little was known, especially in America,
about de nite themes.

13
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FRANK LESLIE’S ILLUSTRATED
NEWSPAPER.
 i

THE rst tourney Loyd entered, if it deserved so pretentious a name,
was that conducted in- Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper by W. ]. A.
Fuller. The column afterwards passed, in rapid succession, through
the editorial care of N. Marache, W. W. Montgomery, and Thomas
Frére, the latter piloting it until I861. Loyd always liked the column,
perhaps because of his early association with it, and he remained a
faithful contributor to the end. The prizes he won were not very
important, as the tourney was only an informal one, -without mottoes
to disguise the entries, and so far as I can nd out there were no other
entries at all for the three and four-move prizes. In the ve-move
section Loyd’s brother, I. S. Loyd, and .N. Marache each had an
entry, and divided the prize. The former .is given in Part III. as
No. 736.

But if Loyd’s “ prize-problems ” were not very noteworthy,
they were none the less warmly received. “ The young Loyds,”
wrote Fuller. in the Answers to Correspondents, 26th Iuly, I856,
“ have not been idle. The problem published to-day, No. 9, we
consider as eminently worthy of D’Orville. Canpraise go farther?
His three-move problem is also very ne. I. S. Loyd’s problem in
ve moves is exceedingly beautiful and di cult. It will appear

anonY7
Fuller had given the Loyds the greatest encouragement from

the start. Already on 2nd February, I856, he had welcomed Sam
Loyd’s rst contribution: “ Your problemis neat, and we will nd
a place for it ere long. Chess must be an inheritance in your family,
since it numbers three brothers, all so highly gifted in this respect.”
Two months later, in publishing this problem, No. 7, Fuller added:
“ Eugene B. Cook, I-Ioboken : Your reputation is so rmly established
that you can well afford to be magnanimous, and hence we presume
that you will take no exception if we publish your opus as an enigma
(1I.e., in notation), and give the diagram to our young friend Loyd,
who is among the most promising problem-composers of whom we
have any knowledge. He is quite a youth and can hardly fail to attain
the highest excellence if he perseveres in this eld of labour. His
only fault is too great fecundity. He makes a problem almost every
day—--some good, some indifferent, and some, of course, bad. If he
con ned himself to one a month he would gain reputation faster.”

Loyd’s reputation grew amazingly, in spite of Fu1ler’s fears.
It was this same No. 7 that Europeans came to regard as L0yd’s rst
problem. H. Pollmacher, of the Illustrirte-Familien joumal, quoted
it in 1858 : “ S. Loyd, the leading composer of the New World, made
his debut two years ago at fteen with this problem. The great
expectations which he aroused have been splendidly ful lled by a
series of excellent problems. He has shown how the Master can do
great -things even in a small compass.”

Of the same problem Loyd himself said: “ No. 7 was, if I am
not mistaken, my third attempt at composition, and it is a little
strange that so. many years after I should be caught plagiarising
upon the same theme in No. 8. The ideas are quite similar, although
the posing of the pieces appears so different that a casual observer
would not recognise them as the same problem.” (Str., p. 196). -

 I5 .
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LOYD AND HAZELTINE.
i.....,......-.i-

LOYD won his rst real prize under “ Miron.” The Saturday Courier
did not live to publish its own award, but Hazeltine began his famous
column in the N.Y. Clipper, and the Courier Tourney was continued
therein. In contrast with the innumerable short-lived columns of
the -day, averaging one or two years-’ duration, sometimes a successful
ve years, the Clipper, which lived for fty years always under

“ Miron’s ” hands, was practically a unique case in our country.
“ Miron,” since 1856, encouraged many a beginner in chess, but never
one greater than the rst of them all. There was already a touch
of the master in the Courler problem, and it only took one more year
for Loyd to reach his fullest maturity. , .

The friendship with “ Miron ” was never interrupted. “ Miron ”
retained his original admiration for Loyd; and if Loyd realised that
“ Miron’s ” chess ‘powers were, afterall, rather limited, this did not
prevent his warm affection for -the man. It was “ Miron ” who
introduced him to Fiske and the Chess Morlthly, with which he was
connected for the rst two months. Then, remarkable to believe,
" Miron ” and "Fiske had a genuine quarrel, such as happens to nearly
all active editors soon-eror later, but suchas never occurred again
to either of the two genial men in question. There was no very serious
occasion forthe falling out, and both certainly regretted it, but it
was never made up. Hazeltine was much more careful in future,
and his famous signature “Yours in Caissa’s genial bonds” dates
from this time. He soon after moved from New York to“ the Larches,”
Campton Village, New Hampshire, which he very seldom left. He
became more and more of the farmer, more and more kindly to his
chess family. I have used his les of old American columns almost
entirely for locating the Loyd sources. Beneath one of the Loyd
diagrams was this characteristic note: “ It is due to the future
possessor and reader of this book to explain that the dark stains on
so many of the preceding pages were caused by the breaking of a
bottle of boiled cider in my trunk, in which were a considerable number
of packages of chess cuttings.—‘ Miron.’ ” This gives a better picture
than many words of the man, simple, lovable, knowing little enough
about chess, especially about problems, who not only gave Loyd
the starting hand, but gave it to at least a hundred others in the
following half~cen1_:ury. He died in I907, having conducted the Cllpper
chess up to a few weeks of the end. r

The motto “ Old Cronies ” of No. 483 recalls the early friendship
of Loydland Hazeltine. It was contributed with this note : “ Friend
‘Miron,’ If you will accept of the enclosed set, which were made especially
for the Clipper, it would give us pleasure. One is by Dr. Moore,
one by Io-hn Gardner, and one by myself, under the appropriate title»
of Old Cronies. Time is playing such sad havoc among us old cronies
that there are but few of us left, and I know of no other editor to whom
we could send them as appropriately as toyourself. I remain, as of
old, Sam Loyd.-” (L. to Hazeltine, 5th Feb., I877).

. 17
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LOYD AND PERRIN.
 o% I

FREDERIC PERRIN, the other boyhood’s chess friend of the Loyds,
also soon became an editor. He took over, on March 15th, I856,
the column in the N.Y. Albiori, the second chess column ever edited
in our country, which C. H. Stanley had founded as far back as I848.
Perrin also inaugurated a tourney, and here again Loyd -took the
First Prize, both in the three—move_and in the four-move sections.

One of Loyd’s very rst attempts is connected with Perrin, No. 6.
I have seen it referred to as his very rst problem, with the statement
that it was not published for sometime, as it was hardly considered
worthy of a diagram. However that may be, it has been repeatedly
quoted since and is now one of Loyd’s best-known miniatures. I.
Kohtz claims it to be the rst of Loyd’s problems ever printed in
Europe (Ill. Fam. jourrtal, 1857).,‘ Perrin, Thomas Loyd and Hazeltine
were playing one of their games at the Society.Library, and.Sam Loyd
was looking over their shoulder. An idea evidently came to him
from something in their play, for whenthe game was over, he changed
the pieces as shown in No. 6, and said to Perrin, who had played
Black and won : “ If he had got his Queen like this, hewould have
beaten you in ve movesf’ Perrin saw the mate, but “ Miron ”
was unable to nd it, and Loydused to claim that he had never there-»
after been able to solve the position! ' - '

Chess columns now followed one another with a rush. Periodical
chess became almost a mania. Every paper wanted games by Morphy
and problems by Loyd. Counting one Canadian and three Cuban
columns, there had only been ten columns in American papers when
Hazeltine began the Courier. In I861, in the lastissue of the Chess
Mortthly, is given a list -of eighty-seven American columns. I do
not think there has been such popularity for columns in any country
in any single - ve years since ‘-then, unless it were just recently in
England. Most of these early chess columns were very short-lived,
but they showed a constant trend of improvement. From the earliest,
edited, as the Chess Mouthly puts it, by a Pair of Scissors, to the fully
developed Clipper and Frank Leslie’s, there was a remarkable change,
in which Loyd helped valiantly. Three of the columns Loyd edited
himself, of which we will speak later. But besides this he contributed
to tw.enty— ve others, including practically every one of any import-
an<':e.= To contribute to all the eighty~seven would have been even
beyond Loyd’s powers, and naturally enough many of them had
nothing, except a picturesque American name, The Kalamazoo Gazette,
the Pottseille Emporium, The Bee, The Delta, or the like, to recommend
them. Everywhere Loyd was given the warmest reception. Perrin’s
welcome to Loyd’s rstproblem in the Albiort .' “ It gives us pleasure,
-(un-a-Loyd), to publish your problem”; and at. the end of I856:
“ You are as ingenious as proli c,” was taken up inrchorus in all our
cities. s

I9
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THE “ CHESS MONTHLY.”
,Z.@.1-._.---an

THE year I857 was a memorable one in American Chess Annals.
Before that date interest in chess had been very tful with us, but at
a bound our country took the rst place in the eyes of the whole chess
world. The establishment of Fiske’s Chess Morithly gave America
an organ which certainly surpassed the Schachzeituug of Berlin and
the Dutch Sissa, the only two other magazines entirely devoted at
the time to the game, in literary interest. But the great event of
the year was the arrival in New York in October of a young man
just twenty years old, a native of New Orleans, with a local reputation
as -a chess prodigy. When Paul Morphy arrived in New York he had
to encounter a set of antagonists of whom many a more experienced
player would have -been timid. Paulsen, Stanley, Lichtenstein,
Thompson, Hammond, Mead and Montgomery were names of greater
reputation in I857 than they are now. Hardly one of these players,
however, could score against Morphy. In November he won First
Prize inthe First American Chess Congress. In December, he defeated
Stanley in a match at the odds of Pawn and Move. e .

Meanwhile, as we have seen, another youth, four years younger
than Morphy, was winning distinctions in the problem world fully as
startling and almost as frequent as Morphy himself. c Loyd was
chosen Problem Editor of the Chess Mouthly almost from the very
start, and he made it famous largely by the ‘contributions of his own
problems. . “There were few other composers to rely on ; E. B. Cook,
G. N. Cheney, and T. M. Brown were among the problemists who are
best remembered to-day, but they were not sufficiently fertile at
the time to keep the magazine supplied. So Loyd multiplied himself.
He was not only Sam Loyd ; he became W. King of New York, A.
Knight of Castleton, Vt., and W. K. Bishop of Sacramento, Cal.
Under these pseudonyms he workedup the illusion of having an active
corps of contributors, and aroused the activities and the friendly
rivalry of many problem novices.

Thus, in a single year, America had made her meteoric appearance
as the leading nation in the -chess world, in periodical literature, in
chess play, and in problems. The triumph was brilliant, but it was
not long-lived-. I Fiske gave up chess in I860 for other interests, and
the following year his Mortthly was discontinued- -Morphy’s career
culminated in 1859. Loyd composed little after I860 and published
less, until his visit to France in I867 and the publication of Chess Nuts
in I868 gave him a renewed incentive. In I858 and I859 the Problem
Department of the Chess Mouthly was taken over by E. B. Cook, but
Loyd resumed the helm the following year. His active mind was
flying from one undertaking to another. “ I am so busy,” he wrote
at this time, “ on a little Automaton which I hope will be able to
perform the Knights Tour from any square, that I have almost given
up composing.” (L. to E. B. Cook, 2nd Dec., 1859.) But, alas; of
the fate of the Automaton I have been able to nd no trace I

ZI
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THE “ CHESS MONTHLY ” TOURNEY.
,i.i.m-_.-i

FISKE neglected nothing that would add to-the interest and popularity
of his magazine. A problem tourney was held in the very rst volume.
Unfortunately the time limit was only two months, so that foreign
competitors, in those days of slow transatlantic mails, were practically
barred from competing. In fact the Tourney proved to be mainly an
exhibition by Loyd alone! There were ten sets entered, of which
eight were faulty. First prize went to Loyd, and second prize to the
mysterious Mr. W. King (“ ahem I ” as Perrin used to say). Of the
remaining sets, at least two were also by Loyd, and as only a single
entry of a single set not by Loyd was ever published, I have been
unable to identify the other competitors.

But-if Loyd had things all his own way, it did not make him
fall below his usual high standard of merit. I think the three-mover
of the winning set can hold its own against any other seven-piece
miniature that has been composed since, for dif culty, variety of
ideas, and general beauty. _ - "

Loyd said of it in the Strategy (p. A43) 4: -“ No.. I4 was a haphazard,
impromptu little fellow that I composed in an instant and entered
in the Chess Mohthly Tournament, and never appreciated it until it
received the rst prize, since which time it has become my most famous
problem, and is continually referred to as a difficult and beautiful
problem that con icts with all the established views of composition.”

_ And more recently : “ No. I4 was an impromptu posed for Paul
Morphy, who complimented it highly. It won the Chess Mohthly
prize, and has been a popularfavouirite for many years as ‘showing
four different styles of composition in the variations: the brilliant
Queen sacri ce, the strategic play with Knight, the waiting principle,
and the long ights of the Rook ” -

One of the things Loyd showed me the last time I saw him (p. I35)
was this very position. “ You remember this,” he said, setting it up.
“ Now look here,” and he moved the White King to b6, the Queen to
c5, the Black King to fI, the Bishop’s Pawn to h4, and added Black
Pawns at'd5 and e7._ “ What do you make of" this? Why, it is
evidently a four—mover. I Qcz, Kgz, and you have my problem.
There are variations if the King moves to er or gI. Now, ‘a German
composer published this under his own name and never said ‘ byyour
leave.’ He objected to a check on the rst move, probably, but he
has spoiled the whole thing by putting that Pawn at h4. It prevents
the best variation of all in my problem :, I Sg4—[—, Kh3 ; 2 Shz ; while
he simplyrepeats the Queen sacri ce. The only merit of the four-
mover is that my key, I Sg4, still makes a very fair try, though of
course, I. ., Pd4 would defeat it.” '

Z3
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LOYD AND VVILLARD FISKE.

A FEATURE of the Chess Monthly which became popular from the start,
and which to-day is perhaps the chief reason why the magazine is so
much better remembered than many of its successors, was the series
of stories and articles contributed by the editor-in-chief, Daniel Vi/illard
Fiske. These have recently been collected in the volume of Chess
Tales and Chess Mlscellttnies by Willard Ftshe, edited by his literary
executor, Professor Horatio S. W'hite, of Harvard University (I912).
When his narratives involved problems, Fiske always turned to Loyd
for assistance; indeed several of the stories and articles were written
around L0yd’s problems rather than supplemented by them. Six
of these are quoted in the Fiske Book: Knightly Chess, April, 185.8
(see p. 393) ; Problem Oddities, May, I858 (see p. 435) ; Charles XII.
at Bender, March, I859 (see p. 27); A Rookery, April, I859 (see. p.
387) ;. Chess tn a Harem, Feb, 1860 (see p. 29) ; and Knights and
Bishops, Feb., I860.

C The collaboration between Fiske and Loyd was interrupted by
the termination of the Chess Monthly in I861, after which date Fiske
lived largely abroad.

A real dilettante, Fiske took up in turn diplomacy, journalism,
archmology, book-collecting, and a professorship at Cornell University.
Whatever he undertook he did well and thoroughly. His Italian and
Icelandic collections are now among the great treasures of Cornell.
As he grew older he gave up his more active interests, and turned
again to chess. He again got in touch with Loyd, after an interval
of forty years ; and Loyd was "greatly pleased about it. I remember
his describing Fiske’s plan to blend his two surviving hobbies for
chess and the Icelanders, by the encouragement of the game in the
Island of Grimsey and the town of Reykjavik. “ He is going to
print a book of my problems,” said Loyd, “ and we are going to write
stories again as we did forty years ago—but think of it, all in Icelandic,
a. language only one person in America can read, and that’s himself.”

But I am anticipating matters considerably. Vile have to go
with Loyd through many years, from his teens to the last decade of
his life, before we meet again the genial student of Dante and Icelandic
lore. I quote opposite three of the problems from the article Knights
and Bishops. The rst two show the Bishop’s power of gaining a
move (No. I5) and the Knight’s ‘inability to do so (No. 16), while the
third is an amusing little specimen of Knight and Bishop collaboration.
The srst two moves are interchangeable, but Loyd never considered
this a fatal aw. i

as
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“CHARLES XII. AT BENDER.”
7“ 

THE most famous of the Fiske-Loyd stories, and probably the best
problem tale ever written, is the sketch: Charles XII . atBemZ6¢'.
It has appeared in print, since the original publication in the Chess
Monthly, in March, "I859, in every conceivable form and language.
In the volume of Fiske’s Tales are mentioned the translations into
Swedish verse, by J. G. Schultz I868, into Danish I876, -into Italian
by M. Monzecehi Igor, and into Icelandic 1901:, and certainly other
renderings abound. I. A. Miles "put the story into English verse in
his Chess Gems, I860.‘ “ Much of the interest attaching to the piece,”
Wrote Mr. Fiske in I901, .“ is owing to the problems, which form as
it were thegist of the narrative. They were suggested by the writer
of the sketch to Mr. Samuel Loyd, the most ingenious and brilliant
of all problem composers, Who Was then in- his eighteenth year._ The
three problems were soon forthcoming, composed in a single afternoon.”

.The story introduces an imaginary incident during the siege of
Charles the Twelfth of Sweden by the Turks at Bender in I713. Charles
beguiled this period byrneans of drills and chess, and used frequently
to play with his minister, Christian Albert Grothusen, some of the
contests being mentioned by Voltaire. One day while so engaged,
the game had advanced to the stage represented in No. I8, and Charles
(White) had just announced mate in three. Scarcely had he uttered
the Words, when a Turkish bullet, shattering the window, dashed the
WhiteKnight off the board in fragments. Grothusen started violently,
but Charles, with the utmost coolness, begged him to put back the
other Knight and work out the mate, observing that it was pretty
enough. But another glance at the board made Charles smile I “ We
do not need the Knight. I can give it to you, and still mate in four I ”
(No. I9). Who would believe it, he had barely spoken when a second
bullet ew across the room, and the Pawn at h2 shared the fate of
the Knight. Grothusen turned pale. “ Youhave our good friends
the Turks with you,” said the King, unconcerned, “ it can scarcely
be expected that I should contend againstrsuch odds; but let me
see if I cannot dispense With that unlucky: Pawn. I have it I ” he
shouted, with a tremendous laugh, “ I feel great pleasure in informing
you that there is undoubtedly a mate in ve ” (No. 20). Nor would
Charles permit Grothusen to leave till he had solved the problem.
It is perhaps not very remarkable that the minister, fearful of a
repetition of such chess battles, left the encampment the next day
and joined the Swedes, _who took sides with the enemy.

In the original three-mover, F. Amelung has pointed out, in the
Baliésche Schachbleitter/, I900, that if the rstbullet had destroyed
the Rook instead of the Knight, Charles would have had an equal
opportunity of-showing his analytical powers by announcing a mate
in six (No. 21)! I .
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“ CHESS LIFE Il\T A HAREM.”

THE piece of fooling published under this title in the Chess Mohzfhly
for Feb., I860, was the last which Fiske and Loyd prepared together at
this period. The cleverness lay less in the ingenuity of the problems
than in the absurdity of the diction. I will quote enough to give the
satirical avour: -

“ Stern old fellows were these Scacchic sages of the Persian
monarchy ! They considered the laws of chess as inviolable as those
of the Medes and Persians, and would suffer no infraction of them.
One day the following incident occurred. In a room "attached to the
harem a venerable professor of the chess art was overlooking the
games of three of the King's, sons,_who werecontending against three
eunuchs. We do not dilate on the incredible elegance of the three
sets of chessmen.“ We ourselves should doubt the whole tale, were
our authority .not extremely respectable. The story naturally falls
into three’ scenes, in which the unities are strictly preserved. r

“ I. (No.22). ‘C-rive me back,’ said. Ahmed, the favourite son
of the Shah’_s favourite wife, ‘ give me back my last moveand I can
mate him at once I ’ . - '

“ The old tutor made a gesture of surprise that such a proposal
to violate the code could issue from the mouth of one of his pupils.
He sternly refused, and the scion of royalty, overturning the board,
rushed to the apartment of his mother, to drown his anger in the
maternal arms. is - -

“ II. (No. 23)., Scarcely had Ahmed vanished when Ali, a quiet
and peaceable soul, theoffspring of a mild-eyed Circassian, started
from his seat -with a most melancholy -sigh.

“ ‘ Oh, what a pity-’ he exclaimed, ‘_ I might have mated you
at my last move. I, should like to recall my play.’ 4 i

“ Old Sassa’_s astonishment grew apace, for Ali was the most
beloved one -of his pupils. With a frown, he requested Ali to leave
the room. " _ - ' . ' '

“ III, (No. 24). Abbas, the third of-the princely players, was a
l)1‘awny young fellow, descended from the hardy tribes of the North-
Eélst. He had. just moved, but he hastily seized the piece played
and replaced it. The unhappy eunuch raised his hand to protest,
bu1; he was soon stretched at full length on the oor, with the chessmen
yilig in all directions.

“ ‘ I wanted my move back,’ shouted Abbas, ‘ and I would have
Q1’l@Cl{1Tl2l.lZ€td yonder slave.’ ‘With this " he rushed at the venerable
disciple of Caissa, and the next moment a handful of Sassa’s white
beard was left in Abbas’ hand. , A

“ The following day Abbas-was sent to the camp and-Sassa received
a pension. And the reigning Shah ordered this day’s events to be
recorded in the royal annals as the most wonderful chess incident
which had happened in Persia since rst the scacchic art was brought
iI‘0111 the land of India.” I -
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“ THE SIN OF THE NUNS.”

ONE of the Chess Mohthiy stories not included in the recent volume of
Fiske’s Tales is The Sm of the Nuns, from the issue of Nov., I860.
Whether the text was by Fiske or Loyd does not appear, but it was
amusingly written and ‘deserves to be recalled. Two Nuns, Sister
Maria and Sister Anna, in the wealthy Portuguese convent of Santa
Isabella, have been frequent antagonists at chess. The game was
a favourite of the Nuns in spite of the tirade that Cardinal Darnianus
had written against it. Usually Sister Maria was easily the victor;
but one afternoon she found her play had grown inexplicably worse.
Sister Anna was gaining Pawn after Pawn, and Sister Maria’s head
was so confused that she could not head her off. .

At length she suspected the reason. She had been of late on
the verge of a delightful romance with a youth who had beheld her
in church, and who had since plied her with various mysterious atten-
tions. The latest of these had been a basket, containing two luscious
apples, let down one evening over the convent wall into Sister Maria’s
expectant hands. Apples, you know, are still a forbidden fruit in
the convents of Portugal, and it was. unquestionably the eating of
one of them that had clouded her brain and spoiled her chess. But
what could be done? Eve, in an analogous situation, had given
another apple to her companion. This remedy could readily be tried,
so Sister Maria slipped away a moment from the table where they were
playing and soon returned with the round and golden fruit. Who
can doubt the eliect of the stratagem? “ Sister Anna rst refused,
then hesitated, and then ate. Everybody can imagine the result.
llioth were now suddenly conscious of a less clear insight -into the
mysteries of their sport. The game, meanwhile, had assumed the
following appearance (No. 25), Sister Maria playing the White pieces.
Sister Anna had, as will be evident even to the tyro, a won game.
Qllut impelled by the evil spirit of the apple, she now moved so that
Sister Maria was enabled ‘to mate her in three moves. How did she
(lo it P ”

Whether Loyd was the inventor of the Help-mate problem or
not, I do not know ; but I recall no earlier example, and Loyd at least
sugggests that he is innovating when he recommends the Help-mate
as a form of conditional that might share the popularity of the Self-
mute, without violating the fundamental principles of the game:
"".l‘11e most suggestive eld for a new school of problems that has
ever occurred to me, and one which would open up a new line of
wonderfully intricate combinations, is shown in No. 25, where the
query is merely : How could it possibly happen that White effected
u mate in three moves? This it will be observed necessitates an
:u:ti.ve participation on the part of the Black forces, for both parties
enter into a friendly alliance to effect the mate.“ (Siva, p. I74).
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THE FIRST AMERICAN CHESS
CONGRESS.

MORPHY and Loyd alike rst tried their spurs against any powerful
corps of adversaries in the lists of the First American Chess Congress.
Morphy readily carried off the First Prize from all comers in the Grand
Tournament; but in the Problem Tourney -Loyd was only ,.placed.
third. For this there were, I think, several reasons. His opponents,
notably Rudolf Willmers and Conrad Bayer, who defeated him, were-
relatively stronger than the opponents of Morphy, with the exception
of Paulsen. Still Morphy would certainly have won, even if more
of the players had been more nearly in his ownclass. For there is
this distinction between a good player and a good problemist, that
a player usually plays in much the same form ; whereas the composi-
tions of the problemist frequently vary, because their merit depends
on the theme chosen as well as on the c'omposer’s skill in execution.
Loyd hadbeen lavishing his best problems-on small tourneys, where
he had no real competitors, and even on ordinary contributions to
])eriodicals. He had contributed sixty problems as originals to the
Chess Monthly alone, a drain which no genius, even in the fullest
vigour of youth, can stand without showing some unevenness of
imzlnner. His entry in the Chess Congress’ Tourney does not appear
to me to be at all comparable to his Chess Monthly set : “ Let those
Laugh who Win.” The three—mover is very good, but ,Nos. 703 and
(jot, its two companions, -are somewhat below it in merit. The key
of No. 703 isone of the most striking in problem“ literature, but hardly"
adapted to tourney conventions. _

Rudolf Willmers was very distinguished as a pianist as well as
for his chess, and those readers who are interested in the relationship
between problems and music should look up the beautiful set he
entered in the Tourney. The Chess Monthly ranks him with Liszt,
ll judgmentposizerity has not concurred in; but he was pianist at
1.:-lie Courts of Russia and Austria, and the fact that he is relatively
forgotten to~day may be due in part to his having written so little
music. Loyd never encountered him again. But Conrad Bayer
was to be Loyd’s great rival throughout his career. Every ten years
they were to meet. This rst victory for the Austrian was in I858.
In I868 the two great composers met again in the Paris Tourney, and
again Bayer was the victor (see p. 49). Then in I878, in the next
Paris Congress, at length Loyd won his revenge (see p. 71). These
tliree tourneys were really the most serious aifairs in which Loyd
eompeted. He did not win rst place in any of the. three, and in
eonsequence the claim his admirers make, that he was a great tourney
problemist, does not appear justi ed. We are thrown back once
more on our de nition of his personality. He was the greatest of
problem geniusesmunfettered, unbending, almost untamed. But
ourney form requires patient talent, docility to fashions and rules,

éiten servility to the tastes of the judges. In small tourneys Loyd’s
genius would certainly triumph, as it did nearly a dozen times ; but
Q large tourneys he was out of his element and equally likely to be

unsiiccessful. I R
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c ( P 9THE AMERICAN UNION.

‘l‘u1:; 1.'l1css column of the American Union of Boston was one of the
heel. illlfl most industriously edited that we have ever had in this
m11111.1*y. The editor was Ioseph A, Potter, of Salem. He was an
luviilirl, and died on Iuly 30th, I859, in his twenty~second year. The
ml11u111 was begun on May 8th, I858, and ran for less than a year.
Vnung Potter stuck by it just as long as his failing health would permit,
mu! only relinquished it when the doctors insisted that he must do
nu. Ile composed a few problems, some of which are in American
(' ’/n'.~.-s Nnts, but they are not very good ones. What he does deserve
r_1-"1~rl.it for, and a longer memory than has been accorded to him, is
the high degree of zeal, accuracy, dignity andcourtesy which appears
lhrougliout his pages. ' '

Loyd was his best contributor, and did his utmost to make the
Pr 111111111 an interesting one. An amusing skit he wrote for one of the last
lHh“1lL‘.S, under the pseudonym of Samuel Chapman, is given on the next
|>:1g1.-. In the informal problem tourney Loyd won his usual successes,
ul>1..a.i11ing rst and second places for three-movers (Nos. 27 and 2.77),
11111] rst place for four-movers (No. 186).. Loyd later modi ed the
prize three—mover, in which he was able to dispense with four pieces.
Pwo of the prizes went to him under his pseudonym of William King.

No. 27 ranks among _Loyd’s most difficult problems because of
I us numerous tries. “ The pieces are very happily placed,” said he,
speaking of this position and the Albion prize-winner (No. I2), “ for
Lu: purpose of concealing the theme, and offering deceptive avenues
0' attack ; the only objection being a surplus of- pieces, which destroys
llncir inviting appearance, otherwise they would have been my nest
11nd most popular problems. Few, if any, problemists can carry
1.‘1e correct position of so many pieces in the memory ” (Sh/., p. 75).

The Albion problem has seventeen pieces, but the American Union
prize-winner“ has only twelve, and w?_d_o not think many composers
would feel dissatis ed at obtaining such pleasing results at such a
cost. Possibly Loyd had in mind the earlier version of. No. 27 before
he eliminated the four superfluous pieces. ' '

“ No. 27,” wrote Loyd later, “ shows a King key for the purpose
of avoiding the Knight check and selecting a better stand—point for
defence against the Queen. It was posed to give the semblance of
being a checking problem.” _ _ _

At this -period Loyd was completing a course in engineering, as
his aptitude towards mathematics seemed to point to no better career,
but he already chafed at the prospect of the necessary drudgery and
detail work he would have to do in the profession. One day he came
to his teacher and said he would take no more lessons. The teacher.
was astounded, asked him what else he could possibly do, and advised
him to reconsiderhis decision. Loyd took a small cardboard slip
from his pocket and-handed it to the man, asking him if he could
solve it. It was not a chess problem"; it was the puzzle of the Trick
Donkeys (see p. 142), and Loyd had just succeeded in getting an order
from Barnum for a large quantity to be used as advertising cards
for the Barnum circus. Such orders were not any too frequent at
the beginning of Loyd’s career, but he had faith in himself, and he
saw at once the possibilities that lay within him. We shall meet the
Trick Donkeys again shortly; meanwhile the world owed to them
the loss of a good engineer, but the gain of a unique genius is certainly
very ample compensation for that. 1
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MY MYSTERIOUS TRAVELLING COMPANION.
.i1_--...._--

" A SIGH of relief escaped me as I stepped into the cars; for I was
leaving behind the heat, dust, noise and confusion of a large city.
As I had neither book nor paper to interest me, I drew from my pocket
my faithful companion, one of Appleton’s T velling Chess Boards,
and was soon oblivious to all -around me inzgdeavouring to ‘solve a
]jJroblem given me by my friend,'Ned Hawkin, who had challenged
inc to send him the solution. As I now remember, the following
Was the position of the pieces-: No. 28.

“ I was then, as now, but a tyro in chess, so it is no wonder that
after half-an-hour”s labour, fruitlessly bestowed, I gave it up with the
ejaculation, ‘ I’ll bet a box of cigars it’s faulty! ’

“ ‘ I take that bet,’ exclaimed a man close to my right. I Was
i-nnrtled to hear myself thus responded to, but I handed him the board,
at the same time endeavouring in vain to see his features. He merely
kept the board long, enough to glance at the position, and then, after
running through the solution with ease, remarked, with a low laugh,

“ ‘It is hardly fair to take advantage of your wager, so Iwill
give you the same chance ‘at a problem of mine.’ Saying which, he
removed the White King from h4 to bI. ‘ Mate in -three,’ continued
the stranger, ashe returned me the board. I do not know how long
I studied the position. The train stopped ; the mysterious unknown
had disappeared, leaving me indebted to him two boxes of cigars!
and that to a person whose face I had never seen and whose name
I did not know. _ - '

“ I had no time to search for him, however, for I Was compelled
to hurry to my steamer. Seated in the spacious cabin and thinking
of my curious adventure, I soliloquised thus : ‘ Why cannot I compose
a chessproblem? It appeared very easy to that Unknown; well,
at least I can try, as the pork said to the frying-pan.’ Acting upon
this suggestion, I went to-work,» and after labouring an hour or so,
I constructed what I considered a very fair problem for a beginner.
As I was arranging the position, I said aloud (With conceit) :

“ ‘ I’ll bet another box of cigars that the Unknown couldn't
solve this as quickly as he did Ned’s.’ _

“ ‘Done!’ exclaimed the same voice,‘ as the stranger seated
himself by n1e, and took the boardfrom my hands (No. 30). He
played the solution through correctly, almost instantly, and then with
a low chuckle remarked: ‘.I will give you one more opportunity at
a problem of mine,’ and he rearranged the men as in No. 31.

“Imagine my surprise! He had set up my own problem, but
had changed the colours! ’ I

“ ‘ Now,’ continued the Unknown, ‘ I hope you have learned to
appreciate this sentiment of Byron’s:

' “ ‘ “ Most men, till by losing rendered sager,
Will back their own opinions with a Wager I ” ’

“ And with a low bow he left the cabin, to my chagrin and per—
plexity.” ' '
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THE “ MUSICAL WORLD.”

I..ovD’S chess activities during these three years, I857-59, were truly
remarkable. Besides his Problem Department in the Chess Monthly,
he edited a similar department in the short-lived Gambit, -I859, and
chess columns in the Musdedl World and the New York Illustrated'
News. He also had a column in the Nere Yorker Illustrirle Zeilrmg
imd Famrllienbldtler at this time, whichl have never seen, and which.
I imagine was only a German translation of the column in the Illustrated
News. In his columns Loyd impersonated even more contributors-
than in the Chess Mordhly. I have identi ed ten of these, four of whom.
are represented in the quartette of little two-movers quoted opposite ;.
and possibly there were others, for many simple problems were pub-
lished under other initials and names which I do not recognise, and
some of these may well have been impromptus by Loyd to serve as
space llers. It would not be safe to quote’ the problems on such an
assumption, however, even if they deserved quotation, because Loyd
had collaborators who also gured under several pseudonyms. Some
of them can be traced through the American Chess Nuts, where such
problems as are quoted from these old columns appear under their
proper authorships.

The Masrleel World was also noteworthy because Loyd persuaded
several players to contribute to it. The solitary problems composed
by Louis Paulsen and Willard Fiske were published in this column.

Loyd did not keep his best problems for his own column, but
distributed them broadcast, reserving rather elementary work for
the Musical World. Some of these impromptus he later elaborated
into the nal settings as we now have them. This is a good place for
me to explain that I have added V. (for Version) to the captions of
all positions so changed. It would have been too pedantic to preserve
all the original settings as well, as Loyd could be trusted to make
alterations -only for the better. In most cases the changes are simple:
ones, sometimes a cook worked out, sometimes’ a piece or two saved,
very rarely a complete revision. A few changes may have been so
thorough that I have not recognised them ! This would explain my
failure to locate some of the sources Loyd wrote over the problems.
in his collection. Or‘ it may be that the les I have consulted were
incomplete ; or possibly in some cases his contributions were not used,
though this is not a likely explanation. When I have not veri ed
Loyd’s own sources, I have nevertheless given them followed by a ques-
tion mark. Wliere I have added or substituted a source of my own
nding, not in agreement with Loyd’s, I have preceded it by a question

mark. In such cases an earlier source may well exist. Sometimes the
dates are only approximate, owing to the condition in which the
columns have been preserved, and these are indicated by the letter
c. before the date. ' '

And now let us turn from these technicalities to another of Loyd’s
sketches, from the Illustrated News.
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A VISIT TO BLACKVVELUS ISLAND.
 d

" THE bright sun of last Friday induced us to accept the kind invitation
of Dr. Ranney, the Superintendent of the Insane Asylum, and make
ll ying visit to Blackwell's Island. We were cordially received by
Drs. Ranney and Parsons, who are both fond of chess and play well.
Chess has been introduced among the patients, with very bene cial
effects, and is mentioned, we see, in the annual reports of the institu-
tion. Some of the inmates are far from being mere tyros, as a well-
contested consultation game we saw played showed. While recording
it, one could not help remembering Shakespeare’s words: .

. “ There was nota soul '
But felt a fever of the mad, and play’d -
Some tricks of desperation.” ' '

“ At the point shown in diagram No. 36, the Allies, conducting
the attack, announced a forced won game, by a series of moves which
form so beautiful an end-game that we would be pleased to hear if
any of our readers succeed in solving it. - . -

“After spending much of the day at chess, we were- shown by
Dr. Parsons (who kindly volunteered to conduct us over the building)
the many points of interest and some remarkable cases of lunacy,
which unfortunately are too much at variance with our subject to
allow us to describe. ,

“Previous to our departure, the following position was shown
to me -as the composition of one of the players (I forget which). It
was considered a very intricate and comical position (N-o. 37).

“ Our problem editor was especially struck with the peculiar
feature of this position, and in his usual emulating spirit, with the
assistance of one of those convenient little pocket chess-board arrange-
ments, perpetrated the following, while sauntering down to the boat-
house (No. 38). After I had solved it, I handed it to a gentleman
who had walked with us, not knowing whether or no he was a patient.
The problem, which had baf ed me for some time, dissolved in his
hands in a moment; he played it through in a twinkling, and then
carelessly arranging the pieces, he handed me No. 39, exclaiming:
‘White to mate in half-a-move.’ I remonstrated that there can be
no ‘half-a-move ’ in chess, and nally offered to bet ‘everything
against anything ’ that it was not a fair problem. With a laugh he
accepted the wager and coolly proceeded to show that I was mistaken
and his problem sound. -I was somewhat uneasy, and was glad-that
the little boat wasready to receive us ; when imagine my surprise to
see him follow andtake a seat nearly opposite. There I was, seated
in a frail boat, impelled with astonishing rapidity by a crew of lunatics,
and a stranger whom I rmly believed tobe an escaped maniac, to
whom I had lost a wager-Hof I knew not what. Probably he would
imagine himself the devil of the conventional chess story, and try to
fly away with my soul. A bright thought ashed upon me. I hastily
rose, and assuming the graceful attitude of the statues of Mercury,
I slowly elevated my right foot, and removing the boot, was just
going to present it with a witty speech about the soles being double
lined, when I received a hearty shake, and was surprised to nd I had
been sleeping in the stage, and my friend had disturbed my peaceful
slumbers I ”
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No. 40.
" P Le Sphinx, March, I867. N0. 41.
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THE TRICK DONKEYS.
i_-»-..-.._i

'.l‘1'IE Trick Donkeys were not absolutely Loyd’s rst puzzle, though
they were the rst one to become famous. He had devised several
minor ones evenbefore attaining his teens. * “ One of the very earliest,
drawn by himself in a crude way, was the problem of three men living
in three houses within a three--doored wall, who quarrelled and built.
each a wall of his own to give him free access to the world outside
without coming in contact with his neighbours. The owner‘ of the
large house (see Plate IV.) built an enclosed pathway to the lower gate.
Then the man on the right built a path to the gate‘ on the left, and
the man on the left built one to the gate on the right, so arranged that
none of the paths crossed. The cut shows how it was necessary to
build winding pathways to meet conditions.” (L. ‘Sam Loyd, ]r.,
4th, Sept, rgrz.) .

“ The Trick Donkeys constituted another of Loyd’s early puzzle
sketches. It consisted in cutting the picture shown in Plate IV. into
three parts on the dotted lines and so rearranging them that both
jockeys should be mounted and the donkeys running. The solution
is obtainedby placing the donkeys back to back, with the jockeys
between them. In that position the animals effect an exchange of
their hind-quarters, which sets them off at a" full gallop ” (ibicZ.).

“ Puzzles and tricks,” wrote Loyd himself, “seem to possess a
certain interest for everyone, and I think this is true more especially
among chess players than among any other class. Some very clever
ones have been discovered as applicable to the chess board or to the
movements of the pieces, and a unique collection might be compiled
upon this subject which would re ect great credit upon the-science
and ingenuity of our problemists. The best that I have ever produced
in that line is the Queen’s Tour, which I think is the most difficult
puzzle extant. I present it as No. 40 ; the solution can be slightly
varied, as in Nos.‘ 41 and 42, but the trick of crossing in the centre
by which one move is gained is the same in all. The Queen can be
placed on the board for a» starting point from any of the squares except
the twenty which can be represented by dI, d3 and d4.

“ No. 43 is a similar device to illustrate the moves of the Rook,
but it is too simple to possess much merit ; a similar idea can be shown
with the Bishops, and the famous tour of the Knight is known to
everyone, so that it now only remains for some ingenious fellow to
present a tour of the Pawn ” (Siva, p. 175). .

- Loyd. adapted the Queens tour to a number of puzzles not directly
connected with chess. Indeed his skill lay in knowing just -where
some mathematical trick would be least expected, and consequently
most effective ;' and if one attempted an analysis and classi cation
of all his puzzles, one would be surprised to nd how many were inspired
by the mysterious properties of the chess—board.
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LOYD AND I. B., or BRIDPORT.

Al'.MOsT exactly at the same time that Loyd was coming to the front,
@1.no1;l1er well-known gure was on the horizon. Loyd’s rst problem
njipcared in I855 ; the rst two problems by Iohn Brown, of Bridport,
were published three years earlier in the Chess Player for I852. And
now, sixty years later, Loyd has only just completed a life of great
problem activity ; but poor I. B. has been dead over half a century.
' lie died in November, I863. . .

“ Loyd was a master from the very start, both in light—weight
problems and in some of the most complex schemes that ever puzzled
the human brain. It is in the lightervein of Loyd that one must.
seek the counterpart of -I. B.’s peculiar skill. Those were the days
when the problem world was young, and when themes could be staked
out like claims in a fertile miningcountry by the rst-comer. There
must have been great delight as the rst nugget from each vein was
brought to the surface; but we of another century can only look
buck and see, sometimes with regret, a deserted shaft, where checking
keys and bold attacking str'ategy_have been left behind, and sometimes
with delight a mine that has proved successful, where the metal still
rings true under the pick and drillof our generation, and where each
(luy’s work means just so much materialfor coin or jewellery that is
to pass current in and brighten" countries far distant. Some of the early
-pioneers were not very fortunate and are now forgotten. I. B. and
I ,oyd struck gold from the rst days when the new craze for problems,
almost contemporaneous with our California gold fever, swept over
the chess world‘. Their gold is -as bright to—day as when it was rst
mined ; some of -Loyd’s, as wehave seen, was of much heavier stan-
dard, but their light—weight productions were inevitably often similar.

“' What rst made me think of the two men together was that each
calledhis work “ Chess Strategy.” I. B.’s appeared two years after
his death, and contains‘ one hundred and seventy~four problems,
three or four of them duplicates, for the collection was not very care-
fully edited” (B.C.M., Vol. XXX., p. I26). -

Of these problems, quite a number have relationships to Loyd, but
I need only mention -a few which appear to be actual anticipations ;
others will be found in my article in the B .C .M.

The most famous coincidence between the two composers, Nos.
44 and 45 with I. B.’s No. 39, has been thrashed out many times.
I. B.’s version was contributed to the Cambridge.Tournament- in
August, I860, so that Loyd’s claim to ownership appears justi ed.

On the other hand, the themes of Nos. 4,6 and- 47 belong properly
to I. B. The former was presented by him in three-move form in his
No. 37 in 1853, and later in several other versions. The latter is
anticipated by I. B.’s No. 48, though Loyd’s clever addition of con-
siderable bye—play entitles it to rank as an unconscious adaptation.
Another interesting case is referred to on p. I69. _

Onthe whole, and considering the total output of the two com-
posers, these similarities seem to me more important as showing the
parallel trend of their work, than as evidence that either of the two
was pilfering from the other. In those days it was certainly easier
to make problems than to take them, especially for men like I. B.
and Sam Loyd. - .
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THE PARIS CHESS CONGRESS, I.
i_.-in

WHAT induced Loyd to enter the International Masters’ Tournament
at Paris in I867 has always been a mystery -to me. Browning has
Q poem about how Dante wished to excel for once as an artist and
Rrtphael aspired to distinction in poetry; so it may be that Loyd,
Who had the very highest fame as a problemist, desired to be known
fatlier as a great player. Be that as it may, he entered the Congress
as representative of America against Kolisch, Winaiver, Steinitz and
some ten other masters. The management accorded him every
honour, placed him on the choicest Committees, and gave him the
clistiliction of opening the Congress with his game against Rosenthal.
l-"='l'.e had a won game up to the 47th move, whereupon he let it slip
through his ngers, and Rosenthal won forthwith. Similar careless-
ness marked his play throughout the Tournament, and his nal score
was only: 6 won, I7 lost, and I drawn. He was fortunate enough
to get two brilliant endings, with Queen sacri ces, which more than
retrieved his reputation for sensational play. One was a thirteen
move ending in his second game against Rosenthal, No. 48, and the
other an eight move mate against Golmayo, No. 49. Chess games,”
mid Loyd in the Strategy, p. 248, “have come to be recorded and
admired, more on account oi brilliant terminations than for sound or
scienti c moves. Oi the many that I have played, only such have been
preserved as present some pretty mate ” (p. 248). Certainly Loyd
cared for brilliancy far more than for soundness, but whether his ideal
is that of good chess is another question. Of his two endings from the
1.-‘aris Tournament he added : “ In both positions my opponents ‘might
have prolonged the games by not capturing the Queen.” This is a
very Loydesque way‘ of referring to a unique feature in No. 49, for
which the Tournament Rules and the code in general made no pro~.
vision. When Loyd had announced the mate in eight, and explained
it, Golrnayo at once resigned. The same- evening both players found
that the game should not have been resigned, as there was no mate
at all. If Black‘ had. played 5. ., Ka7, he might have readily won.
No penalty for having announceda mate which didn’t exist could be
found, so long as the opponent had acquiesced in it, and the game was
scored for Loyd. He always maintained that he could have won even
then, and that Zukertort had subsequently adjudicated the game
in his favour; but the position would have been too close for any
general consensus of opinion, and the reader can make his own decision.
The probable play would have been: 5. ., Ka7 ; 6 QXB P, S><P ;
7 SXR, Sag; 8 Sb6, Q><S; 9 Qc3, etc. Loyd’s intended sacri ce
is one of the most ingenious variations of Philidor’s Legacy that has
ever occurred in actual play. .
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THE PARIS CHESS CONGRESS, II.
 §

A VERY amusing relic of _Loyd’s trip abroad is a freak letter sent to
Mr. Cook soon after his return, _2Ist October, I867. Mr. Cook had
already built the foundations of his great chess library, which to-day
ranks second only to that of Mr. Iohn G. VVhite. He was a great
collector of chess photographs and pictures, and Loyd, as a joke,
pasted on his letter fragments of photographs, about half an inch
square, representing respectively a coat button, a pair of feet, an old
coat tail, a rnan’s leg beneath a chess table, a hand, an arm, a leg-—
on which he puns as follows ~:-—~

“ I have had quite a pleasant year abroad, and have spent con-
siderable time among the chessmen, and have added considerably
to my picture gallery of players and problemists. I am at the present
moment in the ‘ pastery’ line, putting them into my Album. Sorry
that I have not many duplicates to spare you, but as there is consider-
able cutting I send you some valuable clippings. C

“The following is a portion of the manly breast of De Riviere,
the strongest French player; . H

While here is an excellent specimen of the motives and under-
standing of Boiron, an exceedingly strong Parisian, who plays for a
‘franc a game. i

“ Here is an exceedingly clever tale from Staunton, which I judge
to have gone through several editions. r

The following position by Liiwenthal also represents a table of
his works, and a leg-acy which he leaves to the cause of Chess.

“This one, as well as the others, belongs to the corps of Chess
Editors, and in this case wields the pen of Paul Iournoud, of the
Sphinx ; a very hand-some and hand~y fellow, although not beloved
by the entire chess fraternity. . .

“And here we come to ‘arm-er Rosenthal,’ who created the
disturbance in the problem tournament at Paris. His elbow is much
prettier than his face, as he is considered the ugliest man out of Poland.

“ Finally, here is the column of little Preti, editor, chess writer,
manager and enthusiast, Rédacteur de la Strategie, and winner of the
Handicap in which no one played, so this will give 'a good representation
of one of his many feats.

“ The above completes my collection at present, but when I see
you I hope to show you some others equally good and interesting.
You may rely upon the faithfulness and correctness of my present
contribution. ’ ’

In the problem‘ tourney of the Congress Loyd won second prize,
the rst prize going to Conrad Bayer. The sets had to be of six
problems each, but three of these could be reproductions. Loyd
entered Nos. 50, 259, 500, 53,4, 607 and 617. This unusual form of
competition was designed to bring together for the Tourney Book
a ne collection of old, as well as of new, problems ; but it was not
a wise plan, as any judge familiar with problems could not help recog~
nising the authorship of many of the sets entered. r
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AMERICAN CHESS NUTS.”

'l‘Ir1£ project of a great compilation of American chess problems rst
occiirred to E. B. Cook in the late ’ fties, when he and Loyd were
taking turns with the problem department of the Chess Mohthly.
Loyd was enthusiastic at the idea. “ I am delighted with your project
and will do all in my power to favour the undertaking ” (_L._to E. B.
Cook, 23rd April, I858). He volunteered his services in every capacity,
as contributor, as subscriber, as examiner, as editor, even at one
time as printer! At rst a collection of 1,ooo problems was planned
(see Chess Monthly, May, I859), but in the ten years that elapsed
before publication this was gradually increased to 2,406, the largest
number of problems ever collected under one cover. Such a colossal
piece of work could not be lightly completed. There were endless
rlif culties connected with the -testing, the collecting, and above all
with the printing. Mr. Cook’s_health was also a handicap; but the
work went gradually and steadily forward. C. A. Gilberg and W. R.
Henry (the “Russ ” of Loyd’s letters) helped valiantly, and Loyd
himself was always ready with suggestions and assistance. His
contributions were undoubtedly the nest made to the book, including
some three hundredreprints, and thirtyor more originals.

The outlook; was darkest just after the suspension of the Chess
Monthly. “ Russ has just spoken to me about the progress and
prospects of the book, but I could --not look so far .into the future as
to gain much‘ information. He speaks of himself as an end-game,
and has discovered innumerable aws and weaknesses; I hope, how-
ever, that you will both recover sufficient strength to carry out the
work with the same energy and spirit which characterised the start. ”
(L. to E. B. Cook, Irth April, I861). " ~ A

When the Chess Nutsidid suddenly and splendidly make their
appearance in 1868, the event marked the climax and suspension of
Loyd’s activity as a composer for eight years. He was getting tired
of composition, and more and more rushed by increasing business
cares. “ Until the work commences I shall keep on turning my
machine, but as soon‘ as the book is out I think my composing will
be over, and I will take to peddling books I ” (L. to E. B. Cook, 17th
February, 1868). Loyd at this time had interests in a book.-store,
a printing of ce, a coal-yard, and he was beginning to think of his
puzzles as a money-making possibility. Heretofore they had been
only a ‘source of amusement to himself and to his friends. Soon they
were to be the all-engrossing vocation of his life. i A
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E12‘: THE PONY PUZZLE.

Leis-'1>'s remarkable quickness of insight made him practically a man
iii nll trades. He had a decided taste for music, and at one time
uwm.-rl a chain of several music stores. Then he became interested
lil ihc plumbing business. Years afterwards he came into the N.Y.
Lflivss Club one day, holding in his hands a Wooden tube six inches
lu_|:i.;' and a small ball which he had bought from a street pedlar.
ijllllllllg the tube to his mouth and holding the ball against the end, he
hvw down. the tube and removed his nger from the ball. Instead
:51" the ball ying off, the rush of air developed a form of suction, and
I.-llw ball adhered to the tube. , '

“ If I had only known this little toy When I had a plumbing store,”
he said to the members, who were surprised at his interest in it, “ I
would have made a fortune. In tall houses the occupants of upper
fours cannot always draw Water while those on the lower oors are
illllllg it also. This toy solves the whole problem, though I suppose
now no one Will ever see how it is done I. ”

In the late ’sixties he was connected with nearly every branch
ol‘ the publishing business. He was editor, publisher, , cartoonist,
wood-engraver, type~setter, author. His WO0d~Cl1llS in the American
I ‘/z-ass foumal testify to his skill in this most difficult branch of Work.
'l‘hcre Was often a Whimsical characteristic concealedin his engravings.
I remember the one of Harrwitz, excellently done; but. if one looks
closely at the board before him, at which Harrvvitz is looking with
at-rious consideration, one nds that Loyd has depicted on it that
uhsurd position shown in No. 55 I -

But all this time puzzles were Working about in his brain. Orders
for the Trick Donkeys came in from time to time, and he had a new
success on his hands. During the Civil War, Loyd had gone to Europe
with his father to try and oat some United States Bonds, at the time
when our Government was in need of funds. On the return voyage
1| discussion arose one day about the famous White Horse Monument
on Uffington Hill, in Berkshire, England. The Governor of Pennsyl-
vania, Andrew G. Curtin, whowas a passenger, suggested that a puzzle
might be Worked up about this colossal gure of a horse engraved on
the side of the old English hill. Loyd at once volunteered, and in a
-few minutes produced the Pony Puzzle. It was not quite what the
passengers had expected, but it created a great hit on board. Loyd’s
original drawing showed an oldnag silhouetted out of black paper
and mounted on a piece of thin card. The puzzle was to cut the
ligure into six pieces and then t them together so as to make another
horse. The solution, as shown in Plate IV., consisted in making the
new horse out of the white margin, using the original black silhouette
for the outline. Hence the connection with the White Horse Monu-
ment. The trick is simple enough When one sees how it is done;
but it kept thousands laughing in America for many moons, and the
orders it brought Loyd for advertising cards speedily rivalled the
extraordinary popularity of the Trick Donkeys.
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THE “AMERICAN CHESS IOURNAL.”
.

-- -lira]-4 publication of a chess magazine is proverbially unremunerative,

=:::.- -. ~
‘

#2’-'f';d; ::

}
.._.

2:‘

Shite of a few fortunate exceptions, which may be taken as proving
*' fihs rule. But it is doubtful if any one man ever gave more time to

Qhess journalism, with less reward, than O. A. Brownson, in connection
Wltli his Dubuque Chess joumal. He founded the paper in I870, and
E lltinued it until his death in I892, except for an interval of suspension
“between I878 and I885. The little magazine, and all its unique
Qmuteurish features, is too well known to require description, and it
nnly is of interest to us here at the one fateful period where it came
l tn conjunction with the orbit of Loyd’s career. The nances of the

hessjoumai were invariably at a low ebb, and in 1876 things got so
burl. that Brownson was only too glad to accept an offer made him by
‘W. I-I. Russell and W. S. Hallock for the property and good-will of
the magazine.

The new American Chess journal started under ying colours,
with Loyd as problem editor. Loyd had been completely out of chess
slnce I868, and his rst contribution, which was printed in the sup-
msedly last issue of the Dubuque Chess joumal, included his famous

i\lo. 59, said by him to be his only problem composed between these
years 1868 and -I876.

But the career of the new magazine was not a smooth one for long.
Russell and Hallock found the subscription list much smaller than
they had hoped for, and they retaliated by refusing to pay poor old
llrownson as they had agreed to do. He was naturally much distressed,
Ill'1(l endeavoured for two years to revive his own magazine as a rival
to the new venture. But matters went from bad to worse with him,
and in I878 he gave up for the time all. attempts to continue his paper.

Meanwhile Russell and Hallock, who did not appear to have been
any too scrupulous, found themselves unable, by hook or crook, to
make both ends meet, and their main desire became to pass their white
elephant on to other hands." Russell was the rst to back out. And
nally Hallock, at the close of I8-77, was lucky enough to nd a purchaser

for his interest in the person of Dr. C. C. Moore, a fellow-townsman
of Loyd in Elizabeth, New Iersey. Dr. Moore had been the one to
suggest Loyd’s taking up the problem department under -Russell and
Hallock, and as we shall soon see, he was not content to let Loyd’s
reawakened chess activities be limited to the management of this
one department only. i

No. 59 had been composed during a stay in Dresden (see p. I23),
and at once had become a favourite. With the solution came the
rst outburst of praise, which is repeated as often as the problem is

republished: “ This problem, as was to be expected, has awakened
the general admiration of all connoisseurs. The strikingly ne activity
of the Queen against the opposing Bishop has never before been brought
out. The position is a jewel in simplest setting. Konrad Bayer
calls it a ‘ splendid example of strategy.’ ”
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LOYD AND DR. MOORE.

ll year and a half, Loyd and Dr. Moore were the skippers on board
.4-mcrtcart Chess joarhat. The Doctor, who had the burden of the
lcial responsibility, encouraged Loyd by degrees to assume the

Qliilrc editorship. He also suggested Loyd’s preparation of the Chess
§li‘atr'gy, and kept after him" until, three years later, in I881, it was
éiinljileted. Dr. Moore took the greater part of the nancial responsi-
Elliizy in the Strategy also. How the venture succeeded I have never
known ; but if it was properly managed it must have been very much
;11o1'csuccessful than the usual run of problem books. Loyd once
tnlrl me that a thousand copies had been printed, and the demand
W-oillrl readily have disposed of twice that number. To-day the book

-nT—'\»-'--

<1?‘

is aructically unobtainable, and copies have been sold as high as ten
tloilnrs each. The original "price was three dollars. _

'I,,oyd’s contributions on problem matters to the Amerilcart Chess
f-HH"ttatinterest us much more than his general editorials, and in nitely

‘inure than various controversies and polemics into which his impetuous
tlnture soon precipitated him. From the beginning of the Russell-
linllock series, Loyd wrote one amusing problem sketch after another.
ll. is impossible to quote them all, but I have included the sketch
culled “ Oriental Chess,” from the joarrtat of 15th Iune, I876, and the
nhsnrd little anecdote parody on “ T. M. Brown,” from the issue of
June, 1878, besides the “ Spectrum Analysis” problem, which was
iillc subject of much discussion at the time. His most pretentious
contribution was the story called “ The Diamond Castle,” which ran
serially from March to May, I878. It is, however, not well adapted
to quotation. There is a rollicking spirit about all these improvisa-
tions of Loyd which make the old pages amusing to this day, and very
ililierent from the majority of old magazines which the student is
culled upon to delve in. 9 '

At the end of I879 Dr. Moore sold out his interest in the foarrtal
us suddenly as Hallock had done before him. The new purchaser
was E. Barbe, of Chicago, who changed the magazine from a monthly
to a quarterly. He issued six numbers, and then the American Chess
‘/mtrrtat passed quietly from among the living. Loyd, I fancy, was
not displeased to be relieved of his increased duties. The readers of
the paper must have missed him, as Barb.e’s series was extremely dry.
I-Ie still contributed occasional problems, but it is plain that the sudden
wave of productivity, which Dr. Moore had called into life, was rapidly
snbsiding. All active work on the Strategy was over, the big tourneys
in which he had entered were wound up ; conditions were ready for
another eclipse.

A very famous, and let us hope genuine, old end-game between
Loyd and Dr. Moore may well be quoted here. Loyd announced
a mate in six (I Sf5+) ; but, in the Strategy, he adds : “ Although I
disapprove of a quarter of a century time limit, yet if the Doctor will
allow me to reconsider the position, I will announce a mate more in
accordance with the modern preference for problems in few moves I ”
(-.Str., p. 249). , A
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“ ORIEN’1‘AL CHESS. "

Ir: the rst number of the rlrucrfcau (fl:-ass jam-n-at Loyd introduced
the series of chess pm-wales based on the ordinary line-up of the pieces
which has since become so famous.

“ It will not be amiss," he wrote, " to have a little impromptu
exhibition. bearing upon conditional positions produced from the
position of the forces as arranged for actuai play. I nd two by
Breiteufeld, one by Mas Lange, some from “ Sissa,” Dr. Moore, etc.,
but as all can he solved in less moves than intended by the authors,
I give tl1eu1 under one heading, without authorship, and I have thrown
in a few similar ideas that occurred to me, elucidated in a sketch."

Then, in Loyd's most rollicking manner, came the moral tale
called " flriental Clless,“ here abbreviated:

“ .1‘-..ud great was the consternation of ‘i’a:ng-hi, the Professor of
llniversal Knowledge, when informed that an audacious aspirant
for fame had dared to challenge him to a trial of skill by chess.

" Yet no one would have suspected his entire ignorance of the
game, as he informed his opponent that he always accorded hiru the
rst move.

" After _u"i hours he made a move the exact coimterpart of his
opponent. U11 his nest move he consumed an entire wecl-:, and thirty
days passed by ere he made the third umye. which had the same
characteristics of being the esact counterparts of tllc play of the other.
Hut in this third move Yang-lii was at once clu=ckn|ntcrl.

“ ‘-Mitli a graceful motion of his jewellcd hnml, hc stayed the
tumultuous courtiers: ‘O11, base-born idiot, learn that 1 was not
pondering on this game, nor on the second. nor the third—but my
far-reaching calculations were planning thy ilisj.';:':|cc upon the fth
game. I will proclaim the play of the futnrc I

" ' (111 the nest game, to show thy folly, I will n_::,aiu imitate thy
moves, and on my eighth move I will he compcllcil to give thee mate.
Hn the third garue I will mate thee by u rliscovcrc-:l check nu my fourth
move. Ho the fourth game thou maycst scatter my forces, and I will
play as thou tlcsirest, yet I will make but nine nnivcs before thy all-
al.:~ou||ilinj;{ stupidity will so Ell-tTt‘.Ill1|lilHH my l\'lm.§ and Queen that
they arcslalc|1|atetl. 11:11.1 on the lifth game, ll|u1 lhon mayest become
:1 lilllglllllg stock, I shull so play that on my tlliril move I commence a
pcrpt-tnnl check, that allows of no termination, :nn.l a slave shall be
nttlc_tcrl to play and lmf'|'ct thy King for forty yca|'s.'

” .'ltml all lhc people rpterietl : ‘ illt, '\’:I.|l|.{-lli, hmv can such things
hc i‘ * “
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“ SPECTRUM ANALYSIS.“

In the early American Chess journals Loyd had a good deal of fun
with those who claimed that problems were not properly endings in
actual play. We shall see later (p. 445] that he himself was not always
too scrupulous as to the legality of his positions; but that did not
prevent his usually maintaining the theory, now generally accepted,
that every problem must be derivable from a conventional game,
however absurd the sequence of moves rnade may be.

First, in a sketch called " Life at the Chess cue," Loyd gave a
verson of No. 65 [compare Ho. 353}, with the question as to whether
White could mate in two or in three moves. If Black can Castle on
both sides, it will take liifhite three moves to mate ; but if it be granted
that the position is derived from actual play, then Black must just
have moved one of his two Rooks, leaving him at best with a single
way to Castle, and White can mate in two moves accordingly. The
double variation after I. ., Kid or Castles is eirtraordinarily brilliant,
but unfortunately this part of the solution is unsound, as I Shy cooks.
Loyd never succeeded in correcting the problem, though he tried
four or ve versions at one time or another. He had rst shown
Blacl-r’s inability to Castle nearly twenty years before, in No. 63, and
later he produced the double solution, according to Black’s previous
play, simply and soundly in No. I54. But the complete series of solutions
with or without dependence on previous play, he did not master, and
I do not know of anyone else every succeeding with it.

A little later came the celebrated " Spectrum Analysis " position,
to which there is a simple mate in three ; " yet if we look upon it as
a position from a game, it can be demonstrated that Pb5 must have
been Blackls last move, and ‘White is, therefore, entitled to mate by
I P >r P rap. The same critics who say that Castling is unfair because
there may have been previous play, will not admit this right to take
an jsassanl, because they say there has been no previous play " [Sn-.,
p. roe]. -

Finally, to show the complete absurdity of not calculating upon
previous play, Loyd wrote under the head “ A Problem from the Pages
of History," an anecdote involving a " mate in the middle of the chess
board, with nothing but a Knight and two Rooks." His solution
to this catch, No. 55- is simple enough, when one knows how, and
probably converted those who had refused to accept the en passani
mate in the “ Spectrrun Analysis."

En peasant keys were not new even in r yh. Klett had com-
posed two famous eaamples, and there were others even earlier, but
Loyd's position was more complex than its predecessors, and doubtless
a novelty to American readers. The demonstration is obvioim enough
to-day. But when it appeared the only accurate solution was that
oi W. A. Eihinkman. Eighteen years later Loyd composed a far more
remarkable an passaiir study, No. Ir3. The times had changed in
I594. It was simply as a solving prise problem that Loyd offered
the “ Looking Backwards " {our-mover. There was no story of
Professor Tyndal and the Sun Spots to accompany it. The good old
days of fun and frolic were making way for a prosaic period of classi ca-
tion and dull analysis._

r
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ANECDOTE OF THE LATE T. M. BROWN.

" THE following anecdote is related of the late T. M. Brown, and is so
characteristic of him that we cannot but give it the credence it deserves.

" ue evening E. Brown dropped into a chess room, and as it
was rather late he decided not to play, but amused himself by looking
on at the play oi a couple of amateurs, who had nearly cleared the
hoard. Before long one oi them said to the other, ' Well, I have done
my best, but you are too much for me.’

“ Mr. Brown, who was slightly acquainted with them, said:
‘ Excuse me, Mr. Colvil, but I think you could have won if you had
Castled your Pawn.‘

“ Colvil looked rather surprised; but, as others were gathering
around to look on and listen, he did not care for a discussion before
them, and he bowed himself oil, and soon after they all retired. _

" Between one and two in the morning Mr. Brown was disturbed
from his slumbers by a furious ringing of the bell. As the drowsy
servant paid no attention to it, and it continued incessantly, Mr. Brown
threw up the window and called out, ‘ Who is there? ' ‘Uh l Mr.
Brown, is that you? I want to speak to you—-—I cannot rest till I
see you ; I am Mr. Colvil.’

" As some oi the neighbours had thrown up their windows to find
out the cause of the disturbance, Mr. Brown ung on a dressing gown,
went down and admitted Mr. Colvil to the parlour: ‘ Wel1_ what is it E‘ '

" i You told me I ought to have Cnsflcd ngv Pawn. I have heen
tmniug it over in my mind ever since, and it fairly hewililcrs uie. I
know all about Caslling the King, but I never hean:l of Lfastling a
Pawn. I don’t see how it can he done or by what rule. I went right
home to overhaul my books, but they are all silent an that point.
Is it a recent innovation .7‘ I could not sleep or get any rest ol luind
for thinking of it. I beg pardon for disturbing you. hat I was going
wild to nd out the meaning.'

“ Brown burst into a roar of laughter. ' I-iscusc my merrinient
as I excuse your disturbance of my rest. But really tl|is is too funny.
Did you think I meant you to Castle ieillr the Pawn P '

“ ‘ ‘What else could I suppose? '
“ ‘ Did you never hear of Qneening the Pawn E’ lllpply the same

construction to " Castling the Pawn.“ '
" ' Uhl is that it? '
“ ' Yes; and so our labour may not he quite lost. let us set up

the position {No. fry}. You perceive it would not do in Queen the
Pawn, for that would give Black a chance to draw the game. and it
would only be a waste oi men to make it a l~i.11lp;lll' or Illshop ; hut by
making it a Rook you ensure the game.'

" Mr. Brown then applied himself to the more dillicult problem
of waking up his servant and procuring refreshments lor his guest,
and they made ‘ a night of it‘ as much as the fact of its heing the
small hours oi the morning would permit."

r-.1
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TI-IE CENTENNIAL PROBLEM TOURNEY.

THE year Iliy , when the rlrnerican Chess joarnai started on its
checkered career, was also the date of the Centennial Congress in
Philadelphia. The idea of a Problem Tourney to supplement the
Congress was actively taken up by Dr. Moore and then by Professor
Allen and others. Although promoted largely by the Chess journal,
the Centennial Tourney was a relatively new departure, in that entries
might be contributed to practically any American chess column.
It was not a bad idea, for besides the principal prises, each colunm
could offer special trophies and stimulate di erent entries.

It was on this point that Loyd, who was on the Committee, and
Professor Allen fell out. Loyd did not favour allowing a composer
to enter more than one set. Allen maintained that the entrance fees
were important towards providing the prise fund, and that if Loyd
felt he oould scoop all the prises, as he said a composer might do, why,
let him enter all he wanted to pay for. So Loyd did enter a lot of
sets. as follows :-—

Boston Glohe : " Ideas," Nos. dd, IE-5, 5tio.
Cleveland Leader, continued as Cleveland Voice.‘ " Themes,”

4or, 54o, 552.
Chess Record: “ Fancies," yd, 84, 364.
Free Press : “ God save the Queen," 533, 554, 555.
Chess _,Toarnal.' " Jolly Brothers," 93, 4y4, ti3o.
Sporting New Yorker : " Alle gute Dinge sind drei,” 491, 531.
Danhary News : “ The Three Cousins.” 261, ads, ati3.
Lebanon Herald.‘ "Notions," B, 332, 538.
New York Clipper .' “ Old Cronies,“ 453 {see p. ry].

and his success was phenomenal : He won the First Set Priae,
"Ideas"; the Second Set Prise. " Themes "; the Prizes for the
Best Problem, Best 2-er, Best 3-er, Best 4-er, and Second Best 4-er ;
and the Globe and Voice Trophies. And this was against a eld of
BB Set Entries and is further Single Entries. E. B. Cook was the
]udge. " I made them all in one week, “ wrote Loyd, " as good prob-
lems as I ever made, because I was mad ! " (L. Ioog}.

Loyd adds that he never received the prises ; in fact I do not think
any of them were ever paid, a form of remissness not peculiar, unfor-
tunately, only to American tourneys. Dr. Moore planned an elaborate
Centennial Book, and a few of the plates were made, for sample pages
are quoted in the later issues of the Chess journal. But beyond this
nothing happened, and eacept for Loyd's priae—winners the whole
tom'ney is now pretty well forgotten.

No. EB, which won the prises for the Best Problem and for the
Best Four-mover, and which formed a part of the Set awarded the
First Price and the Bahson Globe Trophy, may be a surprise to modem
solvers, owing to the capture key. But, as Loyd has said: “The
object of the removal of the Knight is not so apparent, and to all
appearances nothing is gained by the sacri ce, which makes it a most
unexpected and diihcult key. The chief merit, however, consists
in the innumerable lines of attack which will nearly, hat nor gnire,
effect mate in four moves ” [Slr., p. arr}.
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THE ANEERICAN CHESS AND PROBLEM
ASSOCIATION.

 h

THE foundation in IE-yy of the American Chess and Problem Association
was an event to encourage the hopes of lovers of American chess.
Similar Associations have at other times done much for the cause in
European countries. Only in America have they seemed preordained
to failure. And the hopes awakened in I-Hyy were duly shattered in
I-Syd. A Congress was held, and a Problem Tournament also, but
such wrangling arnong the managers accompanied every step that
the memory of the Association is less bright than was its anticipation.

The Problem Tourney is remembered for two splendid sets: one
by Loyd, awarded First Prise; the other by ‘W, A. Shinkman, which
won the Second Prise. Loyd's set included Nos, 3sii, still and fig.
The latter became his favourite four-mover, perhaps his favourite
problem. It is a very ne composition, but it lacks some of the
elements that have made others of his problems more widely known.
Its main feature is di iculty rather than brilliancy, and cli iculty alone
does not necessarily recommend a problem. The key is wonderful.
The Qneen is withdrawn to a position of apparently small power for
the purpose of commanding squares whose importance is not recog-
nised until the full four-move solution is seen. The White Queen
is of small use at f3 until the Queen's Knight is man-osuvred to c3.
This requires two more moves, so that the mates are revealed suddenly
and with an element of surprise. Loyd has used the Knights well in
many of his problems, but in none does a Knight more simply or more
thoroughly alter the whole aspect of affairs. There is little variety ;
however Black plays, with a few exceptions, a similar mating web
is created, for the Black King, even with three moves, cannot get
away from its rami cations. The problem, in this respect, reminds
one somewhat of No. 45, though the addition of a move to the length
of the solution makes it much more di icult to solve. " It is the
nest problem of my book," wrote Loyd," and why? Because it

contains a real four~move theme: The Queen moves from a strong
position to one that threatens nothing but the leading idea, which
would not be hit upon by chance. The pieces are in active play ; the
mating positions have all to be created, and the variations are in
harmony with the theme " [Str., p. aro}. And the Judges, Elson,
Neill and Reichhelm, said of it: " It is a colossal four-mover, and
stands out grandly as the best single problem of the tournament,
having a wonderfully deep design together with "a most nished
rendering."

The collapse of the American Chess and Problem Association
was a considerable disappohitment to Loyd, though his own share
in its polemics contributed not a little to the asco. In later years
he repeatedly planned and worked for a new Association among
problemists, but no great success rewarded his eiiorts. _ I will have
occasion to speak of the short-lived Association of 131;: a little further
on p. Sr}.
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THE LETTER TOURNEYS.

Gite‘. of the rst features introduced by Loyd into his department in
the American Chess journal was a “ Letter B “ competition. This
was a great success, producing a whole swarm oi B's, and many puns
as well. Loyd, as conductor of the little tourney, did not compete;
but it is evident, irom No. yo, that he tried his hand at the task, and
this led him to several other enperiments along alphabetical lines.
When he was consulted about the programmes of the Centennial
Tourney and of the American Problem Association Tourney, he strongly
recommended having special Letter Prizes offered. When the com-
petitors were examined there was no question that the prises had
been won by Loyd. His entries sparkled with invention and intricacy.

“ No. yo was my rst attempt in the Letter line, and was designed
for the irontispiece to H. E. Bird's work on the Chess Openings. As
I have since completed the name in full, I herewith present the quartette
as a tribute to that distinguished master.

" The positions which complete the letters of Bird's name
are more carefully elaborated for the purpose of showing the desirable
features in problems oi this kind. The letters are as perfectly formed
as they can well be described upon the chess board, and there is not a
dead-head, or idle piece, employed—-all being required either to effect
mate or to prevent other solutions. In this respect they form a
striking contrast to No. yo, wherein there are quite a number oi Pawns
more ornamental than useiul, whieh could be dispensed wit-h " (Sun,
an If>4-5l- _

“ Many very pretty monograms and 1n fact entire names can be
spelled out on one diagram in this way. Of course it is wandering
away from legitimate chess, and introducing a frivolous style of oom-
position that is liable to become alarmingly epidemic as the aspirants
for pictorial honours increase " {Str., p. 1&6].

These Letter tourneys had certainly been popular, but it was
mainly Loyd's interest in them and his own contributions that made
them so, and the epidemic he anticipated did not iollow. There have
been, it is true, a few Letter Tourneys in the last thirty- ve years.
The best was that of I595 in the Leeds Mercury ,' the others have
been decidedly minor a airs. Probably tourneys for Letter Problems
will never be irequent because most composers cannot make up entries
to order, as Loyd could do so well. The best Letter problems by others
than Loyd are mainly chance affairs, suggested by the processes of
working up some particular problem and then used for some dedica-
tory purpose. To force an arti cial output of this tort is not particu-
larly bene cial. If it had not been ior Loyd’s genius towards all
forms of improvisations these Letter tourneys oi 1By ~y would have
been no more memorable than the occasional ones that have ared
up and ickered away and been forgotten since then.
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"In.

THE PARIS '1‘OURNEX' OF I yd.

In connection with the Paris Congress held in the summer of Idyd,
a problem tourney was organised in which Loyd hastened to compete.
This was noteworthy, because Loyd entered no other foreign tourney
between the publication of Chess Nuts and the Strategic Tourney oi
rqoh, in which he decided to be represented as a tribute to the memory
of his old friend Preti. I think he had two reasons for his eagerness
to take part in the tournament of Idyd. He had many pleasant
memories of Paris, and the friends he had made ten years before were
still the prime movers in French chess; and more particularly he
wanted his revenge on Conrad Bayer. " Uf course I shall try one
more shy at Conrad Bayer. I have been unfortunate in my encounters
with him, and am ansious to try my inch once more " {L. to E. B. Cook,
Iath August, rdyh}. The result was satisfactory, in that he defeated
Bayer; but he only won the Third Prise. First Prise went to ].
Berger, Second to F. af Geyerstam, and Bayer was Fourth.

Loyd's set consisted of Bios. 4.44, 545, 228 and y4. The two-
mover was much discussed, owing to the utter disregard displayed
for the duals. The rest of the set was universally praised as being in
Loyd's most difficult manner. I have sometimes thought that he
purposely made Nos. 7'4 and sad, as well as No. 4.44, as parodies on
himself ; for it was just at this time when he was returning to chess
that he came to recognise the secret of his own success. “ You would
scarcely believe," he wrote to Cook, in the letter just quoted, “ that
I bad so far neglected chess that I had forgotten most all of my problems
and had to solve them eaactly as if I had never seen them ; and the
odd thing about it was that I found them infernally difficult, until I
learned the peculiarity of my style, which I had never noticed before,
and then I was able to knock them over at sight in the most disgusting
manner. It put me out of all conceit with myself. I nd that I have
almost invariably placed the pieces to give a certain false idea, and
when I once got the hang of what this was the solution came very easy
to me. I could always solve a problem in half the time, anyway, if
I lcoew who it was by."

Now, Nos. 5-'4 and 228 are the incarnation of a parody on this
theory of the “ false idea." Instead of having the keys the least likely
on the board, they are in both cases the most obvious moves possible,
which every solver would try right o . But “ there are several obvious
defences of such a conclusive nature that the solver is readily dis-
couraged " (Sin, p. eon}. In other words Loyd has here made a
dif culty and a merit out of the sheer unliltelibood of the over-plausible I
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"11.

LOYD n. DELIHLAR.

THERE is one statement in the Chess Strategy which has awakened
a good deal of probably justi able criticism; I refer to Loyd's high
opinion of the playing powers of the average problemut. “ The fact
that problemists become so fascinated with their art, and take com-
paratively little interest in playing games, has given rise to the false
impression that they are inferior players; which has become the
general belief. The error is simply in discerning who are good problem-
ists ; for I can safely say that it is utterly impossible for a rst-class
problemist to be otherwise than a strong player; and I have often
asserted that such is my con dence in the superiority of what I will
term the analytical over the theoretical school, that I believe if a
tournament was arranged, Une Himdred Players versus Clue Hundred
Problemists, the latter would win ninety per cent. of the games played "
{S.lr., p. 2.-gr}.

As if to support the claim, Loyd almost hnmediately after these
words were written, entered on a match of ve games up with Eugene
Delmar. It was a piece of pure bluff on his part. He bad had no
serious practice in chess-play for ten years, while Delmar was the
recognised champion of New York. The outcome was not in question
for a moment, Delmar winning by 5 to I, and 2 draws. Loyd anno-
tated the games for the Aiuerirau Chess journal, but they are not very
interesting to play over.- Loyd was always on the look-out for some-
thing spectacular, and his play in consequence was decidedly unsound.

The best result of the match from the point of view of posterity
was the dedicatory three-mover which Loyd composed in honour of
his victorious antagonist, No. jr 5. This is a most ingenious letter
problem, and very difficult withal, as the quiet second move following
on a sacri ce key is totally unespected. Loyd used the problem as
tail-piece to the Strategy, but as he did not give the solution I fancy
most readers have overlooked its merits.

As to a large match between Players and Problemists, there is
little comment necessary after reporting the Delmar-Loyd score. It
would certainly have been easier to nd a hundred players able to
follow the leadership of the late Mr. Delmar, than a hundred, or even
fty, problemists who could support a genius like Loyd. We fear one

side would have won ninety per cent. of the games—and that it would
not have been the side predicted in the Chess S tr.-zufegy F __
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THE FIFTH MIERICAN CHESS
CONGRESS.

In all the problem tourneys of the different American Chess Congresses
the set system of competition has prevailed. This form of entry,
which requires every problem in a set to be sound, puts a great premium
on accuracy, and handicaps brilliant single entries where the com-
panions in a set have proved unsound. To avoid frequent injustice,
which may easily arise in this way, it was customary to award a
brilliancy prise for the best single entry as well. It was quite a feather
in Loyd 's cap therefore to win this Special Prise with 3*-lo. yy, as well
as the Third Set Prise with his complete set consisting of Nos. 445,
254, 252 and yy. His set was dedicated to his old friend Frederick
Perrin {see p. Iq}, who was the President of the Committee of Manage-
ment of the Congress. Loyd was already a veteran. He had won
third place in the First American Congress of 185?, where Morphy
suddenly shot into fame as a player. In the Second Congress, oi 13;:-r,
he did not compete, as he was totally out of chess at the time. The
Third Congress, of I574, had no problem tourney. The Centennial
Tourney of rtlyir-y, while not officially connected with the Fourth
Congress, of rllyo, practically supplemented that Congress and here,
as we know, Loyd again competed, and won the First Prise- In the
Fifth Congress his set only won Third Prise, the First going to Dr. von
Gottschall, of Leipsic. and the Second to the young prodigy Harry
Eoardman, whose career proved unfortunately so short. Loyd’s
success would doubtless have been greater had he not purposely chosen
to experiment on the Iudges at his own e:-rpense. The tourney was
held at a time when much discussion was rife as to the depreciating
effect of duals and of partial anticipations on the comparative merits
of tourney problems. Loyd entered this very No. r, which has a good
many duals and short mates in unimportant variations, and likewise
No. 445, which is obviously an ezttension of an earlier theme he had
handled in bio. 44,4. The Judges, E. B. Cook, C. H. Waterbury, and
G. E. Carpenter, made a very sane award. They showed that the
duals in So. yy were tri ing in comparison to the merits of construction,
and that they could only have been avoided by greatly encumbering
the position with Pawns. Un the other hand they penalised the set
heavily on account of the lack oi originality in No. 445. The remaining
two entries they praised highly.

The theme of No. yy is not unlike the mainplay in ll-lo. h o. Loyd
also composed a very sirnilar version in Ho. yfr, perhaps by way of a
preliminary study to ll-lo. yy, but I do not know that he ever published
it. The theme shows out best, it seerns to me, in the three-move
form ; but the conditions of the tourney required one four-mover in
every set, and it may at least be surmised that Loyd allowed himself
to build up the position by one more move to meet the requirements.
even though, on general principles, he so strongly disapproved of
estending any problem beyond the normal length required by the
theme.

I
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LOYD’S “ CHESS‘ STRATEGY."

.t5LL'rHoUoH Loyd began work on his book almost from the beginning
of the period of renewed activity which Dr. Moore had aroused, and
the greater part was written forthwith, yet the completion and printing
of the book dragged on for several years, until I881.

“ I was married in I870, and never made a problem until Dr.
Moore camc to Elizabeth and got me at it again. I wrote most of the
Strategy three years before it was issued ; but my foreman, in a printing
of ce I owned, took the job of correcting the proofs, and plates were
made without any revision at all. I was horri ed when I saw what
the proofs made me say. I saw Cook, and he advised me to destroy
the whole thing and start over. But Dr. Moore prevailed on rne to
print the absurd botch. Even the P.S. was mostly all set up, and I
only could get in a few new problems" (L. I909).

Any critic of the CHess Strategy now-a-days has a hard task to decide
whether his key-note shall be praise or blame. It is a remarkable
book, unique even to-day as to the merit of the problems included,
bristling with suggestive notes and hints, and withal the rst attempt
made, ii we except Lange's Handbook and KIett's Collection, to treat
comprehensively of problem construction. The now standard text-
books of Berger, Laws, and others are all at least several years more
recent in date. " I am not proud of that old book," wrote Loyd on
another occasion ; “ “Then I brought it out I had to make up all the
terms and rules, and I did not know how far composers would stand
being dictated to. But now all my ideas are accepted, and they go a
long way beyond me “ {L., 7th December, roof].

The faults in the Strategy are not due altogether to the proof-
readers; they are due fully as much to Loyd's genius itself. For
Loyd was a genius through and through ; with the limitations as well
as the gifts of the irnprovisator. The chess board was a medium of
expression which he commanded absolutely, for he could compel the
powers of the pieces into expressing his intentions as accurately and
with as little e ort as any composer in the history of problems. But
a long exposition in mere words was beyond him. He had extra-
ordinary intuition. His conclusions were often correct, even when
his arguments were almost absurdly unsound. He seemed to form
his opinions by instinct and afterwards to attempt their justification
by appeal to reasoning, not always with success. He would express
any idea that came to him, however particular its true application
might be, in the form of a broad generalisation; hence the contra-
dictions, repetitions and general turmoil of his style. He had not,
in short, the patience to frame a carefully reasoned system nor to
expound a complex thought in simple words. He could tell a story
admirably, and he could give suggestive hints brie y and to the point.
But when it came to page after page of de nition and criticism, he
entirely lost his footing , he hurried, he vacillated, he oundered.
The style of the Strategy reminds one of a rrmaway horse caught in
quick-sand. “ I got into a mess ”—-Loyd never uttered a truer
criticism than these ve words (L., 7th August, Igog), and we can
accept them as the best summary yet made of his Strategy.

No. Br was the last problem in the book. " It is my very latest
production," he declared, " and rather con rms a suspicion that often
crosses my mind that our first compositions are frequently our best “
[5'tr., p. 263}.
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ERRATA TO THE “ CHESS STRATEGY.“

Fen the bene t ef the fertunate pessessers ef eepies ef Lo_"_=.'d’s beek,
I will give a full list ef sneh misprints and aws in the diagrams as
have been diseevered. The errers in the mt and selutiens are tee
frequent, and fer the mest part tee evident te be included. Very
many ef these aws were diseevered by the well-lrnewn English selver,
G. Stillingfleet ]ehnsen, whe made a thereugh study ef the preblems
at my request. Levd himself was asteunded at Mr. ]ehnsen's sl-nil] :
“ Seme ef the elder enes have steed the test ef fty years, and I eun-
sidered them abselutely sennd ; but the}: yield se readily te 1-:eur eeel-ts
that it is ebviens the eld selvers were net up te veur medern analyst "
{L.. September, Igeg}. The eerreetiens given were made by Lejrd
himself, all the mere recent enes in Ieeg.
Ne
He
Ne
Ne
Ne
Ne
Ne
Ne
Ne
1'-Te
Ne
He
Ne
Ne
Ne
He
Ne
Ne
Ne
He
He
lie
He
Ne
He
He
Ne
Ne
He
He
Ne
He
Ne
He
He.
Ne
hie
Ne

Ne
Ne
Ne
Ne

T

Ne .
Ne
He

Ne.
He
He

4
1.7’
43
52
54
F3
9:
e3

rI;I
Ia;
I32
I34
1.1.0
I415
149
I53
I59
I5]?
I?4.
IBI.
:34
I85
18?.
Isa
223.
23:5
245.
:53.
163
1??
231
232
25?.
age
31'->3
3953-as
315
ass
36?
359
3:13-
.354
415
43?
4.1.1:!
455
se

Mate in ve meves: I F.h£i+, Kg ;_ s Ef +. Transfer the ‘White
Add 1]-.1“ at 11;-'. [Queen in dl.
Ceeles: r Qg2—]— and I Qf3+, Keg; 3 Qe6+.
Meve the feur pieces en the eighth rank ene square te the right.
Mate in feur: I F:-:P+. Add ‘i.'+'.P. at as-
Dual in mainplay: I Keg, Hf: ; 2 Be; er Hi3.
Ceek: I PgB=Q+. Edy; : QdE~+.
Eeelt: I Bfg. Add ‘ll-'.P. at f3.
Mate in three: I Pge. Add B.P.'s at he and b3.
Transfer W.P. frem be te de.
The Pawn at ey sheuld be ‘White.
Ceeh: I Qe . Transfer ‘J-»'.IE1'.. te he. Add B.P. at d .
Ceelr: I Rgii-|—.
Ne mate after 1 Qer, Rby; 1 lite-_=., R KP.
Geek: I R113.
Ceelr: I Her, Beg; 2 S}-cP.
Transfer B.P. frem fe te dd.
Ceelt: I QSg4+. Add ‘W.P. at fti.
The 1::-ieee at d1 shenld be a ‘i\".R.
'l'.‘eelt: I Rfgr. The Eishep at g5 shenld be a it-‘.P.
The Pawn at fa sheuld he Black.
The Pawn at d sheuld be White.
Geeks: l Be; and I Qb:+.
Transfer the B.S. te ha-
The Biahep at e5 sheuld be Hlaelt. '
Geek: 1 Bd -l-. Transfer the ‘i‘J.K. te bl.
Add H.P. at ds.
Geek: I P:-=:P.
He mate after I Sf4, Pgj.
Ceek: I BdI+. Transfer the "i‘¢'.FZ. ta dI.
Ceelrs: I Set and I Sb.q.+. Add ‘A-".P. at e5 and B.P. at a3.
The Blael: Pawn at as is sup-er ueus.
Ceelt: r 3b3+. Add Bl’. at a4.
Ceeh: I Qd4+. Add B.P. at g;.I.
Ceek: I H.e5. Add Bl’. at er.
Geek: I Pe .
The Pawn at es aheuid be a "i'J‘h.ite Ruele.
‘White ean play I Pg . {Immaterial}.
Ceelt: I Pdq.; 2 Qdj; 3 Q1113.
Ceek: I Sty, Rfd: a Rs.:B.
Ceelr: I SEEP, See-f—; e Ea..1..
The Reel: at ea sheuld be a White Pawn.
Ceelrs: I Qei and I ee.
The King at -=14 sheuld be Blael.-.. if
Ceelr: I Rgs; s S-dI-|—.
The rst twe nieves are interchangeable. [In:|Jnaterial}.
Geek: I H-e4; I 5 be P+. Meve pesitien ene square te the left.
Transfer W.EL. te h3 and ‘W.B. te gy.

re is a Bishep ehtrrnsive in Hes 115, 3_:r3 43';he . .
The fellewing are fantasies er etherwise impdssible pesitiens : Hes. 3;, 43, 54,

6-4, 155. =1-B. svs. aw. is-B. see. ans. 3-is. 414. -1-ss. a s. 5-=13. 5H-
‘F9
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LOYD AND COOK.

THE dedicatieu ef the Chess Strategy reads, “ Te Eugene B. Ceek,
Esq., the Max Lange ef America." Mr. Ceek had begun eempesitien
in IE-5r, several years befere Le-yd, se that by I331, when Leyd speke
ef himself as a veteran, Ceek steed ent already as the Hester ef
American cempesers. The cenceptien and preductien ef the
Herculean Ch»sss Nuts established him still mere rmly as the prehlemist
whe had centributed mest e ectively te the enceuragement ef American
chess. He had been repeatedly editer, and judge ; and as a eernpeser
he remains active te this day as ene ef the mest fertile eur ceuntry
has prednced. But there was still anether trait which cempleted
Leyd’s admiratien and esteem, and this was that Mr. Ceele's interest
in, and suppert ef, American chms had always been impersenal, and
censequently dispassienate. Centreversies had raged in which nearly
every ether editer er preblemist had been invelved-—hl'r. Ceek alene
had held aleef frem them all. I think this last cause was the mest
impertant ef all in riveting Leyd’s regard ; there was prebably ne
ether preblemist whese epinien he really valued and always seught.
Certainly Leyd had ne cerrespendent during se leng and uninterrupted
a peried. Mr. Ceels has mest kindly placed at my dispesal a large
hes-full ef letters, dating frem the earliest years ef the Chess Monthly
almest te Le-yd's death, and eevering the whele range ef Leyd's chess
activities. These are mestly tee persenal te quete frem directly,
but their centents are re ected threugheut in the pertrait ef Leyd
which I have tried te draw in this heels. Often they are witty, and
semetimes almest farcical in their tene, as, fer instance, the letter
abeut the phetegraphs ef the French players queted en p. 49.

Leyd was a singular man, fer in spite ef the pelemics inte which
he never hesitated te engage, he had a streng natienal pride which
made him an:-riens te keep the lltmerican preblem levers in teueh
with ene anether, by erganisatzien er etherwise, as much as pessible.
We have seen his e erts te make the American Chess and Preblem
Asseciatien a success ; and as late as r gr he was trying, with Gilberg
and ethers, te start a new Preblem Asseciatien. “ The times are
ripe fer a prehlem Trust ! " he wrete te Ceek, " There are enly a few
ef us eld fellews left, and while we are yet en the beard we sheuld
meet semi-eeeasienally te talk ever eld times and te perpetuate what
we have dene in the Preblem ‘Werld " [L. te E. B. Ceelr, 13,1111 June,
I391]. I remember my father jeining the Asseeiatien at Leyd’s
request; but I remember else that twe menths later his dues were
returned with a netiee that the Assoc-iatien had net materialised.
Prehlemists are tee scattered and tee little gregarious te erganise
successfully, even when a Loyd takes the lead.

Br
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LOYD AND SHIN1C'tLA.N.—I.

UNI. ef my articles in the H.C.M. series en Leyd Uanuary, rein},
dealt with the similarities and di erences between the geniuses ef
eur twe greatest then living American preblemists. Altheugh their
werks tench at se many pnints that there is endless material fer cem-
parisen, nebedy, se far as I can nd, had ever attempted te draw
any parallel between them. Any full study ef the twe weuld far
ezeeeed the space I ceuld here give te it, ner weuld it be a fair study
if I did net quete mere liberally frem Shinkman even than frem Leyd.
Fer Shinleman has been far mere fertile than Leyd_ Leyd’s character-
istic, as we have seen already, was the spentaneeus presentatien ef
themes ; eften he discevered them himself, semetimes he enly adapted
theru——but it was primarily his delightful tench in passing that gave
them their irresistible charm. Shinlrman, tee, has eften been an
eriginater, and his tench is delicate, and sure, and spentaneeus. Hut
he is far mere ef a student and an experimentalist than Leyd was.
He appreaehes his theme frem every side, and is net satis ed till he
is cen dent he has everleeked nething. Leyd teyed with themes,
Shinlrman masters them. Leyd’s genius was a natural spring,
bubbling up irrepressibly; Shinlcman cembines genius with a pains-
taking talent, and the cembinatien reminds ene ef a quarry, effering
seme ef its preduct spentaneeusly at the surface while much ef it
has te be mined frem belew. Shinleman is a veteran new, and many
will cenfnse his activities with Leyd’s, tbeugh really they are se
distinct. Leyd’s nest preblems were largely these early enes ef I856-
e. Shinkman was enly bern in I345, and his earliest preblems date

frem the beginning ef the ‘seventies. After I868, the date ef Chess
Nuts, Leyd cempesed relatively few preblems. Since the same date
Shinlrman has been almest incessantly very active, se that he has
surpassed Leyd's tetal eutput feur er ve times ever.

Naturally several ceincidences in the werks ef the twe cempesers
eccurred. He. By was discussed by me at length under the head ef
“ A Questien ef Authership," in B.£'.'.M., Dee, reeg. Shinkm
himself summed up the whele matter in a letter te me ef e th April,
19-en: " Anether remarkable ceincidence was the idea centained in
his Ne. 413 ef Chess Strategy. Leyd was rst in the eld, then mine
appeared in the Helyelre Traitseript. Beth preblems were faulty,
and H. F. L. Meyer made a nice cerrectien which I like better than
Leyd's. I was never able te secure a satisfactery peeing."
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LOYD AND SHH*lKll.f£‘I.N.-—II.

Penna?-s the nearest ceincidence ef all between Loyd and Shiulcman
is that discussed by C. H. W'heeler in Ctteckmate, Oct., I903. Shink-
man quite independently ebtained a pesitien identical with Ne. SB,
escept that he put the Queen en b3. This happened in Idyy, an
unfertunate year fer Shinl-rman, as several ethers ef his preblems
were anticipated. Prebahly all my readers remember the celebrated
Carpenter-Shinkman twe-meve case. Oddly eneugh Shinkman
speaks ef this fer the rst time in the same letter {te G. E. Carpenter,
16th Gct., 187'?) that be draws attentien te Ne. SB. " I have been
caught several times, t.e., semeene had anticipated me. Here are a
few instances. . ..In each case the key-meves are the same. Nes.
3-4 (Ne. SB] is a remarkable case. . . .Drep me a line at yeur cenveni-
ence. ‘fears nerveusly, Shinkman."

Censidering the revival ef interest in preblems in this ceuntry
just at this peried, and the increased eutput, it dees net seem te me that
a few such ceincidences, in relatively simple settings by cempesers
ef the same tendency, were very astenishing. Their number was
very small cempared te the censtant repredactiens ef te-day. But
the limitatiens ef cempesitien were net understeed, and fer a while
discussiens, inte which we need net enter here, were all tee frequent.
Leyd, nevertheless, did net lese his admiratien fer Shinhman. He
is, I think, the enly cerupeser I have ever heard Luyd praise witheut
seme quali eatien, unless it be, just befere his death, the new werk
ef ‘W. Pauly. His rst mentien ef Sbinlrman was in a letter te E. E.
Geek (13376). " Ameng the centribnters te the _,tIn-trnat, a Mr. Shinin-
man has taken my fancy. I nd the sparkle ef genius in all his preh-
lems “ ; and twe years later Leyd wrete te Carpenter: " Shinlrmari
is a bright, dazzling fellew, and I have seen seme preblems ef his that
were se full ef fancy and eriginality that I felt the best ef us weuld
have te take a step higher er he weuld be abeve us " {L.. 3etJ1 March,
Idyfil.

There are many traits, besides this matter ef actual ceincidences,
en which it weuld be interesting te dwell. Neither had much cenceru
abeut the fate ef their preblems. " In 190;: Leyd gave me the manu-
script cellectien ef his preblems; pages ef nine er twelve little diagrams
in ink, reughly drawn in his exquisite penmanship, with a mere nete
ef the editer te whem the preblem had been sent, but ne details as
te date, er whether it had even appeared. The book is, indeed, a
treasure, 1.eru by ferty years’ vicissitudes; but the mest remarkable,
certainly, in chess annals. Shinlcman’s preblems are very similarly
presented ; but the beek is a big fat ene. Semetimes twenty diagrams
te a page, an inch square, alse in ink, with unshaded squares, stained
and weather-beaten, tee, and likewise mest fertile in ideas te anyene
whe can decipher its mysteries “ (A.C.W. in ii’.C.M., ]'an., rare}.
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LOYD AND STEINITZ.

I'~l'D two men could ever have been much more di erent than Loyd
and Steinita. The World’s Champion was slow in his decisions, deep
in his analysis, cautious and greatly averse to reworks. Loyd's
impetuosity was incomprehensible to him. They embodied, respec-
tively, the ideal of modem analytical match play and that of modern
spectacular problem composition. Any beginner wanting to l-mow
the di erence between the game a.nd problems might well be given
these two personalities to study. On the whole Steinite had the
advantage in this respect, that he could generally work out Loyd's
problems, while Loyd would probably not have won a game from
Steinite if they had played fty !

Loyd was constantly trying to catch the Champion with his
problems. “ In a moment of weakness the idea occurred to us to
challenge Steinits to a problem match, we agreeing to entemporise
a position in less time than it would take him to solve it. The
challenge was promptly accepted, without appointing seconds or sign-
ing preliminary articles of agreement. After a short delay devoted
to adjusting our chronometers, time was'called and at the end of ten
minutes we had evolved the following impromptu [No Sq}. It was
not a difficult a air, but with over a doaen variations to call off which
might gain some delay, we felt pretty well satis ed with our position,
and grew more con dent as we counted the revolutions of the second
hand of our Iurgenssen. But alasl we had reckoned without our
host, for at the end of er-tactly ve minutes our position collapsed and
we were demolished.

" Steinits, however, kindly soothed our nmenr prepre by pro-
nouncing the problem a good one, betraying evidence of budding
talent. We then adjourned to discuss our indebtedness and liquidated
the same to the entire satisfaction of the victor as_ well as the van-
qnished " {N.1’. Evening Telegram, May, I355].

Loyd had his revenge a month or two later with the famous
" Stuck Steinitz " four-mover, which is quoted elsewhere, under No.
yon. Steinitz never forgave Loyd the publicity he gave to the latter
problem, though he had been ready enough to let the Problem Match
story go the rounds. Loyd was then President of the New York
Chess Club, and was instrumental in having Steinits made an Honorary
Member. But as Steinita grew more and more estranged, he began to
use his. Internntienei Chess M.-sgeeine to attack Loyd with, just as he
later used it against Zulcertort and others, until it became a by-word
as the vehicle of personal feelings. Steinita, of course, resigned from
the N.Y. Chess Club. Other defections came later,'due not to any
action on the part of Loyd, but to the inefficient management of the
Cafe Cosmopolitan, where the Club met. Loyd tried hard to stem
the tide of nancial dii cnlties which followed these resignations.
He made a fruitless effort to combine the Chess Club with the New
York Prcss'Clnb. Wlien he failed in this he gradually lost interest
in the Chess Club, and the management passed into other hands.
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LOYD AND THE BETTMANN BROTHERS.

TIEEE prodigies of the problem world in America during the middle
‘eighties were the Bettmann Brothers. They had _come upon the
scene a.s boys, and had carried all before them, both in composing and
solving. They delighted in the complexities of chess, and their prob-
lems remain as the nest embodiment of intricate themes which our
country tinned out at this period. Dr. H. W. Bettmann, whose interest
in problerus is still keen and active, tells humorously how their successes
impressed themselves. The praise of friends and editors convinced
them, perhaps not without justice, that their solving powers had few
rivals. Loyd heard of their reputation, and forthwith brought forward
another prodigy in the person of Harry Rowe, a lad even younger
than the Bettmanns. Whether such a person ever existed I do not
know ; but a few problems appeared under the name, and Loyd was
loud in his commendation. Much discussion, letters in the chess
columns, and rival solving feats ensued. Then Loyd issued a formal
challenge to the Eettmanns on behalf of young Rowe to a “ World's
Championship Solving Match." The Bettmarm's haughtily declined
the contest, telling Harry Rowe, in the language of the prise-ring, to
“ go get a reputation." “ I have always felt," adds Dr. Bettmann,
" that Cincinnatus, No. oo, was a sort of try—out of our skill, as Loyd
up to that time had not noticed the Uhio Chess Tournaments, and as
Uhio could not boast many problemists or solvers. Looking hack, it
is rather more probable that Loyd was simply trying to help on the
cause of chess without thinking of anyone in particular.“ Be that as
it may, the Bettmanns fully maintained their reputation, winning
the rst solving prise in the splendid time-of only nineteen minutes.
The prohlem is further referred to on pp. III and ry5. Three years
later H. W. Bettmann saw Loyd for the rst and only time : “ As a
young M.III., bent on European travel and study, having spent scarcely
any time on chess for three years, I could not think of passing through
New York without trying to meet Sam Loyd. As well go to Dresden
without seeing the Sistine Madonna! I was very inexperienced, and
thought nothing of hunting up Loyd unannounced and breaking in
on him near his luncheon hour. His reception was instantly cordial,
and he made me feel at once that it was the most natural thing in the
world for him to give up any amount of time to entertain any green
‘Western lad. He carried me off to the Press Club for lunch, looked
over some of my recent problems with the greatest interest, and
expounded his own problem views with much seriousness. He was
more convinced than ever that the problem of the future would have
few pieces and an inviting appearance; and he considered it an all-
important feature that problems in three or four moves should have
themes in the full three or four moves. Built-up problems he especi-
ally condemned. I have forgotten how long he kept me with him.
He was very kind, very keen ; and he sent me away with a glowing
memory of his broad geniality which the ight of twenty-one years
has not in any way dimmed " {L., Ioth July, I912}.
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LOYD, THE ENTERTAINER.

IT was not Steinitz only that Loyd loved to try to catch, it was all
humanity, or at least all that part of humanity with whom he came
in contact. He always had a problem or two up his sleeve, adapted
to the calibre of his audience. Probably Ho. qr, simple little two-
move position though it looks, caught more solvers than any other
single problem of his. Its very simplicity attracted hundreds to
attempt it, and when at last the utterly unexpected checking key
and unique en-peasant mate were discovered there followed an irresis-
tible impulse to go and catch some of one‘s own friends with it.

But it was not with problems alone that Loyd amused his friends.
Sleight-of-hand and ventriloquism were always waiting an opportunity
to show themselves. Mr. P. I. Doyle, who was Secretary of the N.Y.
Chess Club while Loyd was President, has sent me several instances
of his ingenuity. Mr. Doyle describes Loyd as very serious when
alone, always engrossed in deep thought, evidently working out some
problem ; but brightening up as soon as others appeared and always
ready for a trick. Clue evening there was to be a meeting of the
Board of Control at the Club, but a long wait ensued as two members
of the Board were delayed. Loyd picked up a pack of cards and
began to shu ie them absently 1 “ Hello," he said suddenly, " I-Vhat
a funny pack of cards! They seem to be all black.“ Wliile saying
this he spread the cards out in the form of a fan and, sure enough,
all appeared black. He then closed them up and, instantly spreading
them out again fan-like, he showed that they were now all diamonds
and hearts I He then passed from one trick to another, so that it was
actually a disappointment when the others entered and the meeting
was called to order.

Another time Loyd took all his family on a steam-boat excursion.
A tremendous rain came on, and everyone had to take refuge dis-
consolately in the cabin. Loyd at once volunteered to give an
exhibition of magic, though he had come without any accessories
whatever. He found a pack of cards and that was all he wanted,
though he by no means con ned himself to the usual card tricks.
When the boat was drawing home towards the landing he said he
would nish with his famous experiment in thought transmission.
He placed his son, then about fteen, at the other end of the cabin,
and had him carefully blindfolded by one of the passengers. Then
taking up the pack again and pulling out a card at random, he held
it up with the back of the card towards the boy, and asked : " What
card is this P " and each time he did so a correct answer was returned.
He explained afterwards how it was done: “ Of course Sammy does
not know what card I draw out, but simply moves his lips in reply
to my questions, while I supply his voice by ventriloquism." On one
occasion that Loyd did this trick, he pretended that the boy couldn’t
always tell the right card—he would then try several times until, by
an apparently great strain, the answer was forthcoming. After the
performance a benevolent old gentleman came up to him and urged
him to give up doing this mental telepathy, as it was too great a strain
on the boy and must sooner or later result injuriouslv l
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LOYD AND HIS rarirrLy.-r.

Ens‘ it was in his own family that Loyd shone most brightly as enter-
tainer, playmate and friend. He was married in Iliyo to Miss Addie
I. Coombs, of Utica. They had four children, three daughters and
a son, Samuel Loyd, Ir. Cine of his daughters, Mrs. E. H. Pierson,
of Brooklyn, has sent me many interesting recollections of the early
days when, as children, their happiness centred largely on the hours
of play he snatched from his work to he with them. " How well,“
Mrs. Pierson writes, " do we all remember catching him Sunday after-
noons, when he wanted to take a nap, and banking ourselves around
him, with our importunities that he tell us stories. Such stories
they were too, many of them would make Baron Mimchausen sink
into insigni cance. They were usually marvellous tales about himself
as a little boy, and you may be sure they never lacked activity. They
were all about pirates, and Indians, and giants, and the hair-breadth
escapes came thick and fast. My brother would get highly excited
and could never wait for the climax, interrupting with ‘ and then
what did you do, Papa? ' much to the annoyance of us three girls
who had the patience to wait.

" Cln other occasions he would amuse us with his sleight-of-hand
tricks, picking pennies out of our eyes and making them disappear
again mysteriously, or else cutting our pro les and those of all our
boy and girl friends out of black paper. He was always bringing
home games and novelties, with which to amuse us, and in later years
he took as keen a delight in being the play-mate of his grand-children.

" I still have a unique two-page letter which he once sent from
Asbury Park to my boy when the latter was a little fellow and could
not yet read. There was not a single written word in the whole letter.
It was all drawn in caricature, and descriptive of the summer outing
of a tall man [himself] and a short, stout woman {my mother], the
illustrations being of them in bathing, shing, feeding chickens, even
shooting a bear. The whole letter is characteristic of the trouble
he would take in amusing the children as well as in sharpening the
wits of the older ones with more intricate things.

“ Although he was in so many ways our play-fellow, still I cannot
lose the impression of his being always busy, drawing, guring, study-
ing, or sometimes, with an engraver's glass in one eye, engraving on
a block of boxwood or an electrotype, or writing--writing it seemed
eternally, until we would coax him to give it up and rest.

“ The only books he would read by way of relaxation were detective
stories of the most thrilling sort, and more than once he said he thought,
with a little leisure, that he could write up a more impenetrable mystery
than any he had ever read."

" In his later years,” adds his son, “ he grew very fond of whist,
and played almost nightly with members of his family or with friends.
He enjoyed a game of billiards, and was rather fond of the theatre—
but when he was alone he needed no distraction except his chess-
board.”
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LOYD asp ms sanity.-rr.

Scars of Mrs. Pierson's recollections take us back to the days when
Loyd owned the printing office in Elizabeth, New Jersey, where the
.”i'ir.-elegy was printed, and where Loyd himself helped set the type
for all his earliest puzzles. “ My earliest memories are of running down
to this printing office. It was down the hill back of our house. There
were steep stairs to the second storey on the outside of the building,
and when I had laboriously climbed them the door would be opened
in answer to my vigorous kicks.

“ I thought it the nest place in the world to nd amusement,
and doubtless it was the most likely place where I could be a nuisance.
I remember frequently calming consternation by such innocent offences
as mixing up a case of type or upsetting a pile of cards, and once I
was sent home {a bitter day} for picking up an inking pad and gently
patting everything in sight with it.

“ Even now the odour of printer's ink will make me homesick
and recall the old place with its stacks and stacks of puzzle cards
ready to be shipped off, the bushels of paper shavings strewn about
under the big cutting machine, the men at the cases setting type,
and the deafening roar of the presses.

“ My father's rst prrzzles were ahnost entirely devoted to adver-
tising; they were used on hand-bills, for advertising cards, and as
novelties. It was much later before he began to edit any of his puzzle
departments in the maganirres and papers.

“ I remember once they were printing a big lot of cards on which
was the face of a very ugly old man with a large nose. This nose was
to be painted with a red uid which changed to blue with any change
in the weather, thus making a unique barometer, which some tradesman
was ordering as an advertisement. To keep me out of mischief my
father lifted me up on to a high stool and gave me a paint brush and
a big pile of the cards. I do not think anyone who has not had the
experience can imagine a chi1d’s delight in colouring noses by the
hundreds. I stayed at it all the morning, and when the lunch hour
came I begged, but in vain, to be allowed to continue.

" My father’s ideas for puzzles seemed to come to him naturally,
with the very air he breathed. He had the faculty of almost always
seeing at a glance the best interpretations which his ideas permitted,
and also the best usage to which they might be applied. He could
take at random a dozen different puzzles, illustrate one, write a story
about another, and so produce a whole page to meet any special demand.
such as the Christmas issue of a magazine or the like. Similarly he
was always ready to meet any suggestion which a rm would make
in connection with their advertising schemes. He would set to work
at once, as soon as he received the order, develop his plan by making
an India ink drawing and, after submitting it to the rm, return home
as pleased as a boy with a check in his pocket for what had been to
him merely child’s play."
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LOYD AND HIS FA.MILY.—III.

“ Hrs mathematical puzzles," continum Mrs. Pierson, “ were not
always so easily perfected, and I recall once seeing him in a state of
panic at the loss of what had been to him weeks and weeks of work.
He was bringing out his Blind Luck game {see p. ro3}, and he had
lled any number of small note books with gures, the result of many

hours of study. Une night a burglar entered our house and cleared
the hall rack of all the overcoats, among them my father’s, containing
all his little books of gures. The loss of the coat he considered
tri ing, for to him an overcoat was valuable chie y for its pockets;
but the loss of the note books and memoranda caused him terrible
anxiety. Fortunately the coat was found later in the day in the next
yard, where the culprit had dropped it in his ight, and my father
was saved having to go all over those endless gures again.

“ He had unlimited patience in his work and a wonderful power
of concentration. He could work under any conditions: in a street
car, and yet never pass his own corner; in his o ice, and yet not be
disturbed by any of the frequent interruptions which came to him
there. And in the old days he would sit serenely in his big chair
over the most intricate problem or lling page after page of yellow
paper for copy, while we four youngsters raised Bedlam all about him.
One instance of his power of abstraction has never been forgotten
by my mother! Father was at his problems one day when mother
asked him to keep his eye on the baby a moment. She left little
Sam on the oor playing with a tin pail and started on an errand to
our next door neighbour. Barely had she reached the house when
wild shriel-rs and the bumping of the pail down the stairs reached her
ears, and indicated only too clearly what had happened. She hurried
home, to nd the child all in bruises at the foot of the back stairs, and
father in his chair in the room at the top still immersed in his problem
and oblivious to all the commotion.

" Unly those of our own family could have any accurate con-
ception of the quantity and variety of mental work of which he was
capable. His puzzle columns in the magazines and dailies involved
an enormous correspondence ; yet he was always willing to undertake
any new burden. At one time he edited a mechanics’ trade paper;
at another he was a regular contributor to one of the scienti c maga-
zines. He was always ‘ just getting things into shape,’ as he expressed
it, and planning trips to various places ; but they never materialised,
and the most rest he ever took was a few weeks in the summer, and
that rmder protest, for he never appeared to enjoy any part of his
vacations as much as getting into the big rocking chair on the end of
the porch with a pencil and note book.

" A last point I must mention is the sort of re ected light that
has shone on us all as members of my father’s family. We are always
being asked by ou.r friends to show them our own puzzles or to perform
tricks, or worst of all, to explain how my father's puzzles are to be
solved. I, for one, have very often had to apologise for an inability
which no one has seemed able to understand ! ”
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SAM LOYDT5 PUZZLES.-—I.

“ In the early ’seventies," says Mr. Cool-r in a letter of reminiscences
about Loyd, “ he found the problem of life a dif cult one in the news-
paper business, but as soon as he discovered that he could become
monarch of the domain of Puaalm, he was able to carry his crown
erect, and a constant succession of c.-‘wales insured him a winning position
in the game of life."

His fame as a puaale maker attained the height in the ‘eighties
which it retained until his death. He was turning out pnaale after
puaale with the greatest rapidity and success. Occasionally, as in
No. 95, he would devise something applicable to the chess-board, but
chess puaales were a very minor part of his output. “ Crossing the
Danube,” he wrote, “ is a very puaaling little trick which has created
considerable amusement. It is very perple:-zing; in fact so much so
that, in one instance 1 conld mention, the determination to master
it produced temporary insanity. I could give an endless number of
tricks of this kind, which have but little to do with chess. and would
therefore be out of place in the present volume “ [.'=Io., p. Iyy}. The
origin of hlo. 95 is to be sought in the similar conditions of the old
“ Pawn Puaale ” of ancient times.

The best account of the ” Prince of Pnaale Makers " is that of
G. G. Bain, in the Strand for _]anua.ry, Irjuli, from which several other
articles written in the last two years about Loyd have mainly been
copied. All of Loydls most celebrated puaales are taken up and
discussed in turn:

“ Mr. Loyd has patented and copyrighted many of his inventions,
but he failed to get a patent on his L1‘,—I5 puaale. It consisted of fifteen
square blocks in a boa which would hold siateen. They were arranged
serially, with the fteen before the fourteen, and the puaale was to
shift them about until the fteen was in the right place. {Eee Plate II].

“ ' Of course it couldn't be done.’ said Mr. Loyd, ‘ a_nd that's why
I didu’t get my patent. It was necessary then to file with an applica-
tion for a patent a " working model " of the device. When I applied
for a patent they asked me if it was possible to change the relations
of the fourteen and fteen. I said that it was mathematically impossible
to do so. " Then,“ said the Commissioner. “ you can't have a patent.
For if the thing won't work, how can you le a working model of it P "
His logic was all right, and the result was that I didn't get my patent.
In spite of that, however, there are thousands of persons in the United
States who believe they solved that puaale. I was talking with my
shoemaker the other day, when a big Irishman, sitting not far away,
who had overheared us, said, “ Are ye the mon that invinted the
Foorteen-Fifteen puaale? Oi did that puzzle." I laughed and said
that cou1dn’t be, because it couldn't be done. “ Don't you say oi
didn't do it," he replied, " or oi'll atten the nose on y'r face." He
was a pretty big man, and I suppose he could have done it, too. Yes,
there were thousands of persons who were sure they had done it ; but
the thousand dollars reward I offered for anyone who would do it was
never claimed. Not long ago the Sunday editor of a New York paper
wanted to use it again as a supplement, and I suggested he should offer
a thousand dollars reward for the solution. He refused. I-Ie said
he remembered very well that he had done the puaale once. and he
wasn’t going to throw away a thousand dollars. Before I could
persuade him to offer the reward, I had to bring the money to his
o ice and deposit it in the safe. It was never claimed.‘ "
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No. 95. No. 96.

Crossing the Danube.” Amewkla/n Chess jouwzal,

57 Cleveland V0-ice, 1st ]uly, 1877. February, I877.
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Change the Knights from the King’s In placing eight Queens on the board
to the ’ ide of the board ith h k d l11Ll1 iQueen s s , W — so t at none are attac e , W ' * squat:
out moving backwards or ever getting . must always be Occupied ?
two Knights on the same le.

Solution : Irrespective of colour, play
to the vacant le from the les given
as follows : f, d, c, e, g, h, f, d, b, a, c,

e,g f d,b,c,e,d.

N0. 97.
Sam Lo)/d’s Puzzle Magazizzc,

January, I908.
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Place sixteen Queens on the board so
that no three shall be in line in any

possible direction.
There are many solutions, the above
being the only one where two Queens
are situated in the centre of the board.
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san LUYITS PUZZLEE.-—II.

THE eight~Queen puaale was rst propounded by Mas Bessel in the
Schaclrrairang for September, I348. Two or three correct positions
were given in the neat volume, I349. The rst complete solution,
embracing the twelve distinct “ forms," as G. E. Carpenter calls them,
was given by Dr. Nauck in the Leipsigo Illasrrirhr Zair-ang, I jo.
Since that date many other persons have solved the problem indepen-
dently, among them Iaenisch, Idda. In America Loyd, Courtenay
and Curtiss attacked the subject afresh, while Carpenter, in 1By3,
worked out from their solutions the most complete theory yet pro-
duced. Loyd's discovery was that in each of the twelve forms, one of
the Queens must stand on the square dI, or its equivalent.

The companion puaale, to guard the entire 54 squares with ve
Queens, which Loyd also worked out, has an endless array of solutions.
Indeed Dr. Planck has shown that it can be solved with three Queens
(b3, by, 115} and two Rooks {d1 and f5}. Loyd’s solutions therefore
are of no special value.

Pigs-in-Clover was one of his inventions in which Loyd took
the least interest, although it brought him as much farne as the Fourteen-
fteen puaale. The fascinating qualities of both these puaales had

apparently been entirely unsuspected by their author. Pigs-in-Clover
consisted of a circular cardboard boa, with inner circular partitions,
similar to an old-fashioned mase, ‘with occasional openings in the
partitions. At the centre was a small pen, and the puaale consisted
in shaking the boa and rolling a number of marbles through the various
partitions until they all rested together in the central pen. People
became infatuated with this childish toy and ludicrous tales were told
of those who neglected their business to play with it. Indeed one
distinguished clergyman is said to have stood under a street lamp all
through a wintry night in unsuccessful determination to coop up all
his little pigs.

How Old was Mary? was another immensely popular puaale.
It reads: “ The combined ages of Mary and Ann are forty-four years,
and Mary is twice as old as Arm was when Mary was half as old as
Ann will be when Ann is three times as old as Mary was when lldary
was three times as old as Ann.” i

It was this verbal confusion of the terms in a series of simple
algebraic equations which made so many of Loyd’s puaales almost
hypnotically dii cnlt even to staid old college professors. Of course
I need hardly tell the reader that Mary was ay years and ti months old !

There was no end to Loyd’s puaales. ‘W. P. Eaton, in the
Dslinsafor for April, I911, after telling about a lot of them, " Get off
the Earth," and the game Parcheesi, and the book of Tangrams, and
many others, suddenly eirclairus:

“ Then there was the pig-pen problem, how to get twenty-one
pigs into four pens, so that in each pen should be an even number of
pairs and one odd pig ; and the numerous designs where you had to
cut a cheese with sia straight cuts into ninety-seven pieces ; or enclose
Bo-Peep’s seven sheep in separate pens with three straight lines ; or
draw three paths from three houses in a park, each to a gate at the
opposite side, without having any of the paths cross. As I thought
of these and scores of others, I looked at the man who had spent half
a century of his life inventing such things with something akin to awe."
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SAM LUYD'S PUZZLE$.—III.

Mn. DovLE, in the Newark Call for arst May, rgrr, gave an interesting
account of Loyd's Blind Luck game, which was one of the most success—
ful advertising puzzles that he ever devised.

" The game consisted of a card on which was printed a horseshoe,
on the nail heads of which appeared many gures, all below seven.
Within the horseshoe was the picture of a pipe with the gure I3 on
it. This number I 3 he called the joker. The game was for two players
who covered the gures alternately, adding the totals. The one who
rst reached 5r was the winner. He sold large lots of these games

to merchants for advertising purposes, and o ered $25 worth of the
merchant's goods to any purchaser who won a game from Blind Luck.
Pl). Bos Bah, blew York!

“ I‘-"Ir. Loyd told me that he had played over a hundred thousand
games and never lost one. He had a key which furnished a reply to
any play his opponents would make. A professor of Columbia College
came to him one day and o ered to bet $Ioo that he could win a game.
Mr. Loyd refused to bet, saying that he did not want to rob him!
They played and the professor was greatly chagrined when he lost.
I asked Mr. Loyd how it was that none of the mathematicians had
been able to get hold of his key. ' I don't know how they can,’ he
replied. ' But then you found it.’ ' No,‘ he said, ' the key was not
the offspring but the parent. The key was the product of mathe~
ruatical calculations.’ "

It was Loyd's theory that the simpler a pussle could be made to
appear the more people would try it. It was the same theory that led
to his making problems like No. pd, which have become so popular.
A good instance is the one which he told about for the Dalinsarav, and
which he called Iohn A. McCall's puasle, after the late President of
the New York Life Insurance Co.

" Uuce Iohn A. McCall sent for rne and suggested that I invent
something in the puzzle line for his agents to use that would pleasantly
keep their mission in folks' minds. The nestt day I returned with this."
Here Loyd drew forth a small stick, some sin inches long, cut to re-
present a toy policeman's billy. It was hung on a green string loop,
the loop being almost but not quite as long as the stick. " Well,
McCall dangled it on his nger : ' H'm,' said he, ' very heat, but hardly
striking, I should say. How do you propose to use it? ' I grasped
the lapel of his coat, I slipped the string through the buttonhole, and
then I pushed the stick so—aud then I said, ' Mr. McCall, I'll bet you
a hundred dollars to one that you can't get that off in half an hour
without cutting the string. McCall put up the money, and so did I,
and then he spent thirty minutes of his valuable time tugging at that
toy. At the end I pocketed his dollar and remarked, ‘Mr. McCall,
I'll take that off for you if you'll agree to take out a ten-thousand-
dollar policy on your liie l ' He laughed. ' Great,' he said, ' This'l.l
make folks remember our agents ! ' That was one of my most success-
ful pussles."
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THE AMERICAN INDIAN.

THE American Indian two—mover, the theme of which is discussed in
connection with No. 495, has for me as personal an interest as any
problem Loyd ever composed ; for it led to my father's acquaintance
with Loyd and so to my own. In Mamariss of my Cirass-Board I told
of my father's friend, Russell Sage, ]r., and his collection of three-
movers. Neither my father nor Mr. Sage were then more than begin-
ners in solving, but they both got a pleasure from their hobby which
I think esp-erts often miss, for the novelty of themes has a spice
unknown to the advanced analyst. 'Wl1en the American Indian was
republished in the Ma-ii and E;r;':rrss in tSgo it completely baffled the
two friends. Mr. Sage was positive that the problem had no solution
or that it was misprinted. My father had greater faith in Sam Loyd,
and decided to go at once and see him personally rather than wait
the two weeks which must elapse before the esplanation appeared in
the paper. when Loyd assured him the problem was sound, he
renewed his attack on it and his efforts were soon crowned with success.

This rst visit led to many more, and to a correspondence rst
with Mr. Sage, then with my father, and nally with me. In each case
the correspondence was broken only by the hand of death—for Mr.
Sage died in the winter of Iilgr-a, my father on December 31st, 1-gos,
and Loyd on Ioth April, 1gr1. During the two years of Mr. Sage's
lifetime Loyd came to count on his growing experience more and rnore.
He sent him all his new problems for examination and criticism, and
often left their disposal entirely to his judgment. The encouragement
Mr. Sage gave him led to quite a little outburst of composition on
Loyd's part during this short period, and some ne problems were
composed. These Loyd used largely for solving competitions to
which he was asked to furnish the problems.

Mr. Sage's three-move collection was growing rapidly all this time,
and he decided to have uniform books made in which to preserve his
copies. There were ten of these books, handsomely bound in brown
half leather, sis diagrams to a page, and three hundred pages to each
volume. One blank volume was given to Loyd. He, characteristi-
cally, said 1 " this binding is too good! " and ripped it off ; but the
diagrams he used until his death. I have a whole pile of them before
me as I write, whole pages, single diagrams, duplicates made for
reference, jottings and notes—al1 the last products of that fertile and
restless mind.
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LOYD BECOMES MY HERO.

Ir can easily be imagined how these events all delighted me. My
natural inclinations towards chess were given a stimulus by the kindly
encouragement both of Loyd and of Mr. Sage, which soon had me
solving at a great rate and then trying my hand at composition. I
can realise now how much worse I did both than I thought, but after
all there was no great hann in that!

Mr. Sage lived just across Fifth Avenue from us, in the old Windsor
Hotel, since destroyed by one of the most terrible res New ‘fork has
ever experienced. His room was packed with the paraphernalia of a
problem student, books. boards, magazines, notebooks, and always
open on the centre table one of the half-leather volunres I have des-
cribed, a miracle of neatness and accuracy amid the jumble of the rest
of the roonr..

Loyd's oflice, his " jurrk-shop," was down town in Dey Street.
I have already described it in my Chess Menrories. " I speak of his
little office; it was probably a large one. but so full of boxes, stacks
of large envelopes, dies for picture puzzles, furniture, and what not,
that one could not pass the door to a seat by Loyd's desk without
brushing dust on to one's coat. In this oflice more fanciful puzzles,
Pigs in Clover, and a thousand others, have been hatched out and
marketed than in any other room in our country, without a doubt.
Here Barnum would bid for a few nrilliorr copies of the Donkey card
trick, or ten thousand answers arrive through the rnails in one day
to a rebus from the New York journal. Was not this a gure to startle
the imagination of a boy P Think of a man who would spend fourteen
hours at this desk at the highest tension, examining, verifying, invent-
ing, writing——and then on his way home relax himself in the horse car_,
for there were horse cars in New York when I rst knew Sam Loyd,
by animating the eggs in the market basket of a belated housekeeper
by ventriloquism, making her want to hurry lest the whole basketful
hatch out before she could reach home. Ulr ! Sam Loyd ! "
[Mernorr'es, p. I5].

" Sam Loyd's of ce is down-town in the building otherwise
occupied by Tl:-e fiaeaing Globe. The Globe Building is the popular
ideal of what newspaper of ces are like, but usually aren't. It is old,
dim, musty, littered, dirty, sagging as to oors and yawning as to
plaster. Sam Loyd occupies a small room, which would be dark even
if the one window were washed, a cataclysnr of which there seems
no immediate prospect- There are two desks, a typewriter and a
printing—p1'ess in it, and countless shelves loaded with papers, pictures,
magazines, stereotype plates and a thousand other things, which have
spilled out upon the floor and risen like strange, dirty snow-drifts
breast high in the corners. Loyd says he does all his business on a
cash basis and keeps no books. The reason probably is that he could
not nd the books. That would be too much of a puzzle even for
hirn " {.i]'el'i.=rr'arTor, April, IQII].

'Loyd completed the capture of my enthusiasm when he began
sending me his problems for testing. At first it was only the two-
movers, and I renrenrber my tussle with the set of ten destined for
the Washington's Birthday corn petition at the City Chess Club in Iliqa.
I was bold enough to say that lio- loo was too simple and asked him
to reset it. which he did in No. ror, making it one of the hardest
problems of the lot.
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LOYD AND THE NOVICE.

I oivs here four more of the N.Y. State Association set of two-movers.
The remaining four will be found under Nos. z, I63, r q, and 495.

It is not altogether vanity that makes me dwell on Loyd's friend-
ship towards me at this time. We are interested in all the character-
istics of the man, and certainly his encouragement of a beginner, even
though it happened to be myself, deservm to be emphasised. No
one can appreciate better than I how busy he was, nor how uninter-
esting my own bread-and-milk two-movers must have been to him,
and I like to linger on his patience and kindness towards me. As a
souvenir of the time, let me quote from one of many early letters.
This one was sent after I had been abroad a year, and was dated
24th February, 1595.

" My dear Alain I I received your letter, and also one from your
father, and was greatly pleased to see that you remembered me in
such a far-off country and also that you were keeping up your interest
in chess. I enquired at the office of the Press about your papers and
was assured that they were sent regularly, but to tell the truth I don't
believe their subscription man would know how to direct them so they
would reach you. . . .

" I have taken no interest in chess for four months ; and although
I keep up n little chess in the Press, as well as the whist, just to ll
out the terms of subscribers, I have lost interest in the department
and will be glad to be relieved from the position. I shall write my last
chess for the Mail and Express to-day, as I am quite tired of them
there. They put it in when it suits, and of course I won't stand that
sort of nonsense. I was the Umpire in the Clipper Problem Tourna-
ment just closed. ' Miron,' the Chess Editor, sent me a lot of self-
mates all in twenty moves! Having an evening to spare I went
through the lot and bust them all but one, a rather good one. I did
not hut.-‘e nuich trouble in awarding the prize, where there was but one
problem. I said I did not consider it an umpire's duty to patch up
half-made problems, or to assist the composers by pointing out the
holes, so they must nd them for themselves. I merely passed on
them as cooked . - . .

" I had a problem for the Washington's Birthday meeting, but
my brother came in to see me the day before and had a three-mover
which I liked so much better than mine that I substituted his (No. ygr},
and offered the chess pins for the rst solutions. L. Heims got it in
twenty minutes, but no one else solved it at all. I enclose copy, but
guess it will not take you long to master. I published a couple of your
problems the other week in the Mail and Express. They were some
you had given me some time ago. I got several nice letters about them,
and I see the Philadelphia paper re-published one of them.

" ilivc my best regards to your good Papa, and tell him that I
was greatly pleased to receive his kind letter. Sincerely yours,
Samuel Loyd."

Isa
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LO‘i:"D'S CHESS COLUMNS.

Loam edited the Chess, ‘Whist, and Puaales in a whole series oi columns
in the early ‘nineties. There was the New York Herald, the Hlnslrat.-.n£'
American, the Mail and Express, the Illustrated Press, and the Cone
msreimi Aalaertissr. Probably there were others, too, but I remember
these the most vividly.

L-oyd’s chess columns always had a avour of mystery to me.
The teat was breeay, and sometimes as much of a conundrum as the
problems themselves. Then there were the solving tourneys, in which
pocket-boards, pins and other trophies were eagerly contested for by
a small but enthusiastic corps oi solvers. ‘Why there were not more
solvers I could never understand, as these competitions were great
fun. Possibly New York cares less for problems than other cities.
At any rate the whist and the puzzles used to bring out many more
solvers than the chess ever did. ‘When we were twenty the solving
tourney seemed to be a big one. The rst prize I won in Loyd's
tounieys was a gilt chess-Knight pin offered in the Mail and Express
in I392. My father put it away so carefully that I have never seen
it again to this day ;| and I have often wondered if it was really as
attractive as I thought it.

In these competitions Loyd would touch up well-known problems,
and sometimes problems by the solvers themselves, so as to admit
several solutions. Once I contributed a two—er to one of his tourneys,
which I thought an eszcellent one. He altered the position of a Pawn
before publication, admitting a cook ; it caught the whole baud of his
solvers, or very nearly all, including my own surprised self.

Later on I used to help him by sometimes sending unsound prob-
lems by the great composers, when I came across them. Unce I sent
him one that had no solution; but this he was too conscientious
{a funny word to apply to Loyd!) to use: “'1 don't mind giving
problems with a score or more answers, but I cannot give such as will
not work ; they play the diclrens with the boys, and they all get mad ! "
|[L., ryth July, rgoa}.

Here are two little two-ers from these tourneys, and two three-ers
which Loyd used in di erent settings as Separators. In Ho. rro,
move the ‘W-".B. to bti and I Sgj will cook: then further move the
W.K. to hr and the only solution will be I Bey. It will readily be
seen that a course in Loyd's solving tourneys was quite a training in
accuracy. In Ho. III, place the W.K. on h5 and the solution becomes
1 Q Ir: B ; with the King on a5 there are two solutions, with the King
on h3 there is no solution at all. No. no shows how both solutions
can be combined as variations for a four-move problem. " All good
composers have, at one time or another, converted the flaws in their
problems to good advantage in some such way as is here shown " {MS.].

III
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THE PUZZLE KING.

Lovr:-‘s recognition as the greatest inventor of mathematical and
other pussies was so deservedly general that the title of the Pussle
King had been universally given him long before I knew him. In
his later years he added many famous pussies to his output. " Get
off the Earth " {see Plate I‘l.'.} was published in rtlofi, and was regarded
by Loyd as his chef d’ceuvre. Unfortunately,“ he wrote {.'5'lrana'
Magazine, January, Igodj, " it came out in a bad year and did not
achieve the success oi some of the others. It was developed under
rather odd conditions. My son, who thinks I can do anything, said
to rue one morning, ' Here’s a chance, pop, for you to earn $s5o,' and
he threw a newspaper clipping to me across the breakfast table. It
was an offer by Percy ‘Williams of that amount for the best device for
advertising Bergen Beach, which be was about to open as a pleasure
resort. I said I would tahe a chance at it, and a few days later I had
worked out the Chinaman pussle. It consisted of two concentric
pieces of cardboard, fastened together so that the smaller inner one,
which was circular, moved slightly backward and forward, on a pivot,
producing the mystery- As you looked at them there were thirteen
Chinamen plainly pictured. Move the inner card around a Little and
only twelve Chinamen remained. You couldn't tell what had become
of the other Chinaman, try as you would. Scientists tried it without
success, and indeed no single absolutely correct analysis was ever
submitted. Well, on my way to show the pussle to Williams, I stopped
at the Brooklyn Eagle o ice to ask Anthony Fiala, their artist and an
old friend of mine, to touch it up a bit for me. I could draw pretty
well, but of course he knew more about it than I did. He was so taken
with the pussle that he insisted on showing it first to the editor, then
to the publisher, and nally to the proprietor of the paper. They all
wanted to buy it, but I told them it was disposed of. Finally they
proposed that I should run a pussle department for the Eagle ,' and
before 1 left them they had given me an order for $s5o worth of copies
of the pussle, and agreed to a salary of $5o a week for the pussle
column."

As to Loyd's mathematical discoveries, it would be unsafe to make
any particular claims. I do not know that mathematical authorities
ever recognised as new any of his creations, however much they might
have been perplened by the manner in which he presented them. His
discussion of the trisection of the angle was more of a joke on his part
than any serious pretension, since it is a well-established fact that on
purely geometrical lines it is as impossible as the squaring of the circle.

Loyd's last contributions to the pussle kingdom were the Ell’:
Boole of Tan, an amusing series of new and strange designs formed by
the use of the seven amuent Chinese Tangram blocks, and the Pnssles
Magazines, in which nearly all his pussies and tricks were reproduced,
accompanied by their solutions. My sets of these two works are all
bormd up together, and many have been the rainy afternoons that I
have sp-ent over them with the friends, young and old. whom I happened
to be wanting to entertain.

11:3
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LOOKING BACKWARDS.

In IEQ4 the New York State Chess Association held its midsummer
meeting in Buffalo. For the solving contest Loyd furnished a puzzling
three mover, given as No. rgy. But the position on aocount of which
the meeting will belong remembered was No. II3, o ered as a " Souvenir
Problem " for the solvers to take home and study. The Paw11 posi1:ion
in No. I9? was very forced in appearance, yet it is one that can readily
be derived from actual play. In No. II3, on the contrary, the setting
is to all appearances more natural, yet it is a most puzzling one to
arrive at. Three months were allowed for solutions, and the prises
offered were ultimately won by E. lly and P, Richardson, who showed
the possibility of the position in games of 51 moves each. Loyd's
analysis required only 5o moves. He sent it to me right after the
meeting : " I enclose my latest Looking Backward problem, with the
solution, which I consider the best thing I ever produced in the chess
line. Play the game over and you will be surprised to nd that the
unique tours of the two Kings are absolutely necessary, and not a
single one of the captures on either side can be changed. It is quite a
new method of proving that a Pawn had to move two squares on its
last move.”

It was, indeed! Heretofore on-passe-or keys had been frequent,
but the preceding double step of the Black Pawn, which the initial
position had to prove imperative, had always depended on the placing
of the "White King on the square horizontally adjacent to the Pawn.
We saw such a placing of the King in Loyd's " Spectrum Analysis “
{No E16}. But here Loyd broke away from convention, and showed
that the an-peasant key held far deeper possibilities. Strangely
enough for ry years his problem was hardly noticed in Europe. It
was reproduced in the B.C.M. for Idga, and the Wocheusshaoh for
I395, and then apparently forgotten. In rooy it was revived by
Alapin in the Schacirseituirg in an article " Loyd's Finten and Listen,"
and at a bound it became famous. W. Hundsdorfer, A. Troitsky,
T. R. Dawson, and others, have since then composed fully a hundred
applications of Loyd's discovery, some of them very remarkable
analytically.

Loyd's 5o-move game showing the legality of his position is as
follows :—
I Pga. Pe ; I rd Sd.-t, Ph -|-; ! 35 Rio, R114;
2 E-gs, Sch; rq Kbg, Bbjr; 36 BE4, P:-:13 I
3 Sc3, Bc5; so Rfr, Bd5; 3;? Qhr, Kgj;
4 5b5. Qgji or Rah, l3b3; 3d Qea, Rh-El-l—;
5 SE3, Qeg; as RP:><:B, Key; 39 Key, Red;
6 EP:=~::Q, Kdey; Pba, Kid; 4o Rlid, Rdd;5 *133

Sh4, Sd4; 24 Ra3, Kgd ; Red, Rcd;
Plaid, P35; 25 Rh3, Pa3; 42 Kid, Rdd;

9 Bea, Bay; sf: Sb3, Pas; 43 Kgd, Red;
Io Bgfi, RP;-<13; 27 Kby, P=R; 44 Eliy, Rdd;
II Kis, R115; ad Kcd, Raj; 45 Rhd, Rgd;
rs Ke3, Rc5; 29 Edd, R115; 46 Sid, Rh.-4;
r3 Pa: R, S1215-|-; 3o Sar, Khy; 4? Pgj, Kg4;
14 K:-14, Sbo; 3r Pb3, K116; 4d Qgh, K113;
I5 P:-£5, Bbd; 32 Bbs, H.l'l’jF] _ 49 Qhfi-|-, Kg.-4;
rd Kc5, Ray; 33 Be5, Pgg; 5o Rg , PE5!
I? PsR- Pa-1: . 34 sé. Kh ;

rr5
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LOYD INTRODUCED IN ICELAND.

In Igor Loyd's collaborator of forty years before, Daniel Willard
Fiske, suddenly wrote to him that he was returning to chess and begin-
ning thc publication of a chess magazine in Iceland. This he meant
to supplement bya little treatise on the game and on problems in the
same language, including a collection of Ioo of Loyd's own problems.
The magazine, I Uppnami, was too good to live. It was beautifully
printed and well edited. Duly one volume appeared. The book,
Nokknr Skakda n-f og T-:1_ 0F:, was even rnore attractive, and Fislce
generously distributed it among the players of Iceland, who are said
to be more numerous, proportionately to population, than the players
of almost any other country. Doubtless the long evenings are the
cause of this rather unexpected fact.

Loyd only contributed one original position, the ingenious end-
game puzzle given on the next page, which he had composed, together
with I‘-lo. rrh, as long ago as Iddg, and which Fiske wrote up into a
story. In a letter to E. B. Cook, rqth October, Igor, he said : " I have
just written at Loyd's suggestion a story to one of his problems. It
is not very good. I am too old for_ romance. So I shall print it in
Icelandic, in which language no critically i.nclined man can read it.
I doubt whether it ever gets into English."

I think Fiske underrated his work. With the exception of
" Charles XII. at Bender," " The Crown of the Rajahs " is the best
of the Fiske-Loyd tales. It is more spontaneously written than the
Chess Monthly articles, and some of the " local colour " is very clever
and full of a genial spirit of raillery. My abstract is necessarily frag-
mentary, and loses all the amusing little touches of the original. The
identity of the chess detective Tom Boyd, of course, is not very hard
to guess.

The little volume of Loyd problems is mainly a selection from
the Strategy, only half-a-dozen later problems being included altogether.
Lil-re all of Fiske’s undertakings, the work was very accurate, and a
careful scrutiny has not revealed a single misprint.

No. 11.1. was chosen as frontispiece, a farce perpetrated many
years before and rst published when Loyd emptied all his portfolios
in search of contributions for Chess Nuts. The stipulation " ‘Which
mates “ is supposed to seem like a misprint for “ lllfhite mates " or
else to pass quite unnoticed, and in either case to deceive the solver.
“ The joke," says Loyd, “ consists in that ‘White is not quite able
to mate in four moves, whereas the single little Black Pawn does the
mating readily " {5.fr., p. IB3}. The position, clearly enough, is one
impossible in actual play, but in an extravaganza of this kind such a
fact is not particularly important, and it is obvious that Loyd never
gave it a thought.

rry
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THE CROWNS OF THE RAIAHS.

" MI-may and sober, Athanasius Perkins was the idol of his fellow
students and the favourite of all the faculties at the renowned Univer-
sity of Harnell. It was reported that his note-books were always kept
in cuneiform—the alphabet and syllabary which, with its clear-cut
arrowheads, is the ideal of graphic expression.”

Such was the hero of Fiske's last chess tale. One can readily
understand that, after his graduation, such a versatile scholar soon
had unlimited funds at his disposal to pursue his excavations from
the highest waters of the Euphrates-Tigris to the broad valleys of the
Indus and the Ganges. Cln his return to Harnell, in which we recog-
nise a portmanteau combination of Harvard and Cornell, he became
the most popular of professors, while a museum was dedicated to
receive the multitudinous monuments, in marble and on papyrus,
which he had collected.

But all at once his tremendous activity lessened. Professor
Perkins no longer appeared at the Museum or in his class-rooms, but
remained in his study quite sequestered from the world. Dismay fell
on the great University. No explanation was forthcoming, no clue
could be found to the mystery, unless it were that he was buying up
works on chess at all the book-stores. At length it was resolved, at
a meeting of the Clverseers, to consult the great problemist Tom Boyd.
He came with thoughtful brow : " We should certainly know," said
he, " before we endeavour to work out any single variation in his con-
duct, what he is doing with all this chess literature ; he visits no clubs.
If we can discover the key-move of his actions, the rest of the solution
will easily follow." His stratagem was to decoy the Professor from
bis study by an alarm of dynamite, and in his absence to photograph
the interior of the room. The plan worked out as well as the similar
scheme in the Sherlock Holmes adventure [The Scandal in Bohemia],
and the camera revealed on the Professor’s table a chess-board with
the singular position shown as No. 115. The two Kings were repre-
sented by the royal crowns of Southern Asia. The Professors absorp-
tion in this problem, which was clearly a transcript from one of his
precious panels, must have been the cause of his seclusion. But even
Tom Boyd could make nothing of it, and the mystery was only
heightened by this revelation. The explanation came from a quite
unexpected quarter. A new invoice of inscriptions was sent on by a
native pundit from the ruins along the Savdstu River, and one of these
luckily held the solution to the “ Crowns on the Rajabs.“ It was a
laborious inscription to decipher and comprehend, but Professor
Perkins readily mastered it, and eventually published a profound
monograph, “ The Sanskrit Rois dépouilles; or the World's Oldest
Chess Problem." His success restored all his previous energy, and
enhanced his reputation, and the great University happily weathered
the threatened calamity of his complete eclipse.

rm
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" Iso SCHACHPROBLEME. "

Max Wnrss, in Igo3, published a small collection of Iso of Loyd's
problems, “ with the composer's permission." just what these words
meant I do not know, as Loyd maintained that he was in no way
consulted about the venture. " It was a joke anyway," he said,
" as most of the problems were not by me at all." This, of course,
was an exaggeration—but some positions by other composers slipped
in. No. I1 of the book is by J. B. Mcliim, No. I9 is by I. Berger.
No. -75 is by G. Heathcote, and No. I13 by E. B. Cook. No. II;-',
which I quote opposite, while unquestionably by Loyd, is a freak
that be never acknowledged in his collections, and it may be taken
as emblematic of the whole work!

The ‘Neiss collection was very well meant, but very inaccurate.
The solutions are even less correct than is usual in chess problem
books, which is unfortunately not saying very much. There are only
a few serious misprints: in No. 25, add BQ at c5; in No. Io3, the
Pawn should stand at c6 ; in No. Io5, the Queen belongs at hd ; but
a good many unsound versions are inelutled, Nos. Ir, 37, 4o, 5?, 69
and go all have cooks; and in many other cases early versions are
included which Loyd improved in the Cfuss Strategy. Evidently the
Strategy was not consulted at all. Among the two-movers more than
half are reversed on the board. This is a most pernicious habit fre-
quently resorted to on the Continent at one time, especially in the
German magazine Der Sehachfren-nd. Loyd objected to it extremely,
and I only remember one case where he reversed one of his own
problems. This was in one of his solving tourneys, where he published
one of his best known complex three-movers reversed. “ I want to
see how many recognise it," he told me. I believe nearly all the solvers
imagined it to be a new composition, and were duly trapped into
carefully solving it afresh.

On the whole Weiss did not make the most of his opportunity.
He speaks in the Introduction of his collection of 23,ooo problems;
but a collection, however large, that is not more accurate cannot
produce works of lasting value. The main merit of his little book is
that it forms a sequel to Nokkur Skckdaemi, none of the problems in
that collection being used. Toget-her the two volumes present about
a third of Loyd's problems at a cheap price, while the scarcity of the
Chess Strategy has kept it out of reach of the majority of solvers.

In his Introduction Weiss stated that Loyd had composed 3,ooo
problems. Probably he was confusing him with Shinkman. But
the statement is not more remarkable than the comparison of Loyd
to the Italian novelist. Gabriele d'Annumrio. Perhaps Loyd was
right aiter all that the little collection was a joke l

In Iorz a second edition, of I5o problems, was published, proving
Loyd's great popularity in Germany. This work need not detain us,
as it is unfortrmately not an improvement on the rst edition. The
four problems not by Loyd reappear as Nos. I3, 25, 95, I44; and the
percentage of unsound problems and incorrect versions is increased,
including Nos. 46, 73, dd, II3, 114. I17, tar, I23.

I21
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LOYD IN GE .
Lovn made two visits to Germany, one right after the Paris Congress
of IE-By, the second when he revisited Europe two years later and
spent nearly a year in Dresden {see p. 55}. But this second visit came
at ii time when his interest in chess was in a partial eclipse, and on the
rst visit he only had a short call on the two collaborators, I. Kohtr. and

C. Kockelkorn. It was not until many years later that the great in uence
of Loyd in Gerrnany began. In a splendid article in the Deatselres
if/'or=hensrlra::i1 for 3rd Iuly, rgo4, Kohtr told of Loyd's visit in 1:867, and
gave a masterly eaposition of his theories, illustrated by a series of
twenty-seven of his problems. The only reference to the second visit
appears to be Zukertort's article, " Samuel Loyd in Berlin,” in the Ne-as
Berliner Sci:-arhreitang for ISE:-9, in which No. 5o3. was rst published.

In rgog, a crisis had come in the development of the problem art
in Germany. Controversy had begun to run very high as to whether
problem composition should or shouid not he governed by de nite
rules. The worship of model mates, the complete taboo of checking
or capturing keys, and the like, had been carried too far and was
threatening to bring problems down to a bread-and-milk level. A
reaction was inevitable. Arthur Gehlert sounded the rst note in
Igog and Kohta followed with the famous Indian Problem Book in
the same year. Since then the wave has steadily increased, and
Loyd, who was taken as a model by both Gehlert and Kohta, has re»
mained the idol of the whole new school. His frequently enpressed
disdain of all artistic restraint, combined with the magic of his wonder-
ful problems, has made him an ideal all could aim to imitate and an
enaniple all could quote to defend their own vagaries. For it was not
conceivable that any school, however new and however independent,
should produce only masterpieces. Many of the new problems proved
to be as trashy as the old, and some of them not any more original.
Freedom from rules will not make good problems any more than
servile dependence on them. In either case genius, or at least talent,
is necessary, and talent is only a little less rare than genius. De nitions
were multiplied by the new school and replaced the rules of the old,
and to an outsider there have been frequent signs that a worship of
de nitions may lead to eatremes as quickly as the pursuit of rules.
Loyd refused to be bound by the one any more than by the other.
For him themes might be put into words, but the idea of a problem.
of the interpretation of its theme, was quite elusive, and on that
depended the individuality of the composer and the merit of the
problem. At all events, revolutions are as necessary to keep problem
composition from stagnating as they are to stir up nations, though in
both cases they have features which appear very undesirable and
even unnecessary to the spectator who is sufficiently removed from
the turmoil. And, when Gehlert and Kohtr hoisted No. rr as the
red rag of their revolt, they showed that a clear intellect was in
command, and that their choice of ” Loyd " as their motto was more
than a mere compliment to the great composer, that it was a true
appreciation of his greatness. For his problems have shown the full
beauties of every type of play in chess ; that there is nothing intrinsi~
cally ugly in the problem art, that captures and checks, impure mates
and con ning moves, have interpretations as subtle and difficult as
the most poetical sacri ce or mirror mate. Loyd could judge, for his
problems could enpress both at their very best.

Among the many writings about Loyd and his problems in Germany
note should especially be made of the ne appreciation by Pastor O.
Koch in the Denfsche Snirachhlritter for Iuly, rot I, in which Loyd’s treat-
ment of cross-checks and Pawn promotions are principally discussed.
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TI-IE STEINI'I‘Z GAMBIT.

Fsw events during the last ten years of Loyd's life gave him as much
pleasure as his winning the rst prise in the Novelty Tourney of the
little Canadian magazine Chsckinate. It was the rst problem tourney
that I had promoted, and he responded to my request for an entry
with the greatest alacrity. By return of post came the Steinita
Gambit, composed in the cars on the way down-town to his of ce.
I was not surprised, seeing the startling originality of the theme, when
the judge, Geo. E. Carpenter, awarded it the prise; and Loyd was
delighted about it. “ I am greatly tickled to think of it as the prise-
winner ! Inst think of its being nearly fty years since I began tal-ring
prizes and am still able to keep it up. I really think that I can compose
or solve as quickly as ever, but unfortunately I have so little time to
devote to it that there is not much probability of my adding much to
my collection " [L., rrth November, 1qo3].

My account of the rapid composition of the Steinitr Gambit was
generally questioned in Europe. It was decided that the problem
could not be an impromptu, and that I must be very gullible to accept
it as such. I mention this to show how little Loyd's genius was under-
stood by those whom he used to call the " careful critim.“ The chief
trait of his genius was its spontaneity, and this resulted, as I have
explained before, in frequent inaccuracies and in occasional lack of
nish. These faults we readily overlook in view of the unfailing

freshness of treatment which they produced. I had to send the
Steinitz Gambit back to Loyd twice for minor repairs, before it was
completely sound. “ I thought that Black Pawn Queening," he
wrote me, “ was such a strong defence that no one in his common
sense would look for any other! " {L., 15th April, Igogl.

His own criticism of the Steinitz Gambit was as follows: " The
originality of the problem is due to the White King being placed in
absolute safety, and yet coming out on a reckless career, with no
immediate threat and in the face of innumerable checks. The freedom
of the‘ Black King to move, or to capture the Knight, constitutes a
pretty feature of what may be looked upon as a remarkably bold
theme " {MS.].

The motto of the problem would give the solution away immedi-
ately to any player familiar with the Bishop's Gambit ; but problemists
in general would probably not remember that the distinctive move,
constituting the Steinitx Gambit, is 5 K—K al Loyd knew it only
too well from experience, as the rst time he ever saw the opening
played was by Delmar in the memorable third game of their match in
Hire in ril-
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“ LASK.ER’S CHESS MAGAZINE."

In November, r9o4, the World's Champion succumbed to the general
weakness of champions and began to edit his own magazine It was
a splendid venture, on a most generous scale; its fate was the usual
one of the splendid ventures in chess, namely a slow decline in pros-
perity, the nal agony being protracted nearly ve years. Aiming
at the best, Lasker requisitioned Loyd's servipes as problem editor,
“ It was a bit of rashness on my part," Loyd wrote me (and November,
Igor}, " which induced me to allow the use of my name. I wished to
help Lasker if I could, but I am so pushed for time in business matters
that I do not see how I can be of much service, or any credit to myself.”
But he did his best, and contributed a number of editorials during the
rst year. Then illness and other causes practically terminated his

connection with the magazine, and the problem department passed
almost entirely into other hands.

In his rst editorial Loyd referred to himself as a Rip Van Winkle
in the chess -world. He had used the expression before, notably as
the motto of a German tourney entry, which though unsound as rst
published had won an honourable mention fteen years earlier. In
roo-4 Loyd's outlook was indeed that of Rip Van Winkle. New fads,
new ideals were abroad, almost a new chess language, from the days
of his greatest activities in I856, I867, and 1378. But his vision was
keen, and his judgment sound, and his Lasker editorials hit the mark
with a refreshing saneness.

He complained often to me of the management of the magazine,
especially of the lack of opportunity to read his proofs. But I doubt
if he would have taken time to go over them very carefully, even if
they had been sent him, for we have seen how careless he was content
to be in the case of his Chers Strategy. A more serious difference of
opinion concerned the contests which the magazine was to inaugurate.
Already in October, rgos, he wrote me: " I am in favour of a series
of small monthly prizes, for solving, original ideas, unique problems,
etc. ; something that winds itself up every month, or two or three months
at the furthest. Lasker talks about big prizes, but I think that those
big contests only drag along. I believe in little contests of short
duration for keeping up the interest." How true his prophecy of the
result of offering big prizes was to be in this particular ease, the outcome
duly proved ; but Lasker's tourney asco, fortunately, does not
belong in a book dealing only with Loyd !

The most quotable of Loyd's contributions to Lasker's is the
amusing imaginary game, given overleaf, in answer to the question :
In how few moves can a game be played, in which White is stalemated
without loss on either side? ]. C. J. Wainwright had found an in-
genious solution in fteen moves (Sunny South, I337), and methods
analogous to Loyd's were discovered independently, but almost
simultaneously, by H. E. Dudeney, E. N. Frankenstein, and "W. H.
Thompson. As far as I know the actual priority has not been estab-
lished. Loyd's solution gains a good deal by the parody on conven-
tional annotation contained in the notes to the moves made.
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A PROBLEMATICAL QUESTION.
T0 illustrate a point and at the same time adorn a tale, atte11‘ti|m'iT
18 called to the following dream of a game, with notes and an appeal in
the victim.

WHITE, THE VICTIM. ‘ BLACK, THE CHAMPION.
I Pd4; A favourite debut

of the late Dr. Zukertort.

2 Qdz ; As played by Guns-
berg against Blackburne.

3 Pa4; This move was
played with great success by Prof.
Ware against Steinitz in the
Vienna tourney. .

4. Qf4; Trying to win the
King's Pawn.

5 Ph3; Preparing a tem-
porary retreat for the Queen, in
order to advance the Pawns.

6 Qhz; A judicious albeit
masterly retreat characteristic of
the champion’s play.

7 Ra3; A unique variation
of the “Meadow Hay,” as intro-
duced by one of Boston’s many
champions.

8 Rg3! Hoping to get the
Knight’s Pawn in exchange for
the Queen's Pawn.

9 Sd2; Very judicious, as
Black dare not now take the
Pawn.

I0 Pf3 ; Not daring to move
the Rook, White now attempts to
relieve his position by bringing
about an exchange of Pawns.

II Pd5 ; A wonderful move, l

I Pd6; A strong defence, re=
commended by modern authorities,

2 Pc5 ; Very Steinitzian, for ll
3 P><P, P><P; 4 Q><Q+,.K><Q;
and as Castling after the exchange
of Queens is not recomrnendcd,
Black has gained the move.

3 Pe4; Very hazardous and
contrary to Lasker’s Chess Ini-
stmctor, nevertheless a good move,

4 Pf5 ; Preparing to drive
the Queen back by 5. ., Pg5.

5 Be7; Evidently with the
object of playing to g5.

6 Br-:6 ; To prevent the
advance of P to c4.

7 Pc5 ; A clever attempt to
open the Queen’s le.

8 Qa5+ I A powerful stroke,
for if 9 Scg, P><P, etc; while if
9 Bdz, Q><P; 101., Qar; Ir..,
Q><S, etc.

9 Bh4; A beautiful coup
if I0 RX P, Peg wins at once.

IO Bb3; Black has secured
such a strong position that he
offers the Bishop in order to pre=
vent the cutting off of the Queen's
attack by Pc3.

I I Pe3, A crushing move,
which threatens to win both Queen

as shown by the sequel. i and Rook by the advance of the

I2 Pc4 I ?m! P .1 ? Bishop's Pawn.

Probably the most subtle move on record, which opens up the
much disputed question as to whether a player is justi ed in making :1
bad move, believing that his opponent would not see the correct reply.
White has taken desperate chances, for he has deliberately left himself
open to enforced mate in ve moves! which none but a rst—c1ass
problemist could solve within the time limit, which seems to justify
the manoeuvre (solutions invited). Black, however, instead of forcing
the mate, fell into the trap, as 999 out of I,OOO masters would do, and
played I2 Pf4!
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Lurker’: Chess Magarine, January, rpo .
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‘WHITIE.

‘White is atalemated l

Marvellous to relate ‘White is stalemated and cannot move although
not a Pawn has been exchange-d on either side I A contingency which
authorities have claimed could not occur in less than an moves ! But
here comes the real problem of the situation which has been submitted
for arbitration to the greatest masters without arriving at a satisfactory
conclusion. White, failing to observe, that he was stalemated,
pondered over the move so long that his clock ran down and his
opponent claimed the game on the time limit! Now, where is the
justice of making a player lose the game for failing to perform the
impossible ? He could not move, and yet he forfeits the game because
he failed to move l I fail to nd any rule which states that a player
must announce that he is stalemated. The player achieving the
stalemate generally announces the fact. Moreover the player in this
case was a foreigner who could not speak the language, and he main-
tained that the only law which covers the case says that a player
must not stop his clock until he has made his move l "
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ILLNESS OF Igoh.

Lv ]uly, Igo . Loyd was struck down with paralysis. His vitality
was so great that he recovered as few men of sixty- ve would have
done. ‘When I saw him a year later he seemed as active as before,
‘and his keen intellect was certainly not a whit less ready for chess.
But at the time he was much shaken, and the writing in his rst few
letters was hardly recognisable.

" This is the rst time,“ he wrote on Ioth August, Igo , “ that I
have tried to hold a pen for a month. I had a bad stroke of paralysis,
and have lain in bed for a month unable to move a nger. I expect
to be taken to Maine neat week, and the doctors say I will be all right
in another month. I can now walk about a little."

On September and he wrote from Portland. Maine : “ After
spending a few weeks along the Maine coast I begin to feel a little like
myself, but just what progress I have made I can’t tell. I looked at
my chess-board last week, and the best I could think of was the follow—
ing, which shows that my head is still paralysed (No. Isa}. I tried
the hoard again this morning and see signs of my nerve coming back,
although I fear the head is gone. Here is the result of to—day*s diagnosis
(No. rag]. I guess you will think me still pretty ill I I will start o
to-morrow, and do better at neirt stopping place."

Four days later he wrote more in his old vein : “ I am out in mid-
ocean clinging to a life-hoat—-which is fortunately housed on the main
deck E As I feel pretty good I thought I would get out my chess-men
and make you a problem before they carry me down below. My left
side is a little better, but I fear that the prob. shows the head to be
completely gone (No. 124}. . . .I will try once more before deciding
that I am one of the has-beans “ [L., th September, Ioo }.

The three problems in question are very slight, but their personal
interest gives them. to me at least. a value apart from their themes.

I have spoken above of Loyd’s shaken hand-writing. Oi recmit
years it had never been any too legible; owing probably to the vam
amount of hurried scrawiing that he was constantly burdened with.
Hut with leisure he could sometimes go back for awhile to the beauti-
fully neat penmanship of his earlier years; and his diagrams were
always perfectly distinct and characteristic. In Plates III. and V.
I have reproduced Loyd’s original diagrams of Nos. 11, I19, and 495.
The rst two were priae—winners of I356 and 1on3, respectively, and the
difference oi nearly half a century in the writing hardly needs to be
drawn attention to. The third cut shows the small diagram page
{three by four and a half inches} which I associate most vividly with
Loyd. I think he printed them himself, and in the “nineties he
prepared on them all the material for his columns. The men were
often drawn in somewhat eccentrically, the Kings with an air of
quiaaical surprise and the Knights with fantastic eyes or nose.
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THE THREE MUSQUETEERS.

" THE Three Il:'lusqueteers," only as in Dumas' famous novel there
are four of them, were Loyd's last serious attempt at composition.
I bad just inaugurated a tourney in Le Siretegie, in memory of my
good friend, the genial Editor, hluma Preti, and I wanted to get as many
of the veteran contributors to the magasine to participate. Loyd had
known Ieau Preti, the father, well, in the days of the French Congress
of I56? ; and he readily agreed to compete. " Only,” he said, “ my
problems will not be successful. I refuse to compose in the modern
tourney style, even if I could. I can compete on equal terms with the
younger boys in your Novelty tourneys, but not, thank goodness, in
an open tourney." Still he made up a set of four three-movers, and
became quite proud of them in the end.

The rst two he sent me on ]anuary Bth, Igod. " There are not
many variations to Athos. Its chief merit is the defence to di erent
attacks : I Sag, I Sc3, etc. The real key appears singularly pointless.”

" Porthos has a very concealed key, as the two Rooks look as though
they were meant to support one another. Your friends in France
won't like the four threats, but I couldn't work in any more I

n January j tll came Aramis : " I thought I would just celebrate
my siaty»seventh birthday by making another problem for you, which
strikes me as being a pretty good one."

Finally. on _Tuly rst, d’Artagnan joined the other Musqueteers:
“ I have had you in my mind for quite a time to make that other three-
move problem. It would be an easy matter to make a problem ; but
you know I always try to illustrate something, and I couldn’t think
of a point worth illustrating. It just occurred to me that about the
most diihcult thing to solve is a problem which you do not believe has
a solution I So I sat down to make a two-mover which would have a
very unpromising look about it and which would be led up to by such
a common-place. stupid move that no one would believe it could
possibly he the author's intention l “

Well, the Musqueteers fell entirely at, as Loyd had anticipated.
Not one was mentioned in the report of the judges. Loyd was dis-
appointed, in spite of his prophecy. “ The French award gave me
as much pleasure as a dose of salts," he wrote in October, rgoo. " Your
modern judge looks at nothing but the little mating pockets, called
model mates, though if they are led up to by a perfectly obvious sacri-
ce so much the better. Ho competitor should ever squeal over an

award——but in my opinion the modern problem is headed the wrong
way.“ This short criticism is worth pondering. It is the sum of the
eaperieuce of a great composer, after a career extending over fty
years. His criticism will not lead to any reform, I fear-—yet who
can tell whither the chess problem art really is headed?
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hf? LAST MEETING WITH LOYD.

I was very ill for several months in the summer of Ioo , and the
following winter I spent in Lakewood, New Iersey, convalescing. I
was unable to do any very serious chess work at this time, and I amused
myself preparing my little volume of personal “ Memories." Loyd
had spoken to me once or twice of his desire to re-write his Chess
Sirei'eg_y, but it had seemed a mere fancy that he would ever undertake
it. So it was more or less as a dream that I wrote : “ If I could succeed
in stimulating him to the work, I should feel that I had for once done a
genuine and very valuable service in our little problem world ! "
But I had no sooner written the words, than the possibility of their
realisation occurred to me, and I determined to try. I laid a regular
siege. I got one of the best English solvers, G. Stilling eet johnson,
to hunt for aws in the Strategy, and bombarded poor Loyd with
questions as to corrections. Then I wrote, somewhat at random, a
series of twelve articles about him for the British Chess Magazine
{which appeared in ]une, Igo-q—I1rIay, Iqrol, and again bombarded
him with questions as to these. Gradually, the new light shed on many
of his problems re-awoke his interest, and he began to return my re
with almost weekly letters.

I was only in New York for a couple of days that spring, but on
April arst, rgoq, he came and spent all the aftemoon with me. It
was that day he gave me the old book of his problems, which is described
on p. B5. He seemed as well as I ever remember him, and was so alert
in speaking about one problem after another that I could not help
marvelling at his memory. His memory was sound enough, he said,
but he had to drive it, and often had headaches. In the olden days
it was his mind which led him, and gave him all he could do to keep up
with it. He was enthusiastic about a new Strategy, and wanted to go
through all the books on my shelves to nd a particular volume, of which
he had forgotten the name, that showed his ideal as to paging. I
never identi ed what book he referred to, but in the present vohnne I
have carried out his wishes as I then understood them. He then
talked about the modern problem, in which he saw so many tendencies
that seemed to him unwise. The cult of model mates, the emphasis
on duals, the extremes to which two~move tasks had recently been
carried—these were his chief aversions. Then the afternoon passed
into evening, and he had to go. I never saw him again, but we kept
up our letters all through that summer. He may have realised hetter
than I did that it was indeed a parting, for his last handshake was a
long one, and he went down the stoop sadly, as I thought, and turned
slowly towards the Avenue.
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THE NEW’ “ STRATEGY.”—I.

Tnn preparation of the new Strategy did not begin for a couple of weeks
after Loyd's last visit to me, then it went forward with a rush which
would have seemed incredible if Loyd’s energy had not been so
remarkable, and if the nished manuscript, with all its shortcomings,
did not lie on my table as proof of the miracle.

Early in May, Ioog, Loyd wrote: " Well, I haven't put my pen
in the ink yet, but I have done a lot of thinking, as I have all sorts of
things to tell about my later problems."

A day or two later came this note : “ When I published Strategy,
13. R. Foster said in the Globe-Democrat that it ‘stood next to the
Bible.’ I have felt sore for thirty years at that adverse criticism.
Am at work again, and ambitious to write something that will not be
second best."

Then suddenly on rith June, rooq : “ Everything is nished so
far as the book is concemed, and I think you will say that for ideas,
good or otherwise, it eclipses anything ever attempted."

Flt the end of the month I “ Haven't been feeling well for a week,
so have not had time to start copying the book, which I will have to
do, as I am sure you would never be able to read my corrections written
on the pages."

In September he wrote : " I hope to feel well enough to complete
the book against your return to civilisation. I have about a couple
of days’ work to do on it yet. Am awfully glad I went at it in a rush
while the enthusiasm was on me, as I don't believe I could do it now ; "
and again, “ lfiot having read Strategy for over thirty years, I was quite
surprised, not to say disgusted, with some of the things the type makes
me say, not to mention the horrible way it doesn't make me say what
I intended. I think you will be astonished at the meat I inject into
the new edition."

A week or so afterwards he sent me a big batch of " sample pages,”
which by the way do not occur at all in the nal copy, having apparently
again been wholly rewritten. “ I am very anxious to have you read
some of my practical opinions on int.eresting themes, pinning, etc.,
and at least one hundred other bold ideas which have never been
tackled before."

This last phrase is in the language of the circus bill, and I don’t
know whether we can characterise Loyd better than by calling him
the Show-man of the problem world. A good circus, like the celebrated
one of P. T. Barnum, is a combination of genuine merit with highly-
coloured advertisement, and it is certainly no disparagement of Loyd’s
problems to say that they blend genius with blnii, and make his collec-
tion truly the 'i Greatest Problem Show on Earth.”
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TI-IE NEW’ “ S'I‘RATEGY."—II-

IT was not until two years after Loyd's death that I really knew how
far he had gone with the revision of his book. Then his son, Samuel
Loyd,’ ]r-, sent me two ponderous ledgers which he had found in the
confusion oi his iather’s desk. One was a volurue oi notes, on chess
and whist, very chaotic and often almost illegible. The second was
marked with my name, and was evidently intended as a “ fair copy "
of the other. It contains 520 of his problems, arranged according to
a similar plan to the original Strategy, two diagrams to a page. with
running comment. The text, however, is often very confused, and a
short study proved the impractic.-ability of printing it as it stood.
Many passages. on the other hand, are valuable, and in Part II. all
the best of these have been reproduced, together with parallel extracts
from the S£rarag_y of I881. The quotations from the latter are marked
(Str,} ; those from the Revision are marked [MS.). In both cases the
language has constantly been simpli ed or extended, according as
seemed advisable. Loyd himself recommended this once when he
wrote : “ The ideas used to come more quickly to me than the right
words." I have also tried to bring more system into the order of the
criticisms quoted in Part II.. so that a ready survey of Loyd's Theory
of Composition would be obtainable. This re—arrangement brought
to light many inconsistencies in minor details. These I have boldly
reconciled according to my own interpretation of Loyd's meaning.
This does not mean that I have substituted my own ideas—iar from it.
Loyd's views and mine are often quite opposed, and I have endeavoured
entirely to subordinate mine or at least to indicate clearly when I was
comparing them with Loyd's. I have also included a good many
of Loyd's problems not in his own selection. Arfter all, what is needed
is a tolerably complete presentation of his life, his problems, and his
views, without too much comment by the editor. Such a book as this
can be used by students in a hundred ways, and they should not be
forestalled in their deductions or applications. I myself hope, one
day. to supplement it by a volume of my own views on Loyd's themes,
treating them both historically and critically. It seems to me such
a work would bring out more fully the suggestiveness and value oi his
problems than anything else could do. The material for such a study
already abounds, and certainly there is still much to discover. Mean-
while the reader of this volume will understand why I do not dwell
more on the treatment other composers have given to Loyd's themes.
This book is altogether L-0yd's. The nesrt, if ever I write it, will be his
re ection as seen in the works of others.
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LOYITS LAST LETTER.
I nrn not see Loyd that fall when I was passing through New York,
nor even hear from him. But a couple of months afterwards, when
I was again travelling, came the last letter he ever wrote me. Like
so many of his it was undated, but I think it was about january, Ioro.
I will quote everything that bears on the New Strategy .'

“ I have been very busy during the three past months, and yet
at the same time have been so un t for work that I have done nothing
towards adding the few nishing touches that I want to put to the
New Strategy.

“ It is so diiierent from anything that you imagine it to be that
I am always anticipating a good 1au.gh at the way it will strike you.

" I have all sorts of corrections of faulty problems besides those
you have told me about, and notes of intentions and purposes for
which said problems were constructed, which have never got into
print. Take, for instance, that idea, made for I-Iathuosek, the Piano
man (No. 13,2}. I see from my notes that I rst put the Bishop on by ;
how it ever got to d5 I cannot imagine.

I“ just look at the positions I have sketched on the back of that
diagram. No. 133 is a position you once wrote me about. The whole
thing is a good joke, and I give it in the new book as it occurred at the
old Morphy Chess Rooms. I showed it as a three-move problem.
After some time one man found a mate in two. But I said : ‘ I asked
for a mate in three ; anyone can do it in two.’ It is not easy to nd
the three-mover.

"’ No. I35 is one of the rst problems I ever composed. It is
No. 15o in Strategy. I give it to illustrate revising one’s problems.
It shows how the lad who made it just slipped up on not getting on to
the right idea. It has been published for over fty years with a Black
Knight on hr. Solution then would be : r Qb-3, Ra: Q ; 2 Se5,. But
the real theme of the position has never been published; indeed I
only noticed it this morning. The idea is that if I Qha, Raa defeats
it. Therefore there should be a Black Bishop at b1, which brings
out the true mainplay : I Qli-B, Baa ; a Qha I I only saw this is time
to make a silly problem a good one before closing my problem career."

The last words were almost prophetic. A year later the news came
of his death, at his house in Elisabeth, New ]ersey, on the morning of
April Ioth, rorr.

He had four children, of whom three survived him: Sam Loyd,
_Tr., Mrs. E. H. Pierson, Miss Florence M. Loyd [deceased], and Mrs.
Howard Campbell, ]r. ,= and three grandchildren : Helen Pierson,
Loyd Pierson, and Samuel Loyd 3rd.

llvlany fabulous stories were circulated in Sam Loyd's obituaries
of the enonnous fortune he had made from his puaales. During his
life—time he had always ridiculed such stories, and their absurdity
was realised when it was found that he had left only the comfortable
estate of fteen thousand dollars, a modest sum according to the
swollen standards of the day. On the whole he probably made much
greater sums for others than for himse . A most striking case of this
was the game of Parcheesi. A concern dealing in street-selling
articles, with which he had done some business, called him in one day
and said : “ We have just bought a lot of pieces of cardboard divided
into coloured squares. They were intended to be used by a worsted
house in advertising, and we bought them at rubbish prices. What
can you do with them ? “ In a few moments Loyd handed over the
scheme of Parcheesi and disclaimed any payment for so small a service.
But the dealer insisted on paying him ten dollars, a ludicrous amount
as we look back upon the success of the game to—day I
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WHAT ARE PROBLEMS?

“ l'r is not the object of the author of this little work," wrote Loyd
in the Preface to the Strategy, “ to issue a treatise on Chess Problems
after the style of a Handbook on ‘ The sot of Composition made Easy,’
that guarantees to produce a full- edged problemist in ten easy lessons,
and yet still further from his desire is it merely to compile a selection
of difficult problems for the purpose of puasling his friends. His
compositions having been received with favour by the public and many
pretty compliments paid to him by the press, he has concluded to act
upon an oft-repeated suggestion of publishing a selection of his problems ;
and in so doing he wishes to accompany them with a running descrip-
tion of the circumstances that called them into eaistence and his views
on composition, in the form of a little chat with his readers. He will
have a few words to say upon all the problematical questions that
occur to him ; upon the defects as well as the beauties of the art.
showing his way of composing and solving, how to get new ideas, and
how to judge of their relative merits; none of which are given as
arbitrary rules, or laws of composition, but simply as the private opinion
of one humble votary who is aware of his fallibility and ever open to
conviction " |[S.=.‘r., p. 5].

The rst question Loyd thought required to be answered was the
one which he tells us players " of oonsiderable experience ” were con-
stantly aslcing him I What is a Chess Problem F “ A problem," he
esplained, “ is merely a supposable or imaginary end-game, illustrating
the shortest possible road to victory; but, as it is only necessary to
employ such pieces as are required to e ect the mate, it has by general
consent become the practice to dispense with all unnecessary pieces.
In a game of chess the victor wins by an ingenious tricl.-t or combination,
the subtlety of which his opponent failed to see; nothing therefore
could be more interesting and improving than the study of brilliant
and scienti c problems, the more especially in this advanced age of
analytical research, when the science of the openings has become well-
nigh exhausted and the victory depends more than ever upon the skill
and ingenuity with which the player conducts the termination of his
game” |[Srr., p. Io].

“ The positions opposite are given for preliminary practice to
show that a problem di ers from an end~game in actual play only in
that mate is generally effected by more brilliant or e:~:traordiuar}'
moves, and that useless pieces are eliminated. I will here take occa-
sion to mention that, as by common consent it has become the general
practice to consider that the White forces play from the bottom of
the diagram and the Black from the top and likewise that White has
the rst move, it is .unnecessary to repeat these conditions throughout
this hook ” [S.=!r., p. I4].
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MATING POSITIONS.

" THE. termination of a problem is known as the mating position, and
the beauty of this nal position depends upon the mate being effected
with a limited number of pieces. The Black King must he hemmed
in by as few pieces as possible and none of his avenues of escape should
be doubly or unnecessarily guarded. The objectionable feature of
uneconomical or impure mates is, however, found in many problems.
It is not in any way considered a vital flaw, but it often appears to
great disadvantage in problems where there are many pieces employed.

“ The question of sin-efs {or faults arising from the attack having
a choice of moves for effecting the nal mate] will be treated at greater
length later and must not be confounded by the reader with the present
less important subject " [S!r., p. 11].

At the present day the two elements of purity and economy of
mate are very generally combined in the one term "model mate " ;
the element of purity meaning that no square in the Black King's
eld is doubly guarded, and the element of economy meaning that

every 'Wl1ite piece, excepting the ‘White King and Pawns, takes an
active part in the mate. “ Parity of mate," wrote Loyd, " is inti-
mately connected with economy of force: for if it is meritorious to
have no surplus forces employed in the solution of a problem, the same
feature of excellence must also extend to the nal mating position.
I give No. I_lI as a puaaling exercise for the reader to nd thirty-six
squares upon each one of which the Black King would stand checks
mated. Twenty-one mates will be found to be strictly pure and
fteen marred by the unnecessary guarding of squares " {5fr.. p. Ia}.

It should be noted, however, that three of the positions which Loyd
evidently counted as mates id;-', eh and h3] are obviously impossible
ones. The position is an excellent study for the beginner, who will
get all bewildered with it, counting ~cI as a mate or hr as a pure mate
until he has thoroughly mastered the placing of all the pieces.

“ Having touched lightly upon the subject of mating positions,
I will add a few words upon the nal mating moves. the merit of which
depends largely upon their oddity or unexp-ected nature, and upon
the number of defences or avenues of escape thwarted. No. I43 shows
the greatest number of squares that can be guarded by the mating
move [see No. or 1}. No. 1_|_t illustrates how to mate on a square that
appears to be well guarded. The Black pieces, being paralysed by
what is known as the pinning principle, are unable to capture the
attacking piece without exposing their own King to check. In the
sarne position Black can also mate in one move by a discovered check,
cutting off by interference the lines of ‘White’s defences. All these
features, as will be shown later, enter largely into our modern problems,
producing many unique and curiorm e ects " {Sh-*., p. I3}.
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OLD STYLE PROBLEMS.

" THE art of problem composing has improved with rapid strides
daring the last quarter of a century," wrote Loyd in I878. ‘I Not
only have we a host of composers in place of the few ; but their style
and nish is so superior that a problem by one of the so-called old
masters would only be published by the modern chess editor as a literary
curiosity. The solutions of the old style problems were not only
very defective, but chie y consisted of a series of forced moves or
checks, restricting the defence to one line of play. They often illus-
trated a succession of brilliant sacri ces, culminating in a pretty mate,
but they were clumsy in construction and very easy of solution.

“ The fact of a problem having a check for every move. however,
does not constitute it an old style problem, for many of our modern
problems are checking ones ; nor were the problems by the old masters
always checking ones, but the moves were generally forced and gave
but little scope for variations- No. 145 is composed after the old style,
although I can never resist the opportunity of adding the little bifur-
cating variations which are more characteristic of the modern than of
the ancient school. Occasionally we nd an old-timer, like No. I46,
with a variation introduced by allowing the eeing King two avenues
of escape. And again, not unfrequently, the problems of the old
school terminate in a waiting position resulting from previous moves.
The attack is always bold and pronounced, and each move is made
for one certain object, lacking therefore the exquisite subtlety and
science of the modern style, where every move is prepared to meet the
exigencies of a score of defences. The adverse King is made the direct
objective point of attack and every energy is devoted to a precipitate
assault, there being little skirmishing for position or deploying of
forces. The early composers were also very partial to problems in
many moves, hampered with strange and absurd stipulations, which
I am glad to say are now becoming obsolete " ($11., pp. I5-F1)-

It does not seem to me that any of Loyd’s problems really give
a good idea of the class of stratagem which was ourishing in the days
of Alexandre and his mammoth compilation, the Beauties of Cf!-6.55
[1B4hj. Loyd almost invariably has some little unexpected feature,
a bifurcation, an interposition, a quiet move, or the like, which would
have seemed very original to a solver before 1B5o. No. 143 has always
seemed to me a good example of Loyd's old-style manner, but if one
compares it with No. b3 of d'Orville's collection (No. Sb of the three-
movers in Alexandre) the difference in nish will readily be apparent.
Loyd preserved in some of his older problems, as in those just quoted,
some of the characteristics of the old-school manner, the forced checks,
the consecutive sacri ces, and the driving about of the Black King;
but his handiwork is stamped indelibly on every problem he made, and
there is little danger of confusing his style with that of Mendheim, or
Bolton, or Dollinger. .
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NEE’ STYLE PROBLEMS.

" Bonn probiemists still practise the ancient rule that, when the
defence has a choice of replies, the mate should be effected in less than
the full number of moves if the hes! reply is not made. This was my
own early conviction ; but my later problems show that I have got
bravely over it. Indeed I have since remodelled many of my rst
problems that required revision according to the more advanced
notions. No. I.-iq, for instance, was a ve-move problem with three
variations in four moves. Hy cutting o ‘ one move in the mainplay,
thereby preserving the variations intact, it made a fair problem in
four, and shows a step i_n the right direction, in that the resources of
the problem are increased and the number of moves cut down.

" bio. I5o was originally published with the Blaclr King at f3,
with a single forced line of play beginning 1 Qg3.+ The mere change
in the position of the King has transformed it into a very presentable
problem, ‘with all the modern improvements ' " {St:r., p, Io}.

" We still occasionally see such problems as No. I4-9 was before
I altered it, with the ine:-umsable addition of a rst move which has
no further object than to make a ve-move problem out of what should
be a four-mover. and we look on these fossils as capital illustrations
of the clinging errors of the old school. Even in a problem like No. 151,
composers should bear in mind the universal preference for three-
movers and the general distaste towards four-movers. The key-move
seems to give additional interest to the position; yet it has really a
three-move theme. and, as the rst move threatens mate in one, I
think it could well be dispensed with. Since I became convinced of
the unpopularity of lengthy problems, I have followed the bent of
my own taste and favoured none but problems in few moves, endeavour—
ing to make each one as short as the requirements of the theme would
permit " [5i!r., p. 35}.

" Excellent ideas can be gleaned from some of the old checking
problems, and they can be presented in much better'for1n by sub-
stituting quiet moves. I do not think it the best plan, however, for
composers to indulge too largely in such transcriptions; they should
rather endeavour to originate for themselves.

“ The dif cnlty of the old style of problems consisted in nding
a plausible line of attack. In the modern problem there are so many
moves which will very pearly effect a mate that the solver is bewildered
by the innumerable resources at his command and is forced to make
an eshaustive analysis to discover the correct key-move " [S£r,, p. 1?].

No. I 52 may well be chosen, almost at random, to illustrate Loyd's
ideai of a new styie problem, as distinguished from the old style of
forced problem, such as No. ray.
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THREE—li-IOVE PROBLEMS.

" I Loos upon Hires as the standard number of moves for a perfect
chess problem, and I have seldom seen a theme that I thought could
not be expressed better in three, than in more, moves. Positions in
two moves are entirely too easy and those in four too difficult for the
popular taste, for which reason I give the preference to three-movers,
and I have found that ninety-nine out of a hundred solvers agree with
me and seldom look at a longer problem “ {S.!r., p. 21}.

“ n account of the advancement in the art of composition, and
the care and attention bestowed upon perfecting every detail of the
same, three-movers have become the popular favourites. A good
three—mover of the modern style is far more difficult than the old—time
four-mover. As to two-movers, when one of them is really escellent,
there is nothing more admirable or more desirable; but in spite of
their growing in popularity with thousands of the more super cial
solvers they will never replace the problem in three moves, on account
of the limited possibilities of two-move themes.

" There is also a growing tendency against the employment of
many pieces in modern three-movers, which contrasts strangely with
the fashions of fty years ago. At that time No. I53, was considered
an excellent position ; to—day it is a monument of stupidity; while
No. 154, which was severely criticised, would now pass as a pretty
problem. It is safe to say that the standard of excellence will be still
farther advanced in the future. There are those of us who remember
when there was scarcely a score of good problems in eaistence, so that
almost anything was acceptable for publication. To-day there are
several hundred thousand to select from and compare with, so that a
modern composer has to do work of a very high order to become known
at all.

“ There is a harmless, but most useful, style of elementary problems
like Ito. 155 [see p. 213}, which may be looked upon as forming the
necessary stepping-stones to lead the beginner on to a better under-
standing and appreciation of the art. They have a fascination for
the tyro, but he soon learns to eszpect the deeper themes and com-
binations of such a problem as No. .156, which at rst would have been
beyond his comprehension" |[MS.}.

Certainly in three-movers there is a wider range of styles and grades
obtainable by the average composer than in any other length of prob-
lems. The opportunity to study the combination of strategic principles
as well as the combination of beautiful mates is in nitely greater and
more varied than in two-movers, and so much less intricate propor-
tionately th'an in the complex: four-mover, that composers and solvers
alike are not frightened away as they are from longer problems.
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TWO-hiO\FE PRCPBLEMS.—I.

Its no department of composition is the danger of over—production
greater than with two-movers. The beginner suddenly nds himself
able to compose with great fertility one two—mover after another.
satisfactory enough to himself and readily accepted by the editors of
minor columns. Loyd himself in 185i: had been reproved by editor
Fuller on this score {see p. I5}, and he soon realised that there might be
justice in the criticism. In the Strategy he wrote :—

" It is a great error in our problemists to be too proli c. Une
fine problem gives a better reputation than the authorship of a hundred
poor or even Eolerahfy good ones. Every composer hits upon simple
and inferior ideas ; and, having taken the trouble to originate them,
he no harm in giving them to the public, forgetting that he is
offering them as specimens of his shill and style. How much better
to boil down a score or so of them. as I once told a correspondent, into
one line problem, than in after years to have {as I confess to having}
a hundred or more which should never have seen the light of a diagram.

“ A decidedly objectionable and nninviting style of two-move
problems consists of those which, having no particular theme, are
lnmbered with pieces for the sake of forming variations, as in hlo. 15?,
and those of the waiting style, like No. I58, where, although there
are no forces which are positively useless, yet neariy every piece is
put on to tal-re care of some opposing piece, which in tm-n has no further
object than to give employment to the other. Neither are enactly
-dead-heads, yet both could readily be removed without injury to the
idea of the problem, if it he so fortunate as to possess a tangible idea.
A glance at the position of No. 155 reveals the fact that every move
of Black allows of a mate. and the solver hm therefore only to gain
the opposition by finding how to lose a move that will not change the
relative bearing of the pieces. The White Rook is evidently added
for the purpose of neutralising the Black Pawn. Une Bishop is opposed
to the other, and the Knight on eti fraternises with the adverse Bishop
and Knight. All these side—shows could be dispensed with and the
problem reduced to a position of ve pieces. I do not say that the
prohlem is not a very fair one 1 but I refer to what in a more exagger-
ated forrn has become a very popular error, for a snrplns of 1neaning-
less variations and mating positions destroys the beauty and di iculty
of a problem " {S|!r., pp. 33-1)].

Even where many mates are united to ezapress a given tasl-:, as
in Ho. I59, which is an early rendering of the Queen's Cross [or twelve
mates by the White Queen}, Loyd disapproved of the result unless it
conlrl be made particularly spontaneous. He omitted Ho. I5I;]| from
the Hl'rafr'g;v and from the revised worl-: as well. " The only nrerit of
the position," he said to me once. " is the try 1 Rgh, and that cannot
carry the rest of the monstrosity." I can see no reason why at least
the I-Zing's Knights Pawn could not be safely omitted.
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TKVO-MOVE PROBLEMS.—II.

Cox'rn~n.TIxo his comments on the two-move question, Loyd said:
“ I have often expressed the opinion that it is no easy task to compose
a good two-move problem. It should have a decided point, a well-
de ned theme with a sparkle to it ; and the difliculty should consist
in the surprise of the trick, and not in the mere trouble of selecting
the correct key-move. I consider Ho. rho good, because it has a point
that will impress itself favourably upon the memory of the solver.
On the other hand there is a very common class which we can all
tolerate and pass as harmless on account of their pleasing appearance.
No. Ibr may possess some interest for beginners, but full-grown
problemists prefer more substantial food. Themes of this nature
furnish the ground work upon which problems of a larger growth are
built " {.sa=., p. 35}.

“The feature of di icnlty is over-rated in two-movers. Any
experienced problemist can solve a two-mover the instant his eye
takes in the relative bearing and position of the pieces. If the position
be so crowded and complicated that it requires five seconds more
to bring system out of chaos, then these extra seconds are sacri ced
to the lack of ability of the composer and not to the merit of the
problem. The merit of a two-mover should depend entirely upon the
brilliancy of its theme, the surprising subtlety of the trick, and the
skill with which the forces are economised- Positions with many
pieces, like bio. 15?, no matter how difficult. complicated or scienti c.
can never be popular favourites " {5ir., p. _|u}.

The most striking type of light-weight two-mover is that where
the key gives unexpected freedom to the Black King, provided there
be no tell-tale Pawns to betray the trick. Loyd had great success
with such two-movers. of the open type, with few Pawns, and with a
sparking key to add to the King's liberty. He relied largely on dis-
covered mates. because their use to reach peculiar squares after the
Kings ights readily avoids the necessity for con ning Pawns. All
excellent example is the mate I Qar, Eds; 2 Rga mate in No. IH3,
of which the initial position gives no clue. " n account of the key-
move this problem may be looked upon as one of the best and most
di icult two-movers of the collection. With any other key-move
substituted it would possess no merit whatever " {MS}. Similarly
he said of No. Ilia, " The play would be the same if the Bishop stood
at ar, but it would be a very tame affair " :_'IviS.]. There is hardly ever
a model mate in any of Loyd's two-movers, because their presence so
points to the intention that the slight artistic gain is more than lost
in the feebler character of the surprise. Loyd did not want complex
analytical difliculty, but he did want the element of surprise. The
theme must be rfisrorvreri by the solver, not self-evident on the face
of the diagram. The discovery need not take long to make, but when
made {whether quickly or slowly] it must in some sense reward the
solver by its unexpectedness.
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FOUR-MOVE. PROBLEMS.

" Tats work is illustrated with about one hundred and fty four~
move problems. The great majority of them were composed over
half-a-century ago during the long-winded craze, or they would never
have seen the light of a diagram. Few composers. let me hope, will
ever repeat the feat of turning out so many monstrosities in so short
a time. My rst intention was to eliminate them entirely from this
collection, but I tound they could be used to advantage as illustrations
of different features which came up for discussion.

“ Some four-movers are quite inexcusable. No. 165 is one of
this class. There is no reason why it should have been called into
existence, and it is sale to say that not one solver in a thousand could
be tempted to look at it. Its only rnerit is a sort of intricate dif culty,
which offers no special reward to the solver who is patient enough to
unravel it. We have practically been led into the position of assuming
three moves to be the standard for ordinary problems. Extraordinary
abilty still produces an occasional really ne two-mover, and every one
is ready to applaud whenever this occurs ; but the four—n1over requires
some very special reason to win anybody*s attention. This might
not be the case if so many poor four-movers were not published.
Then we might imagine u composer bringing out a really good problem,
like No. rho, and when a solver said scornfully, ‘ I do not care to look
at it, it will probably not interest me,' the composer could answer:
' I would not dare have published it. unless it was a remarkable problem
with some unique feature which fully justi es it.'

" But until this state oi affairs comes to pass, four-movers will
continue to be published indiscriminately and without attracting any
attention, until interest in them dies away completely. Uccasionally
a pleasing looking tour-mover appears and deserves a moment’s notice,
either as being an instructive study in the simple moving of the pieces
or as adding an extra move to some peculiarly weak theme.

“ A position like No. lby, for instance, with few pieces and a pretty
trick, may be looked upon in the nature of a study, and as such be quite
excusable. And Ho. t tl may be taken as an illustration of a weak
theme that needs the backbone of an extra move. To begin with the
capture of the Bishop as a three-rnover would be absurd, as the whole
merit turns on the introductory sacri ce of the Queen ; but the same
old question crops up t——is there really a suf cient excuse for the problem
any way ?

" Hf course occasions do arise in solving tourneys where dif culty
is the only consideration, so that an ungainly and complicated four-
mover might after all nd its purpose ; but such occasions are fortun-
ately rare and have nothing to do with good problem construction,
and we need hardly discuss them seriously here " [MS.}.
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E118; 4QxRP.
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FIVE-MOVE PROELEMS.

" Nos, rbq and Iyo may be looked upon as modernised editions of
the old school of checking problems. They are among my happiest
e orts in that line, and, although not remarkably dif cult, are favourites
with me as being among my rst compositions in five moves, a class
of problems I rarely attempted and took but little interest in. A
ve~mover is too di icult for the popular taste, and should only be com~

posed to illustrate some peculiarly pleasing theme that cannot be
expressed in fewer moves “ (Sta, p. IS}.

In connection with No, r g there was sorne discussion whether
the Black Rook at b3 and the Knight at hr were dead-heads. The
problem was republished in the Illustrated London News in I367 without
the Knight in question, with this note : “ This ne stratagem has before
appeared in print, but with an additional piece, which was not required
and which totally destroyed the beauty of the conception. It is now
given for the rst time as it was composed by the author.“ When I
told Loyd about this old criticism his answer was characteristic :
“ Howard Staunton was always wrong about problems. I showed
him that problem in London, The Knight improves the sub-variations
if Black does not capture on the rst move " [L., IE‘:-th April, rgopl,

But let us return to Loyd's opinions on ve-movers in general:
“ It is surprising to nd," he wrote, “ that almost all ve-move
problems are built up, and that scores of composers have created
innumerable problems in ve moves without a single hone ats ve-
move theme among them. This mania for lengthening out problems
into positions which no one cares to look at has always appeared
ridiculously absurd according to my way of thinking, the more especi-
ally as I hold that the world has not produced half-a-dozen composers
with sufficient creative power to originate a perfect ve—move problem,
with a strictly pure ve-move theme, worked out in all its details as it
should be, and dif cult and meritorious in the same ratio as a three
or four-move problem would be ” (Spa, p. ag].

“ Before dismissing the question of lengthy problems I had better
say a few words in regard to running into extremes, lest my readers
be left with the impression that I am endeavouring to encourage the
composition solely of two-movers, I do greatly admire a ne problem
in two moves, but they are so scarce that it is quite a treat to meet
one among the mass of rubbish with which thoughtless problemists
have swollen the numb-er of their compositions. The only thing that
I dislike more than a problem in over ve moves is a poor one in two “
{Str., p. 37}.

Loyd’s favourite ve-mover was undoubtedly No. boy, but his
statement {p. 39?] that it was the only one of his deserving preservation
can hardly be taken seriously. He certainly valued Nos. 74, 476
and 5?3 as among the most interesting of his compositions.
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Mate in fty, Mate in twenty-seven,

The following are the important rests
in the pedestrian tour :

IQIII; 51-Isa: III Ks-I; Is Ker;
so Kb.-[.; 2.; Kati; so 1~EbI1.; 32 Key;
as Kb-I; is K1-*<Pll-II-l; oi Rea:
Iisliba; .p;ExR; 5oSxPmates.

1 Seq, Bey; a Rdr, Ba5+; 3 Ker.
Be;-I; I1. Ebs, Be5+; 5 K33, Bey;
ti Bibi, Hbtl; ;r Ecg, Be5; El Rcr,
Bbd; p Ram, Hey; 1o Il'.b:, IEe5;
11 Rdr, Pho; is Rel, etc., and when
Black plays Ebb, "White wins by Rd l
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LONG-RANGE PROBLEMS.

“ UNE of the noticeable improvements of the day is the composition
of problems in a reasonable number of moves. The old-fashioned
positions in many moves are becoming obsolete; and although some
few composers there are who give free scope to their inventive faculties
and some editors indulgent enough to publish the results, yet these
long-winded a airs are seldom solved or looked at. They are no
longer relished by the chess world at large, whose votaries prefer
recreation to labour. No. ry5, in fourteen moves, composed in a
spirit of burlesque, may be amusing to look at with the solution, but
the number of moves alone is suflicient to frighten anyone from trying
to solve it " {Sn-., p. 2o].

Thus wrote Loyd in 15?}, and his personal distaste for long—ra_uge
problems never lessened. In the MS. of Igog he referred to them as
the " vagaries of our ancestors, whose questionable merit consisted in
an undue extension of moves. I recall the day," he added, “ when
a mate in many moves was looked upon in the same meritorious light
as when a player announced a stupid mate in twenty moves or so in
preference to a sparkling gem in three."

It is true enough that most solvers, since the days of the modern
problem dawned in the ‘forties, have paid little heed to long-range
problems. Loyd had an experience of this himself in the case of
No. 5, to which I have referred elsewhere. " It was one of my earlier
eiforts. It is in reality no more di cult than an ordinary two or three-
move problem. It went the rounds of those chess papers which seem
to feel a sort of semi-occasional duty to cater to the tastes of a few
antiquarians, nntil it nally appeared in the Dutch Magazine, where
some one who could not read the stipulation was induced to loolr at
it and fonnd that it could readily he solved in half the number of
moves” (Sit, p. so].

As editor of the rim-erfsorr Chess __[o-nrnrul, Loyd found that the
" antiquarians “ were more numerous than he had realised. ‘W. A.
Shinkman and G. Reichhelm had already composed several mammoths.
Bzno-ufnno's Chess Magnesia-1 and the .-"-".'.'r’. Ciippsr always welcomed
any such experiments, and in the early ‘eighties they gave a great
impetus to this style of composition. J. N. Babson and H. F. L. Meyer
joined the ranks with great success, and somewhat later U. Blathy, the
Hungarian, turned to long-range problems as a speciality.

In the P.5. to the .‘irrnrs,gy, written in I581, Loyd tool»: notice of
the movement : “ A new style of lengthy problem has recently come
in vogue, the merit of which consists solely in the procrastination of
the mate. Quite a rivalry exists as to who can produce a position
with the longest spun—out solution. I give two illustrations showing
the principle on which these long extensions are built- In No- I;?3
I have taken the same theme previously shown in No. 5, where it
required but fourteen moves to gain the opposition. Black is now
furnished with a supply of Pawns, which are advanced one step at a
time and require the attack to repeat the entire routine until the Pawns
are all blocked. In No. I74 the opposition is gained by the play of
the Rook against the Bishop. It is a ve-move manceuvre repeated
as often as the defence can gain time by advancing a Pawn. The
position is an impossible one, and I see no reason why a monster of
this description cannot be prolonged to over a thousand moves"
(Sta, p. 252}.
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PROBLEM BUILDING.-I.

“ Ir is a great blunder with many composers to desire to lengthen
out their problems, and this popular error has given me to a system
of lmileling up problems of many moves upon what are in reality but
two or three-move themes. Thus a composer takes a two-move
problem like 3'3-lo. 1;,-s or No. ryli, both of which are complete, neat
and satisfactory. The themes are well expressed. There are no
surplus pieces and the positions are attractively posed. The solutions
show them to be two-move themes. Yet by adding an extra move
they can be built up into three-move problems, so elaborated with
variations and addi1:.ional forces that they would scarcely be recognised
as the same neat, unpretending little problems from which they
originated, as I will now proceed to demonstrate (Nos. Iyy and Iygj.
Of course there are a thousand ways of building up a problem, and a
score of ne positions could be created that would have no resemblance
except in the two-move terminations. In the illustrations here
given I have introduced the themes by what I have always found to
be the most nished and concealed method ; that is, by making Black
lead up to the desired positions by what appear to be very obvious and
at the same time complete defences to White's threatened attacks.
In both of these positions the key-moves are made for the purpose of
threatening to occupy the squares just vacated. Black then replies
so as to thwart these threats, and in so doing prepares matters for the
new lines of attack, an examination of which reveals the same themes
that were given in the two-move versions. Of course the merit of such
problems depends upon the way in which the subject is handled and
the suggestive resources of the position seiaed upon, yet no matter
how much talent has been expended, the position that gives the theme
the clearest is the one that will be remembered and admired " |[5tr.,

. at-2 .
PP We hhall see in a minute that Loyd was not bigoted against all
problem building. He began composition in a period when many-
movers were the fashion, and it is to his credit that he soon saw the
advantages of brevity and cleamess of construction. It is also to
his credit, however, that he recognised that many positions, many
themes, were too slender to make good problems unless given more
substance by the building-up process. Each case, he maintained,
must be treated individually and considered judiciously. At the
present time the building-up of two-move themes, that are in them-
selves rather hackneyed, into three or four-move extensions, is very
much in favour with some composers. The late E. Pradignat built
hundreds of his problems upon this system. The question how far
such problems are to be considered original is another matter. Loyd's
opinion was de nite enough : " Not unfreqnently the two-move
problems of others are pirated, as if the addition of an extra move
conveyed a legitimate claim to authorship ” [M5].
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PROBLEM BUILDING.—~II.

“ In composing a problem the author will sometimes think of an
accurate theme which he will then proceed to illustrate upon the chess-
board ; this is the most scienti c plan and produces the nest problems.
But the building—up process is far easier and consequently more popular.
You start from a particular mating position and work bacl-rwards, as
it were, adding a move at a time, until a three, four, or ve—move
problem results, its brilliancy or difficulty depending upon the acci-
dental developments of the analysis. Some ideas positively require
such building up. For instance, Nos. rho and IS: are simple and
instructive little positions well adapted for the practice of beginners
and advocated by many as the most useful type of problem. But
they possess very little difficulty even as they now stand; as two-
movers they would be totally inadequate. This system of problem
building can be recognised in the works of practically every composer.
By some it has been used to great advantage: but by more it has
been employed so unskilinlly as to spoil many otherwise pretty con-
ceptions“ (Stu, p. a5}.

" It goes against the grain to give one's own problems to illustrate
bad taste or judgment in composition; but, having started out with
the intention of con ning my criticisms to my own works, I shall tread
on no tender corns by talking the more freely about my own errors,
and for this reason I shall not quote the opinions of others, nor draw
upon the resources of my brother problemists.

" Having just shown how some positions may be improved by
the addition of an extra move, I will now prove how many an excellent
conception has been spoiled by the absurd tacking on of useless and
meaningless moves. Perhaps if better keys had been selected Nos.
I52 and 183 could have been dressed up to better advantage; but
as they now stand no one could solve them without being struck by
the fact that the themes, and every particle of merit, are contained
in the last two moves and that the key-moves are particularly out of
place " {Sn-., p. 34].

“ These positions show how little the average player knows about
problems. A great many would like No. r a because of the apparent
equality of forces, and would give no thought as to whether the solution
was trndnly built-up or not. On the contrary, we often hear a player,
who has not been educated up to the problem standard, say that he
sees no fun in puaaling over such a one-sided allair as hlo. rdo for an
hour to nd a mate in three moves when he sees a dozen ways of doing
it in fourl “ [M5].
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PROBLEM BUILDING.—III.

.'.“~'-Io. I84 is a pretty little two-mover which Loyd afterwards extended
to the three-move length by adding a preliminary sacri ce. " Sacri-
cing for the sake of capturing or removing inferior pieces out of the

way," he wrote in the Strategy, “ may have points oi merit, but too
frequently it has only the appearance of being employed to add an
extra and often unnecessary move to the problem “ |[Str., p. dd}.
According to present day standards the two-move version is certainly
the more satisfactory, and curious proof of this is to be found in the
fact that several composers, including W. A. Shinkman and A. W.
Galitaky, have exactly duplicated No. 1:84 without any of them trying
to build it up to a three-rnover. They recognised instinctively, it
would seem, that an extra move would only serve to spoil the charm
of the setting, which lies in its very simplicity.

" Another feature of the building-up process to which I will call
particular attention is illustrated in No. IE6, which was originally
a three-move problem that I found could be solved by playing Qty
or Qgti. So I added the Black Knight, the capture of which builds
it up to a four-move problem and introduces the flaw I had discovered
in the meritorious light of a new variation. This way of taking advan-
tage oi a faulty solution that is found to possess any pretty points is
a trick often resorted to and well worth remembering ” (Sta, p. 24}.

This problem should have been referred to in the page on “ Loyd
and 1.13. of Bridport " (p. 45}, as the mainplay had been anticipated
in No. b5 of ].B.’s Collection, though the ingenious combination of
the two twin lines of play was entirely original with Loyd. ].B.'s
version appeared in the Ilins.- xated London News for August, rd-56, and
when Loyd heard of this he expressed himself entirely ready to
reiinqnish his claim to the position {Las.i'er's Chess Magazine, April,
1.905, p. ay ]. I have kept the four-move version under Loyd's name,
as shown, as the combination of the two variations is certainly a
distinct advance on _T.B.

" In building up a problem move by move it is largely the practica-
bility of obtaining a good key that justi es us in continuing the process.
I am sending you an interesting study {new} which I want you to write
up sometime (No. 13?}. You see, old Haaeltine knew nothing about
problems, and once long ago he started a tourney, Black to move
rst l But it seems to me he builded better than he knew. We often

build problems backwards. In No. IE? I took a two-move mate and
added a three-move key. Then I tried a four-move key. And now
I have got a position where White mates in four after Black has moved.
I give it with the query, what would you suggest as a good key to con-
vert this into an orthodox five-mover? " {L-. road}. " When the
key—move to a problem is part and parcel of a theme it cannot be changed
to any great extent ; but in the built-up problem we have much more
latitude and can employ any one of dozens of dissimilar keys. Inst
to show, however, that the key-move which usually looks to be so
natural a part of our problems is not always selected at once, one
problem will be given without any key. White has moved and will
mate in four more moves after Black replies. The reader is asked to
supply an introductory key for the position" {MS}.
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PROBLEM BUILDING/.—IV.
ii-.

--“ i‘~Io. 15$ is one of those positions that frequently arise where it does
not look as if it were possible to mate, yet owing to the paucity of
attack we would solve it instantly if assured that a mate was there.
From its unpromising aspect such a position makes a most excellent
starting point to build from. I employed No. I88 to illustrate a story
wherein a player retrieved an apparently hopeless game. It is almost
too simple to merit the name of a problem, yet by the judicious addition
of another move the sacri ce of the Queen makes it very presentable.
Other and better examples might readily be found, as judicious problem
building furnishes almost an inexhaustible eld for composition.
Problems of this kind are pretty and agreeable, and are generally
favourites with the public. The positions are what we term graceful
ones, and the solutions are sufficiently diiiicult to be instructive,
although the entire di iculty is con ned to the discovery of the rst
move " {.‘i£r., p. 23).

“ It also not unfrequently occurs that in composing a problem
some radical weakness develops which can best be covered up by the
addition of an extra move, for a position that is absurdly easy with
the certainty of a solution is ofttimes exquisitely dif cult when there
is a doubt of its correctness. No. 19o is a three-mover with some
very ne points, but also with the objectionable features of the ‘White
King being subject to check and the White Rook en prise. Both of
these, owing to the peculiarity of the position, would very soon betray
the necessity of checking with the Rook. Consequently I thought it
best to build it up into a four-mover, as shown in No. I91, where I
have also taken advantage of the situation and introduced several
variations of considerable merit which had rst developed themselves
in the shape of double solutions. In point of constructive merit and
richness of resource, No. 191 is far superior to the three-move version.
It is a remarkably elaborate composition, but complicated combinations
of this kind are only appreciated or looked at by a few experts, while
the generality of chess-players abhor the tangled inter~woven style "
(Sta, p. -27).

I do not think this No. 191 can really be taken as a good example
of building up. It is an impossible position, and so cumbersome
withal that it would have been more suited for use as an example of a
crowded board (p. 199). Loyd doubtless realised this well enough and
included the problem as a necessary example, where perhaps others
were wanting, as he spoke on p. 159 of having frequently done. No
one wrote more repeatedly against crowded positions than he did:
“ The growing prejudice against crowded positions is due to the un-
satisfactory alislrecr d-{finally that is the chief characteristic of such
problems. As we are composing to please the general public, I think
their preferences should be taken into consideration and the popular
verdict be a higher authority than the mere personal preference of a
skilled expert " {5lr., p. 22o).
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PROBLEM BUILDING.—“v'.

“ In some cases the theme itself of a problem may be built upon and
enlarged from two to three-move form otherwise than by the mere
addition oi an extra initial move. In bios. roe and roj, the themes
are very similar, although one is in two moves and the other in three.
This is a very common occurrence, and I could cite many problems
in two, three and tour moves that bear such a close resemblance to
each other that it is obvious that one was borrowed from the other;
the resemblance in the theme is of much more importance than a
resemblance in the external positions, for the latter occurs in problems
that appear to he almost identical and yet have no similarity whatever
in their solutions.

“ I think composers are too apt to take short themes and aim to
extend them beyond their natural limits, instead of taking the crude
conception, as it rst occurs to them, and endeavouring to reduce it
to the most compact and proper form " {Sl'-r., p. 3o}.

The style of problem building here shown is not really so different
irom the ordinary addition of an extra initial move- In the latter it
is just a key that is added, in the former it is just a continuation.
Suppose we could solve No. roj by playing r S.'xB+, P115 I a Qar.
Qba or Ref, ; 3 Q mates. This would be a building up of No. rga by
the conventional method, yet the only way in which it would di er
from No. rug would have been in the order of the moves.

Perhaps Nos. 11].} and I95 will give an eyen clearer idea of this
extension during the solution instead of at its beginning. lilo. roa
has quite a pretty waiting move theme, yet Loyd evidently considered
that the position required an additional move to rualre it more diiiicult.
He might have built it up by adding an initial move. For instance,
placing the Queen at a3 and the I-tool-: at bli, there would have been
a neat extension to three-move form: I Q58, Rgfi; a Qatl, and if
I . . , Rbg + ; a B x R. Still this would not have added to the di iculty
of the problem. What was needed was something to disguise the
need oi Qali, whether on 'iVhite's rst or second move. lilo. 195 shows
how cleverly Loyd succeeded in doing this. He has changed his pieces
about on a diagonal axis and withdrawn the White Bishop, so as to
work in an extra move in the solution and at the same time blocl-: the
line from hr to all so as to be apparently useless for purposes of attack.
The solution, 1 Qhr, Rfy ; 2 Ego, leads to a situation identical with
No. I94, atter I Qali-; but the building up has nothing obvious or
forced about it.

Problems built up by the ordinary process can always be cut down
again by simply leaving out the initial moves. Cm the other hand
problems built up as shown in Nos. IEJ3 and roj could only be cut down
again to two-move form by someone with a certain experience in
construction. The novice would be a long time in realising that both
positions were only extensions oi two-nioye themes.

|—| "-Cl l..=.|
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PROBLEM BUILDING.—VI.

l‘tF'rr-:a a problem has been built up there is no reason in the world
why it should not be cut down again to less moves. " Any problem,“
as Loyd wrote, " can be cut down by simply making the rst move
and giving it as a problem in one move less ; yet often the theme would
be imperfectly shown, if not entirely destroyed, by so doing, for we
find that a theme deteriorates in proportion as it is iruperfett or mean-
ingless “ [Sh-'., p. 32}: The point is then for a composer to determine
with the greatest care how long his problem should be. Loyd was
especially concerned not to have his positions exceed ve moves:
" I have devoted considerable time to cutting down my longer pro-
ductions to within ve moves, which I consider the extreme limit of
a common sense problem. Anything in excess of this number is only
excusable when there are very few pieces and the positions are intended
to illustrate some pleasing and simple trick “ {5'If., p. 3?]. Hut Loyd
applied his own teaching to even shorter problems in his later years,
and we nd several cases on record where he trimmed four—nrovers
down to three-movers with good success. No. rqli is a good example
of this. It is only a simpli cation of the Rip ‘Klan Winkle four~mover
from the German tourney (No. I-so], yet the setting is so superior in
economy and sparkle that I doubt if any of my readers would have
noticed the direct relationship between the two problems. Another
interesting instance is offered by No. oo. The theme of this problem
may be looked upon as being the two-move ending, 3 Rc5, built up
to the dignity of a four~mover. But this theme is spoilt by the presence
of the Black Pawn at gy, which stops a dual it is true, but which also
stops the theme mate 3 Rcj, Bel ; 4 Qt-fr mate. This ought to balance
the other mate, 5. ., Be ; 4 Qt; mate, as shown in the mainplay of
No. 251. Loyd overcame this thematic aw a few years later by
simply reducing the length of the problem one move, No. III.

Finally let me give toy-loo as an example of a three-mover
cut down to two moves. The three positions appear in the order given
in the MS. collection of Loyd's problems, from which I think I am safe
in saying that the two-move yersions are the later in date. Evidently
Loyd was not satis ed with the very clumsy key of No. iqy. He
tried several other three-move renderings, all of which proved unsound.
Then I imagine he ruthlessly struck off the rst nrove producing No.
roll, and this in turn suggested the great saving in economy which
appears in the delightful setting of No. ion. This lesson of Loyd's,
that problems can often be improved by being cut down, just as at
other tinres they require building up, is an important one which our
Ftmerican composers especially needed to take to heart during the
earlier years of Loyd’:-: activities.
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PROBLEM COMPOSITION.—-I.

Us the whole Loyd tells us very little about problem composition.
A little later we shall come to his views as to all the elements which
make up the merits and blemishes of problems, but his instructions
for the attainment of the former were almost invariably couched
in the most general terms. He could criticise a problem after it was

nished with great skill, de ning its theme and its virtues ; and it is
unnecessary to say how thoroughly he himself understood composi-
tion; nevertheless his hints to others are seldom of great value.
Probably he was too much of an improvisor to grasp the actual meaning
oi his own processes. Be that as it may, his suggestions about com-
posing are for the most part limited to the rather subordinate question
of problem building. To this he comes back time and again with
examples of the judicious and the injndicious addition of moves,
until the beginner feels bewildered rather than helped.

“ The actual tricks of many problems, as in bios. aoo and eur,
are contained in the last two moves, and the key-moves are merely
added because the themes in themselves are too easy and require the
added di cnlty of an extra move, although this is apt to detract
from the beauty and neatness of the position. The termination of
No. aoo is very good {compare Ho. afih], nevertheless the position
might be arrived at more scienti cally, since a key which threatens
an immediate mate is always a weakness and should be avoided if
possible. I should even prefer a checking key. as in No. sor [compare
No. 672}, although neither of these illustrations has been as carefully
handled as Nos. ryy or ryg, in which it was left for Black to lead up
to the mating positions " [Srr., p. ah}.

“ It often happens that the solution and variations of a problem
are so intermingled with other ideas and moves which have been
added on that we lose sight of the real theme and could scarcely tell
what it is and which are the moves that have been tacked on. Often
a little three-move theme, as in No. ene, is too simple to be of much
interest unless built up, whereas it furnishes the opportunity for
elaborate variations, with which it can be worked up into a very
presentable ve-move problem " {S!r., pp. all-9].

In all composition, built-up or otherwise, the choice of the key
requires especial consideration, even more to avoid the obvious than
to achieve the brilliant. " A very common blemish is to begin with
a suggestive sacri ce that shows a simple mate if the piece is captured.
I have remodelled No. 2o3, yet it has this weakness 1 for a solver will
see at a glance that the capture of the Rook is to be permitted, and,
after trying the other moves of the Bishop, he is compelled to hit
upon the correct play " {Hrr., p. 215}.

or
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PROBLEM COMPOSITION.—II.

“ No one must imagine, when they see a ne problem, that it came
to the author like a flash of inspiration—that he just thought of the
idea and transferred it to the chess board. Such things do occasion-
ally happen, but they are decidedly exceptions to the general rule.
I refer to this by way of introducing a few practical hints on com-
position, the most important of which is to remember that the artistic
nish of a problem, wherein are embodied the pretty points of play

and the eleganldes of construction, is seldom contained in the rst
posing, but that it depends rather upon the care and taste with which
the theme is afterwards worked up I’ {5a'r., p. IE5].

" Some problemists are not only more proli c than others, but
they have so much more constructive ability that they can produce
problems in a few nroments of a degree of excellence which others
could not attain in hours or days of labour. Science demonstrates
that one mind may be a hundred times more active than another, and
I am satis ed that the composer who creates a problem in ten minutes
has the more active brain, but has in no way escaped the usual routine
and drudgery of study, and all the suggestions, corrections and testing
that we plodders have to go through. A correct record of the thoughts,
experiments, changes and general ideas that occur to the mind of a
composer during the construction of a tolerably elaborate problem
would ll a complete volume. A simple little position like No. sea
does not tell what trouble I had to dispose of two superfluous Pawns,
nor how I raised everything and then moved the men over to the right
to prevent the Bishop getting around in other ways. It is during
the testing that we become familiar with the resources of our problems
and nd the exact limit of power to accord to each of the pieces "
[$512, p. 139}. A detailed example of Loyd's methods in composition
is given in another connection on p. 23?.

" Here are two renderings, Nos. sob and soy, about which I was
in considerable doubt. In the rst I had planned to place the ‘iillhite
Queen's Bishop on a1, to impart the air of a iriind Indian to the key-
move; but an obstinate second solution necessitated the quarter
turn to the right so as to produce lilo. soy, which proved to be a
decided improvement. The Rook appears much less out of play and
the waiting character of the solution is better disguised “ {MS}.

" ne word of caution should, however, be given about reviewing
one ‘s problems long after their composition, with the object of improv-
iug them. After devoting all the hard analysis to a position which
is required for its construction, the author becomes familiar with
the powers of every piece and with all the threatening flaws which he
has succeeded in avoiding. But on returning to the consideration
of the position after these details have once been forgotten, it becomes
practically necessary to go through all the analysis a second time or
else the danger of falling into one of these old pit-falls can hardly be
successfully escaped “ [I1-15.).
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PROBLEM COMPOSITION.—III.

" I Have composed many problems. yet I have not wasted the time
pondering over a chess-board that is generally supposed. I think
of a theme and write it clown, to be worked out at my leisure ; in this
way I save much labour and, as I will esplain elsewhere, often produce
several problems which apparently have no resemblance to each
other " (Sir, p. S1).

“ In composing a problem it is rst necessary to get a theme
worthy of illustration. Sometimes they come spontaneously and
an active nrind will generally have no lack of ideas. But when themes
have to be studied up, as it were, or ground out to order, I know of no
better plan than to solve or test other problems. I do not mean to
plagiarise or borrow ideas ; do not even look at the author's solution,
lnrt glean your suggestions from the plausible lines of attack that your
own mind will devise as possible ways of effecting mate if some slight
rrrorli cation of the arrangement of the pieces were made. For
example, while testing No. ao8, I noticed that I Slj introduced some
features that were preferable to my own solution. By a slight change
I perfected No. zoq, which is by far the better problem of the two.
I have, indeed, seldom solved any position where l'ralf—a-dozen possible
lines of attack were not suggested to me, any one of which might have
been taken and elaborated into a new and entirely different problem "
[E-I£r., p. 134).

“ Another example of the advantage of being on the look-out for
accidental tries is furnished by Ho. aro. It is an illustration of the
interference theme (p. 313). The key is 1 Rd5, whereupon Black
replies I. ., Ra5, preventing the threatened nrate in two. But as the
guarding lines of the Black Rook and Bishop now intersect at ef,,
they will both be cut oil’ by the advance of the Pawn to that square,
a good move as it sacri ces the White Rook into the bargain. This
offering of the Rook suggested a tempting sacri cial try, as shown by
r Rt-5 in Iio. arr. This try is one that a solver is loath to abandon,
especially for a key like I Sdj, which destroys all hope of the other.
The two problems use about the same forces, but they are entirely
dissimilar and it would he a di icult matter to say which is the better.
It seems to me that an obvious move, however pretty, should always
be employed in the tries to a problem. For the tries give the solver
thought just as much as the real solution, and they have the merit of
requiring reconsideration. That is why pure mates do not especially
interest me. They look better in a try than in the actual solution.
Not but what we all have at times produced problems which were
happily blessed with purity of mate. The trouble is that purity is
a matter too readily carried to an extreme, and certainly no composer
who goes to any extreme all the time can amount to very mach, even
if he succeeds in satisfying himself. A fanatical purist who never
composes a problem without at least one mating position absolutely
pure is one degree more of a crank than a chess-player who would not
checl-tmate his opponent because the mate at hand was not pure "
{.3-15.].
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SCHOOLS OF C019/IPOSlTION.—I.

Lovn's common sense as a critic shows out well in what he has to say
about National Schools of Composition. " The idea of ascribing
certain styles or characteristics to the different nationalities is a
fascinating delusion. There may be more mediocre composers in one
place than in another, who through ignorance claim to have founded
a school; but among the masters there are no such distinctions.
They all compose rst-class problems alike. No judge or solver can
tell from what country a ne problem comes, and yet there is a constant
prating about national schools by those who could not produce a
rst-class problem. The advanced theorist might amuse himself

inde nitely recognising the national characteristics of Nos. are-e15.
which are chosen purely at random, and in the end he would wake
up to nd that they were all composed by a New jersey farmer "
[MS.}.

At rst this statetnent, a little arbitrary indeed as were all of
Loyd's generalisations, will seem to be very erratic. hlo one can deny
that there are totally dilierent styles of composition, totally different
ideals of construction wherewith to interpret one and the same theme.
In a certain measure also the emphasis on these ideals originated in
different countries. It was men like the Pierce Brothers and H. I. C.
Andrews in England who laid much stress on total freedom from
duals that " the English School " became synonymous with a rigor-
ously mechanical ideal of composition I it was men like Kiinig and
Dobrusky in Bohemia who interpreted their themes with much beauty
and economy of mate that a model mate problem of light calibre is
called " Bohemian " to this date; it was men like Klett and Bayer
and Kohta who built up that study of intricate combination which
has become associated with the name “ German "; and, nally, it
was Loyd himself who gave the highest expression to the problem of
brilliant and unexpected theme which has ever since been called
" American." But to-day the judge or solver who tried to guess
the nationality of anonymous problems by Heathcote. or Pauly, or
Gamage, or any other master, would, as Loyd claimed, come sadly
to grief. The different ideals which composers can aim at, freedom
from duals, beauty of mate, intricacy of combination, sparkle and
originality of theme, all these remain distinct and de nite; but the
modern composer is eclectic, he blends his ideals, he varies his aspira-
tions, and in the process every trace of national schools is being rapidly
lost sight of. It is only in a humorous flight of fancy that one can
picture the international contest of composers which Loyd porrrtrayed
at the beginning of the Strategy, and from his account of which we
will quote on the following page.
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SCHOOLS OF COMPOSITION.—II.

“ Is a problem tournament that is really international," wrote Loyd,
“ we nd portrayed the stolid, massive combinations of the Teuton,
who has thrown a score or so of pieces in his masterpiece as if to keep a
record of the glasses of his favourite beverage from which he drew his
inspirations; the indolent, careless style of the Venetian, who must
have dosed o in his gondola before perfecting the charming theme
that the brilliancy of his native skies had suggested, leaving his work
half un nished; the varied and versatile specimens of the French
school, in which we meet a strange intermingling of Napoleonic genius
and the ostiss of Communism : six problems by the same comp-oser——~
one genuine diamond that caught the sparkle oi the champagne, and
a ruby gem, inspired hy the purity and richness of the native wines,
all the more resplendent from a comparison with the four others which
are wonderfully suggestive of the weakness and idiotic vagaries of the
fumes of absinthe.

“ In striking contrast to the above we nd the uniformly good,
the‘ well—de ned, clear-cut themes of the Briton, with their conscien»
tious nish and the perfect polish of the skilled artisan : the correct
solution that works with machine-dike precision, charming us with
the display of inevitable results of mechanical laws; the perfection
of economy of force, yet leaving on our minds a vague impression that
genius is being driven with too tight a rein.

“ And lastly, after having mastered those proverbially difficult
problems, the solutions of which are so indicative of the rigour and
hardships of a Northern clime, we nd a series of positions suggestive
of everything that is funny and absurd. The Pawns are huddled
together in one corner like a herd of bu aloes, leaving the rest of the
board as clear as a prairie. There is nothing Indian about the problem,
yet we feel that the author deserves to be scalped for placing every
piece so as to give a wrong impression of the purpose for which it was
intended. Could not this problem be polished up a little, so as to look
less like the Falls of Niagara? Could not that modest-looking one
from the ' City of Brotherly Love’ be so modi ed that we will feel
less like swearing when shown the solution ? Why is it when I solve
these problems that I fee] as if a joke had been perpetrated, that a
Bishop had moved like a Knight, or that I had won by making the
most absurd moves ? Is there no propriety ; are there no established
rules of composition P ‘Why is it that the authors seem to have taken
such unwacrantable liherties that the problems remind me—welI, of
the Telegraph, the Sewing Machine, the Telephone, or the Phonograph
--and that they are as deceitful as wooden nutmegs or Yankee
clocks? “ (Sta, pp. y-S].
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I Bc3, Pd5; a Efg, P114; 3 Bl-:3.



PROBLEM SOLV1NG-—I.

“ THE question as to the best way of solving problems is of vital
importance, but peculiarly dif cult to treat understandingly, owing
to the diversity of styles and the impracticability of applying the same
rules to different cases. I shall be compelled, therefore, to speak in
very general terms, and to rest content with giving a few hints that
may be of practical value.

“ The rst glance at a problem will reveal to the merest tyro some
idea of the nature of the position and of the difficulties that he has got
to contend with. Those of the intimidated style {see p. aogfi, where
Black has only his King, as in No. eeo, or where there are a couple of
Pawns, as in No. eat, are the general favourites, and solvers will look
at them, even if they are in many moves, in preference to more com-
plicated problems in less moves. There being no manmuvering
Black Knights or checking Rooks to contend with, the solver devotes
his undivided attention to bu eting the King and his poor little Pawns,
who seem to be identi ed with the attack and compelled to follow the
dictates of the enemy, for the solver depends as readily upon the
utility of the adverse moves as upon that of his own. Problems of
this free style may be equally as diilicult as those of a more compli~
cated nature, but the difficulty consists in the innumerable resources
of the attack and the necessity of forming the mating positions. The
solver, therefore, has an eye more to the creating of these mating
positions than to the actual moves made. He searches for possible
arrangementsof the pieces that would effect a pretty mate and that
could possibly be arrived at within the required number of moves;
and then the modes oparandi is discovered afterwards. The solution
is generally more dii cnlt when the King is mated on a square remote
from where he originally stands, as in No. see. It can also be well
concealed by requiring a successive change in the position of all the
White pieces, as in No. 223. This problem, however, is really a simple
one, but I give it as an illustration to show the difference between
driving the King into a mating position and forming one about him.

" In problems like these, the solver should look more to the forma-
tion of suggestive terminations than to the actual trial of esperimental
moves. The latter plan I will refer to anon. I have given these
few preparatory illustrations as showing how much is revealed by the
rst look at the diagram. Either positions reveal at a glance the fact

that there is an inevitable con ict of forces and deter the amateur
from attempting the solution; for no matter how easy the problem
may be, it is only the eapert who derives pleasure from unravelling
the combinations of opposing pieces. The rst glance, then, .may not
give any clue to the solution, but it indicates the style of the problem
and gives the solver an inkling of the policy that he must pursue.
It may also be taken as a con rmation of the importance of dressing up
a problem in its ncatest form so as to captivate the eye of the solver "
[Sir., pp. 236-3}.
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PROBLEM SOLVIl*lG.——II.

" THERE are two principal ways to set about discovering the solution
of a problem. The one is by the E.."i‘p~E1'llIlEI1lIEi.l trial of moves; the
other by the a.ualy’r.ical euaniination of the resources of the position.
In the latter method we rst study the placing of the two Kings. Is
the ‘White King in a place of safety, so that we are free to operate
against the enemy i‘ or is he so open to attack that we must commence
an immediate onslaught on the adverse King, or else prepare a defence
for our own? Does the llilhite King take an .active part in the fray?
Is the Black King already hedged in, or has he got to be captured as
well as mated? These are most vital questions. They are dealt
with elsewhere, in connection with different styles and themes, but
I give one illustration here as showing the fundamentals of problem
solving. In No. 225 the White King is exposed to a checlt that could
not be allowed. as it would give the defence an opportunity of pro-
longing the mate beyond the required number of moves. White is,
therefore, compelled to force the ght throughout or to prevent the
counter attack.

“ After studying the placing of the Kings. we examine the relative
bearing of the other pieces ; and their peculiar positions for attack or
defence will often betray their object and furnish a clue to the solution.
The suggestive guarding from the Wliite Pawns in No. can indicates
that the Black King is to be allowed to advance to E4. In Flo. ea].
the prevailing weakness of plurality of mating positions betrays the
mates on at? and an, long before the solver hits upon the key-move.

" All problems have individual characteristics, which are so differ-
ent that it is utterly useless to go into the details of this subject further
than to say that there are few, if any, problems, an analytical e:~:amina-
tion of which will not demonstrate why certain pieces are so placed:
why some inviting looking moves could not be the correct ones, and how
pretty little mating positions might result from obvious defences of
Black ; why certain avenues of escape must be closed, and counter
attacks guarded. There are innumerable other little indications that
form the links to the chain of evidence which the solver must recon-
struct. The sa.me line of circumstantial evidence that tells us we are
gradually arriving at the solution to a difficult problem often demon-
strates, through the medium of gross faults or clumsy renderings,
that certain moves are not the correct ones. In testing our problems
for faults, however, we are compelled to scrutinise every move. and
we cannot depend upon the suggestive features of the problem, for
the reason that we are searching for aws that were not intended.

" In looking for clues. be very sure of your deductions, for com-
posers are very apt, as I have previously shown. to construct their
positions for the purpose of misleading the unwary. No. 224, for
instance, might be found quite perplexing. if the solver was not on the
watch for a possible waiting move; whereas, with a previous [-:now-
ledge, or even a correct guess, as to the character of this or any problem,
the battle is more than half won.

” It is almost unnecessary to add that the best way is tn learn
to solve from the diagram; after the habit is once acquired it is by
far the easiest and most satisfactory plan " {.‘§li'., pp, 239-air}.
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PROBLEM SOLVING. —III.

“ THE eaperimeutal style of problem solving is the slow but sure
method. ‘When pursued systematically it is the most useful, for the
reason that it is the only way to test our own compositions for duals
and faults that require weeding out. An analysis of this kind must be
exhaustive. It is a sheer waste of time to look only at the plausible
lines of attack, for the reason that composers try to build their solu-
tions upon the most improbable moves.

“ Take the pieces in rotation. First en:-1.mine the moves of the
King; then the Queen, Rooks, Bishops, Knights and Pawns. By
writing them out and marking off such key-moves as you have demon-
strated to be impracticable, you will be surprised to nd in how short
a time you can master the most difficult problem or prove the sound-
ness of one you are testing to enter in a tournament. Some problems,
as we have seen, can readily be solved from the suggestive indications,
but lilo. 223 would be a most laborious twin for anyone to solve eacept
by direct experiment. For despite its being a compound of all the
features that are generally tiraded against as objectionable, such as
commencing with a capture, moving the key piece out of imminent
danger, checl-ting, and the like, it is one of my best problems, and was
constructed purposely to illustrate my views on these questions.

" I cannot dwell too strongly upon the importance of learning to
solve a two-move problem correctly. I have devoted years of practice
to this one object and am still far from perfect. No matter how many
moves a solution contains, it can always be reduced to a series of
steps or sequences of two moves at a time: the hey move, and the
second or objective move, the latter being a sequel to the rst. Simple
as it may appear to those who can readily boast of announcing a mate
in half-a-doaen moves or more, the entire ability of a solver depends
upon his powers of tal-ring an accurate and er-zhaustive glance only
two moves deep, and I have yet to nd the solver who can infallibly
do so.

“ It is remarkable to see how few moves there really are to a
problem. Therefore, in a position like No. sag, which is a very free
one, if the solver can look at each of the thirty-nine possible moves in
rotation, and from that second standpoint say at a glance, in thirty-
eight cases, ' No two-move mate ! ' he can thoroughly eshaust, analyse
and solve the .most difficult three-mover extant in less time than it
takes to tell it. I give No. a3o as a simple two-move rendering of the
same theme, as showing the standpoint where a solver should be able
to make an e:-thanstive analysis and pronounce if there is a possible
solution the moment his eye can take in the relative position and
bearing of the pieces.

" The di iculty of a two-move problem can be reduced to a mere
mechanical analysis, depending upon the rapidity with which the
solver can tal-re up each move in succession and see if the defence has
a possible reply to the few checking moves that might terminate the
solution. As soon as a move is hit upon, which possibly might be
one of the rst looked at, which admits of no defence, the problem
is solved; yet I have seen solvers baffled by a little problem where
the attack had but twenty possible key moves l ” {5tr., pp. 2:|.i'.-I-4].
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PROBLEM SOLVING.—Ilv'.

“ Sotvsus are often led astray by symmetrical positions like No. e3r,
which seem to indicate that if a piece cannot effect a mate by moving
to the left, there is no use playing to the right. Never indulge in
careless solving or super cial analysis, but school yourself to be careful
a11d reliable, and what at rst seems to be a slow, tedious and uninter-
esting method, will eventually prove to be the rapid and correct style
When you once look at a move let your examination be thorough,
final and conclusive, so that there will be no further necessity of
referring to it again. Solvers who are not systematic in this respect
waste ninety per cent. of their time in vacillating between doubtful
moves" [SI-r., p. 245}.

The solving of symmetrical positions, as I have explained else-
where [p. 231}, is a relatively easy matter, as'the solutions must either
complete or preserve the symmetry. It is very seldom that a truly
symmetrical problem is solved by a non-symmetrical key-move.
When this does happen, the solver may well expect a tussle. {lnr
minds, it sometimes seems, are trained in symmetry, and where we
can move equally to right or left we lose our initiative and end by not
moving at all. I remember one day showing No. 3:8 to a very good
solver. He would not look at it, as he maintained that two solutions
were inevitable because the position was absolutely symmetrical and
right in the centre of the board. It took me twenty minutes to persuade
him that, if the key was I Eib5+', I fifj--]- would not do just as well.
Every true symmetrical, be insisted, must have a double solution,
and he cited No. oyo in proof of this statement.

And, indeed, true symmetricals with a non-symmetrical key are
rare. They are hard to compose, they are hard to solve; but after
all that is part of their charm, and it does not prove that they do not
existl They would, of course, be impossible if placed centrally on
a p by p board, for they depend for their existence on the fact that
our chess-board has an even number of les, which permits some piece
to make a necessary journey around one way that it could not make
on the other side.

There are very few such problems earlier in date than rgoo. llf
late Pauly and others have experimented most ingeniously with them,
but their unfailing success in puaaling solvers shows that their novelty
has not yet worn olf.

Problems like Nos. 231 and a3a are not really symmetricals, though
they are so closely akin thereto that their effect is practically the same.
In each there is one man not properly balanced on the opposite side.
and No. 232 is not well-centred, as the philatelists would call it. lint
each is sure to surprise the unwary solver who has not learned from
previous experience the lesson of not taking things for granted.
Another excellent example is No. 55o.
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NEECTNESS OF POSITION.-—I.

“ I '1'nnvn the rst question to he considered by an umpire is that
of neatness of position. I should place it ahead of beauty of idea or
di iculty of solution, because it is merely an artistic criticism of the
arrangement of the pieces, irrespective of the solution, for which
reason it should be judged before the esaminer is in uenced or pre-
judiced by the beauties or defects of the strategic features of the
problem.

“ Neatness of position can best be decided by the number of pieces
employed. Apart from this test two problems might each have the
same amount of force and yet produce very different effects. One
might only employ "White pieces, while another introduced a number
of the enemy, a11d the preference would be wholly a matter of taste.
Or again one judge might like the pieces scattered all over the board,
while another admired them more concentrated“ {S£r., p. erg}.

“ It will consequently be seen that I take the view that neatness
of position is but another term for economy of force, and ranks there-
fore as the rst and most important feature of the art. Not only
does a good problem with few pieces strike the popular vein, but it
commends the author to public favour as a skilful artist who can
produce with a few master strokes all the meritorious features of a
more laborious composition.

" I am perfectly willing to admit that problems savour much of
the nature of chess puzzles, and that dif culty is the great desideratum,
but I claim that it should be artistically and skilfully produced. In
other words, if one problem requires twenty pieces, and another only
ten. then the rst should be twice as difficult as the other, or else the
composer of the second has utilised his means to better advantage
and obtained better results in proportion to the material employed.
ilornpare Nos. 233 and s34 by solving them, and if the second does
not require more than twice the time to master it, then no matter
how much richer it may be in resource it is the inferior problem of the
two, for the author has used twice as much material in its composition,
and he should produce proportionate results “ |[Sl'!r., p. see].

" hiow, although I prefer problems with few pieces, yet some
themes cannot he demonstrated without employing a moderate force.
It would be difficult, for instance, to dispense with any pieces in Nos.
235 and ago, as the solutions prove that they are all required. They
are good problems, fully up to my best standard, and will be appreci-
ated by problemists who are 11ot easily frightened by a few extra pieces
or a difficult appearance. Hut they are not the class of problems that
please the masses. There is no easy, inviting look which challenges
you to try them and gives promise of a cunning trick that will repay
you for the labour of solution and engraft upon your memory pleasant
nssociutions with the author. Yon have seen scores of such problems
by the leading composers, nun’ cannot recrr.-Fl one of them-. There are
just a few e:-rtra pieces and one move too many to hit the popular
taste “ {.*~;.e., p. 43].
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NEA'1‘NE5S OF POSITION.—lI.

“Ur course some themes require many pieces and the force cannot
easily be reduced, yet there is a certain well-balanced appearance
and artistic nish which it is well to endeavour to attain, and no
composer should publish a problem until he is satis ed that it has been
worked up to the best advantage, that the theme could not be better
rendered nor the pieces placed so as to give a more natural and inviting
look, to improve some variation, to remove a blemish, or to reduce
the number of moves or pieces. I have revised many of my problems
in this way, and from very crowded ones have succeeded in producing
many a pleasing position. .\lo. 237, which was a most horrible affair,
I have corrected as if by one sweep of the hand, clearing off one-half
of the board, shortening it one move, and changing it to a very pre-
sentable little three-move problem. It is not difficult, but it is in nitely
better with only eight pieces than it was with seventeen " (San, pp.
by-fl).

" I have already expressed my preferences in regard to two-
movers and I am far from favouring a clumsy or cumbersome style
in their construction. Yet I consider that a greater latitude is allow-
able, as in No. 238, on account of there being so few moves, as almost
anyone will solve a two-mover, no matter how complicated it may be,
whereas he would never think of looking at it if it were in four or ve
moves. The light-weights, however, will always be the most attrac-
tive, among two-movers as elsewhere. For our problemists must bear
in mind that, while there are a few scores of experts and club-players
for whom an ordinary problem possesses little difficulty, the great
majority who study the game by the retirement of their own hearth-
stones are amateurs to whom the intricacies oi a complicated problem
are as a sealed book. There are other blemishes, such as impossible
positions and promoted pieces, which mar the neatness of a problem,
but these I shall allude to elsewhere as defects of constructions "
r,5e.. . ...).

“ llt ivould be absurd to try to establish any hard and fast rule of
equivalents regarding the number of pieces to be employed according
to the number of moves in a problem. The general law of compensa-
tion speci es, however, that as the number of moves increases the
number of pieces should decrease. Nos. 239 and 240 exceed the
desirable limit of moves, but they are so comfortably within the limit
of pieces that many solvers would be tempted to try them. They are
quite similar in appearance and treatment, although the themes are
entirely different " [Ill-3.]. " Pleasing looking problems like these are
always successful. Everyone remembers them, and they are re-
published far and wide, carrying a favourable impression wherever
they go " (Sea, p. 43).

The use of the term Miniature to denote problems with not more
than seven pieces came into fashion only in the last years of Loyd's
life, and he never took it up; yet he was himself one of the great
Miniature composers, and we nd in the present collection no less than
12o diagrams that come within this class.
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CROWDED POSITIONS.—I.

" In their aeal to improve upon the old school, the modern composers
have overshot the mark and introduced a style of problem which is
simply barbarous, and I am not afraid to predict that we are on the
eve of another change in popular favour that will sweep into oblivion
the names and works of composers now famous who have built upon
the popular error of the day. Beauty and brevity will characterise
the problems of the future; Beauty of position and solution, few
pieces, and not many moves or variations. The day has already arrived
when it is no longer necessary or possible to assume a pleased evpression
when a bore corners you with a problem in thirteen moves, a suicidal
monstrosity, or a problem with all the pieces and a score of variations.
You do not risk your reputation, you merely echo the popular senti-
ment when you say: ‘ I don't care for such positions; show me a
problem in few moves, with few pieces and a cute trick.’ Not one
player in a hundred could be tempted to try positions with the ugly,
laborious look of those on the page opposite " {S£r., p. 41].

" There are blemishes of position aside from mere superabun-
dance of pieces. Some problems with quite a large force have it so
gracefully distributed and are so little cramped in their play that the
extra pieces are hardly noticed; it is often the unnatural crowding
of pieces that imparts their ungainly appearance to otherwise eircellent
problems “ {$22, p. fidj.

“ In a two-move problem the public will be more lenient. A
grac ul position is always preferable; but if a few _eatra handfuls
of pieces will add to the beauty of the trick, or to the di lculty of
solution, why, scatter theul broadcast or pile them up in unnatural
columns, as in lilo. 2+1. It does not make much difference; the
merit of being in only two moves has struck the popular fancy and
covers a multitude of sins, which would not be so readily forgiven
in a more pretentious composition.

“ I should not, however, encourage the feature of difliculty created
by a mere multiplicity of pieces, for difficulty of this kind is merely
wearisorne and always produces an unpleasant impression instead of
a favourable one, upon the mind of the solver. But I wish to explain
that what is decidedly objectionable in a three or four-move problem
is bearable in a two-mover. Still the rule holds good that the most
popular and inviting problems are those having the fewest pieces,
for it is largely the rst glance at a diagram that challenges the solver
to try it ” (She, p. ho}.

Among Loyd's later problems No. 2+4 is one of the most compiet
and cumbersome. " I made it without pieces on an B by S window
in the Brooklyn Court House, during a wearisome trial when‘ I was
foreman of the jury. It took me two hours to get it sound, and I
think it is really very hard to solve. The point is it looks like an
impossible position, but it can be arrived at in so moves " {L., Igog}.
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CROVFDED POSITIONS.—II.

“ Psssuaes the most popular error of the day among the mass of
problemists and the chief cause of the crowded and nninviting style
of problems is a mistaken idea in regard to variations " |[5£r., p. +5].

" The solution of a problem being the illustration of some pretty
idea, the variations are necessary evils to prevent the defence from
defeating the mate. The pieces employed are thus called upon to
do double service, so as to avoid the necessity of still further lumbering
up the position. I would, therefore, lay it down as a general principle
that the main object of variations is to reduce the number of pieces.
The mistake of many problemists is the reversing of this rule. They
load their compositions with extra pieces for the sake of producing
variations. It is very common to see a pretty theme destroyed by
being smothered with meaningless variations, whereby all neatness
of position is lost and nothing added to the beauty or difficulty of
the solution. In No. 2.1.5 the effort to add variations has completely
destroyed the appearance of the position " [Sn-., p. 51}. " Let it be
mentioned right here that, in exhibiting their own problems of this
style, young composers are always greatly concerned lest a single
one of these altogether unnecessary variations should be overlooked I
They have sometimes learned better later on, as I am thanl-:ful to say
I did I " |[MS.}.

" No. 2.4;? is a horrible looking affair designed for a State Solving
Contest. It was evidently posed for difficulty and not for elegance.
I made another rendering of the theme, No. 221.8, and in deciding
between the two I selected the former, largely because it had one Pawn
less, and in these monstrosities every extra Pawn adds to unpleasant
effect " [MS].

“ Umpires, in grading problems in a tourney, might well allow
thirty points for neatness of position, less one point for every piece
employed" {Sh-'., p. 219].

" If we accord this importance to neatness of position. it puts at
rest many vexed questions, and gives the composer, as well as the
umpire, a substantial ground to build upon. If he wishes to add
dead—head pieces (pp. 243-245] he may gain somewhat upon the allow-
ance of points for Difliculty, but he will be discounted one point for
each useless piece and will be apt to be rated lower for Merit of Con-
struction as well.

“ If a composer puts on a few extra pieces to introduce a little
variation that pleases his fancy, or if he thinks it best to employ two
pieces wheIe he might do with one, either in effecting mate or correcting
a fault, let him calculate his chances of improvement nicely before
he submits to a discount of one point for each piece introduced. If
there is an insignificant dual, or even a glaring one, in a minor varia-
tion, let him consider well before he adds one or more pieces to correct
it " {Slr., p. 221].
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T A.NI} IDEAS.—-I.

“ TEE use of the terms Themes and Ideas has hitherto been very
confusing, because amateurs are seldom sufficiently advanced to
appreciate the distinction which should be drawn between them.
A theme might be described as the strategic motive of a problem,
while its idea lies in any pretty trick or peculiar mating position inci-
dental to the theme or sometimes suggestive of it. A theme can
usually be built up in a thousand ways, an idea is the same once for
all. A theme can be in most cases readily described in words, an
idea has a sparkle which the attempt to define is likely at the same
time to dispel."

I have taken these parallels between themes a.r1d ideas from
different parts of I.royd’s MS., so as to get, if possible, a clear conception
of what he meant by the two words. In the Strung}: he used the
terms practically as synonyms, but in the revision he felt, as all
problemists have recently felt, that sonre distinction between them
should be made. As I understand him, Loyd meant that problems
can be grouped according to a number of de nable themes, such as
clearances, interferences, grabs, and the like, and that the renderings
of these di erent themes depend for their interpretation on the use of
ideas of one kind or another, tricks of the trade as it were, surprises,
mates, innumerable in their possibilities, often elusive, often strongly
individualised. The border line where ideas are raised to the dignity
of themes, Loyd wisely refrained from trying to de ne exactly. If
he had been asked to give a test by which themes could be differenti-
ated from ideas, I think his answer would have been: “ The test is
that a theme cannot be plagiarised. Themes are common property.
You could put them alphabetically in a dictionary. The crime of
plagiarism is in appropriating the remi"err'ug of a theme which another
composer has discovered before you, the idea by which he has stamped
on the diagram his particular individuality." In the preparation of
this book I have tried to be in some slight degree consistent with
this interpretation of Loyd's meaning, but no one can realise more
vividly than I do how often I have been inconsistent therewith. Let
rue try to give a few examples.

The theme of No. ail; is the three-fold sacri ce of the White Queen
with th_e consequent three-fold decoy. But the idea lies in the main-
play, where the Rook captures the Queen and bottles all the Black
pieces up in such a manner that it has to move again immediately
and permit mate. Compare No. yrs.

The theme of No. 25o is that of self-blocks by the Black pieces.
permitting the Promotion mates; the enact position of these Black
pieces {Bishop and Knights} constitutes an idea for the interpretation
of this theme which it would be diflicult to duplicate without actual
imitation.

There is seldom more than one theme in a problem, but there
are often several ideas. Ideas used singly gradually come to be looked
upon as themes. The bifurcated blocks by the Black Bishop in
No. a5I, for instance, have become a recognised sub-division of the
self-block theme {see No. 111 and p. ryjj. Finally Ho. 252 may be
taken as an esaruple of plurality of themes and ideas. The reader
can amuse himself trying to decide which are which!
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THEMES AND IDEAS.—II.

“ In some problems the themes are very vague and indistinct, and
give the appearance of being built up when in reality such is not the
case, for although a move might be omitted the composer's intention
could not be properly represented in a shorter number of moves.
No. s53, for example, is not unduly extended, because as a three-
mover it would be remarkably weak, and as a two-mover actually
silly. As it stands it is by no means easy, but it lacks point and
brilliancy, and is a fair specimen of that mediocre class of problems,
which are the result of weak and inde nite themes. no matter how
well they are worked out by the composer " [5l'r., p. 33}.

“ Such vague problems as these are generally very unsatisfactory,
and I have found that a problem is likely to be meritorious in pro-
portion as its theme is clear and pronorrncrd. So little attention has
been paid to this subject that I doubt if any two problemists would
arrive at similar conclusions in describing the themes in half-a-dozen
problems" {SIr., p. S4}. " I know of no exercise that I could recom-
mend to a student as being so bene cial as to study a good collection
of problems analytically, learning to point out and describe the
themes" I[5.Ifr., p. $5}.

“ I consider the theme of a problem its chief feature, and the
way it is rendered or posed a matter of great importance, though of
secondary consideration. I see many poorly constructed problems
that please me much better than some that are more skilfully rendered ;
for a problem may be carefully elaborated and nished with a master's
hand until it is abstractly diflicult, but unless it has genuine merit in
the idea it will never be satisfactory ; at best it will merely be a hint
of what the artist rniglhl have done if he had had a better subject "
|[S£r., p. r5e}.

“ There are so many problems that are dull, meaningless affairs,
without aim or object, that it is a real, although somewhat rare, pleasure
to nd a position with a weli~de ned solution that apparently translates
the thoughts of the composer. For this reason problems without
variations are unquestionably the most pleasing and often the most
dif cult. The only exception to this is the style of problem where
the theme is repeated in the variations. There are many inviting
positions, like No. 255, where through parall%m or symmetry the
idea is repeated. Here the variations are merged in the theme and
the problem would be very incomplete without them.

" Variations may indeed fornr the theme of a problem, in which
case there will be no single main-play. I will show later lp. 35?}
how in some problems the theme consists in commanding all the
separate moves of an adverse piece. In others the Black King is
allowed great freedom of motion and that feature constitutes the
theme; this is shown in No. a5I.'r, where the Queen retreats to a
strategical point from which she commands the necessary replies to
the four avenues of escape of the Black Eing. This style of problem
forms one of the most fruitful branches of oru modern school and
gives full scope for our composers to display their scienti c ability "
(Sen, p. r53].
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THEMES AND IDEAS.—III.

“ I Hn.vE dwelt at such length upon the subject of themes, because I
consider their study the best guide to the examination, criticism. and
composition of problems. It furnishes an inexhaustible source of new
inspiration. Instead oi plodding over the board upon a chance
position, as some do, rst originate a theme to work upon, suggested
by analysing other problems or testing your own; for, as I shall
endeavour to show, almost every theme is susceptible of being worked
out in endless variety, with dilierent pieces, combined with other
ideas, doubled, or made more complerr “ {S.'.’r., p. o3}.

“ I think that almost any skiliui problemist can judge oi the rela-
tive merits of a theme without going very deeply into the reasons
for his preference ; in fact in most cases it is more dif clllt to give the
why and the wherefore than it is to make a correct selection, A theme
is meritorious in proportion as it is brilliant or scienti c. Brilliancy
depends upon the odd or surprising nature of the moves, which often
seem to be made in direct opposition to the most reasonable or pro-
mising lines of play. A scienti c theme involves some peculiar power
of the pieces through the medium of which your solution is intro-
duced “ {5'n., p. coo}.

“ The theme of a problem is generally more pronounced and shows
to better advantage in problems where the King is already con ned ;
they are more agreeable to solve and of a more sparkling nature. The
ingenuity oi the solver is taxed to discover or invent a complete line
of action for reaching the King, instead of depending upon es:peri-
mental moves. Problems oi this nature, wherein the advancing forces
are rallied to storm the citadel at one point, do not however give
the same scope for variety and elegance of variations as when the
freedom of the adverse King changes the battle ground to different
quarters of the board. Those problems wherein the King has to be
captured before being mated have a dif cnlty of their own. Both
styles have pleasing features, and their relative merits can be judged
in single instances only by the skill with which their subjects have
been handled. Nos. 25? and 253 are fair specimens of these two
branches oi composition, and I think it will be a matter of taste with
the solver which he would prefer ; of course I have tried to give two
problems of about equal merit ” Ll:-'.|!r., p. yy}.

“ Sometimes a theme is merged in the mere oddity of the moves
made. The composer thinks of some line of play that strikes him
as unusual indeed, imder ordinary circumstances, ridiculous—and
he takes his board and men, and puaales out some theme that will
adapt itself to this curious thought of his. An old trick, and at the
sarne time a beautiful branch of the waiting problems [see p. 24y},
is to utilise the necessity, or rather the di iculty, of losing one move,
by being compelled to lose several. I have seen some problems where
gaining the opposition required several scores of moves, the pieces
being made to move around in circles and returning to the starting
point. In No. 259 I thought of the idea of making the Queen move
on the line of a triangle {see p. 235}, to compel the adverse King to
move. It is not carefully constructed, but it will serve my purpose
to explain what I mean by curious solutions " {Str., p. I35].

No. abo is an amusing companion to No. s59, and shows how
successfully the White King has learned his lesson in triangulation
from the Queen.
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THEMES AND IDEAS.-IV.

“ Many themes bear a close resemblance to one another, and. were I
to explain some of the di erent degrees of relationship, our composers
would be surprised to nd how few really distinct themes there are
and what an insigni cant number of strictly original problems have
been produced. Should I ever hear of a country where chess is un-
known, to which I could ee as a refuge, I would give free vent to my
opinions on this subject ” [Str., p. S2}.

" The fact of one problem resembling another in the setting of
the pieces is a matter of no importance whatever. for it often occurs
that positions which look almost identical have no resemblance in their
solutions or ideas. and certainly no composer can be accused of
plagiarising forI seizing upon new ideas suggested while solving the
problems of others. It is the idea which we invent and which by com-
mon usage is always ascribed to the rst originator. It is u valuable
and instructive study to examine the works of others and see how
many have built on the same themes " {5'ir., p. 83].

“ The way that the theme is treated comes next in importance
to the theme itself , developing as it does all the liner points that con-
stitute the artistic nish of construction. Such renderings must be
weighed on the scales of justice with an exquisite balance, for a
problem with a miserable theme may be treated in a masterly manner
and so rate higher than a better problem. The theme is a de nite
feature by itself; the variations are suggested and introduced after
its conception, and their merit depends largely upon the care and
patience of the composer, his analytical powers, and the skill with
which he can grasp suggestive ideas and weave them into his com-
position.

“ Few composers realise the inexhaustible resources of the chess-
board, for with a given theme it is possible to introduce almost any
desired feature in the variations. This I will illustrate by taking the
little two-move theme of No. .-pi. and rst extending it into the four-
mover No. ahr. Having shown this theme with the sacri ce of the
Rook as a variation, I will pose two other renderings to show how ea.sy
it is to produce almost any desired effect. In the one I will build the
variation upon the sacri ce of the Bishop, and in the other upon that
of the Knight. The original theme is preserved in all three positions
and the changes are restricted to the variations. This should teach
composers not to be so readily satis ed with the rst posings of their
problems, the more especially if they are intended to compete in
tournaments, where the best possible rendering is desirable. I have
not expressed any opinion as to the relative merits of Nos. abr-2 3,
as I wish my readers to examine them and draw their own conclusions.
I composed them by request, the original theme being selected and
the conditions given to me. The result is very fair and novel, although
other positions might have produced better results “ {Sir-., pp. any-ii}.
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Mate in two. Mate in three.
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ORIGINALITY.-—-I.

" In a tournament the question of originality is one of peculiar delicacy.
No one can possess a sufficient acquaintance with the entire world of
problems safely to accord special merit to a position on account of
originality. ‘While recognising the justice of disqualifying some
problems because they are agrant reproductions or plagiarisms,
coming within the knowledge of the umpire, I see also the enormous
difficulty of deciding in other cases on the comparative merits of
originality when there are tens of thousands of problems which he has
never solved and much less remembered.

“ Take any two problems, and it makes no difference whether
they have any resemblance or not, you can decide upon their relative
merits and other particulars, but how can you canvass the question
of originality P What may he new to you may be familiar to every-
body else. How can you decide whether No. 2&5 or No. 266 is the more
original, doubtless never having seen either, although one of them
was published in the ‘ fties ? I tl-rink the question of originality, like
that of difficulty, is best determined by actually solvi.ng a problem;
for if the idea is a familiar one it will the more readily suggest itself
to the solver " (She, p. Iqf-']|.

" I have known cases where problemists had supposed that they
were originating new ideas, when it would suddenly dawn upon them
that they were actually plagiarising, merely reviving long-forgotten
memories of ideas that had pleased their early fancies. Even with
myself, who can set up any one of these problems from memory, and
almost every other position I have ever solved, it has occasionally
occurred that I found I was repeating some of my earlier ideas. I
draw attention to a striking instance of this under Nos. gr and El ; and
I will also refer to Nos. at:-y and 268, as I have just discovered that I
had employed the same triple sacri ce of the Rook in the one that
was published twenty years before {see also Nos. 231 and 252}.

" Priority of invention is becoming a rnost serious problematical
question. The dates of publication of a few standard collections are
being looked upon as a matter of record. For this reason I am always
glad to see the publication of collections by the leading composers.

“ It is a dangerous precedent to establish ; yet I think that,
when a composer nds he has hit upon an old idea, he has the right to
his improvement or version of it and might retain it by giving due
credit. For instance the revision might be headed : ' No. —, by A,
after B.' But, personally, I should greatly prefer to resign any claim
about which there was a question of uncertainty. Composers should
rather strive to be really original, and should devote so much care
to their problems as is necessary to ensure the best possible renderings
so that there is no opportunity for improvement. They will be less
liable to be plagiarise1:l, if a second edition of their problems cannot
be issued as good as the rst." {Sl‘r., pp. 195-fr.)
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ORIGINALITY.—II.

" It is hardly worth while to say much upon the subject of plagiar-
ism, for no skilful problemist is likely to be guilt y of appropriating the
ideas of others, and I am always ready to believe that it is only a
coincidence when two composers hit upon the same setting. But I
would make the suggestion, if it should ever be found that a composer
of acknowledged ability has paid the compliment to your talent of
composing one of your problems a few years in advance of yourself,
that you give up your claim gracefully at once, and lay the attering
unction to your soul that great minds run in the same channel.

" I will here take occasion to remark that the problems included
in this work were many of them sketched out many years ago a11d,
when any question of priority is raised in the minds of my readers
regarding them, they must remember how large a number date from
before IE-fio. I have carefully excluded all where there was any proof
of my having been anticipated, for I have invariably followed the
rule of abiding by the dates of publication, and of yielding all claim
where I have been preceded. Nos. I 55 and liro are the only two
problems about which I have any doubt-" 1',.‘:Ilr., p-_ rqgl. The antici-
pations to which Loyd here refers are, in the case of No. fno, a three-
mover by F. Healey and perhaps the medireval two-mover from the
Florentine 315., and, in the case of No. r55, the similar settings of
Damiano, Kling, and _T.B. The history of Iio. hro has been set forth
at some length by I. Kohta in an interesting article in the Denlsefies
Worlwnsrlnrrlr for y April, rooy [see P1. 399}.

“ In yery simple problems, like No. sh-g, where the idea may
almost be said to be embodied in the mere position of the pieces, an
identical arrangement of the forces might easily be hit upon ; but in
problems of a more elaborate nature or even in those of the style of
Ho. ryo, the same theme might suggest itself to two problemists, but
their treatments would be so different that the problems would have
but few features in common, and none but an espert would be able
to detect the resemblance. And I will remark en passnni that I have
known altogether too many charges of plagiarism to be made where
there e:-Listed positively no resemblance whatever.

" Positions containing some simple little trick that can to all
appearances only be treated one way are likely to be chanced upon
by any number of composers, and such cases may often lead to un-
pleasant wrangling unless the test of date of rst publication be
accepted, which is based on a principle analagous to that which governs
our patent and copyright laws.

"The skill and individuality of our composers are shown more
in the rendering they obtain for a theme than in the theme itself, and,
so far as I am personally concerned, I now place my works at the
disposal of the fraternity, to improve and build upon to their heart's
content. If I had the time, I should like nothing better than to go
over the entire collection myself, so as to remodel them according to
the latest improvements. Anyone who is familiar with my problems
will nd, as it is, that in many instances the positions now given are
not the same as originally published. In looking over my collection,
a new idea will very often suggest itself which I think worth preserving,
and I have therefore remodelled the original posing. Sometimes the
renderings have become so different that I have thought it well to
preserve both of them, as in the case of Nos. ayr and aye, but I generally
make it a rule to keep only the best " |[5£r., pp. rq.i-5).

..-“tn amusing feature in No. eyl is that White can play so that
Black at once obtains a sure win l ‘What more should White make ?

:13.
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ORIGIN.FLLITY.—III.

Loro lived up to his profession that others were welcome to reproduce
and improve his themes better than some writers are wont to do.
There are doaens of instances on record where his problems closely
anticipate later work by other composers, but I have seldom found
that he made any objection thereto. Clo the whole I think he had
a certain feeling of pride that others should follow in his footsteps
twenty or fty years after him. More than once I have shown him
versions by distinguished modern composers, and he would laugh
and say : “ Has So-and-so really just published that ? Why, I made
it when I was eighteen." It is impossible to refer to all these cases
in such a book as this. No. 273 is a single striking instance among
many, which I discussed at some length in the British Chess Magazine
for February, Igro. For only a couple of his problems did Loyd ever
get into discussions, but for these he was never weary of arguing.
No. 452 and the famous prise-winner of Taverner were like red rags
to him. He would claim absolute ownership of the Organ Pipe inter-
section in conversation, or in print, or in writing, by the hour, on the
slightest provocation. He would repeat his claim to having originated
the theme of No. 45 ahead of ]'.B. at every opportunity ; but in this
case he was more justi ed, as he was entirely in the right about the
matter, although he had many distinguished critics against him. But
his favourite bone of contention was No. 274. " A most laughable
case,“ he wrote me in rooj, “ is that of the Rowland problem on
page yd of the Chess Bouquet. Laws won a prise with it in the East
Central Times, and Frankenstein caps the climarr by claiming a third
version on page 233 of the same book. The joke is that I composed
it in I856 and sent it to a German paper, where it undoubtedly appeared,
and the same setting is given in the Cf:-ess Nuts. These simple positions
are liable to be duplicated by anyone, and I have never troubled
about it when I have seen my old problems ascribed to new composers.
But since Frankenstein and Rowland have made a fuss over this one,
I should like to see it straightened out " [L., rrth October, 1on3].
In this case, as in that of the Organ Pipes, his claim of infringement
was only justified so far as the dates were concerned, for the later
renderings, especially that of B. G. Laws, were certainly improvements.
No. 21:4, to present-day taste, seems improved by stationing the key
Knight on go and the ‘White Bishop on ha, allowing the model mate
r. ., RXB; a Qfd. But Loyd evidently preferred to try I QSd4,
R}-1 P ; ,2 Bh4 mate, to the artistic nish of any model.

There are some of Loyd's themes, like the four-fold diagonal ights
with Bishop mates in Nos. syf, and syb, which have been employed
so universally that one can hardly speak correctly of anticipations.
In such cases it is the rendering rather than the theme that counts.
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MERIT OF CONSTRUCTION.

“ NUT only does the graceful appearance of a problem depend up-on
the judicious placing of the pieces, but also the beauty and difficulty
of the solution. The sparkle and surprising effect of the moves are
largely caused by having the pieces placed deceptively- It is wonderful
to see what a difference the simple changing of one piece will some-
times make in a problem. After completing a problem I have not
infrequently given it a revision and studied possible changes in the
setting of the pieces, with the result that some slight alterations would
permit dispensing with several men, or might improve or change
the entire nature of the problem. Neatness of position merely relates
to the picturesque disposal of the forces ; on the merit of construction
depends all the beauty of the solution.

" It is an important point in composition to place the pieces so
as to give as much scope as possible ; that is, to arrange them so that
the attack has innumerable resources at his command, and it becomes
difficult to determine which is the correct line of play. I have seen
many very beautiful and scientific problems which were so completely
devoid of plausible tries that the element of difficulty was entirely
lacking. Composers should not only endeavour to place a goodly
number of moves at the disposal of the attack, but should see that
the replies thereto are not too obviously decisive " {5'.IIr., pp. 11.1-5}.

The two main components of Loyd’s ideal Merit of Construction
were Accuracy and Variety. By Accuracy he understood the proper
balance between the force used and the results obtained in banishing
duals and other blemishes; by Variety he understood the proper
balance between the theme of a problem and the variations introduced
into the solution. Purity of mate was for him a minor consideration,
a question of polish and artistic nish rather than of essential importance.

Originality he valued highly, but he considered it one of the
elements of Excellence of Theme and not connected with Merit of
Construction. Difficulty of Solution, while in reality an element of
constructive merit, he valued so highly that he gave it a rank of its
own, as we shall see in hm summing up of the Standard of Excellence.

" The reader must bear in mind that my examples are given merely
to make clear the points I wish to explain, or I would not be caught
in the blunder of illustrating the higher branches of the art with inferior
problems. I have endeavoured to make the ideas I wanted to bring
out as prominent as possible in the positions chosen, irrespective of
other merits, feeling that I was only airing my individual opinions on
these subjects and depending upon the talent and ingenuity of the
reader to bear me out- If I were trying to denrnraslrnie, as well as to
explain, I should strive to show that at least all my best efforts were
built upon the plans I have recommended, and I should furnish prob-
lems more like Ho. sy , where with a reasonable force, gracefully posed.
and with unlimited freedom of action, I have introduced all those
qualities which I have described as peculiarly praiseworthy. I here
present the saucy offering of a piece, which makes a well-concealed
key-move, as its object is not apparent. There is also the meritorious
feature of utilising an adverse Pawn and the ever-pleasing bifurcation
of the theme. Finally, the plausible lines of attack are so plentiful
that I have even considered the position as among my most difficult
problems " (51.12, p. or). This problem is an extension of No. ayy,
and may be taken as an excellent example of problem building [p. I55}.
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VARIATIONS.—I.

“ PL-;an.a1*s l had better eaplain what I hold to be the di erence between
the leading solution and the vaiiations of a problem, for it is highly
important and will help to show why some problems are more difficult
than others, although the question of difiiculty depends also largely
up-on the number of promising lines of attack which the position of
the pieces offers to mislead the solver.

" It is a prevalent but mistaken notion to suppose that the leading
solution is the one that contains the theme or the prettiest line of
play in a problem, and that the variations are merely the less brilliant
continuations. Our problemists and writers generally have fallen
into the error of recording their solutions upon this plan, owing pro-
bably to the fact that they have never given the subject a moment's
thought. In a problem like No. ayq, where the idea is clearly de ned,
it would be easy for them to decide which is the mainplay ; hut in one
like lilo. also, where all the continnations possess about equal merit,
they could only with dif culty tell which is the leading solution and
which are the variations.

" The leading solution is the line of play threatened by the key-
niove ; in trying to avert this attack the defence produces variations.
Many problems lack merit largely because the theme is in reality intro-
duced merely in a subordinate variation and not in the leading or
threatened solution nor, what is nearly as good, in reply to the most
apparent or natural move of the defence " {.5-'£r., pp. 5o-yj.

Like many of Loyd Ts generalisations, his contention that the
main-play of a problem should always be contained in the threat will
not stand analysis. In the rst place nearly half the problems ezatant
belong to the Waiting Class |[p. 24?}, and have no threat at all, yet it
would he manifestly unjust to say that all of these could likewise have
no theme. What Loyd meant was that a problem would be more
difficult in proportion as the more subtle replies of White followed
directly ppon the more obvious defences of Black. The most obvious
defence Black can make is evidently to stay perfectly still and await
the explanation of W'hite's key, which we call the threat. Hence,
if other things are equal, a problem with a subtle threat is likely to be
very puzzling; but to geueralise, as Loyd did, from this, that threat
and mainplay must always coincide is almost ridiculous. That Loyd
himself did not give much weight to this seemingly important deduc-
tion of his own logic is suiiiciently proved by the order in which he
has given the variations of the solutions of the problems throughout
his Strategy. It is quite admissible in a position like No. a81, where
the threat is brilliant to give it rst of all ; but it would be absurd
to contend, in No. ails, where asimilar three-fold sacri ce of the Rook
occurs after a reasonably good reply of Black, that this must actually
be subordinate in importance to the short threat.
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VARIATIONS.—II.

To explain away the inconsistency I have just pointed out between
his theory of how a solution should be written out and his own practice
of doing just the opposite, Loyd repeated his arguments from several
different points of view, though without adding very much to them.
I need only quote him once more : " In order to illustrate my subjects
I have been compelled to follow the accepted, but erroneous, method
of giving prominence to the prettiest variations, as if they were the
leading solutions ; but I consider it of great importance to show that
the real solution is the one by which the key-move threatens a direct
line of attack, while the variations are the necessary replies to such
moves of the defence as prevent this threatened attack. In No. 233
the Knight moves and the Queen threatens to mate. This constitutes
the solution and the several attempts of the defence to avoid the
impending mate form the variations.

“ Solvers often espress surprise that certain problems of no great
apparent merit prove estrenrely difficult, and after nding the solution,
generally a very tame affair, they cannot reasonably escuse their slow
success. I have invariably fonnd that these difficult problems were
those wherein the theme was threatened by the key-move " [Sh-.,
p. 59].

Gradually Loyd came to see that his theory was practically an
impossible one to use in all cases, as the assistance of Black's moves
in leading up to the crisis of a theme is often indispensable. “ It is
only in the ideal problem that the theme is truly the threat or leading
solution. Generally a key threatens a somewhat mediocre mate,
and even in a position like No. aha, where the threat is good, it takes
Black ‘s defence {J . ., Kch} to produce the gem of the solution " {lrIS.}.

“ It is an error to suppose that, because some variations are good
and possess equal merit with the main solution, they necessarily
inrpart dif culty, for such is not the case. The difficulty of a problem
depends upon the calculation of chances and the uncertainty of know-
ing when we are right. If there are five variations, or ve mating
positions of equal merit, the discovery of any one of which would
inform us that we are on the right truck, then tlre problem is live
times as easy as it otherwise would be- In a problem like No. 255.
the obvious mating position resulting from 1:. ., Ks. R, betrays the
key-move before the solver has discovered the real intention of the
theme. It is, therefore, not as difficult as No. atlh, which is a better
problem, suggested from the testing of the other. Indeed, in No. ado,
the solver is apt to waste considerable time in trying to sacri ce his
Rook on fl. The rst of these two positions shows how a somewhat
pretty variation may destroy the difficulty of a problem ; while the
latter illustrates how a judicious variation {wherein the Rook does
double duty by capturing the Bishop] assists in reducing the nunrerical
force and adds to the merit of the problem " [.‘§r‘r., p. 5o}.
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VARIATIONS.—III.

THOUGH he was strictly the champion of problems with single clear-
cut themes, Loyd was nevertheless ready to acknowledge the msthetic
effect of variations in their proper place, and, personally, his eye was
always on the alert for the hint that would enable him to introduce
interesting bye-play in his compositions without detracting from
their hrilliancy, or difficulty, or neatness. "Besides adding to the
beauty and resources of our problems," he wrote, “ variations, when
correctly employed, are the chief means of constructing neat and graceful
positions with few pieces. In making a problem we very often pose
some crude and uncouth position upon the board which illustrates the
skeleton of our idea; we then try to ascertain which pieces can be
made to perform double duty, so as to reduce the force employed ;
and nally, by adding variations instead of blocking up avenues of
escape, as in No. 23?, we approach that perfection of the art wherein
every piece serves for half-a-rloaen purposes and a crowded and un~
natural position is reduced to an elegant and inviting one " {Str., p. 49}.

“ variations show to good advantage when they are the natural
results of different lines of defence and when the mating positions in
which they culminate are formed by the play of the solution and do
not stand betrayed in the original setting ; but an examination of the
average problem will reveal that nine out of every ten variations are
positively detrimental either to the beauty or to the difhculty of the
position “ [S£r., p. 4?}.

" I composed No. 238 purposely to show the importance of intro-
ducing the variations by a judicious key-move. The position is a
waiting one, and the Knight might be placed on b3 from the start,
in which case the key-move would be the pure waiting move of I Bfh.
The rst glance would pronounce this to be the prettier rendering;
but a more careful examination would show that the mating positions
are become so obvious and suggestive that the diflicnlty and real merit
of the theme have vanished J and herein lies one of the fundamental
principles of the art: The solution should always create the mating
positions, and any variation which presents them already formed
is a positive blemish" [S!r., p. 192}.

“ Sometimes the attempt to work in an eatra variation will suggest
an idea that is really better than the one originally designed. No. 259
was one of my earliest problems, yet it has never been published.
You see, I made it to show the ambushing of the Bishop when the
Black King moves to eI, withJ a rather weal-: variation as shown.
Then I tried to add another variation, by placing a Black Pawn on g3 ;
but this and my rnain-play could not be made to combine advantage-
ously, so I gave up my rst idea altogether in favour ol my after-
thought. Hence No. ago was the only one ever published " [l'dS.}.
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VARIATIONS.—IV.

“ lIaaLarIo1vs generally are mere after-thoughts, suggested by the
accidental position of the pieces and discovered by the composer as
he is working up his problem. Sometimes they chance to be very
pretty, and then the author achieves the happy effect of producing
several problems on the one diagram. But I still hold to the opinion
that the best problems have but one theme and only such variations
as are required to properly illustrate it. Poor variations should be
cut off at all hazards. Instead of trying to add on variations, employ
only such as assist in reducing the number of pieces and devote your
surplus energies to arranging your problem so that there are more
plausible lines of attack. This is the only correct way to impart
additional dif culty to the subtlety of your theme. Remember that
the variations are never as difficult as the leading solution, for the
reason that in effect they are one move shorter, since the solver has
the advantage of knowing the rst move " |[5'tr., p. 54}.

“ Mating positions, like variations, add to the resources of a
problem and are often judiciously employed ; but they require skilful
handling, or else the very points that the composer has laboured to
introduce become its most objectionable features, for if the mates
possess neither beauty nor difficulty how can they add to the merit
of the problem? A solver glances all over the board for possible
little tricks and points that will betray the author's idea. and even if
they possess merit their sheer multiplicity increases the chances of
detection, for it is well known that every little trait forms a link in
the chain. All such secondary variations and mating positions may
be likened to the little straws that show the direction oi the wind and,
no matter how cute and pretty they may be, impair the difficulty of
the problem" [Str., p. sly}.

" Variations and mating positions have become so universally
looked upon as meritorious, without regard to the way they are pre-
sented, that there are some problemists of suf cient experience and
ability to know better, who would unhesitatingly rate 2*-To. 21).} as
superior to No. 293, on the ground that the rst has twenty-one mating
positions and the latter only two. This theory is transparently absurd,
when we take into consideration the fact that the etaggeration of
variations and mates is the weakness of the modern school, for, if you
nd a problem with ten mating positions, the chances are that sis: of

them are suggestive ones, already formed, which lead the solver right
on to the discovery of the other four. l'ievert.l1eless, we all like to
enrich our problems with a great wealth of resource, and I mention
it as one of the idiosyncracies of the art that there is probably not
one of us composers to-day who would not deliberately tack on a couple
of extra Black Pawns to produce an increase in the number of mates,
although knowing full well that by so doing we were reducing the
merit and difficulty of the position fatty fty per cent.“ {S.tr., p. 216}.
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VARIATIONS.—‘iF'-

" THE theme of a problem may become so merged in sheer multiplicity
of variations as to possess no other meaning. No. 295 is built upon
the mathematical principle of permutations, and a thorough analysis
gives soo correct variations and fully as many more which contain
duals. The only merit in bio. 21].; was this same question of a record
number of variations. It has twenty-one mates, which for a two-
mover approaches the limit of possibilities, unless promoted pieces
are introduced by the key-move or in the initial setting. If full
licence to use promoted pieces were granted, half-a-dosen or more
entra mates could be added, as I have done in Nos. la]-El and liqo.
These are chess in the sense that the positions can be derived from
actual play, but it is wiser to regard them only as fautasias. If we
did not do so, our more inipetuous composers would soon overrun
us with their monstrosities “ {l+I5.].

Twenty-one mates in a two-mover are no longer a record, as a
year or two ago J. C. ]. Wainwright succeeded in obtaining twenty-
three mates, without promotions, by_ placing the Black King in the
centre of the board instead of in one of the corners : but Loyd's record
of 2-lio different lines of play in Ho. 25:5 is not likely to be surpassed.
The study of such tasks, as Loyd pointed out, " is likely to grow in
popularity ; for, like the question of the greatest number of moves
{p. Il'i3}, they involve matters susceptible of positive demonstration
and do not depend upon the taste or judgment of an umpire.

" The question of variations should not be confounded with that
of themes or ideas. A problem may have but one irtra, and yet the
defence may change his play so as to compel the attack to rary the
mover, thus producing an interminable series of changes, like the
combinations of a permutation lock, as shown in No. .i-ltjj. I de ne
a variation as any branch where the attack is compelled to vary, or
in any way change, the sequence of his moves to meet the di erent
resources oi the defence. Such other moves of the defence as do not
necessitate a change in the attack are not variations " {.*itr., p. 253].

“ I class all variations branching from Illack's rst move as
leading variations; those commencing from subsequent moves as
minor variations, and all terminal branches as s-no-variations or mates.
A dual or blemish in the main solution is equivalent to a fault I it is
decidedly objectionable in a leading variation, but of less importance
in a minor variation and of very slight signi cance in a snb—variation "
{.‘~llr., |1. .254}.

llot before following Loyd in his general consideration of duals,
we must first stop to study with him the principle of bifurcation,
which he l'c1:-islletlly prononncerl to be the most thematic way to
introduce a variation into any problem that admitted of its use-
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BIFURCATION.—I.

Love used the word “Bifurcation " just as we do now-a-days the
word " Echo," to define the repetition of a variation in two or more
branches of a solution. He employed the word just as loosely as
we do, and in the sarne quite di erent senses. Bifurcations, for him,
included the echoing of single mates or of lines of play eatending
through an entire solution ; they referred equally well to the analogies
produced by accurate symmetry of position and to those produced
by the varying results of the play. It is only now that we are begin-
ning to realise that all these causes of bifurcation are susceptible of
separate eaplanation, that echoes due to symmetry can have little or
nothing in common with echoes due to strategy, and that most of all
we should give importance to the colour of the squares occupied by
the Black King in echoes, whether he remains unmoved on one square,
or occupies two squares of the same colour, or rst a White square
and then a Black one. There is still to be worked out a complete
Theory of Echoes, and much is due to Loyd for giving ns an under~
standing of the artistic value of the subject at a time when emphasis
was being laid much more upon multiplicity of variations than upon
their interrelationship. “ A series of pretty and graceful variations,"
he wrote, “ that can be woven into a problem without lumbering it
with esztra pieces, adds greatly to its merits and is the main feature
of improvement upon the old school. The more especially is suel1
the case when the variations become a part of the problem and aid
in the further illustration of a theme, so that the theme seems to run
through all the variations. And herein again comes a matter of taste.
Uther composers prefer problems more rich in resources and consider
it highly meritorious to introduce half-a-doaen ideas into one problem.
For my part give me a problem with a stated theme, in which the
variations serve as a further elucidation. The prettiest way to accom-
plish this end is shown in what have humorously been termed the
bifurcatiug problems, where the Black King can play right or left
and the same trick is repeated on either side. I have always found
problems of this kind the most dif cult to solve. I suppose this is
because there is but one idea to discover, so that if the solver fails
to see it in one variation he will not discover it in the other. I give
Ho. ago as an illustration of the bifnrcating system, also Ho. soy,
which has the bifurcation in the mates. .-‘in esamination of my com-
positions will show how largely I have introduced it in them ; in fact
I have done so wherever it appeared to be in any way possible. It
gives an agreeable nish that cannot be produced in any other way "
l.'i'.tr., pp. .45 and .13].
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BIFURCATION. —II.

" hlor only should the mainplay of a problem possess a well de ned
theme, but the variations also; for in this respect a problem is like
a musical composition where the theme is repeated in all the varia-
tions. No one would admire the novel introduction of a waltz move-
ment or a lively jig in a musical reverie ; and consequently l admire
the bifurcated problems where the variations harmonise with the
spirit of the composition. There are very few themes indeed that are
not susceptible of being treated upon the doubling principle, and, as
I have already alluded to the piquancy and di iculty of solution
imparted by the introduction of this pleasing feature, I shall take
occasion to make occasional reference to it during the remainder of
this book as the perfection of artistic nish " _|[5rr., p. ll}.

“ The duplication of a theme, which I have termed bifurcation,
shows to frequent advantage in two-movers or on the mating move
of longer problems, as in the mainplay of l"~To. joo. It is always a
redeeming feature and really adds more to the dif culty of solution
than if the variations were built upon different motives. According
to the asiom that a chain can be no stronger than its weakest link,
it might be said that a problem can be no more difficult than its weakest
variation. ‘When a poor variation has been solved which gives away
the solution, all dif culty vanishes. In a bifurcated position, the
variations being alike, there are no weak lines to betray the solution.
There are so many varieties of bifurcations, both in the play of the
variations and in the mating positions, that it becomes impossible
to describe them all. The pieces themselves are sometimes duplicated
on both sides, as in No. 3oI, or a single piece is allowed to play to right
and left, as in En. 3o2. Sometimes simple two-move mates, which
would be absurd if presented by themselves, can be very successfully
built up by adding an eirtra move that permits a bifurcation of the
play. No. 3oz can again serve as a good illustration of this " [hIS.].

A good many solvers now-a-days would take er-zception to Loyd ‘s
claim that bifurcation, or rather symmetry, adds to dl icnlty of
solution. We have become so accustomed to symmetry that certain
tricks of solution have become recognised as conventional means of
attack. The most useful of these is the principle that symmetry
must be completed or maintained by the key-move. For instance,
in No. 3o1, we see at a glance that all the pieces are already in perfect
balance, except the Queen and the Bishop. The only move which
could complete the symmetry is I Bb3, and it is unnecessary to seek
further for a key. In No. 3os, on the other hand, perfect symmetry
already exists. There is no move on the board, escept I Rgg, which
does not destroy this state of affairs ; hence the only possible key must
be I Rgg l Unsymmetrical keys to symmetrical positions are of such
rare occurrence as to be really dif cult {see Nos. 232 and 315}, but
Loyd's claim in favour of symmetrical keys is hardly warranted to-day.
Diagonal symmetry, as in No. 3o3, is much less frequent than hori-
sontal {Nd 3oo] or vertical symmetry (Nos. 3oI and 3oz], and in
consequence possesses a certain puaaling character of its own.
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BIFURCll.TION.—III.

" Brsnacsran captures, giving the Black King the choice of taking
either of two similar pieces, may be shown in many ways either with
two White Knights or two White Rooks. In No. 3oa the bifurcation
comes in the nature of a surprise and so creates a particularly agree-
able impression. A pretty effect occurs in the variation r. ., E>=:S,
whme there is again a duplication involving two similar, but not
identical, mates by the Queens Knight. In No. 3o5 there is not the
choice of captures, but the two avenues of escape for the Black King,
after I . ., P or Bic S, are confronted by the Queen just as in No, 3o4,
This bifurcated mate imparts an artistic nish to many problems "
{lrIS.].

It was a favourite mate with Loyd, appearing in all four positions
of the quartette opposite, and in a slightly modi ed form in Nos. yy
and libo. It is a mate which has appealed at some time or other to
practically all composers. I once made a little collection of problems
in which this mate was used, and readily found two hundred esamples.
Strangely enough only one of this large number, a three-mover by
the Bettmann Brothers, showed a true doubling of the mate in two
variations. No. 3o5 is not a true bifurcation of the bifurcation, for,
though it occurs after both r. ., P :>cS and r . ., B .r:S, the mates are
identical in both instances and do not occur on a different pair of squares.
There are, after a fashion, two bifurcations in No. 3o4 ; but they have
nothing to do with one another, errcept as a pleasing combination.

Uf I:-lo. 3ob Loyd wrote I “ Variations caused by a line of defence
not at rst apparent may give a certain interest to a problem ; but
they impart very little to the dif culty of solution. In No. 3o the
reply to the capture of the Bishop has already shown the solver that
he is master of the situation, and he nds but little trouble in over-
coming other obstacles. Indeed, solvers often abandon a problem
as solved when they have mastered the leading defence. and do not
trouble themselves to search for other variations. For instanoe, in
this No. 3o[r, r. ., Br: B, proves at once that the key-move is dis-
covered, a.nd I . ., B113, is likely to be overlooked, yet it leads to the
prettier variation of the two " {Slr., p. 53}.

The Pawn at f3 prevents a very clever cook by r Bf3. ‘Wursburg
has shown that by transposing this Pawn to ed, a three-mover results
in which only the cook to No. 3o5 operates. The two positions, taken
together, add one more to the interesting list of Loyd's twins.

We have digressed somewhat from the bifurcated mate in question.
Its expression in three-move fornr is usually very simple, but in a
two-mover several other mates can be added and the bifurcation can
be slightly disguised. It takes more than the rst glance to recognise
that No. 3o? is just as accurate a presentation of the echo as any of
the three-move renderings.
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BIFURCATION.—IV.

Ir»: Bio. 3o5, if the Queen were ahle to play to d5 for a key, we should
have another specimen of bifurcated mates exactly agreeing with
the previous quartette. The Queen, unfortunately, cannot reach
dj ; but a little study shows us that I Qas is just as effective. There
is no longer the symmetry of the theme pieces, hut the syuimetry of
the mates {on g2 and gtil is preserved. Indeed it appears immaterial.
so far as our bifurcation is concerned, whether the Queen threatens
the two mates from d5, or as, or ah. " The theme," wrote Loyd,
“ is an unusual one for a chess problem ; it is more like a scienti c
lesson in geometry or triangulation. It might he called the isosceles
triangle theme, inasmuch as in all the possible renderings, the mates
depend on the Queen's guard of the base and one side (Nos. 3c-ti to
31:1] or the two equal sides (Nos. 31:14 to 3o?) of an Isosceles triangle "
[MS.}. This de nition leads us hack to that very interesting problem,
No. 25-:3. Here, as in No. 31o, we can think of the essential part of
the diagram as a square with its corners at as, ad, gti, gs. The centre
oi this square is evidently at d5; and there are four small isosceles
triangles which have d5 as their apes, to wit : as, d5, ad ; ad, d5, gt! 1
gtl, d5, gs ; and gs, d5. a2 ; and there are also four larger isosceles
triangles with their ape:-: at each of the four corners: a2. ad, gd:
ad. gl , g2; g , gs, a2; gs, a2, a5. No. 259 is a complete Block
problem ; the Queen must wait until Black allows her to mate at as
or gel. Hence the solution simply consists in discovering that ad,
d5, gti is the proper triangle for her to use as a running track until
Blacl-: has exhausted his free moves and is forced to allow mate at
the apes of one oi the larger triangles.

This triangulation theme was a favourite with Loyd. He showed
it to escellent advantage in No. 554 of his set " Gad Save the Queen,"
of which No. 3o-9 is at best a mild copy. “ The diiierences between
Nos. goq, 31o and 554 are caused wholly by turning the hoard, which
is always a point for consideration before many pieces are placed.
If Pawns, especially Black Pawns, are to he employed at all, it is a
matter of considerable importance which way they are to he allowed
to move “ [M5.]. Evidently No. 31o shows the hest direction to he
chosen for the Pawns, inasmuch as I. ., Peg, and I . ., Pe5, so gracefully
allow the repetition of the triangle strategy on gs and a2.

It would be a tedious matter to enumerate all the possible mates
that could he bifurcated. Any piece, ii not too near the edge of the
hoard, which is symmetrically situated in its relation to the Black
King, can give an echo mate under proper conditions. If the King
stands on e5, bifurcated mates can be given by a Rook at cy, a Bishop
at g_-3, a Knight at b2 or e3, a Pawn at e3, or a hundred ether placings.
I‘-Io. j,II shows a. very pretty Queen mate bifurcated, which again
presents a geometric design. The diamond er, c3, e5, g3 has for its
centre the Rook at e3, and the Black King and ‘White Queen are
limited in their motion to the squares composing the perimeter of
the diamond. There are a good many other positions in this hook
which can he interpreted geometrically.
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BIFURCATION.-4.7-

" To show how several problems may be built upon the same mating
position and yet be totally different from one another, owing to the
way the mate is introduced, let us look at this particular illustration.
Clmitting the rst moves it is plain that they all lead up to the same
bifurcated ending resulting from the check of Queen and mate on
either side with Bishop according to the play of the Black King. These
problems are all built upon this one mate, and yet to the casual
observer they bear no resemblance whatever. The composer can
learn no lesson more important than to see the different possibilities
of a theme and to select the best treatment for each " [I1-'[S.].

Loyd is usually credited with having preached strategy at any
cost, but this is by no means a fair statement of his philosophy. He
believed in strategy more perhaps than any other composer of the
highest rank. but he was not a slave to it any more than he was a slave
to any aniom or any rule of composition. If he held any actual theory
of composition, it was that problems must be popular. After having
been composed, a problem must be solved. and there must be some
inducement to the solver to approach it. Other things being equal,
the more scienti c strategy a problem contains the better: but as
between a crowded and unattractive diagram, no matter how piquant
its solution, and a neat little model mate study, even if somewhat
commonplace in execution. nine solvers out of ten will consider only
the latter. In the Strategy Loyd chose No. 312 as one of the positions
to emphasise this truth :

" I select the following positions as possessing no particular depth
or difficulty of solution, but as being pleasing little problems on account
of neatness of construction. They would forfeit all claim to merit
if it required a large force to produce the same result. Almost every-
one will look at preblems of this style and try to solve them. because
they look easy and pleasing ; and when you nd a gem of this type
it is easily remembered and becomes a favourite. They are remark-
ably simple, yet they belong to the correct school which is destined
to outlive the long-winded, cumbersome and elaborate problem of
our modern composers {of whom few have been more in error than
myself}. The military manceuvering of opposing numbers and the
interlocking of combinations are highly scienti c and give great scope
to the strategic skill of our composers, but the day has arrived when
neither an umpire nor the public is awed by a pouderons display of
forces, and a composer who produces the desired result with a limited
number of pieces is credited with a more skiliul treatment of his
subject" {Sr-r., p. 13;‘).

flf the different members of the group there is little to say. I
have found no version earlier than No. _3r2 of this bifurcated mate.
since become so popular. For a boy of fteen it was quite a nd.
The combination of the two variations is very closely followed by
No. 315 of exactly fty years later, in which the introductory sacri ce
of the Rook is really the only difference. The Knight sacri ce in
No. 3,13 should also be noted.
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DUAL-S.—I.

“ WHILE discussing the subject of variations, I wish to give one opinion
which I feat will nut meet with popular favour; but, as I am only
professing to give my own views, I feel that my book would be incom-
plete without it. I differ with the common view that a problem is
always faulty if there is any choice of moves in the minor or less impor—
taut variations. Elf course it is preferable to have a problem pure
and correct in every detail ; yet I would never curnber a problem
with a single Pawn or detract one iota from any of the cardinal virtues
of composition {beauty cf idea, neatness of position, or difficulty of
solution] to correct an unimportant dual. Double moves of this nature
known as duals, will be found in No. 31f:-, which belongs to a class of
problem more noteworthy for its graceful and inviting appearance
than for any great depth of theme or difuculty of solu1:ion. Hence I
preferred to leave the several ways of e ecting mate in reply to Hlack’s
defence of 1. ., Kfli (namely, a Beg or d4], rather than to prevent
them by the addition of a single Pawn.

" The good taste and judgment of a composer should decide the
advisability of correcting or admitting a dual. If it merely turn upon
the possibility of the defence prrrpnssly playing so as to allow of a
choice of moves, it is no fault. A dual can only be a blemish in so far
as it detracts from the beauty or difficulty of a theme. I look more
to the idea of a problem than to the routine of the moves. No. 31?,
for instance, is blessed with duals [after 1 . ., Q24 B, Rat, Sc3, etc.,‘:
which I did not think it well to correct " (S112, pp. 63-4}.

" The lighter the character of a problem, the more grievous
becomes the addition of pieces to prevent duals. In lilo. 315 a Black
Pawn was placed on d3, under protest, after the rst publication,
and it has marred the problem for over fifty years. It is now vigor-
ously repudiated. It was placed there to prevent the Knight from
playing to ea. The cutting off of the two squares from the White
King as well as from the Knights shows how a correction may be
worse than the blemish, all the more so where the theme is to illustrate
the play of the Knights and Bishop against alone King, not against
a King and Pawn " {MS.}.

It must be remembered that Luyd’s views on duals were crystall-
ised over thirty years ago, during the heated discussions with Andrews
and others of the strict no-dual adherents. This led him on the one
hand to defend minor duals which are so generally admitted to-day
that a regular defence seems unnecessary, and cu the other hand to
advocate even dual keys, as in l los. 3,15 and fayo, where to-day the
necessity for them has been proved to be so slight that they can readily
be neglected. But although his views on duals are thus doubly obsolete,
there is_in them so much common sense, especially in his de nition,
on the neirt page, of the several kinds of duals, that to this day we can
pro t by a careful study thereof.
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DUi1L$.——II.

" A DUUBLE solution is a fault, because Mate can be effected without
employing the author's solution. A dual being a choice between two
lines of play is, therefore, a fault that destroys the soundness of that
part of the solution after the point where it occurs. The degree of the
fault depends upon whether it is fonnd in the main trank, the large
limbs, the lesser branches, or the little twigs of the solution. A
problem may be sadly weakened by having the variations, minor
variations, and sub—variatious lopped off in this way 1 but so long as
one branch survives it is not radically unsound. If, however, a
positive dual [mark the difference: not a poss-ibis one] can be found
in every branch and twig, the problem is faulty. as there are practically
two solutions. Ho. 311; would be faulty if the line of play resulting
from the defence of 1. ., Bell could be undermined by a dual, as there
is not another variation that can show a sound sequence of moves.

“ We recognise then two kinds of duals, winch for the better
elucidation of the subject we can classify as posilirie and possible duals.
The former, as we have seen, constitute a fault, the latter only a blemish.
In Ho. 32o, for instance, there are duals threatened by 2 Kit, f2 or g1,
which are only possiolr ones, though decidedly objectionable. But
Black might play 1. ., Bhs or Egg, and thus by sheer contrariness
introduce a class of possible-improbable duals, which are scarcely
worthy of notice " |[Slr., pp. 2 5?-3]. " No. 322 was posed impromptu
for the bene t of one of the little critics, I asked him if he would
add a White piece to prevent the insanely-irmlisioirs dual which the
problem contains (1. ., Rd? l]. He was unable to discover the dual
after a long study of the diagram, yet he maintained that if it existed
it must certainly be corrected. I told him we must agree to disagree
about the matter " [M5.}.

" Variations in fewer moves than the full solution are not reckoned
as detrimental to n problem and are generally ignored altogether.
A dual in one of these short variations should, therefore, have no
signi cance whatever. Tliis I illustrate in D-lo. 3,21, where White
could mate in three in two ways if Black played 1. ., l{e5 " l,5.'.'r.,
p. 255].

" We are all aware that a problem free from every trace of a
dual belongs to the highest perfection of the art, and this is worth striv-
ing for, provided that no other meritorious features are in any way
sacri ced. But composers must remember that variations and
corrections themselves sometimes involve blemishes, and that it is
the complete problem that must be considered. No. 323 is an elaborate
composition, from which I have endeavoured to eliminate the slightest
trace of a dual in any variation and still to preserve the variety and
meritorious features of the theme. I have been comp-elled to sacrifice
slightly the neatness of position and to place it at the mercy of the little
critics, who will improve upon it by removing the Pawn from ha and
placing the White King o11 I.I_} instead of the other Pawn " {so., p. 2 51)}.
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DEAD-H:E.ADS.—I.

" We must bear in mind that there are no arbitrary rules to govern
the composition of problems and that authors have a full right to
follow the bent of their own genius. They may put on as many pieces
as they wish and consider their compositions as mere chess pussies
where everything is arranged for the purpose of deception and where
difficulty is the only desideratum. Such positions are given as tricks,
with the stipulation White to play and mate in a certain nu.mber of
moves, and the pieces may be placed as recklessly as conformity to
the rules of chess permits. Our only reply to such productions need
be that we are dealing after all with the question of merit and that
there is no law to compel us to look at problems that are distasteful
to us.

“ Hence it has come to pass that dead—head pieces, which are
placed on the board simply to mislead and which take no part in
effecting mate or preventing other solutions, are by common consent
considered inadmissible, unless perhaps in some fantasias or in an
oddity like No. 3-ii, where they are plainly put on to deceive. Where
a piece, however, is actually required to ll a square to prevent other
solutions, as in the case of the Knight on f5 in Ho. 324, it is optional
with the composer to place a Pawn or a piece as he may judge will
best add to the beauty or difficulty of the problem, although the piece
takes no part in the solution " {.Ei'.'.‘r., p. yr].

" I have elsewhere alluded {pp. 155 and 247} to the fact that
many composers crowd their problems with double dead-head pieces,
which give occupation to each other, but form no part of the theme.
These could readily be dispensed with; yet we nd the same com-
posers opposed to the introduction of inactive pieces which are
necessary to prevent other solutions. They seem to forget that every
piece of a problem is posed with the e:-rpress purpose of concealing
its real object; how weak it would be then to place a Pawn instead
of a piece, when a glance at the position shows that the author has
had to patch up an unfortunate dual, or put up an idle Pawn to prevent
his King from being checked, which in itself betrays the nature of
the problem. In a position like No. 325, where it is necessary to pre-
vent the Black Rook from defending a5, a Wlnte Pawn at b5 would
give away the entire merit of the problem, as it would readily be seen
that it was placed there for that object. In No. 3.25 I have gone one
step further, and composed a position to show that, whereas the
Pawn on f3 is an entirely useless member of society, and what a
classical writer has called a ‘fiat-footed dead-head,‘ yet the entire
merit of the position turns upon the masterly inactivity of this little
intruder. If be is removed, the necessity of intercepting the checks
of Qiieen and Rook is absurdly apparent ; while in its present shape,
I am indebted to that little Pawn for the First Prise in our llrneriean
Chess and Problem .-‘ ssociation Tournament, in which contest I
entered the position purposely to have the question tested ” {Sir.,
11- ml
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DEADHEADS.—II

Coirrrsro two his discussion of that famous little Pawn on f3 in No. 3215,
Loyd said: " I was asked why I did not place the King on fr, with
a Black Pawn on fa, so as to remove the dead-head Pawn. My reply
is that no composer is compelled to give away his solution. In my
version the Rook at h4 prevents a check from the Queen ; if the King
is hidden away on II, then it shows that the Rook is placed avowedly
to allow discovered check. It-Inch discussion was created by the KR
and QB in El"o. 54o, and a distin hed master improved the problem
by employing Pawns. That plan showed that they were inactive
pieces and revealed the additional fact that the King was not to be
checked. Let authors follow their own bent; I, for one, will not
place pieces on the board that reveal their object " (Sin, p. ao5}.

Another dead-head Pawn occurs in No. 32;. A European
problemist transferred this Pawn to e5 and moved the White King
to d.+,, to avoid the dead-head feature. Needless to say Loyd was
not in full accord ! Still another dead-head Pawn is present in No.
454. ‘Which one is it, and is its use justi ed? In his MS. Loyd
converted the Pawns on b3 and dz in No. t? into White Bishops
to add to the tries, and in No. 51.15 he changed e4 into a Bishop and
hb into a Rook for the same reason. hlo. 328 he reset as shown in
No. 329. The former has a dead—head Black Rook, the latter has
two Knights that might have been Pawns. " Both these liberties,"
he wrote, " are justi ed. They give the solver something to occupy
his mind, and add to the element of difficulty more than they detract
from the neatness of position “ {M3,}. Compare also the Rooks in
No. 5oI.

" As to placing dead-head Black pieces, more latitude is generally
allowed. They often add to the beauty of the position and there
seems to be a certain preference given to problems in which the defence
has a preponderance of forces. This is an unobjectionable featnre,
as it teaches how the attack can win against a superior number of
pieces. Such Black pieces are not added for deception; and they
are to be fonnd in many problems. I will make this point still clearer
by eaplaining that in Nos. 3,3o and 33,1, as in others of my problems,
there are a number of Black pieces that could be removed, as they
affect the solution in no tangible manner ; yet these problems would
he very tame without them, because the entire merit of their solutions
turns on the inability of Black to prevent, or interfere with, the moves
of the attack. It adds lustre to a problem, where ‘White, already in
the minority, recklessly sacri ces his remaining forces to effect his
object; yet good taste and judgment alone must decide whether a
problem is improved in proportion to the increase in numerical force,
for therein will be found the real test of merit " {5Ir., p. ya].

Since the Strategy was written, a constantly increasing valne has
been attributed to economy of means, and there are few critics to-day
who would agree with Loyd's conclusions. This does not mean
necessarily that Loyd was wrong, for questions of msthetic taste in
chess cannot be settled dogmatically; it simply means that the
element of economy has arbitrarily been raised above that of difficulty,
whether rightly or wrongly one can only judge in particular instances
and according to one's own preference.
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‘WAITING MOVES.—I.

" ONE of the most important factors in problem construction is to
decide wisely whether or not a position shall be made to belong to
that class of compositions known as reciting jiroiiisrris. For here we
nd a trait so distinctive and of so positive a character that the diffi-

culty of the solution will turn largely upon its nature being unsuspected.
its a knowledge of this subject is equally vital to the composer and
the solver, I will endeavour to make it as clear as possible by reference
to the two elementary positions, Nos. 332 and 333.

“ The characteristic of this class of composition is that ‘White.
either by merely losing a move, as in No. 333. or by making a quiet
move, as in No. 332, waits for Black to play. Therenpon Black is
forced either to move into a trap ( lo. 332}, or to withdraw one of
his defences (I. ., Q moves, in No. 333}, or to move some piece that
creates a mating possibility by hedging in the Black King (1 . ., Rh:
in No. 333} “ [Sir., p. 113}.

" The key-move of No. 33.4 is what I term a pare waiting move,
being made solely for the purpose of compelling Black to move, and
herein lies the difference between this problem and No. 335. For
while in the former the key is purely a waiting move, in the other it
is not so, for it is made with a view to anticipating the reply of the
adverse Pawn {I . ., Pei}, so that it can be the better described as
an attacking move, resulting in a waiiing position. This style has its
decided advantages over the pure waiting problem, the positions being
always less suggestive, for the reason that there are usually several
moves Black is iree to make, which dispel the thought of a waiting
position, but which the key-move is able to provide for.

" I do not think that the waiting principle is as applicable to
two-move problems as to those in three or four moves, for unless the
key-move is a most escellent one, which apparently changes the
entire nature of the position from one in which the Black forces app-ear
independent and free to the necessary dead-lock, the setting of the
pieces is most likely to betray the solution. A mediocre problem of
this type is so easy to compose that it is becoming too hackneyed,
and a really meritorious one is indeed rare “ (Sin, p. tea].

" It is becoming entirely too common to see clumsily constructed
two-movers, like lilo. 33,5, where it is easily seen that every piece is
opposed by one of the enemy, and it becomes a mere question of
nding out how to lose a move in order to compel the defence to break

the lock and shatter his forti ed position. I have elsewhere referred to
the subject {p. 155] and given illustrations of what I term rio-nhis
dead-heads, where each piece is placed on the board with no other object
than to give occupation to another. This objectionable feature
appears again in No. 335, where the solver glances at each Black
piece in turn and sees that it cannot move, until he nds that the
Pawn is free to move without being mated, whereupon he knows at
once that this is the defence to be provided against “ [Sir., p. 12o}.
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‘WAITING MO‘-.»’ES.—II.

" THE waiting move is not in itself a theme. but constitutes an entire
branch of composition upon which innumerable ingenious and beautiful
themes are built. The very nature of the principle involved allows
us to produce the most unexpected features, which are often difficult
and scienti c from the fact that we are able in this way to introduce
our themes by apparently throwing away our rst move {see p. 24?},-
reaiii-ng for Black to create the problem by breaking his defence, by
opening some avenue of attack, or by bringing forward some piece
to block or interfere with other pieces, and so compelling the solver
as it were to calculate one move further in advance than in other
problems ” {5ir., p. Hg].

“ The waiting style might also be called the passive style, to
differentiate it from the shorting style, which necessitates a check
for every move, and from the aci'ir.*s style, which involves a threatened
trick that the defence cannot avert or a manceuvering of plot and
counter plot. its to solving problems, I can safely assert that more
than half the battle is won if the solver knows to which of these three
styles the position belongs. This fact in itself should teach the merit
and importance of constructing a problem so as to conceal its true
character.

"The various grades of the passive problem should constantly
be borne in mind. For besides pure waiting moves and ordinary
waiting moves there are the attacking moves which result in waiting
positions. The latter are shown in Nos. 336 and 33?, and it seems
to me that such problems present the waiting principle to the best
advantage, for the solver is most apt to draw his conclusions from
the rst eaamination of the diagram and, seeing that the Black forces
are all free, he overlooks the possibility that a series of moves might
rssnii in a waiting position. The contrast between these waiting
culminations and the true waiting problem is shown by a comparison
with lilo. 333, where Black is compelled from the start to break up his
defences.

" On the whole I think the passive style of problem gives the
most opportunity for depth, originality and display of skill, and I
also think it gives more room for advancement than any other‘ style,
for, despite the great talent that has been displayed in the art of
problem composition, it is still in a chaotic state and there are many
of the most scienti c features yet undeveloped " {5ir., pp. I31-3}.

" Technically speaking, all the popular little problems like No.
33p, of the Intimidated King style {see p. tion}, should be classed as
waiting-move problems, because the King is compelled, in the absence
of a direct threat, to move into the various mating positions; but
such problems lose the characteristics of the ordinary waiting style.
Indeed, if a threat were present, it can almost be assumed that the
solver would not notice it ” {MS.j.
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THE BLOCK-THREAT.

" I v.-'rr,L here allude to the feature of purposely posing a problem so
as to deceive the solver as to the style to which it belongs and show
that, while some real waiting positions are arranged so as to conceal
the fact. it is also possible to give the deceptive look of a waiting
problem to one that is not. This appears in No. 34o, where Blacks
pieces are all locked so that there is a mate ready for every move and
the only dif culty seems to lie in nding how to lose a move ; it being
unnecessary to remark that this apparent waiting condition is here
introduced merely as a deceptive trick rmd takes no part in the solution,
which is effected by a direct threat “ [Si-r., p. I21].

This two-mover ranks as one of the famous problems in the
history of composition. It was the rst block-threat ever published,
so far as very thorough investigation has as yet revealed. The change
from a block, or complete waiting position, to a threat solution has a
value greater than that attributed to it by Loyd as a means of deceiving
the solver. It is the only legitimate way in which the problemist can
compose two separate problems on one diagram. Initially there is
a complete two-mover to be examined, variations noted, tries investi-
gated. All that is missing is a waiting key-move. Then suddenly
comes the realisation of the presence of a second problem, with its
threat, and variations, and other details. These two problems, the
apparent waiter and the real threat, may be quite different; that
depends upon the number of added or changed mates and upon the
skill with which these are introduced. The possibilities of the block
threat at a time when it is the fashion to speak of two-movers as quite
exhausted, are apparently boundless. So far their results have been
a tri e disappointing, but that is perhaps as much the fault of com-
posers as that of the style of composition. A totally new principle
is involved, which cannot be thoroughly investigated in a day. It
is true that Loyd’s example has been known for forty-five years, but
until within considerably less than ten years it would seem, from its
neglect, as though nobody had even dreamt of its real meaning. Since
then has come quite an outburst of block-threats, many very hurriedly
composed and uninteresting, a few very difficult and beautiful; if
they are properly studied, with skill and enthusiasm, there will doubt-
less be many more composed, with increasing artistic nish and
economy of treatment. Their difficulty will hardly increase in pro-
portion, because solvers will gain in experience and be keener on the
look-out for them. I doubt, indeed, if many have surpassed Loyd's
pioneer on the score of di culty, for it had all the advantage of novelty
in its favour. Like all of Loyd's famous problems, it is amusing to
try and guess how many solvers have stumbled into the pit-falls and
then delighted in nding new victims among their friends. Certainly
in 1"-lo. 34o, as Loyd said, “ many would try I Pga and thus give it up
as solved, or think I had slipped up in not seeing the defence of I. .,
Pia: P rap." {Sir., p. tar].

To appreciate the special interest which belongs to the block-
threat style, the reader should turn to Ho. 283. Here we have a
similar key, similar mates, better economy. Yet what a dilferencel
It is no more than an ordinary two-mover, with nothing of a surprise,
nothing memorable. We are back at one step amid the great medio-
crity of everyday composition, into which even a Loyd sinks at times.
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DIFFICULTY UF SOLUTION.--I.

" DIFl?ICUL’1“'r" of solution being one of the principal elements by which
we determine the relative merits of problems, I shall devote a few
pages to a hasty analysis of the subject, in order to show the many
ways of producing it. Ilifliculty gained by multiplicity of pieces I
have already condemned lp. sot} as a blemish rather than a feature
of merit. A better style is that imparted by having a multitude of
plausible lines of attack, f roar which the sol ver has to select the correct
move, the mere guessing of which is much like attempting to exhaust
the combinations of a permutation lock. It is not only the number
of possible lines of attack that produces the difliculty, but the intricate
nature and promising appearance of these moves " [5.!r., p. ans).

“ We can generally tell whether or not a problem is dif cult by
simply playing through the moves of its solution ; but I do not think
that a correct estimate of the exact degree of difficulty can he reached
except by the actual test of solving, for while the solution may be
highly scientific and carefully elaborated there may be certain blemishes
which entirely destroy the rlillicnlty and which would only be dis-
covered by analysis. l~‘urthermorc there is always a great deal of
chance in solving a problem. such as hitting upon the key by accident,
so that the really fair test of relative di iculty is to have it solved by
a committee of three or more and then to average the time consumed.
I should like my readers to attempt to pronounce upon the exact
degree of difficulty of No. 341 without solving it. This will give them
an idea of the impossibility of fairly estimating the question of di i-
eulty, where they have not had the opportunity of ascertaining by
d|i1’=EElI experilnent the nu tuber of tries. as well as the other meritorious
features and blemishes " {.‘{l'r., p. sol}.

" Blemishes which tend to destroy llilliculty are in many cases
due to the selection of a poor key-move. In No. 3,42 the sacri ce of
the Rook is absurdly obvious because the square bf: can be guarded
in no other way. This suggests a pun or paradox about key-moves,
which we would all do well to remember. It is a saying with frugal
housekeepers that the richest food is the poorest. So we composers
might say that the strongest keys are really the weakest we could
choose. No. 343 is a very mediocre composition simply because its
key is brutally strong without having any redeeming feature " {E-IS.}.

" No, 54.; is an excellent problem and I do not see that the idea
or the construction could he readily improved. yet it possesses the
unfortunate weakness of having an easy variation result from the most
obvious move of the defence. Illack's logical reply to the key is 1 . .,
Pxfi, and Wl|ite's continuation is so apparent that it cuts down the
diliiculty of the problem to that of a three-mover. Ln a perfect
problem the most apparent reply of the defence should lead to the
most difficult line of play " (Sac, p. 5a].
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DIFFICULTY OF SOLU'I‘ION.—II.

“ Coneosnns must remember that variations and mating positions
are the little straws which show which way the wind blows (compare
p. 225]. A solver searches all over the board for these little weak
points and, as soon as he sees one poor variation that works, all di i-
culty is at an end, and the more difficult variations tumble over like
a row of bricks “ (Son, p. 53).

" It being shown that a problem is Cli l flllt in proportion as the
object of the moves is concealed, it is self-evident that, no matter how
beautiful the theme, there may be certain blemishes that indicate
the key-move and betray the solution " (5'tr., p. 211).

“ Prominent among the weak features that destroy difliculty
is what has been termed paiwfty of attack. This generally arises from
an injudicious placing of the pieces, which offers but few lines of attack
of suf cient depth or merit to draw the attention of the solver away
from the solution, so that, from the very poverty of the position, he
is compelled to make the correct moves. This defect can often be
corrected, but it does not appear generally to receive the atteu on it
deserves. It is recognised as an objectionable feature; yet com—
posers are too apt to block up hastily every avenue of attack, when a
dual or other fault presents itself, instead of searching for more scienti c
remedies " (She, p. 212).

“ A more common blemish consists of what I will call indicators,
or weak spots which point to the solution and sadly impair its dith-
culty. They are more objectionable than paucity of attack, as they
de ne the line of play to such a degree that the solver need only look
at such moves as they immediately suggest. They include all obstacles
like the presence of an adverse check, the capture of a piece, or an
avenue of escape, which serve to prevent other solutions but which
at the same time plainly indicate to the solver that they are the
features he must surmount " (She, p. 213).

" The ‘White King being open to an attack to which there is no
chance of defence, as in No. 345, is usually an unnecessary blemish,
even when it imparts a little sparkle to the theme. Leaving a piece
an prise, as shown in No. 346, also is a positive defect in nine cases out
of ten, as it plainly necessitates moving or guarding the piece. Occa-
sionally this weakness is connterbalanced. since by means of this
imminent danger of losing a piece, we are enabled to place the pieces
where under other circumstances they could mate in a score of ways "
(She, p. 214).

“ In No. 347 the Pawn on a3 readily demonstrates to an enquiring
mind that either it is merely an ornamental member of society or else
the adverse King must be allowed to advance towards it immediately,
and a. somewhat similar intimation is gleaned from the Pawn on h4,
so the necessity of playing the Knight may be said to be clearly proved
at the rst glance “ (Se, p. 215).

“ In a problem like No. 348, the suggestive little nook -formed by
the Black Pawns is sufficient to betray the idea of the position"
{5lr., p. 216).
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DIFFICULTY OF SOLUTION.—III.

“ ALL the features which we have just recognised as being so weak
can be skilfully introduced for deceptive purposes and are then both
difficult and brilliant " [St-r'., p. 214).

“ To make a perfect problem the leading variation should always
be the one resulting from the most apparent line of defence. No. 341]
is one of my nest problems. It is difficult because the key-move
merely threatens to carry out the full object of the theme. The
Bishop abandons a well-posted position in a way that seems reckless,
since nothing apparent is gained by its obvious loss. The key-move
is one on which everything depends and upon which the solver would
be unlikely to chance without grasping the entire theme and seeing
through to the end. In such a position there is no guessing, no experi-
mental moving of the pieces. It can only be solved by a clear con-
ception of the theme before a move is nrade. On the other hand
key-moves which threaten an easy mate, the best reply to which must
be searched for. are too much in the nature of built-up problems.
They are easy and unscienti c and of small interest for the solver.
who generally sets theur aside as solved, without caring to go through
the trouble of hrmting for what appear to be irrelevant variations, so
that the author's particular idea is entirely overlooked " [_‘-iafr., p. fro].

" Not only does the graceful appearance of a problem depend
upon the judicious placing of the pieces, but likewise the beauty and
di iculty of the solution. Its sparkle and surprising character are
almost wholly caused by having the pieces placed so as to seem intended
for a different purpose from that for which they are actually employed "
(so-., p. 74). " This I will explain by two simple positions. No. 35o
is arranged to give the impression that the Pawn is intended to guard
the Bishop. It is a very general trick to conceal the move of a piece
by placing it as if for the purpose of guarding another, or of threatening
a check by discovery, as in No. 351 “ (Sin, p. 2:15).

" It is unwise. if not impracticable, to lay down arbitrary laws
of composition, for there are exceptions to every rule. As it is more
original to go by contraries, try to introduce such features as are not
commonly employed and your problems will be the more difficult.
To bring this out the more clearly I have endeavoured to refrain from
expressing too positive opinions myself, at the same time that I showed
the weakness of following blindly any established predilection. The
lcindgergarten system of giving illustrations and permitting my readers
to draw their own deductions is certainly the more sensible plan to
pursue " (Se-., _p. aro).

“ No. 352 rs a very dull problem, but owing to the judicious way
in which other solutions have been prevented it has turned out quite
difficult " (Sin, p. are).

“ In closing my allusions to the subject of mating positions, as
considered in relation to difficulty, I will merely add that the most
skilfnl and scienti c renderings are evidently those wherein the mating
positions are worked up and formed by the moves of the solution itself "
(Sin, p. artl).
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UNORTHODOX KEYS.

Lovo‘s whole philosophy oi dif enlty, as revealed in all the passages
which I have just quoted from the different portions of his work, comes
down to the simple principle that sheer complexity is not difficulty at
all ; real diilieulty is the embodiment of the unexpected in relatively
simple form. Everything that points obviously to the intended
solution of a problem should be closely studied, so that the composer
may succeed either in avoiding its use altogether, or in adapting it
in some such manner that its purpose becomes deceptive instead of
obvious. "Some problems,” he wrote, " may indeed be said to
possess no other theme than that of being based upon the general
principle of eiiecting mate by a line of play directly the opposite of
what would naturally be supposed to be the correct policy " [Sir.,
p. soy}. " Thoughtless critics who have not probed very deeply into
the subject have pronounced that no problem should commence with
a check or u capture, and that the piece rst moved should never stand
ea prise, all of which axioms are the height of absurdity and completely
at variance with the facts, for these very features can be shown in some
of the finest prise problems extant. A move is meritorious just in
proportion as it looks improbable; therefore, if a check looks un-
promising, it is the best move on the board. The Latin proverb,
.=-lrs est eelars artera is peculiarly applicable to the composition of
chess problems, for here, if anywhere, the true art lies in concealing
the art. To produce originality and variety, we should neither follow
the beaten track, nor allow our tastes and fancies to be trarnmeled ”
{F-F!r., p. sod}. " I feel very much like ha:-rarding the opinion that a
checking move judiciously employed is the most di icult move that
a solver has to contend with. The checking and sacri cing of a piece
that appears to be placed with the object of guarding one or more
slpiarcs, as in No. 355, makes a very hidden l-Iey-move 1' {5£r., p. Iii}.

l*€os. _j5..j-_-;5£i are checking problems. graded in merit from the
superllnous and obvious key of No. 354 to the brilliant check of No.
356, with its many quiet tries. Many of Loyd's checking and captur-
ing problems, however, are deservedly much more famous than these.
Reference to Ii-'os. I4, pr, Irtl, 149 and are is hardly necessary.

Oddly enough a two-mover with a capture key which I had selected
for diagram No. 353 turned out, after the volume was completed, not
to he liy Loyd at all ! In order not to be obliged to alter the numbering
oi all the subsequent diagrams in the book, I have replaced this little
alien by a three-mover, which I had intended to omit altogether and
which really does not belong here at all. having nothing unorthodox
ahont its key, although it compensates somewhat in Hlack’s being
able 1-H Llastle on either ank. 'l‘ln- position is evidently an offshoot
oi Nu. I15. l'ln- arlrlilinn oi 1|a- lilack l’awu at hli allowing Black the
privilege oi still Lhrstliiig '-.viiln'iut any possible objection on W'l1i1;e'5
part.
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FREEING THE K.ING.—I.

“ TEE real merit and science of the feature of difficulty is best known
when it is embodied in the theme ; that is, in the actual moves made,
and not in the mere perplexities of the situation. This I will explain
by rst laying it down as an axiom, that a diflicult move is one that
gives the least apparent proru-ise of the desired result. ‘When a position
contains an elegant and scienti c theme, with the pieces well posed
so as to give no indications of their object, the solver is compelled to
form the combination in his mind, much as if he were composing the
problem himself.

" The object of a problem being to capture and mate the Black
King, we nd a peculiar beauty and di icnlty in moves that have an
adverse tendency. Take for example the question of capturing the
King, and we nd that a move which frees the King, instead of con-
ning him, gives a brilliancy that could not be obtained through the

medium of any other key-move " (Str., p. 203).
" Irnparting what I may call absolute freedom to the King, by

withdrawing the guarding piece to a remote square whence it can renew
its attack under more favourable circumstances, is well illustrated
in No. 35?, where the King is allowed to move in every possible direc-
tion. No. 353 is another rendering of this theme and was composed
at the same time. B-y placing the Black King on a corner square his
absolute freedom is greatly reduced.

" Close observers may have noticed how problems, like these
Nos. 357 and 358, go in pairs throughout this collection. It was a
sort of hobby with me to try two or more posings of a theme before
deciding which offered the best opportunities for development. It
often happened that both presented points worth preserving and so
were built into what may be considered as companion pieces " (MEL).

" The giving of extra play to the Black King on a more limited
scale is illustrated in No. 359. The two Knights guard the King, but
it is found to be desirable to get the Kings Knight over to b3. This
change can only be e ec-ted by a transposition of the Knights, which
involves a temporary freedom for the King" (MS).

Throughout Loyd's problems there recurs this unexpected giving
of ight-squares. He always made it an effective feature by disguising
his intention, so that, even when the solver was expecting some ight-
giving key, he did not know where to look for it. And besides, it was
only in problems like No. 360, where Black was initially stalemated,
that the solver could be sure that the key-move was a liberating one,
for Loyd was just as liable to turn around and introduce a violent
con ning key. AH he cared for was that the solver should not be too
certain of what any particular diagram held in store for him.
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FREEING THE KING.—II.

“ I Have: noticed in many of the nest problems, no matter under
what circumstances the move is made, that a line of play giving addi-
tional liberty to the Eling is di icnlt, from the fact that it is apparently
contrary to the object to be attained. Not only should the pieces
be placed judiciously to conceal their use, but so far as possible they
should be arranged to give the appearance of being intended for an
entirely di erent purpose. I often think that the skilful posing of
the forces so as to conceal their real intent requires more taste and
judgment than any other element of the art, and we see more problems
spoiled by the careless placing of a single piece than by any other
canse. This is particularly applicable to the piece rst moved, which,
so far as it is possible, should be placed to draw attention in another
direction " (Son, p. 2.04).

" In No. 361 the Queen is apparently placed to guard four squares,
which she at once leaves free to the King “ (Son, p. 74). The import-
ance of making a liberating key appear unlikely will be seen by com-
paring No. 361 with No. 293. In the latter, the Rooks withdrawal
gives three new ights ; but the necessity of immediately protecting
d3, combined with the suggestive position of the King's Bishop, reveals
the key almost at a glance, in spite of the fact that the rest of the con-
struction is good and that White has “ what is considerably above
the average allotment of possible lines of play that are liable to arise
from any ordinary position " (Sta, p. 244).

" In general, in two-move problems. the feature of imparting
additional freedom to the Black King turns largely upon the question
as to how many avenues of escape can be closed at once, for the freedom
of course is only temporary. Perhaps the best plan, as shown in No.
363, is to cut oil a guarded line with a piece which can be removed
at once so as to restore the same guarded line. This permits the
introduction of many pretty details, such as the exposure in No. 363
of one’s own King to attacks which the mating moves defend. These
nishing touches are always worth studying to obtain " {MS.]. Loyd

might have added that these nishing touches usually require the
employment of additional force, and consequently that they come
within the operation of his rule that additional force must be justified
by a corresponding increase in beauty or di iculty. Probably some
solvers would qumtion whether No. 363 was really 4o per cent. better
than No. 3154, as the increase in force would require it to be. Personally
I think it is very muc.h better. White's large force is beautifully
handled without any Pawns whatever, and I can remember perfectly
how the many tries perplexed me and how the real solution to the
problem, which was one of the rst I ever solved, delighted-rne when
I nally suceeeded in discovering it. No. 364 should not be under—
valued, however. As Loyd wrote : “ The King being already hedged
in, it makes a very pretty key-move to give him four avenues of
escape " (Ste, p. ao3).
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THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE-.—I.

Havmr. laid stress consecutively upon a number of the most important
meritorious features in problem construction, it becomes a question
how these shall all be averaged up together to determine the actual
value of any given problem. Some standard of excellence rnust be
determined upon as a measure by which any two problems. however
di erent in character, can be compared. This is chie y necessary,
of course, with a view to tourney judging. In the case of ordinary
publication, it does not much matter which of two problems is the
best; one may be highly commendable for its originality, another
for its difficulty, a third for its neat position. Each charms a certain
proportion of its solvers, while the student is satis ed to note its merits
and to classify its theme. But in a tourney the relative merit of one
problem to another must be accurately determined in fairness to the
competitors. Many different systems of valuation have been offered,
the objection to practically all of which lies in the personal equation
inevitably present so long as judges are human and endowed with
human preferences and aversions.. It has been the fashion of late
to have boards of judges representative of different nationalities or of
di erent ideals of construction. and these boards have accentuated
the almost absurd lack of unanimity with which tourney results will
be arrived at so long as great variations in personal tastes exist. This
difficulty was vividly recognised by Sam Loyd.

" The art of problem composition is still in its infancy and has not
yet arrived at the dignity of a science. Its beauties are admired, but
the rules of light and shade are not understood, the laws of perspective
are not yet established. The competitors in a tourney know as little
upon what basis their compositions are to be judged as the umpire
does how he is to ciamify them. It is a matter of pure guess work,
depending upon the particular tastes of the umpire, and totally devoid
of the positive demonstration that could challenge contradiction.
In every tournament there are generally one or two sets that stand
out prominently, like the giant oaks that tower above their fellows in
the forest. The fact of their superiority is apparent and the only
difficulty would be to explain the why and the wherefore. Where
there is no such apparent superiority and it comes to the nicety of
awarding four or ve prises, then the theory of chances was never
better exempli ed in a lottery. 1 could name a dozen tourneys, the
fairness of which I do not for a moment question, but the prises of which
I would cheerfully agree to double if two experts could be found who
would exactly duplicate the same award from their own convictions.
This shows a complete lack of system and a wide difference of opinion
as to what constitute the Ineritorious features of composition " [.‘ifr.,
pp. ago-I}.
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THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.-II.

A.ePs.acLaTuvo as he did the difliculties of comparative adjudication,
it was to be expected that Loyd would o er some system of his own
for the solution of these difficulties. Indeed he offered two such
systems, the rst based on the principle of points after the conventional
pattern, the second based on the ratio of difficulty to economy. But,
alas, tourney awards are not more generally satisfactory to-day than
they were before the publication of Loyd’s book: no system yet
devised, or likely to be devised in the future, can overcome the fact
that judges' tastes are personal and that they cannot agree with the
personal tastes of all the competitors, each of whom at heart is con dent
that his own entries deserve at the very least an Honourable Mention.
It has been my own experience time and again to have an unsuccessful
competitor write me because I had overlooked some pecuiiarly original
feature in his entry, which " should have been awarded at least an
Honourable Mention l " Un the other hand, I have never been
blamed by any successful contestant for ranking his problem too lriglr.
Under these circumstances I advise the reader, who may be about to
assume the functions of an umpire, not to expect too rnuch of the
panaceas recomniended by Loyd.

“ Many plans," he wrote, “ have been tried for the purpose of
grading problems according to their respective merits- The most
satisfactory that I have ever employed is as follows. judge each
problem upon these four characteristics: r. hieatness of position;
a. Beauty of theme or idea; 3.. Merit of construction ; 4. Di iculty.
To each of these four cardinal features I accord sir: degrees of merit.
which would rate a problem from o to 24. Hy o I refer to any problem
that is actually faulty. To better qualify these sis degrees of merit
I designate them as follows: 1. Had; a. Poor; 3. Fair; 4. Good;
5. Fine ; ti. Splendid. A mere tyro should be able to tell which of
the problems opposite has the neatest position ; he can readily recog-
nise which has the most sparkling theme; a careful analysis will
reveal which subject has been handled the best ; and the process of
solution should prove conclusively which is the most difficult " {."~Itr.,
11- Iaal

Un second thoughts Loyd himself saw that this system of judging
was not as easy as it sounded. Quoting the line “ Fools rush in where
Angels fear to tread," he acknowledged that, “ while any of the rising
generation would give a fearless and off-hand opinion on these questions,
it is doubtful whether even among the masters there are any two who
could examine a hundred problems and without consultation award
ve prises to the same positions " [5.=.'r., p. IQ-5]. " To judge according

to these standards requires the utmost care, skill and taste- It
amounts to an actual summing up of the merits and demerits of each
position I the solutions must be carefully studied; and a thorough
ezramination made of the placing of the pieces, so as to appreciate
the beauties produced, the obstacles overcome, the deceptive hints,
the avoidance of flaws, and the economy of force which makes each
piece do double duty by the introduction of secondary ideas without
imparting a constrained appearance to the setting" {So-., p. 223}.
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THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.-—III.

Lovn's second proposed system for scaling problems was most ingenious
in that it professed to be purely mechanical. It consisted in obtaining
a ratio between the dif cnlty of a problem and the amount of force
employed in its construction.

" Let a committee of three or ve separately solve the problems
to be scaled, keeping an exact record of the time consumed on each ;
deduct therefrom 91;; of the time for each piece employed; then
the scores of all the umpires added together will give the average
rating of each problem " |[5.fr., p. 232}.

This is simplicity itself. Expressed algebraically, we say that if
a: is the number of pieces in a problem, and y the average time required
for its solution, then the value of the problem is _y l:I_'_§:%}. The
use of the fraction 31;, is very clever : 3o is the total number of pieces
exclusive of the two Kings, that could be used in any position.
" Moreover, employing this number simpli es the sum to an easy
reduction of two seconds from every minute for each piece employed,
which can be readily calculated " [.‘i,fr., p. s33].

This method of scoring had many atlvantages. It is reasonably
true that the “ beauty and merit of a problem can be de ned as
di ier-lily produced E:-_y eeonomy offorce " [.5-'lr., p. 232). Clriginality and
sparkle of theme are great factors in the elem.ent of dif culty, and
economy is directly the result of constructive skill and an eye for a
neat position. And there is certainly, as Loyd claimed, “ no room
for disputing the actual record of time and the number of pieces
employed ” 1'_5lr., p. 232]. Wlty, then, has this system never been
used P‘ I think there are in it two fallacies.

In the rst place economy is not a simple record of the number
of pieces in a problem. The strategic and artistic values of the various
pieces are so different under di erent conditions that it is really absurd
to say that in all cases the addition of a 'Wl1ite Queen, or a Black
llishop, or a Black Pawn lowers the economy in an exactly similar
dcgrcc, equal to 117;; of the time required to solve the problem! And
the second flaw in the system is that no two committees, in spite of
Loyd's opinion to the contrary, would give a time~score that was at
all similar. Tastes in solving exist just as much as tastes in construc~
tion. To obtain a true average would require a committee so large
that it would be unwieldy.

This Loyd himself realised in the case of two-movers. “ Owing
to their limited percentage of difficulty and the strong prejudices for
particular styles, I do not believe a fair conclusion can be arrived at
except through the medium of a larger committee, who should endea-
vour to study the positions calmly and deliberately, so far as possible
to preclude the mere chance discovery of the solution “ |[Sfr., p. 233].

Clo the whole, then, Loyd’s systems for rating problems leave ns
exactly where we started, unless it be that we are convinced a little
more rmly than before that an absolute, impersonal, indisputable
method of judging cannot exist in a domain as personal and artistic
as that of the chess problem.
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TI-IE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.—IV.

BUT if Loyd's formula for obtaining the exact mathematical value of
problems proved impracticable in tourneys, it do-es give a rough means
of judging between di erent styles of composition which may well
be taken to heart by some of the more hasty composers of the present
day.

“ My entire work," wrote Loyd, " has been devoted to an elucida-
tion of the standpoint that beauty and merit are best de ned as
difficulty prorfacrd with this least possible number ofpfscrs " {Str.. p. 234}.
" I have discussed this subject at considerable length, but Iwill remind
our problemists once again that they are composing for the general
public and not for the few experts who are able to solve a problem
involving many moves or many pieces. I again refer to neatness of
position as being the most important feature that constitutes a pleasing
and popular problem “ [Sh-., p. 136}.

Luyd’s own problems are a better argument than any abstract
rules in favour of the graceful style which blends difficulty and neatness
so harmoniously. There is in them far " more chess, more taste,
skill and brains in their simple little solutions, than in the half-a-dozen
different variations crowded into their more pretentious rivals " by
other composers {S'Ir., p. 44}. The only trouble with this nest of all
forms of composition is that it is so easy to miss perfection and fall
into the commonplace. No class of problems has been more popular
in recent years than the M.iniatu.re, and none has been more abused
or produced more low grade results. The fact is that, to produce
difficulty with few pieces, one has to have something of Loyd's genius
and inspiration, and unfortunately that is not to be had for the asking.
His standard of excellence, however, remains as a goal to which all
can aspire, and to which patient study and perseverance gives the
greater hope of arriving. .

The question of the relative difficulty which should exist between
problems of different lengths is on the whole a very subordinate matter.
Speaking of this in connection with toumey problems, Loyd referred
to " the impossibility of correctly comparing the merits of a two-mover
with a three, four, or ve-mover, further than by a mere expression
of opinion or taste by the umpire. I used to think it a very good
scale to say that a three-mover should be six times as difficult as a
two-mover; a four~mover, four times as di icult as a three-mover;
and a ve-mover, five times as difficult as a four-mover, which would
make it equal to Iso two-movers. This is not a high estimate when
we consider how few good ve-movers have ever been composed that
are up to standard " [Sfr., p. es5].

Summing up the ideal problem, “ in which boldness of theme
is combined with dif culty of solution, graceful posing with sparkling
variations, and the multitudinous rami cations of the plot with
correctness and purity of detail," Loyd voices the universal adniiration
of solvers : " It seems as if such a problem must have been accidentally
discovered in all its perfection. The question of authorship becomes
almost insigni cant and we are impressed with the wonderful resources
of the chess—board " (Shh, p. e-I54].
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PROBLEM TOURNEYS.—I.

Lov:o's views on Problem Toiuneys, as exprmsed in the " RS.“ of
the Strategy, are remarkably sound and complete, and in all but one
particular are well adapted to the consideration of present-day tourney
organisers, in spite of the thirty years that have elapsed since they
were written. In one respect the nature of problem tourneys has
completely changed, the set system has almost universally been replaced
by the sfngfs smlry system. And it will be noticed that Loyd pointed
out many of the very objections to the set system which helped to
mould public opinion towards upon its relinqnishment.
But, if the reader will make in his mind the few necessary changes
required by the adoption of the existing single entry system, he will
nd Loyd’s remarks an excellent guide in framing a code of tourney

rules.
" I have often thought that one ne problem is apt to give undue

importance to the rest of a set, and unconsciously to overawe or pre-
judice the judges in its favour. For this, as well as for other reasons,
I am satis ed that the only sure way of securing a satisfactory award
is for the competitors to give a different motto to each problem in
their sets, and thus to compel the judges to place a separate rating
on every problem before computing the nal award for sets. As
one swallow does not make a summer, so one good composition does
not proclaim a full edged problemist. There is no law to prevent
the merest tyro from setting up a chance position like No. 33I ; but
he might never be able to repeat the performance and would meet
with poor success if he tried a problem in more moves, like No. 382,
or attempted to handle as many pieces as l have employed in No. 333.
For the purpose of getting a fair rating of the ability of composers,
they are therefore required to fumish a set of three, four or ve prob-
lems which are rated collectively. It is obvious that joint sets, the
united productions of more than one composer, do not meet the require-
ments and are disquali ed from competition " (Sta, p. 251}.

“ A problem is supposed to be in competition when placed in
the hands of the judges or when published. It is perfectly proper,
therefore, for a competitor to ask permission to make any correction
or substitution previous to the date of the closing of the toumey,
provided his entry has not been published or sent to the judges.

“ I do not approve of the popular plan of allowing an extra
month to foreign competitors. The best way is to give a good long
period to all, say six months, so that no such special extenmon of time
is required. It is best always to give three or four prises, so as to
make a more general dmtribution. The amount of the prises is of
secondary importance, and I should like to see the plan introduced
of grvmg medals in place of money " (Stan, p. any].
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PROBLEM TOURNEYS:-II.

“ UHPIRES always desire to say something pretty about the merits
of the problems and the success of the tourney, and are apt to be led
into paying reckless compliments, whereas the facts of the case are
that in many tournaments there is not a single composition that
should rate above a third or fourth-class problem.

“ ‘When there are a hundred or more problems in competition
and none stand out with sufficient prominence to be recognised by
the judges and competitors as the best, the award becomes a matter
purely of chance. After the judges have balloted a certain number
of times without any two hitting upon the same selection, there should
be a saving clause empowering them to declare a draw and divide
the prizes ; for it is manifestly unfair and absurd to attempt to force
an award when the truth of the matter is that there are a score of
problems so evenly tied that no two committees in the world would
agree upon the same verdict.

" There is a grade of composition that almost every problemist
can reach. The ideas are good and there is no room for improvement
in any of the speci ed features of excellence. And. the only reason
that such problems do not receive the prires is that there are too many
others belonging to the same class, and of merit so nearly equal as to
bewilder the judges and create dissatisfaction among the unsuccesful.
I designate these as belonging to what I will term the average tourna-
ment standard, which forms the broad dividing line between mediocrity
and genius. Many reach it, but few, and they only very seldom,
pass beyond “ {.5'1r., p. 263).

” The awarding of Honourable Mentions to as many competitors
as there are prize bearers prevents the necessity of delay in case one
or more sets are found faulty and permits the publication of the names
of the winners at the time of making known the award. The credit
of a toumey is greatly marred by withholding the names of the winners
and competitors long after the award. Aside from the fact that general
interest always expires before the allotted thirty days, it has been
found to be impossible to prevent premature publication of some of
the names. For the further prevention of unnecessary delays it is
also best to empower the judges to decide all questions for which
provision has not been made in the programme " {Str., p. soy].

" Some hold that a problem which has been found faulty in one
tourney can be corrected and re-entered in another tourney. This
question has been tested in some of our recent competitions and may
be considered as de nitely settled : that no correction or revision of
a problem already published or previously entered in a tourney is
eligible to take part in another tourney " (Sta, p. 268).
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PROBLEM TOURNEYS.—III.

“ As it seems hardly fair that the rules and regulations should be
binding only on the competitors, I will add a word, at least, about
the rights of the problemists. They are entitled to aspect that the
promises of a tournament will be faithfully executed. The award
must be made in a fair and impartial manner, the problems published
as promised, and the prizes promptly paid. It is always understood
that the problems are placed at the disposal of the managers of the
tourney ; but, as in many cases their publication has been delayed for
years, it should be thoroughly understood that this stipulation ceases
after a certain period. The matter of the prompt payment of the
prises is also one of serious importance, as I could cite a dozen instances
where the prises have never been paid “ (Sta, p. 263].

" Having discussed such tournamental features as occurred to
me, I now submit the following as a standard programme for the
bene t of the editorial fraternity.

" r. The competition is open to the world, either free or subject
to an entrance fee, as the case may require.

“ 2. All entries must be received by January rst next.
“ 3. Four prizes are offered as follows:

" $1 o.oo for the best set of original problems, one in two,
one in three, and one in four moves.

“ $y.5o for the second best set.
" $5.oo for the third best set.
“ $2,-3o for the best problem of the tourney.

“ 4. No competitor shall enter more than one set of problems;
these must be direct mates without special conditions, and must be
derivable from the ordinary game of chess.

“ 5. Each problem must be designated by a separate motto, and
the three mottoes of each set written on a sealed envelope containing
the name and address of the author. All problems must be diagramed
and accompanied by full solutions.

“ ti. Each problem will be judged and rated separately, upon the
following points of merit before computing the total value of the sets,
twentydive degrees being the maximum for each feature :

“Neatness of Position, r to 25.
“ Beauty of Idea, r to 25.
“Merit of Construction, r to 25.
“ Difficulty of Solution, I to 25.“

[Personally I prefer the plan explained on p. 269, of judging the
problems upon the basis of dif culty produced by economy of force).

One faulty problem does not disqualify the others from competing
as a set.

“ -y. The three sets coming neat in order of merit to the prize-
bearers shall be designated by the judges as receiving the rst, second
and third Honourable Mentions respectively. They shall be promoted
in the same order to ll any vacancies occasioned by the discovery of
faults or of other causes of disquali cation after the publication of the
award.

“ B. The prises shall be paid one month after the publication of
the award, subject to such adjustment as may have become necessary.
It is understood that all competitors agree to abide by the award and
that the judges have full power to decide upon all questions that may
arise " {Sfr., p. add].
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MOTTOES.

Lov_o’s individuality was noticeable even in the mottoes he chose
for his problems. He usually had some double meaning in tiew,
though in most cases I doubt if any one except himself would have
seen the point.

In one of his notes in the Amnisan Chess journal (July, I ygj
he said banterirrgly : “ We have always had great regard for the Latin,
and have won most of our prizes with Latin mottoes. When we tried
a little French in the Dnrrbury News (our motto was: ‘ Pas de lieu
Rhone que nous’ (No. 473), which is merely the French spelling of
the good old saying, ' Paddle your own canoe ’), and again in the same
tourney when we essayed a Spanish disguise (' D'yolle um as' {i“'-To.
446), which some wag translated by reading backwards], we got badly
whipped; and in two other tourneys during the past year we were
compelled to acknowledge the superior calibre of Latin. We certainly
advise all aspirants for tournamental honours to cultivate Latin! "

In the Strategy his opinions are more seriously put forward :—
" The subject of mottoes in tourneys is of but little importance,

yet I feel called upon to devote a few words to it, as I have often been
questioned as to the conditions and purposes which regulate their
choice.

" The idea of substituting a motto in place of the authors name
seems to be a very fair way of securing an impartial award, and is in
accordance with the spirit of chivalry, when the Knights were distin-
guished in their tournaments by some similar device, and were not
called upon to raise their visors until the close of the fray.

“ A motto should be concise—something short and crisp—-directly
to the point, and suggestive of humour, gallantry, or good feeling. I
have not unfrequently, as with No. 393, seen a motto that was descrip-
tive of some feature of the problem ; but a proverb or trite saying is
preferable, and less likely to reveal the solution or authorship of the
problem.

“ I entered No. 394 in one of the Free Press tournaments, and
captured a special prize that was offered for the best motto.

" One of the main objects of mottoes is to secure an impartial
award, without allowing umpires to have any knowledge of author-
ships. Composers should guard against giving publicity to their
paternity, as any umpire would be justi ed in debarring a set which
plainly disclosed its authorship."

Loyd’s “ French " and " Spanish" mottoes reminds one that
languages were not his strong point. He used to tell the story on
himself that, just before he went to Paris in I867, he made a great
e ort and wrote a long letter in French to Jean Preti about various
arrangements to be made. In his answer Monsieur Preti explained
that though he was practically ignorant of English. he begged Loyd,
if he had occasion to write again, to use the English, as it could not be
less intelligible than Loyd's French to him, and might be better!

Loyd’s lack of an aptitude towards languages never troubled
him much. At one time, in the ’7o’s, when he was engaged in news-
paper worlr, we nd him translating an Italian Opera Libretto—the
English and Italian versions facing one another on opposite pages.
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CLASSIFICATION AND INDEXING.

Lovn was among the rst to dream of a possible general classi cation
of problems according to themes. " The distinction of classes and
styles is not only of assistance in facilitating a description of problems,
but also in giving us a more scienti c and clearer understanding of
the subject. It is the only plan I have ever found by which a correct
and systematic collection of problems could be preserved for reference
in regard to authorship and infringement. Many plans have been
proposed depending upon the number of moves or of pieces, upon the
positions of the Kings, and the like ; but these are all utterly impracti-
cable " (Sin, p. 135].

It is undeniable to-day that Loyd was right. and that any classi ca-
tion oi problems except as based on styles and themes is valueless for
any comparative purpose {compare p. 385} ; but oi the " many plans "
he speaks oi, several are very useful for mere reference purposes. In
the preparation of the present book, for instance, I indexed all Loyd's
problems according to the positions of the two Kings, to prevent
duplications. Even Loyd ended by nding a mechanical index useful.
In tgoo, when he was revising the Strategy, he wrote: " I have just
hit on the idea oi indexing my problems, rst by the number oi moves,
and then according to the key-piece and the squares it moves from
and to. This plan is absolutely accurate and quick. For instance:
‘Three-movers, key r Qgj-—gS, .‘:?ir., 135.’ You remember it was a
three-mover, beginning with r Qg5—g , and in a minute you know
it is No. I35 in Chess Strategy. You could index all the problems
ever made, so as to nd any one oi them at once. It has already
shown me that one of my problems had never been printed, and it
will eliminate all duplicating in my work.“ and later in the same
year : “ I nished my index to-day and I think it is splendid. I can
tell if a problem has been given in the Strategy, or whether I have it
in my collection, and can nd it in half a minute. I fonnd that I have
15o not given in Siref-egy. There are quite a lot that 1 am not par-
ticnlarly proud of ; they were made impromptu for some chess editor
and not to illustrate any idea at all."

A collection based on classi cation, such as Loyd suggested,
would be available for all purposes. ‘Whereas an index must -be
adapted for the particular needs of the moment. Loyd's index
would have been useless to one not thoroughly familiar with his
problems and their keys; my own index, based on the positions of
the Kings, also requires great familiarity with the material. It was
ruy rst plan to append some such index to this volume, but I have
lag unable to decide on any that would answer all the various possible
n s.
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THE INDIAN TI-IElrIE.—I.

Wares.‘ Loveday's Indian problem was shown to Loyd in I855, it is
said that he solved it almost at a glance. This was the problem that
had proved so difficult to all solvers ten years previously. Loyd
might well date his skill as a solver from this early achievement, but
the feat in no way led him to urrderrate the problem. I-Ie refused at
any subsequent time to acknowledge that the problem was well con-
structed, but he was among the very rst to explain the merit of the
theme and to foresee the many interesting elab-orations and applica-
tions which the theme permitted. Among the ood of adaptations
which followed the publication of Loveday’s problem, Loyd’s certainly
take the leading place.

Already in I353, in his column in the rlfrssfsal World, Loyd had
written: “The Indian problem, of world-wide celebrity, is often
spoken of as the nest position extant, and is held up to composers
as a model of beauty and of difficulty. It is quite common for editors
when they give a very di icult stratagem, to say ‘ it will almost com-
pare with the Indian problem.’ This is a false impression and should
be done away with, for it is far from being difficult, and, as it rst
appeared, showed but little skill in its construction. The theme has
since been decidedly improved upon by more recent composers, who
have worked on it. But it has also become the most haclrneycd and
worn-out of all problem tricl-rs. The Indian problem should therefore
be esteemed more on account of its being the germ from which a
nurrrerons class of problems have sprung."

I do not hesitate to say that this is probably the sanest piece of
problem criticism ever written by a youth of seventeen. But in the
Strategy, written twenty years later, there is an even stronger statement
of the same opinion : “ Looking upon the old Indian problem as the
origin from which sprang the innumerable problems of this class, we
must yield to it the admiration we would upon an ancient
blrrnderbrrss or steam engine; for it is not the beautiful or di rcult
problem which rnany suppose, and it can readily be improved upon by
any nrorlern problemist " {Sir., p. too).

But ii Loyrl did not value the Loveday Indian on account of its
actual merits, lre did value it highly as a thematic discovery : “ The
idea of a discovered mate is many centuries older than the Indian
problenr, and as I shrill proceed to illustrate is not the distinguishing
trick of the theme and has in reality but little, if anything, to do ivirh
it " {5'ir., p. op}. “ In discussing the features of the Indian problem,
.[ have felt it unnecessary to question its authorship or originality,
and I refer to it as if it were an admitted fact that it was the rst of
its I-rind. I only mention the matter now, for fear of being quoted to
the contrary, there being an erroneous impression prevalent that the
' lnrlian Problem’ is a misnomer, almost as absurd as calling our
country America, after one who did not discover it “ (Siam, p. tor}.
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THE INDIAN THIEME.—II.

Lovn de ned the Indian theme thus: “ The theme of the Indian
problem culminates in a stale-mating position, which White has
provided for by preparing an ambush so as to allow the defence a move
that may expose him to a discovered mate " {5tr., p. gy] ; and this
he quali ed by adding : " The leading feature of the old Indian problem
does not consist in the discovered mate, but in the unexpected and
apparently useless withdrawal of the two pieces to a remote quarter
of the board, the one intersecting the protection of the other so as to
allow the adverse King a move. The feature of the discovered mate
is but a secondary consideration and not a necessary part of the
theme" [5-'tr., p. too}.

These two passages have really been made the texts on which
Kohts and Kockelkorms book on the Indian problem was written.
The withdrawal move, to be followed by the intersection, is called by
the German writers the " critical move " and is made, as Loyd suggested.
the touchstone as to whether any given problem is really an Indian or
not. Loyd was naturally pleased that in so important a book his
view should be accepted as decisive, and I recall his speaking of the
work enthusiastically. “ The best thing ever ‘ made in Germany,’ "
he called it ; and in his department in Lasker's magazine (November,
Ipoal he referred to the concept of the critical move as a “ unique
enunciation, possessing great interest to lovers of chess strategy."
To me he suggested once that in English the term "crucial" move
would give a better notion that the move was the touchstone by which
the genuineness of Indian play could be decided. In the revised
Strategy Loyd gave a very clear interpretation of the Indian “ trick,"
as he persisted in calling it : " It is a three-move theme: rst, the
withdrawal of a piece [t.e., the Crucial move]; second, its ambush
to prevent a stalemate ; and, nally, the mate. The term ‘ discovered
mate ’ is not used, because the mate may be effected without it; but
the prevention of stalemate E absolutely essential " {MS}.

No. sot was Loyd's favourite among the dozen or more Indians
he composed: “ The theme is very hidden in No. 4oI, where the
Bishop carmot give check, but is utilised to prevent the escape of
the King. This one I give as a careful rendering of what I consider
the best branch of the Indian principle; it is the nest problem I
have built on this theme. I selected the idea of an intermediate
piece as being the most scienti c and omitted the usual double check
as too suggestive, while the freedom of the King and the play of the
Pawns conceal the secret of the stale-mating position, the require-
ments of which so often betray the di iculty of Indian problems to
the modern solver " [Str.. p. 96}.

“ In No. .-:,o1 the Indian theme is not threatened ; it is merely
introduced as a contingency, dependent upon Black's play. The
only blemish in this position is the fact that the Rook is attacked by
the Black Pawn. ‘White's strength of position and pieces necessitated
threatening the Rook to prevent other solutions; but the oddity
of the move and the freedom of the Black King justifies the weakness.
It is for the good taste and judgment of composers to decide when
certain accepted points of construction can be violated, for they are
bound by no rigorous rules " [llrIS.}.
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THE INDLE-l.N TI{EME.—III.

l'll.F’I‘EH. Loyd had mastered Loveday's Indian and analysed its theme,
he lost no time in beginning experiments himself. No. 4 was one of
his rst half dosen compositions, and the earliest which he saw t
to quote in the Strategy ,' he refers to it as his " second attempt," but
that is a tri ing exaggeration. He later reset it as shown in No. 393.

Soon variations from the Loveday motive began to suggest them-
selves : “ A ne variation of this favourite theme is where the cover-
ing of the key-piece is for the purpose of allowing an intermediate
piece, other than the Black King, to move. This appears to advantage
in No. 4oo " [Str., p.

Two of Loyd's best Indians are shown in Nos. 4oa and 4o3. In
the former, as in Nos. 4or and .ro5, the key-piece stands err prise to
avoid cooks, a feature Loyd recognised as a aw. The novelty of
No. rroa lay in the play of the Black Knight. White’s intersecting
move, a Rfe, not only pinned the Knight, but compensated for doing
so by allowing the King a move. Loyd called this a “ precautionary
measure." It does not differ from Loveday’s intersecting move in
essence, but it differs from it materially in character.

No. ao3 omits the customary discovered mate of the Indian,
" and yet fm-nishes a new and interesting branch of the family "
{Str., p. too}. This position has proved one of Loyd's most suggestive
works, and from it has sprung a whole group of problems of the Passive
Sacri ce type. By a passive sacri ce is meant the surrender of its
powers and activities by any piece {usually ‘whitej, without its actual
removal from the board by capture. There are several kinds of
passive sacri ce, the intersectional [or Indian} type being the most
ingenious and also the most popular. _

Loyd chose No. 4o3 as an example of problem construction,
“ to give a faint conception of the vagaries that it through the mind
of a composer. My crude idea for rearing a little Indian was this:
3,."2Q3pI,/5k2;'5BSI,l3SIPIK;'5,t3,t3 [3 moves, r Bbr; a Sea]. A
slight examination revealed several mates in one, many in two, and
more in three. To prevent the mates with the Knight and to take
away the dangerous guard of f-y, I substituted a Pawn for the Knight :
3,l2Q5,r'§k2,t3PIBpK,P'3S4;' PI,td,I3 [3 moves, I Hbr ; a Sea}. To
cure the radical weakness of rKJ:r , I turned the problem on its head :
dtdthf trQ faprS3,/5Ka,takBa (3 moves, I Bh5 ; a Sgrr}. The
forces were still so strong that I could not prevent other solutions,
although I tried a thousand expedients before essaying this new
departure: SjB,tyQ,?4Srpr,tBf kr,t3B4,»'s4KIIi l3 moves, I Bad;
a Sch}. I tried many ways to prevent the mate resulting from I Kee,
but nally had to employ a Knight instead of a Bishop, and also raised
the pieces to prevent the other key of I Bby: d;’yQ,t4SIp:r,r'aS5,t
blr1;’df5KIB,t3 (3 moves, I Bb-El; a Soy}. This was better, but I
was compelled to make another change to prevent I Q}: P + : El,-"tiQr,t
3SIpa;'ISbt5k2,td,t.rK1Br,t'B (3 moves, I Bali; a Shy]. There were
still other solutions, I Kfa and I Qg , so I added Black Pawns at e3
and hy, and a ‘White Pawn at hb. But I found no way of correcting
the move I SCl4, except by dispensing with the Knight altogether:
B,tt'>QpI35rpIP,taPsj5ka,?aPIp3,t4KrBr,t3 [3 moves, I Bad; a Shy}.
Here again there was a pretty aw, 1 Bea ; a Sift, so I was compelled
to lower everything in order to add an extra Black Pawn, as shown
in No. 4o3, which makes the position sound " {5'tr., pp. rqo-1].
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THE INDIAN THEME.--IV.

T1-rs. use of Pawn Promotions in connection with the Indian theme
has become very frequent of late. as readers of my Promotion Book
will remember. But the rst steps to he taken were slowly made.
Capraee was the pioneer as to Promotion arubushes. but to Loyd
belongs once more the credit of being rst with the introductory
crucial move. or withdrawal prior to the ambush.

No. 4o4 is strictly no Indian at all. because no withdrawal of the
Queen who is to be ambushed is present. This problem is of the
Capraes type. the di erence being that a Black piece is liberated by the
ambush instead of the Black King.

In No. 4o5 the crucial move has been ingeniously worked in.
although the original stand of the Bishop within reach of the Black
Pawn takes away from the spontaneity of the key. The position
was among Loyd 's earliest, having been published when he was barely
fteen. " It is a crude a air." Loyd confessed, " a clumsy attempt

to perfect the Indian feature by the withdrawal of the Bishop. which
as a matter of course requires four moves if the Rocking of the Pawn
is retained " {MS.]. " I consider the trick of claiming a Rook or Bishop
as closely allied to the Indian device. from the fact that these pro-
motions cannot be illustrated except for the purpose of avoiding a
stalemate" {Sir., p. op}.

Another ingenious use of Pawn Promotion in connection with the
Indian theme is to have the inter—sectional move made by a simple
Pawn, which afterwards delivers the usual Indian discovered mate by
being promoted to a Queen. In speaking of priority in the matter
of such discoveries it is unwise to be too dogmatic. but, speaking
subject to correction. Loyd again appears as the pioneer. In Hos.
and and 4o’; he has presented the crucial move both diagonally and
laterally, with a corresponding diagonal or lateral discovered Promo-
tion mate. Instead of a Queen. the Pawn might consequently claim
a Bishop or a Rook. but these are included in the Queen promotions,
on the principle that the greater includes the less, and so no very
serious dual occurs. In No. no-[1 the free Black Queen disguises the
necessity for an Indian withdrawal move by the White Bishop [2 Bgd}.
"The Indian play is reserved as a contingency in case the defence
should attempt to secure a stalemate by wilfully sacri cing his Queen.
The actual theme of the problem is the one written as a variation;
namely, the threat. But as enplained elsewhere. the superior brilliancy
of a variation often appears to supplant the leading solution.

“ This is the style of problem in which I nd it most meritorious
to introduce the theme in a variation; the reason is because the
Indian always turns upon a stalemating position and, in a problem
like I“-Io. 4-:36. it necessitates the solver's seeing both branches of the
solution before making the key-move {that is both the line of play
that is threatened and the contingent Indian theme where the defence
attempts a stalemate} ; whereas in ordinary problems the solver has
only to look at the threatened mate and stumbles. as it were, on the
variations" {Slr., p. {.15}.
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THE INDIAN  .—V.

T1-rs attempt to double features of the Indian theme led Loyd to the
composition of Nos. 4nd and .-tog. The rst is really no Indian at all,
since every semblance of a crucial move is omitted; but the inter-
section is doubled, so that " two moves are made to remove the pro-
tecting power of four pieces " {5'l‘r., p. pg}. In a sense the key will
remind one of Wi1ite's second move, 2 Sb , in No. 4o3, for it shuts off
the active in uence of two White pieces. We are not, however, in
presence of a true passive sacri ce, because in a secondary variation
both the pieces return into play. In the main line, however, the
passive sacri ce is complete, and its succession by another inter-
sectional move heightens the effect greatly. It seems almost impos-
sible that 'White's tremendous guard on b3 could be so quickly
cancelled. The neatness of the whole mechanism is remarkable, for
White's force does not include a single piece not essential to the theme.
This is typical of so many of Loyd's best problems, and means that
they can be set up from memory by anybody who has once thoroughly
mastered their contents.

The case is quite di erent with No. 4og, where the position is
cramped and the Pawns lavished with too liberal a hand. “ I have
not had leisure to dress it up in a more presentable form, but I felt
that my subject would be incomplete unless I showed that it was
susceptible of bifurcation " {S.€r., p. q5). " This suggests that by
the skilful use of the pieces it would not be a diflicult matter to illustrate
how half-a-dozen little Indians might dwell harmoniously in the one
wigwam " ll‘-:IS.].

Loyd revelled in showing the possibilities still concealed by the
themes considered most worn out. His was the rst double Indian,
but that did not satisfy him ; he must throw in a Castling key, to add
to the burlesque surprise. These good old themes are not played
out, was I.oyd’s constant message, and he brought it home by these
absurd novelities. Most composers travel in the ruts, it is true, but
that docs not prevent the road being broad and attractive. Loyd's
hint about a further multiplication of the Indian principle has not
yet borne much fruit. Double Indians enist galore, and Pauly has
succeeded in getting n three-fold combination, but Loyd’s " half--dozen
Indians in one wigwam " are still in the remote future, and even the
four-fold Indian appears well-nigh impossible. and——alas—we no
longer have Loyd to show us how it is to be done. Meanwhile the
plain Indian tribe is increasing daily in numbers. “ A collection of
all the Indian problems published," Loyd had written in the Strategy
(p. 95}, “ would undoubtedly ll a volume; for I think the changes
have been rung upon all the pieces and in an in nite variety of render»
lugs." Well, the Indian Book has been written, and its success certainly
snrpamd whatever Loyd's anticipations may have been. It has
awakened endless new Indian and Intersectional problems. good,
bad and indifferent, and the fashion is not yet on the wane : Loyd’s
own words have become the motto of a large body of active and often
brilliant composers : " Critics who have enhansted their awn inventive
powers are apt to consider that this theme has been worn threadbare.
I refer to it merely as speaking of the inexhaustible resources of the
art, and not that I feel over owing with ideas this morning, when I
say that I would readily undertake to furnish an unlimited number
of new and original versions of this Indian problem " ($11., p. 9?}.
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THE INDIAN THEME.-VI.

Taaouonour his treatment of the Indian Theme Loyd was most particu-
lar as to what he admitted into the tribe and what he rejected under
the name of “ Half-breed Indians." The presence of a withdrawal
move and of an impending stalemate was rigorously required by him
of every candidate for admission to the tribe. In only one case do
I nd any problem as to which he and any of the most up-to-date
Indian theorist would have differed. In No. 41o Loyd saw in the key
and second move, 1 Rha; a Rhr, a proper Indian withdrawal or
crucial move. Modern theorists on the Indian question would say
that these moves were imperfect, or round-about {peri-critical], because
the actual square of intersection {gr} was not traversed by the Rook
in its withdrawal.

On all other points Loyd is supported by the. modern school.
He repeatedly calls attention to positions such as No. 411, to empha-
sise that a discovered mate does not create an Indian. Indeed he
has shown us already, in Ho. J,o3, that the discovered mate can be
entirely dispensed with, by resorting to the principle of Passive Sacri ce.
“ I sent No. 411," he tells us, " to a friend, who replied that he thought
it ‘ a very pleasing rendering of the Indian problem,’ whereas they have
no two features in common and are widely different " (.Sfr., p. pg}.

But Loyd went much further than this in his analysis of what
was not Indian. Even a withdrawal key, followed by intersection and
discovered mate, is not necessary Indian, so long as the stalemate
feature is absent. He called Nos. its and 41:3 "parodies" on this
account.

" We can make a live Indian of Ho. Ira, by placing a ‘White
Pawn on g3. We have then the bisarre withdrawal of the Queen,
the ambush of the line of guard, and the discovered mate of the pure
lndian. As given, however, the sarne moves are made for a di erent
purpose, and it is not an Indian at all. The reason the Queen with-
draws to gr is so that she may afterwards reach g-4.

“ In No. 415 the Indian sequence is forced for a still different
object, simply because there are no other moves that ‘White can play.
What I might call the Irrdia.n routine remains, but all semblance to
the genuine strategy is absent" {M5}.

In leaving the subject of Indian strategy let me quote another
passage in which Loyd sums up his admiration for the theme : “ The
sparkle and di iculty of the problem consists in its having a perfect
theme, and not a mere haphazard built-up solution that a solver can
stumble upon. The object of a problem being to mate the adverse
King, we naturally concentrate our energies in that direction, and
look at such moves as advance upon the enemy ; moves that are dia-
metriically opposed to this object appear so surprising and unnatural
as to impart a pleasing charm of their own. What could be more
unique, therefore, than the theme of the Indian problem. where instead
of advancing to the attack the pieces are withdrawn and shut off from
the scene of action? “ {Sfr., p. 1oI}.
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SURPRISE l'riOVE3.—I.

“ ‘W1'1‘Hos.awnro a piece to a remote place, where to all appearances
its usefulness is impaired rather than increased, constitutes the main
idea of many problems, being odd and di icult, because the entire
theme must be grasped before the key-move is hit upon. I introduce
these problems with surprise keys, therefore, as being neat of kin
to the Indian“ (Sat, p. rot].

The problem student of to-day would certainly 11ot agree with
Loyd that positions with surprise keys should be grouped blindly
together. A hundred dilierent themes can be embellished by the use
of surprise keys, although they might have no other feature in common.
The surprise key is only an idea, not a theme {p. 2o3}, The composer
says to himself : " Go to ; let me make a problem with a funny key
move “ ; and, provided he has Loyd's imagination at command. he
will turn out a position like No. 415 with its odd corner-to-corner
key, or like No. 414 with its striking withdrawal oi the Bishop. There
is no relationship whatever between the two problems. Nevertheless,
Loyd probably composed no group of positions to which the term
" Loydesque " would be more generally applied than these very
surprise problems, so that it may be justifiable to give a number oi
striking examples together here.

It is indeed interesting to observe how Loyd, the great master
of complete Indian st ratcgy, should also have made peculiarly his own
all those forms of chess thought which enter into Indian composition.
The many forms of withdrawal keys, here referred to as surprise
moves; the application of interference play, with or without the
introductory crucial move. to all possible combinations of the Wliite
and the Black men ; the avoidance of stalemate and the varied subtle-
ties of stalemate tries; the principle of discovered mates and the
entire subject of batteries, including mined batteries and pinning:
all these groups of problematic themes, which are in no way connected
with one another, spring as it were from the consideration of one element
or another of that rnost cornplea of themes, the Indian. Loyd had
them all at his lingers‘ tips, and as we must nd some order in which
to present his problems, I think we cannot do better than take up
rst the groups to which 1 have just referred. They will lead us

through many departments of chess thought, and when we have
nished we can take up such other forms of strategy as remain—

clearances, sacri cing, and the rest.
I¢o}'d also called his surprise withdrawal keys “ ight-moves."

ln No. are the key must be the ight I Bg-2, " to protect the King
from the threatened adverse check I . ., Bh3. The tries I Bdj, etc.,
are all met by the longer moves of Black's Bishop, I . ., Bfj, etc, So
in No. 41? the Bishop ies to hy, so that it cannot be confronted by
its rival. The tries constitute the themes of both problems and you
are asked to admire mere ights of fancy I " [I‘rlS.]. In the Strategy
Loyd de ned the key of N=o. 41? as " preparing a check -on gd, which
is the only square on the. diagonal that the Black Bishop cannot defend.
This is one of the many pretty tricks formed by the corners of the
board " [Str., p. 13?].
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SURPRISE l'+iOVES.—II.

" Airnouon it is a very common practice to build a solution upon
curious and improbable lines of play, yet it is dillicult to explain why
one move or a series of moves can be fan-ny or more amusing than
others, and yet such is often the case, and I have enjoyed many a
hearty laugh after discovering what struck me as a funny solution.
It seems as if the moves become pleasing in proportion as they are
removed from the ordinary style of play.

“ ‘While speaking of the subject of odd moves I wish to refer to
the popular device of withdrawing a piece to a remote part of the
board as being very pleasing, but greatly over-rated in regard to
difficulty, as the solver is generally led on to the correct move without
the trouble of solving the problem. In No. 413 he sees the idea of
withdrawing the Rook, and moves it but a_short distance and nds he
has not retreated far enough, and experiments again until the real
point of the problem is forced upon him before he is aware of it. I
do not wish to be understood as depreciating this kind of problems,
for I consider that they belong to the most agreeable class of composi-
tions tant, and peculiarly characteristic of what I am describing
as funny problems. I merely allude to the fact that a solver is apt
to stumble upon their solution experimentally. Aside from the odd
withdrawal of the Rook, the key of No. .:;Iti is doubly bizarre from
the peculiar appearance of locking up the White Bishop, which makes
it the prettiest, if not the most unlikely, move on the board " (Son,
pp. 1ii —j?].

The key of bio. .418 always reminds me of that of No. bag, for
in both, after the key-move is made, there is a White Bishop bottled
up in one corner, apparently incapacitated from taking any further
share in the action. But the keys themselves are the very opposite
of one another. In No. ard it is the Rook that interferes with the
Bishop in its effort to reach its most effectiye station ; whereas in No.
oe5 it is a case of a Pawn promoting to a Bishop on a square where
it seems quite useless. Elf the two, No. bag is probably the better,
and Loyd always spoke of it as one of his favourites arnong his " funny
problems."

(Ii-f the surprise moves with the Queen, bio. 419 is a relatively
simple specimen. The corner-to-corner key is made so as to be able
to capture the Book on at. It was one of Loyd's very early attempts.
Ho. see is decidedly more interesting. Black threatens a safe defence
by I Q‘.xQ, and it is a question of nding a retreat for the ‘Wl1ite
Queen where Black's capture can be successfully answered. This is
one of the problems which can be solved experinlentally, as Loyd
suggested, by withdrawing the Queen further and further until the
intended solution practically reveals itself.

Funniest of all, however, is the withdrawal key to No. 421, and
its effect is heightened by the odd grouping of the men and the totai
absence of Pawns. The position is not di icult to solve, for if the
Queen leaves c-2 she must move to some position where she can capture
if Black checks on ha, but a good joke does not suffer because it is
quickly understood.
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SURPRISE MOVES.-——III.

“ Ixssnoca as almost all styles of problems may be rendered in
different forms by the substitution of other pieces for the carrying
out of the theme, so in the case of surprise moves the ‘White Queen
may be employed to good advantage, as in the problems quoted
opposite, in which the key-moves are pleasing from the mere oddity
of having to withdraw the Queen to remote and apparently useless
positions.

" I will here take occasion to state that it often occurs, there being
no Pawns on the board, that it makes no difference from which of the
four sides you view a position and the composer may select his posing
to please his own fancy. Although in direct opposition to the only
view I have heard expressed on the subject, I advise the selection of
the version that makes the key-move either a vertical advance or a
retreat, and never a horizontal move to right or left. And in applying
this principle to the choice of surprise moves in general, I would always
so far as possible employ the same rule, for the eye sweeps the horiaon
too easily, and a move like I Qh.-1, in bio. 425 will never strike the
solver as being so odd and peculiar as, for instance, the keys of Nos.
422 and 423 ” |[.‘-_i:Tr., p. 1113).

" Ivloves of this kind, where a piece buries itself in an obscure
corner or ies off from the scene of action, are what I term surprise
moves: and there are innumerable problems composed upon this
pleasing style, and many are the curious and ingenious reasons that
composers have discovered to utilise or necessitate these peculiar
moves in the course of their solutions. In composing problems
involving surprising or peculiar lines of play, the authors generally
think rst of the moves. For example, a composer said to me : ‘ here
is a funny idea for a problem, to start the Queen from hI, move to hli,
all, nI and buck to the point of beginning, rnate. So, starting off with
the sol utiou lirst, he puaaled his brains for some inspiration that would
suggest a [our-mover in which this series of moves could be presented "
[.‘>'rr., p. Io2].

This " funny solution " of moving the Queen through all four
corners of the board has recently been baptised the “ Irlerry-go—Round."
Its achievement dates back to a four-mover by U. Hlubek in the
r’h~sn*rreiri1isrin* School-eeitrorg for November, 151:4, while a rig-sag
lvlerry-go-Round [Q from b1 to ail. ho, at and mating on hr], by
llapraea, was published in the early '5o's. In the last few years a
great many new renderings have been published, thanks to the initia-
tive furnished by a special Task Tourney in the Russian magaaine
Sr.lmrw.v:-rrrnrz-r f}'or:rr:'n-y'r in rqor-o2. Tours of the Rook, and smaller
tours by the Bishop and Knight have also been introduced into the
solutions of " funny problems." usually in four moves. Loyd never
tried his own hand at the lderry-gio-Round, although his success with
what I have called the Triangle Blocks (Nos. 259 and 2E-o] gives us
some idea of the ingenious results he could have obtained if he had
cared to try the task.
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SURPRISE 1rIOl'ES.—I'£'.

" lies-rrovss, which from their unexpected nature have a sulhciently
startling appearance to be classed among what I have termed surprise
moves, have been introduced into thousands of problems and in
every conceivable style and shape. I was more particularly referring,
however, to the positions of this class wherein the oddity of the move
consists in withdrawing the key-piece to an isolated and apparently
useless post " {Str., p. r:o4]|.

" The idea, however, of introducing the most improbable lines
has become so well understood, that our solvers are very apt to search
for the most unlikely moves and so overlook the score of plausible
traps which the author flatters himself he has set for the unwary.
I showed Ho. 4215 to half-a-dozen solvers, every one of whom made
the key-move as if by instinct, adnrr'h!r'rrg titer‘ they did not see r‘-ire object
of fr‘. I have known many instances where most di icult problems
were published, and solved by many, and years afterwards it was
found that some simple solutions had been entirely overlooked.
Problemists should remember, therefore, that it does not always make
a problem difficult to have a doaen very tempting and obvious lines of
attack. The fact of their being apparent is a sufficient indication
to the solver that he need not look at them ; so he passes over a'score
of easy moves, and at once hits upon the correct one, which may be
the only difhcnlt and nnpromising looking move on the board “ {Sn-*.,
p. aoyj.

The unexpected ambuscade of Ho. 425 reminds one of the close
of a well-known four-mover by Philip Klett. It makes an excellent
key-move, which Loyd has introduced for the purpose of supporting
a White Pawn in a slightly different manner in lffos. 42;? and 428.
The second move by the Knight in Ii’o. 425 recalls the variation after
1. ., Kfg in No. Ely. A good feature in No. 42y, which always lends
added piquancy to a surprise key, is the giving of an unlooked-for
ight-square to the Black King. In this respect ii-'o. 425 was a notable

problem. “ It illustrates," wrote Loyd, " what I have alluded to as
the opening of lines of attack that at present are closed, and contains
a very funny theme that I regret could not be illustrated with fewer
pieces. The chief merit consists in abandoning the guard of c3 and c5,
which the Queen appears intended to protect " [5£r.. p. I rg].

Sometimes one surprise key suggests another by a consideration
of its exact opposite- For instance, in No. 421; the Queen app-ears
placed to admit some mate like I Sdy, Kgg; 2 Ph4, similar to the
mate in No. 425. Consequently, once the solver has mastered No.
42-El and seen the merit of moving the Queen to hr, he will be all the
more averse to moving the Queen away from ht in bio. 429. Loyd
was fully awake to all such tricks. Having found a good theme, other
composers might be satis ed to investigate its direct elaborations.
He would only give it further consideration if he saw that some radically
new expression was possible or if he could invert it or turn it inside
out in some manner that the solver would not be expecting. Hence
in part the delightful freshness of his work.
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INTERFERENCE THEMES.—I.

In the Indian therne the stalemate is avoided by one of the White
pieces masking the line of action of another, or in ether words by
interference play. Now, there are many forms of interference play
which have nothing to do with avoiding stalemate. Interference by
White is the principle by which all indirect batteries that are prepared
by a masking key are formed. But interference has a far wider scope
than the cutting off of one White man by another. The White pieces
can interfere in all kinds of ways with the Black pieces, and the Black
pieces can interfere with each other with varied and beautiful results.
The same principle of a crucial move to precede the White interference
of the Indian theme can he introduced into Black interference play
to bring out the entire effect of the combination. Such a preparatory
move is usually, but not necessarily, invited by a sacri cial decoy.
The modern German composers who have specialised so intensively
in this eld have shown how readily every possible introductory decoy
can be caused without any actual sacri ce. But Loyd, for the most
part, preferred to have his decoys depend on a sacri ce. In the
problems which come under the present de nition, for instance, No.
oog is the only position in which Black's crucial move is not a direct
capture permitted by the key. The theme was a favourite one with
Loyd: “ The sacri cing of a piece to withdraw the capturing piece
out of position, to where its line of action can be cut o by some
necessary defence is an excellent theme. It can be introduced into
problems of any number of moves, and can be demonstrated equally
well in the play of the Black Rook or Bishop. It forms an interesting
branch of intersection and should be carefully studied, for it contains
a most scienti c principle " (Ste, p. B5}. “This intersecting theme,
like others, can not only be introduced in endless variety by employing
different pieces, but it is susceptible of being given with excellent
effect by the doubling system. It is bifurcated, for instance, in No.
43o, illustrating the idea equally well, no matter which Rook captures
the Queen " |[Se‘r., p. 56]. This No. 43o is one of the most beautiful
among Loyd's problems. Its construction is marveilously simple and
accurate. The only objection to it that anyone could find lies in the
large number of Pawns, and this Loyd might in part have avoided,
for H. F. L. Meyer has suggested that, by moving the Black Pawn
from c5 to a5, two of the White Pawns {a5 and cy} could readily be
dispensed with. But this is a very smail matter. The bifurcation.
as m so many of Loyd's problems, depends on symmetry, which in
this case is diagonal symmetry. The Knight play is similar to that
in No. 31?:-y ; but the ease with which this is applied to the intersections
{1..,]E'{RI=-<Q; a.., Bfg, and I.., QR:-=:Q; a.., Bea}, gives the
solver a sense of discovery and a realisation of the presence of genius
which are often absent from problems we hear called “ original."
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INTERFERENCE THEMES.—II.

" THE chief merit of interference problems depends upon the subtlety
of the play threatened by the key " (MS). By this Loyd meant that
the decoy sacri ce, whose acceptance by Black constitutes the crucial
move of an interference theme, should be made to seem as unlikely
a key as possible. The more purposeless the key seems from the point
of view of its threat, the less likely the solver is to grasp the theme
contained in the main variation. Take No. 431. The key is at rst
glance an absurd one, The Rook may look out of play at g1 ; but
it certainly appears no more helpful at g7. A wilful sacri ce on that
square is so little plausible that no one would trouble to consider
prematurely the effect of its acceptance. To solve the problem, in
other words, one must rst discover some reason to suggest placing
the Rook on g7 and then one must realise how Black has weakened
his position when he transfers his Bishop, by an apparently safe defence,
from e5 to gy. Or take No. 432. The key is a good one here also,
because the object of going to g8 is an unlikely sacri cial threat
{2 QR R), and because Black's evident reply I_., R>~:Q, does not
readily betray any weakening of his position. -The solver must not
only see the threat (2 Q >< R), but he must also master the interference
defence (I . ., R X Q ; 2 . .. Hg? I), before he can hope to reach a solution
of the problem. This element of double difficulty cannot be obtained
in a problem where the theme is directly embodied in the threat,
however meritoriously constructed—and we have seen elsewhere how
meritoriously Loyd could present thematic threats. Having these
two components of the total dif culty to rely on, a composer in the
interference eld can even disregard one of them, and still produce
a very difficult problem, provided the other component is properly
treated. Loyd showed this in No. 433. A more brutal key could
hardly be imagined. The posing of the pieces suggests that the King
is to be allowed to capture the Rook; yet the key withdraws the
Rook and threatens an immediate mate. But having made the key,
Black's defence is such a ready one and to all appearances so conclusive
that the problem is in reality a very puzzling one. Wlrite would like
to play I QRc5, were it not for Black's reply of I. ., S>< R; hence
the decoy I Rd;-1, followed by the interference 1. ., RZKR; 2 Reg,
S115 ; 3 Rc4 mate.

Still another feature in this group, which we should notice if proof
of Loyd's versatility were necessary, is the great freedom of the Black
King in No. 434. In all interference problems the usual thing is to
have the Black King rigorously ned. Here Loyd shows how easily
his master hand can lavish a couple of ight squares without in any
way affecting the merit of his theme.
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INTERFERENCE THEMES.—III.

THE fashion for de ning all the di ereut possible kinds of intersecting
themes, which has been followed so diligently in Germany for the
last ten years, has led to a clear understanding of the functions of the
pieces, ‘White and Black alike, but the historical investigation of
origins has necessarily followed more slowly. A noteworthy case is
that of the so—called Plachutta interference, which may be de ned as
the mutual self-interference of any two long—range pieces of the same
colour having the same direction of motion. Usually the pieces
involved are Black; but a ‘White interference is entirely possible of
presentation in the way of tries to the solution. Plachutta's position
was published in the Leipzig Iiirrsb-iris Zeitang for 23th August, I853.
Its theme presents two co—ordinate main-plays brought about by
forcing Black to double his Rooks rst on the le and then on the rank.
This doubling of the Rooks, though apparently strengthening Black's
position, really weakens it, since the Rook which is moved intercepts
the command of the other one. 'White’s second move forces the
moving Rook to do the duty rst assigned to the other and so diverts
it from its own original line of action, after which ‘White mates on a
square initially commanded by the diverted Rook. The doubling of
the Rooks is usually effected by a ‘White sacri ce, and the square on
which the sacri ce and the doubling occur may be looked upon as the
critical square. The doubling of the Rooks may be brought about
without any sacri ce, and the theme may be yet further elaborated by
having introductory critical moves by one or both of the Rooks. But
these are all more recent re nements, as are also the various usages
of Queens and Bishops to interpret the theme diagonally.

Now, Plachutta was not the originator of the theme at all. ].
Kohts showed in the Woeasrrsehach last year (13th October, IqI2} that
Loyd's No. 435, composed ten mouths before Plachutta's version,
fully illustrates the theme. It was rst published with the Black
Bishop and Pawn at f4 and f transposed, permitting the cook I Rea +.
A correction by Frank-Healey was given in the fl.-irrsireted London
Nerus of a th December, I-35?, and another rendering of the theme,
came out a few weeks later in Cassslfs Illustrated Family Paper,
under the distinguished name of R. B. Wormald.

I will speak elsewhere [p. 455} of the difficulty of deciding whether
an rmsound problem, such as the original version of No. 435, can be
wisely considered as the rst presentation of a theme. However the
question may be settled in the future Loyd will come out favourably :
for, if unsound problems are admitted on record, this Plachutta theme
belongs among his trophies ; and, if they are not admitted as complete
presentations, the Turton clearance must in turn fall to his share, since
his No. II had only an unsound version ahead of it in date {see p. 343].
These questions of priority, however, are mainly of a purely academic
interest. The origin and growth of themes is too fascinating a subject
to be spoiled by empty discussions and the splitting of hairs.
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INTERFERENCE THEMES.—IV.

THE interception of the line oi action of the Black pieces by White
leads to some pretty e ects, but in general they are less striking than
the effects produced by a similar interception by Black. The reason
for this doubtless is that when the Blacks interfere with their own
pieces they do so against their will, because the enemy has in some way
or ether lured or forced tl1em into a trap. On the other hand when it is
White who interferes with Black, it is usually a case of direct attack
combined with malice aiorethought. It may be cleverly devised and
it may be well hidden, but a theme which depends for its eiiect mainly
on the moves of White's attack can never have the charm or the
unespectedness of one which is developed through the defensive
efforts of Black. Take No. .-.|.3 . It is clear that removing the White
Rook threatens s Qbt mate. Black's obvious replies would be I. .,
B J-=1’ P or I. ., P Ls: Q. This readily suggests I Rod to be the key, because
in no other way could White give the two necessary diagonal mates
ls QKP mate and 2 P;>cB=Q mate} which the Black Queen and
Rooks are all in position to defeat. A cut-o key of this sort is better
disguised in a three-move problem, as the Black defences that have
to be prevented are less easily seen. In No. 45?, removing the White
Rook threatens the pretty two-move continuation 2 Qed. There is
only one move by Black whieh could successfully defeat this, and it
will take an inesperieuced solver a long time to realise that this move
is 1. ., Rbep. A practised solver would see it more quickly, and he
would at once recognise t.hat 1 Rb5 was the correct solution. A rather
diiierent sort of interception, though still one by the Wliite Rook, is
shown in No. 438. Here the key uncovers check, forcing Black to
lose a move, allowing Wliite to continue with .3 Bad. The result is
practically that ‘White has moved twice in succession, the second
move taking advantage of the interception created by the rst. Finally,
in No. 439, the odd third move prevents a check by the Black Rook.
The White King is placed so far from the scene of action that the solver
is apt to overlook the possibility of his being a very important personage
in the plot- The whole setting of this well-known Little miniature is
deceptive. It looks at rst as though the Queen were espressly placed
to allow a series of lorced checks beginning with the discovery of the
Knight, 1 Sdb+ or the like. The probability of the position cl.th:nina--
ting, as it does, in a waiting clirnas seems so slight as hardly to deserve
consideration.
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INTERFERENCE THEllrlES.—-V.

" No. _1_-lo shows the decoy of the Black Bishop followed by the advance
of the White Pawn to cut off the Queens line of defence. A score of
better illustrations could be found to explain the principle of a White
piece interfering with the action of a Black one; but this problem
was composed in the early days when it was considered praiseworthy
to display one's ability to handle a great number of pieces. It is a
real pleasure to nd that such a monstrosity is still deemed worthy
of illustrating anything whatever " |[MS.].

This little idea of cutting o ’ the action of a Black Queen or Bishop
so that to threaten a Knight mate. with another contingent Knight
mate in reserve, was used to much better advantage in No. 441. It
also reappears as a sub-idea in No. 5liB. No. .141 is a good esample
of a waiting-move three-er. “The beauty of the waiting principle
appears to the best advantage when the Black pieces are free, and there
are one or more like the Rook in No. 441 that seem to be able to play
in any direction without affecting the relative bearing of the pieces "
(Son, p. Iao}. In the MS., Loyd altered the placing of the Key Pawn
to ba. The change is perhaps an improvement, but only a slight
one. He also referred to the Black King's Bishop as a semi dead-head,
“ simply placed on hd to be allowed to move to gy, after which there
is a neat reply, quite disconnected from anything else in the solution "
{MS.}.

The introduction of a crucial move by the Black piece, prior to
its interception by hllhite, has all the added interest which the crucial
move gives to all the dilierent branches of interference strategy.
Loyd realised this as if by intuition, recognising that in such a position
as No. 442 he had at last found the great rarity oi a true ve-move
theme. “ The plot commences with-the rst move and requires the
entire sequence of the solution to complete it. Problems of this kind
are never built up a move at a time ; the theme must be conceived
in its entirety before the composer resorts to the chess-board to give
expresmon to his thoughts " (Stu, p. 3,2}.

To quadruple the interference of Black's pieces by White, with
four complete crucial moves, was a remarkable feat for a boy in his
teens to attempt. Eut nothing was too daring for young Loyd, and,
when the result was not economical and spontaneous into the bargain,
there was no one quicker to note the defect. “ It often happens,"
he wrote, “ that the ‘White forces are so strong that a stupid keysmove
has to be introduced to prevent other solutions. No. .443 is a capital
illustration of the interference theme dressed up as a waiting problem,
but White's forces are so numerous that there would be a score of
solutions if the White King was not placed in jeopardy. If such were
not the case and a perfect key could be found, it would be a marvellous
problem ; but it has often been remarked that the boldest and most
interesting themes are those which it is impossible to perfect I “ {M5,}.
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INTERFERENCE THEMES.—VI.

WE all know how simple tunes occasionally run in our heads. A
melody harmts us ; we hmn it, we whistle it, we sing it, we dream of it.
I sometimes think the Nowotny interference ran in Loyd’s head. I-Ie
played it in end-games (No. n} ; he burlesqued it in self-mates (No.
536 ; he embodied it in fantasias (No. yodj ; he composed the whole
series of orthodos renderings here presented (Nos. are and .144 to 451}.
It was already a popular air when he rst heard it. Nowotny, Camp-
b-ell, Plachutta, Greenwood, and very probably others had been
experimenting with it since I354. The theme is one of the simplest
imaginable : a ‘White man is moved to a square which intercepts the
line of defence both of a Black Rook and of a Black Bishop. Either
of these Black pieces can capture the intruder, but whichever one does
so interferes at the same time with the defence of his comrade, allowing
one of two mates or coutinuations to remain effective. Usually both
mates or coutinuations are immediately threatened by White's inter-
ception, hence the theme is fundamentally based on the theory of
duals. Perhaps that is why it appealed so to Loyd. He loved to show
that there was nothing intrinsically ugly in art, nothing unthematic
in chess. For him everything must reveal its artistic side at the right
moment. There are no absolute aws. Initial checks, violent cap-
tures, duals, all have their thematic possibilities.

" If the objection to duals was rigidly enforced," he wrote, “ and
all problems were ,considered faulty wherein the attack had a choice
of moves, not only would many of the most beautiful and famous
problems be condemned, but the art of solving would be reduced to
mere machine work ; for in solving a problem, the nding of any dual
would inform you that the move you were enamining was not the
correct one. It is the very license that some composers take that makes
their works agreeable. Some of the most fruitful and practical branches
of strategy would be lopped off, as many problems are built upon the
ides. of threatening two mates, only one of which can be prevented,
as in the intersecting'themes. One of these is illustrated in No. 44.4,
a burleqsue with eight legitimate variations, while to thirteen moves
there is a choice of eight mates, making one hundred and four duals "
{Srr., p. 55}.

There is a great similarity among the present quartette, especially
in the key-moves—two by the Rooks and two by the Knights. " No.
445 was heavily discounted in its Set by the Committee of the Congress
on account of certain resemblances to No. +44. This should be a
lesson to-composers to enter none but strictly original problems in a
tournament. As establishing a valuable precedent or test case, I give
the ruling of the court, as follows: ' Both problems may or may not
be by the same composer. In the one case a heavy discount should
be imposed, and in the other a still heavier. As the committee have
no knowledge in the matter, justice requires them to assign the weightier
penalty’ “ (Stan, p. 255}.
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INTERFERENCE THE}-[ES-—VH.

ALT1=rcr.uiH the Nnwctny interference depends fnr its presentatinn
usually nn a dnuble threat, it is possible tc intrnduce it in the variatinns.
Lnyd liked the theme nnne the less because cf the threats with their
thematic dual ; yet he was perhaps the rst tn prnve that the dual
cnuld be dispensed with. In Nn. .149 the threat {2 Sh3 mate} in nn way
depends nn the interference key ; it is nnly when Black attempts the
defences I . .. B :-: S nr R 1:»: 5 that the mutual interference is understncd.
In general Lcyd preached against variaticns {see pp. 2rq-ae5}. The
highest art was fnr him tn intrn-duce a theme in his main-play and tn
avnid all variaticns that might in any wise betray the cnntent cf a
prnhlem. But such a prnblem as this hie. 449 makes an acellent
example nf thematic variatinns. " The very idea cf the theme is built
upcn and necessitates the twc variaticns. A mate is threatened by
the mnve nf the Knight ; if the Rnnk captures, it intersects the defen-
sive line nf the Bishcp, and if the Bishnp captures, it in turn cuts nff
the defensive Line nf the Rnnk. Such a theme, therefnre, wculd nct he
feasihle withnnt the intrnductinn nf variatinns; and the variaticns
are tntally di erent in nature frcm thcse in the usual prnblem where
they simply give a chnice nf mnves fcr the defence sc as tn save it frcm
the fnrced line nf play nf the cld single—shcnts " {.‘i£r., p. 4?}.

Annther way tn vary the effects nhtainahle frcm the Iinwntny
theme is tn have the mate mnre nr less distant frcm the mnve that
creates the mutual interference- In its simplest terms the theme is
nne in twc mnves, and it is as such that Lcyd mainly cnnsidered it.
It can readily be built up tn three mnves nr mnre. Tics. 45c and 451
[if we eliminate the pnrpnseiess key frcm the fcrmer} are excellent
three-mnve specimens. Lcyd himself cnndemned the " useless key
nf Nn, 45c, It adds but little tn the dithculty and pnsitively ncthing
tn the beauty nf the prnhlem. It is a pure case nf the lcng—wiuded
malady tn which I was subject in my early days " {Str., p. 35).

Describing the theme cf Nu. 451, Lnyd wrnte: " White wishes
tn mate at dy, the Blacks must vulnerable pnint. He eannnt mnve
his Knight, hnwever, withnnt exposing his nwn King tn checks frcm
the adverse Ruck and Bishnp. Hence he rst sacri ces the White
Bishnp at e4, the intersecting pnint nf his twn enemies; and then he
is free tn let his Knight capture the Black Pawn nr mnve tn e5 accnrding
tn Blacl-‘:’s reply. This is but nne cf a thnusand ways in which the
interference nf the Black fnrces can be utilised" {MS.].

The mutual interference cf a Black Rn-nl-r and Bishnp withnnt a
White sacri ce, as fcr instance in Nc. 334, is clearly akin tn the Nnwctny
theme, and is a trick cf the trade even mere frequently in use nnw-a-
days. It cim alsn easily be dnuhled, as we shail new see, prnducing
the e ect discussed under the title nf Leyd's Organ
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LOYIYS ORGAN PIPES.

I no not remember who the German critic was who rst called Loyd's
famous two-move Black interference scheme the Organ Pipes. but
it was u very felicitous description. Those four Black pieces have all
the dignity and symmetry of an organ standing out against the wall
in a large room dotted nver with interested Kings and Queens, Bishops
and Knights, as stately an audience as ever listened tn the new melodies
of john Sebastian Bach when he played at the Court of Weimar.

And Loyd’s Organ theme sounded a note no previous composer
had ever struck. The sixteen year old boy discovered that, by doubling
up, as it were, the simple interference which Nnwntny had presented
three years before, the most complex of all the fundamental two-mnve
themes could be obtained. He presented it rst as No. 452; but
two years afterwards he lnpped off the rather featureless initial move
(Boston (Forum, 1859}. " It is excellent as a two-move problem '“
Loyd wrote twenty years later. "The entanglement of the Rooks
and Bishops is odd and pleasing 1 but it was greatly marred by adding
the third move, which is a dull and inappropriate sacri ce of a Rook,
adding nothing to the merit of an otherwise pretty problem. A unique
idea of this kind is always spoiled by any building up of moves or
tacking on of variations that draw your attention‘ from the main
theme. Some problems should not be difficult; they are admired
because they are funny " ($l'1"., p. 35).

For Loyd the Organ Pipes were hardly a theme. They were an
“ idea " for the interpretation of the general theme of Black interfer-
ence play. The use of this " idea " by Taverner and others appeared
to him an infringement of authorship. The problem world on the
whole has decided otherwise. The Organ Pipes are distinctly a theme.
They are capable of very varied interpretation. Even Loyd himself
showed in No. 454 how elaborately they could be worked up. " I give
No. 454," he said, "to show how this simple little idea may be
elaborated upon ; whether judiciously or not, I submit to the judgment
of my readers. I will only say that the position is not calculated to
fascinate persons with an artistic eye, no matter what the impression
may be after having solved it " (Str., p. g).

To Loyd belongs all the credit of discovering the Organ Pipes ;
but they have now become public property, and the many versions
that have appeared (or at least all the meritorious ones, such as the
beautiful series constructed by H. W. Bettrnann) are frilly entitled to
rank as independent work. No more striking example could be found
to illustrate how, through frequent use, an “ idea " rises to the dignity
of a " theme " [see p. 203}.

For those who are interested in the Organ Pipes let me refer to
three articles 1 have written on the theme, two in the British Chess
Mngariiis, August, rgoq, and May, I912, and one in the Wochenscfmch,
25th February, rgra. In all of these I tried to show that the true scope
for novel presentments of this theme lay in discovering new relative
positions for the Black King with respect to his Organ Pipes, and
further that these relative positions are mathematically demonstrable
and that they form an accurate locus on the board.
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FOCAL ACTION.

TI-[E distinguished German critic, W. ven Helzhausen, has de ned as
the fecal actien ef a Black piece its guard nf twe given squares and its
ewn rnntien subject tn retaining centrnl nf these squares. Fer
instance. in Ne. 455, the White Knight wnrild mate fnrthwith at b4
nr ey. did net the Black Queen centnrand beth nf these squares. The
pesitien evidently belnngs tn the waiting class, and the snlver leeks tn
see hew he can ferce Black tn mnve se as tn relinquish the guard ef
ene nr ether nf these twe fnci. Black threatens tn play I . ., Qel er
I . . , Qe4, as either nf these mnves weuld still cever beth feci. Against
any ether rnnve nf Black, a rnate is apparent by the Knight er Queen.
If White plays I Pg3, Black can still reach Qeq; if he plays I Pgrt,
Qer prevents rnate. Beth ef Black's fecal nrnves cannet be inter-
cepted by the key. But suppese we play I Beg, ; Black new answers
by Qer nr Qe4 in vain, fer the line eI—ey has been interrupted and
2 Se? will mate. Fecal actien dees net shew tn cnrnplete advantage
in twe-mevers, fer the fecal play must either be tntally absent, as in
Ne. 455, er else it must be lenked fer selely in the tries, as we have
just seen in Ne. 455. In Innger preblems the Black piece which
guards the fnci can be made tn describe mest instructive paths, quite
in the gnemetric fashien, thrnngh ‘White's efferts tn make it lese centrel
ef the vital squares. In twe-rnevers the cenceptien need net detain
us, fer it is mainly interesting enly in helping us tn classify a censider-
able number nf preblems, and, as in Ne. 455, in helping us tn arrive at
a rapid selutien. There are many twe-mevers, indeed, where a Black
piece defends twe squares en which White ceuld rnate. In the quar-
tette here presented it is always a Knight that threatens the rnates.
and a Queen {er Reek} that endeavnurs tn prevent there. All these
pesitinns are waiting preblems, and Black is nbligéd tn permit mate
by the dilemma ef having either te meve his defending piece er te cut
nit its cnmmand. In Ne. 4,56 are a number nf meves (1. ., Hf3, Se3,
Sgg, Sf3, Sg4, Peg], with just as fatal an effect as theugh Black was
fnrced tn mnve his Queen. Nes. 45;? and 458 I have been speaking ef
as tbnugh they were twe-mnvers, and they really are such with an
intreductery meve cleverly werked in tn give a avnur ef cnnnter-
attack. “ They illustrate the same theme, ef a Knight as nppesed tn
a Queen er Reel-r, and there are many features ef resemblance which
weuld net strike a casual ebserver. The Kings are already eszpnsed
tn a series nf checks; in planning the attack npnn the adverse King,
it becenies necessary, therefere, tn secure a saie retreat fer yeur ewn,
-frem which standpeint the secend check can be repulsed. In beth
preblems I have intrednced the me.riterieus' feature ef se utilising
the checking piece that it bleeks a.n adjeining square and se enables
‘ lliite tn mate if the Black King captures the Knight. It will alsn
be seen that beth pesitinns result in a waiting mnve, which cnmpels
Black te break his defence. It wenld be difficult tn say which is the
best versinn, as each ene has seme gned pnints di ering frnrn the ether "
{.5ir., p. rre}.
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STi3§l.ElilATE TRIES.

A Twin-I idea, invnlving the same cnnceptinn nf Pawn-prnmntinn
stalemate, as the Killrenny Cats {see lies. E163 and lfiba}, was intreduced
by Lnyd inte the twe pesitinns, hlns. 459 and ..[.f‘l{.‘r, nf which the fnrmer
was submitted by him fnr the snlving cnrnpetitien nf the New Ynrk
State Chess Assnciatinn in IBSQ. We have becnme accustnmed tn
“ tries " being defeated by the trick ef a miner Black Pawn Premetinn,
but a quarter nf a century age the device was a new ene and almest
all snivers weuld hate been caught by it- Lnyd was sn successful
with it that he tried it nnce mere at the St. Lnuis meeting nf the United
States Chess Assnciatinn in December nf the same year (Ne. 462}.
There was a time limit nf an hnur and a half, and all the fnurteen
cempetitnrs fai.led tn discnver the trap in that time.

In Ne. 45:3, the try is I Ste, Ph1=B; 2 Sgr, stalemate", which
fnrces 1 Sd as the necessary key-mnve- In Ne. _1e2, an exactly
similar try is present : r Klibe, Pgr=B ; 2 E‘-d5, stalemate; whence
the cnrrect key must be: 1 Shit!

Ne. 459 was Lnyd’s rst experiment with the Pawn Prnnintinn
stalemate, and it remained his favnurite example. He dubbed it the
“ Eureka Prnblem." rmd he enjnyed the study nf the varinus pessibili-
ties created by a slight change nf the pieces. He had several versiens,
even attempting tn ceerce his theme inte the nutlines ef a Mnnngranr
prnblem, but the three here qunted were by far the best. In Ne. 46n
he simply incnrpnrated the try ef Ne. 45¢} by adding the Black I?-ishep
and mnving the White King. The free Black Hishnp nbviated all
danger nf a stalemate lrnwever subtly Black might centend, and the
simple alteratien ef the ‘White King’s pnsitien defeated 1 Sd as key,
fer new Black weuld cheek," after 1 E‘:-db, Rx P; 2 Rf , Bx R+. It
becnmes necessary fnr the Queen tn be able tn reach f5. sn that db
cannnt be blncked.

Annther change nf twe Pawns in Ne. 4hr hreught abeut quite a
different result. It new became necessary fer White tn play I Sd ,
Ki? I 2 551 +. K53 ; 3 3f5 mate. “ Snme weuld prefer this rendering,
but I think the entire pith nf the jnke is inst " [L. tn E. B. Cnnk, I359].
Clearly the threatened stalemate is nn lnnger nf weight, inasmuch as
it is net the enly vaiid defence against 1; Sfa.

Still annther example nf the Stalemate Theme is the three-mnver,
“ Stuck Steinita," given later as Ne. yea. Prnbably the mest famnus
nf early Stalemate Tries is an amusing iittle ve-mnver by Knhtz and
Knckelknrn, which Lnyd very pnssibly had in mind. ‘Whn the actual
nriginatnr nf the theme was is unknnwn tn me, but it prnhably gees
back tn a cnnsiderably earlier date.
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BATTERIES.-—-I.

“ A THIEZMLE that has always struck me as being clnsely allied tn pinning
the Black pieces is that nf pinning ene nf yeur nwn men {as I will term
it} which is blneked sn that it cannnt mnve imtil the defence gives yen
the eppnrtunity. I sbew this in Ne. 453, where the Pawn en g4 is
already hlncked by the adverse Reel-: and pinned. er rather ambushed,
by yeur nwn Rnek, and where the mate turns upen the necessity nf
the Blaelr Rnek giving the Pawn an nppnrtunity tn advance. I
intrnduce the same principle in Ne. 4&4, tlirnugh the medium nf the
Queen, which advances and prepares the ambush. I wish tn explain
that this prnblem has nn merit aside frem the fact that it was cnmpnsed
tn shew hnw clnsely the Black King can be surrnunded with pieces
withnnt there being a scere nf selutinns. It is almest unnecessary tn
say that the di iculty nf cnmpnsing prnhlems ef this kind cnnsists in
preventing ether selutinns, and their enly merit in the perplexity ef
se many pieces being in active play and creating avenues ef attack fer
the snlver tn exhaust. Ne. 455 shnws the same mates in the termina-
tinn ef a fnur-mnve prnhlem. Here I eruplny the play ef the Black
Bishep, in place nf the freednm ef the King, tn cnnceal the necessary
waiting principle. It is very similar te the ethers. but I include it tn
shew the different rendering ef the same theme and tn cempare it with
Ne. 455 {wherein the theme is carried nut nn the bias] as a further
elucidatien ef the similarity between the Rnelts and Bishnps. I-‘Ls is
eften the case, I fnund ne trnuble in pesing this preblem, but I almest
despaired nf ever getting it sennd, which induces me tn mnralise upen
the subject and say that a cnmpnser's ability depends largely upen
his skill as a snlver. Indeed, it weuld be almest paradexical tn be a
gned prnblemist and net be an expert snlver. A plndder may wnrk
nut an idea by patience and perseverance, but preblems that have been
labnured nver seem tn bear the trace nf having had the seuls hammered
nut ef them “ (Sin, pp. 14;?-ti}.

Leyd's insistence en the value nf snlving, especially ef snlving ene's
nwn preblems, was referred tn en p. IE5. He wm net invariably
successful himself; nn snlver nf real experience ever claims tn be.
Ne. 464 is given in the Strategy with the White King at fr, which
allewed a very pretty cnnl-r.

The cnnceptinn nf batteries, direct and indirect, simple and cem-
plex, was net entirely clear tn Lnyd. whe speaks with seme cnnfusinn
nf ambushes, discevered mates, pinning the White men, and ether
terms. Yet he applied the principle with great shill. In Ne. 465 he
gives sn far as I knew the rst example nf feur battery mates by ene
Wliite Pawn after mnves ef a Black Rnnk. In Ne. 454 he had a
similar ba'1:tery gnyerned by the Black Queen. It was many years
later befere any ether cempnser tnnk advantage nf this clever scheme,
theugh tn-day the marl-ret is nnded with twe-mevers in which it is
used.
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“ Havrnn given twe t'fEIE’5 nf this subject, it nccurred tn me that I
weuld vary the idea and shew that there are feur sides tn the questinn,
each ef which may be presented with a different effect. A censidera-
tinu nf these preblems illustrates the inexhaustibility nf chess, and
shnuld encnurage these whn semetimes think there is nntbing new
tn be discevered. The side assaults were shnwn in n lateral directinn
in Nns. _f.f‘1j—4fJ5. and diagnnnlly in Ne. stili; and I will new shew
hnw tn drep dnwn upen the citadel (Ne. 46$}, as well as hnw tn under-
mine it (Ne. 413?]. It is nf cnurse evident that, while these pesitinns
are entirely distinct in cnnstructinn and principle, the secend might
readily have been suggested by the rst.

" In Ne. shy the attack is intrnduced frem belew, and pnssesses
very much the characteristics nf the Black Rnnk play already shnwn
in Nee. 463-455. But in Ne. 4&8 I cnmmence frem abeve and have
substituted a Hislrnp fer a Rn-nk ; perhaps I have bestnwed mere care
upen this prnblem, er it is pnssible that the theme is mere applicable
tn the play nf the Bishnp, er it may be my nwn imaginatinn based
upen my preference fer the principle ef bifurcatinn—-but, whatever
the reasnn, I think that this pnsitien is peculiarly happy and the best
illnstratien I have yet given upen this theme " (Sire, p. Ir|.i}j.

" The advance nf an ambushed ‘White Pawn, which is tn discnver
mate upen being allewed tn play, may alsn be tempnrarily blncked
by the Black King. This requires a deuble style ef support, fer the
purpnse nf discnveriug mate in ene directinn and guarding the square
vacated by the Black King in the ether. The elementary principle is
shnwn elsewhere in Ne. 455, where the mating pieces are already in
pnsitien, althnugh the discevered mate is cencealed thrnugh the
necessity nf giving the King an eppnrtunity tn capture the Knight.
It just nccurs tn me that this idea might be illustrated still better by
advancing the Pawn fer the key-mnve. Ne. 5n.:, is a less elabnrate
exenrpli catinn ef the theme. althnugh a much neater and better ene,
as the mating pnsitien has tn be fnnned and is therefnre better cencealed.
It is by far the better prnblem, and nnt the least nf its merits censists
in there being nn variatinns tn betray the snlutinn befere the snlver
has fairly mastered it " [5'tr., p. r5n].

" Uf cnurse there are a thnusand and ene di erent ways nf ernplny-
ing a Pawn tn uncnver a rnate, the mere especially when the Pawn is
free instead ef being blecl-ted. I give a cnuple mere illustratinns fer
the sake ef shnwing in what respect they differ frem these previnusly
referred tn. In Ne. 469 the Pawn guards the square just vacated by
the Black King la... Kid], as in frequent renderings nf the Indian
theme. [Cnmpare, fer instance, the discevered nrate by the White
King in Ne. 398.} In Ne. _-rye the rrrate by the Pawn |[r. ., KhI}
uncevers three lines nf attack. Frem the censideratien nf a number
ef illustratinns en ene subject, such as we have just been enlarging
upen, ene can understand the inexhaustibility ef chess far better, I
think, than by the bewildering attempt tn describe and classify ten
many prnblematical themes and ideas all at enetime “ {.5'ir., pp. I51-2).
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BATTERIES.—III.

“ llrL=iTEs by discovery," continued Loyd, summing up the impressions
quoted on the last two pages, " are often engrafted on the theme of
onr problems, so as to become their leading feature, and they could
very well he taken as the dominant factor in describing problems
where they were present. My only object in referring to the matter
is that those who are interested in it may learn to record collections
of problems for reference or to impress them on the memory. I regret
that my space will not allow me to systematise the idea as I should
like, but it would be impossible to attempt such a work without
including the compositions of others " (St-r., p. I51).

In this important passage Loyd seemed to foresee as much as
was possible the great weight which batteries would have in any
complete attempt at problem classi cation. All that the modern
problem students and classi ers have done has been to determine, so
far as the available material would permit, all the ditierent possible
types of batteries which exist and to formulate from their considera-
tion the theory that, other things being equal, two problems are closely
related in proportion as a similarity between their batteries, direct or
indirect, is present. Take Nos. 471 and 472. In the main the solutions
are quite different. It is only in the two main-plays that a similarity
will he discovered, a culmination in both cases in an ingenious little
Pawn battery, quite distinct from any of those about which Loyd has
just been speaking. Once this similarity has been noted, the relation-
ship of the two problems stands out quite clearly, and I can safely
say that any reader who might in the future be reminded of either of
these positions would at once think of the other one too.

Now let us look at two batteries that are not so closely allied.
Take, for instance, Nos. 473 and 474. In 473,, after White's second
move, we have a double indirect battery made up of the White Knight
and two Rooks. In No. 474, after the key, there is a similar battery,
only the Knight is now Black. The use of the White Queen instead
oi one of the Rooks is not a true distinction, as their e ect would be
equivalent, except that the Queen has the power oi threatening mate
by 2 Q:-=1 S. Other points of comparison exist. In No. 473, after
Whites second move, Black has four ight squares. In No. 4y4,
there are ve ights, including four that are identical with those of
No. 493. In No. 473, besides the White battery Knight, there are
two Black Knights symmetrically placed ; and in No. 474, besides the
Black battery Knight, there are two White Knights also symmetrically
placed. In both cases their interplay is the feature of the problem.
In 473, either Knight plays, and the White Knight mates accordingly.
In No. 474, the Black Knight blocks co and d5. and his rivals give
mate accordingly. In the two problems the points of difference, as
well as the points of resemblance, are due to the batteries.

No attempt has been made to classify all Loyd's problems by
their batteries. As he said himself it is too vast a subject to be treated
solely from a study of the works of one composer.
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THE SPARRING THE}-I_E.

“ Is _l’j'j, the consecutive interposition of the Bishops, which
resembles the st1'ategic- sparring for delay of a good boner, constitutes
a theme peculiarly susceptible of varied treatment. The double
interposition of the Bishops is in itself only a three-move theme, and
the er-rtra moves in Nos. 47-'5 and ayo are added merely to impart an
artistic nish to the problem by making the machinery a little less
obvious. The delaying tactics of repeated interposition can be shown
without resorting in any way to discovered checks, as in No. 4?? ;
but the discovered checks add so much to the interest that they have
come to be practically an integral part oi the theme. The play of
lilos. .ry_=_-1 and 41,16 may be reversed by having a Bishop mate discovered
by the removal‘ of the ‘White Rooks, as in bio. 4y-3. Both Nos. .q.y5
and 478 have e ectivc key-moves brought about by offering one of
White's most important pieces to capture " (I1r1S.].-

The Sparring theme was a favourite with Loyd, and doubtless
reminded him also of the days in France, when he had crossed foils with
some of the more nished fencers of that country. This appears between
the lines of the Strategy where the sparring moves are not called by
the technical term " opposition," but by the French word " parade."
A discovered check that cuts off the defence of a Black piece is a
“ parade," and the compounding and interweaving of “ parades "
becomes bewilderingly complicated when fully elaborated by the
addition of a second intermediate piece. " I reproduce this theme,"
continued Loyd, “ elaborated into a vemove problem in No. 436,
which possesses some features different from those contained in No.
4?5 ; but I consider the latter the better treatment, besides its having
the merit of being in fewer moves.

" My object, however, is not only to show how a theme may be
treated in closely similar ways, but also how it can be varied by the
employment of other pieces and by reversing, as it were, the order of
things, as in the plan previously mentioned of substituting Rooks for
Bishops and vies rrsrsa. No. 41?-5, therefore, shows no resemblance
to the others, either in the solution or the arrangement of the pieces,
merely in the theme, which it will now be seen is demonstrated on the
bias. According to my way of thinking it is the most pleasing render-
ing I have presented. I could readily produce another version where
Knights or Pawns would be substituted for the intermediate pieces
with equally good, if not better, effect, but I will leave the further
illustration of the subject to the ingenuity of my readers " {.Srr., p. 115].

L yd did try his hand once more at the Sparring theme, in that
famous four-mover with ado lines of play, to which I have already
referred in connection with the subject of variations (No. agjl.
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PINNlNG.—I.

“ THE tricky and surprising nature oi the proli c pinning principle
may be enalted to the dignity of a theme utilised merely as an em-
bellishment to a simple variation “ [MS]. “ The pinning myle of
prohlern cannot be called a theme or a class, because innumerable
themes are built upon it and in every class " {$112, p. 141}.

To the modern classi er pinning problems are closely akin to
battery problems, because the in uence oi one piece is conveyed
through another piece either directly or indirectly upon the Blacl-:
King. Pins, as we shall see, are simple or comples, direct or indirect.
They di er from batteries only in that one or more oi the intermediate
pieces are Black.

" Cit course," continued Loyd, " there are very many problems
wherein motes are given in which some oi the adverse pieces are simply
held powerless, or rather paralysed, by the pinning process. In many
oi these the pinning feature is introduced merely as a matter of con-
venience or artistic nish, and has nothing to do with the theme of the
problem. I shall refer, therefore, only tn those positions where the
pinning feature is made the leading element of the solution.

" Pinning is one of the most subtle and variable tricks known to
the art. It is scarcely necessary to speak of the mere brutal pinning
of a piece, which is practically equivalent to its capture, although with
skilful handling even this is a fruitful branch; but I shall only have
space to refer to the ner points, as in No. _|Bo, where the piece pinned
is still tree to capture or check, or No. 451, where the move of the King
is anticipated, and the pinning left optional with the defence. The
rst of these is a pinning problem of the active class, because a mate is

threatened ; while the other belongs to the waiting class " [Se-., p. 141].
The modern classi er would say that the distinction between

1*-los. itlo and 431 was rather that the former was a partial direct pin.
and the latter an indirect pin. Lnyd realised this distinction perfectly,
although he did not give it the emphasis it seems to deserve.

" A piece that is only partially pinned,“ he wrote, " isfree to
move on the line of the pinning piece, which it can always capture.
The object of this sacri ce. as well as the point of allowing the pinned
piece to give check as in No. 4-Eio, can be varied in endless ways "
[5tr., p. I42}.

" The prettiest and most scienti c form of pinning is where the
line oi attack is indirect, and calculates upon a future move of the
adverse King, as brie y shown in No. 482. This indirect pin, being
of necessity dependent upon the move oi the King, is mainly illustrated
in waiting problems. It is largely employed to permit the introduction
oi those novel and rmespected key-moves that partake largely of the
srrrprising nature, by which, as explained elsewhere lp. egg), I designate
those problems where the key-move is of such an odd and carious
character, that at the rst glance it would appear to be absurdly
improbable " (Son, p. 144].
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PINNING.-II.

“ THE plan of paralysing the defensive power of a piece has become
one of the characteristic features of the modern school of composition.
It is indeed a pretty point to have the mating piece attacked possibly
by several Black pieces that are pinned so that they cannot prevent the
mate. This was shown in the case of the Rooks in No. 45I and 452,
while in No. 453 there is the additional feature of the intermediate
Wliite piece, which has to be removed to pin the Knight. The pinning
feature is again introduced, by means of the other Bishop, in the
variation where the King advances to g4 " [5tr., p. I44}.

“ The most nished branch of pinning is based on the introduction
of intermediate pieces, White or Black, which must be removed before
the pinning power comes into effect. This I have illustrated in No.
454, and I will show that this is a theme not only rich in new suggestions
but completely inexhaustible " (Son, p. I..|.2_l.

"I was just on the point of saying that all pinning problems
employing intermediate Black pieces, the removal of which creates
the pinning position, must of necessity belong to the waiting class;
but I see that I should have made a grand mistake ; for by threaten-
ing a mate, the prevention of which necessitates the removal of one of
the intermediate pieces, the desired object is effected and the pinning
mate is intrnduced as a variation. I think some very pretty problems
could be composed along these lines " {Sir., p. 14b}.

Loyd gave No. 455 as an example of a threat-pinning problem,
but he himself realised its shortcomings. There are, indeed, two
threats : e Qag and 2 S:-r P +. In other words the pinning continua-
tion ia Qa5] is not really introduced as a variation. It is a collateral
threat; and it is simply a question how Biaclr. plays whether this
pinning threat or the non-pinning threat shall be operative. Among
his very last problems is a revision of No. 455 given as No. 456, which
remedies this aw completely. 2 Sf4+ is now the only threat, inas-
much as 2 Qaj is answered by 2. ., Ba-1P. When, however, Black
plays r . ., P :-: P, for the purpose of preventing the Knight check, the
pinning continuation is introduced, as Black can no longer play 2. .,
B Is: P. The change in construction is very simple, but very instructive,
and Loyd was jnsti ed in being pleased with his “ amendment fty
years after publication."

“ To paralyse a troublesome piece in this way by pinning is very
pretty ; but the thought of pinning through a whole row of intermedi-
ate pieces {through all of which the attacking piece er-zerts, as it were,
a secret in uence] is indescribably curious. The theme has created
quite an emulation among our composers, to see how many pieces
could possibly intervene inst previous to effecting mate. By the
employment of the capture an p-assent, I have succeeded in conveying
the secret in uence through four pieces in No. ho4. The key is r Pe4,
and who would suppose that the ‘White Rook could possibly affect the
l-llacit King on the nest move? " {S.tr., p. 145}.
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PIN"i\lTNG.——III.

“ Pnnrrno has become increasingly popular with ou.r modern
composers, who have vied with each other to discover innovations in
this peculiar feature. Many subtle and scienti c points have been
shewn, some of which are remarkably pretty. Of course the pinning
principle may be varied and errtended, but the real e ect is conveyed
in the one move, which makes it pre—eminently tted for presentation
in two-move form. Indeed some of the nest two-move problems are
based on pinning, the only objection to which is the unusual number
of pieces required to do justice to such scienti c conceptions“ (Stu,
p. I42].

" No. 45? shows the pinning style as introduced in the waiting
class of problems. It is one of my favourite two-movers, being a
bifurcated theme, where either Queen or Bishop must remove their
protection, leaving the other piece paralysed by the discovered pinning
of the White Queen. No. 45:; is merely a duplicate of the same theme,
given to show how the same combination may be arranged diagonally
by the use of a Black Rook instead of the Bishop. The powers of the
Black Rook and Bishop are so very similar in problems of this kind,
that almost any pinning theme can be most readily transposed, and it
is often a mere question of which of the two posings can be rendered
with the fewest pieces or the best variations. The use of intermediate
pieces. two of which have to be removed before the pinning power
comes into play, can be adapted to all the different pieces, Wliite or
Black, some of which present very peculiar and interesting points
wherein the pinning feature can be skilfully concealed ” [ss-., p. I43].

Besides these two early versions of I55p, Loyd made two much
later ones closely related to them. In No. 455 he changed the principle
shown in Ho. 45;: by the powers of the White Knight and Black Bishop
to a precisely similar result produced by the White Bishop and Black
Knights. No. 45? is such a celebrated two-mover that it is difficult
to compare its value with No. 455. Loyd himself wrote: " No. 45?
was pronounced by Paul Morphy to be ‘the most remarkable two-
move problem estant ’ ; but the world has been progressing during
the past half-a-century, so that the same theme has been greatly
improved upon “ |[MS.]. Whether he had his own No. 455 in mind
I do not know ; but the saving of three pieces in the construction,
the giving of a flight-square by the key, and the remarkably thematic
try, I Q4-35+, were certainly all added elements of merit according
to his own standards of errcellence.

In No. 49o the theme of No. 459 is reduced from three to two-
move form. This was in accordance with Loyd’s theory that themes
found their clearest expression when presented in the least possible
number of moves. Whether they at the same time always nd their
most artistic espression by being cut down as it were to the quick,
has been discussed elsewhere (pp. I55
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UNPINNING.

“ THE various themes that can be built upon the pinning process are
not only inexhaustible on account of the facility with which they can
he varied with different pieem, but they are also suggestive of innnmer—
able lines of second cousins as it were—not pinning problems, yet
having all their characteristics.

" Take No. 4-gr, for example, where the theme turns upon the
mates with the Black Queen pinned : r. ., Pee ; 2 R:-::P mate, and
I . . , S any ; s Rg4 mate. Such a problem is really a pinning problem,
yet the key unpin-r the Black Queen, and suggested No. 492, which is
strictly an nnpinuiug problem. The principle is now reversed; the
Black Rook is freed instead of being pinned. Yet the similarity of
the discovered mates and the intermediate pieces remains unchanged.

" There are a large number of themes that can be reversed in this
way, and I have not unfreqnently had a problem nearly completed
when it has suddenly occurred to me that the theme would be greatly
improved by working it backwards. For example, in No. 492, the
rst idea I had was to place the White King on ca, and to play I Qbg

for the key-move, which eertainly was not as unusual a move as the
one adopted. Reversing the order of the moves is a very simple
device, and I often see problems that could he greatly bene tted by
it" (Sin, p. I45}.

It seems to me thnt, in this analysis. Loyd has become a little
confused and has tried to see in the principle of mixed batteries two
separate classes where only one really exists. In every mixed battery
which aims directly at the Black King there is scope for unpinning as
well as for pinning. It is purely a question as to how many inter-
mediate pieces are used, what kind of pieces they are, and in what order
they assume their intermediate positions. Nos. 491 and 492 may
appear to be radically different, for in the former all the interest is
in the pinning and in the latter it is all in the unpinning ; but to the
classi er both are closely equivalent mixed battery problems, differing
in the number and kind and direction of the battery pieces.

True nnpinning, in the thematic sense, exists for the classi er
much more in the unpirming of White pieces by Black's defences.
Take llo. 493. It is evident that every move by Black will unpin
the ‘White Queen, and the solution consists of nding a move that is
going to allow the Queen to mate after she has been freed. Such a
move as I Bcq. would appear to lead to a solution, were it not for the
clever reply of I . ., Sdz. In such a problem as No. 494 the solution
consists in forcing Black to unpin the White Bishop, and this is
achieved by resorting to bold sacri ces. The strategy related to the
unpinning of White pieces which are necessary to the mate is very
varied, and is among the least studied branches of composition. That
Loyd should barely have noticed its existence is one of those curious
facts which cannot be explained in any conclusive manner.
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TI-IE AMERICAN INDIAN THEME.

Lovn's assertion that all themes can be described verbally leads to
some confusing expositions. I quote his speci cation, as he calls it,
of the American Indian: " The hey withdraws a guarding piece to a
remote square, so as to attack a Black man which in turn threatens
a ‘J-fhite piece previously guarded by the key piece but now open to
capture by the Black King. If the Black man captures the piece
initially guarded, the key piece passes through the square vacated
by the Black man and captures a second Black man giving mate “
(MS. .

iI‘his is possibly the best verbal description of the American
Indian, but a glance at Nos. 99 and 495 will imprms the theme on our
minds far more accurately. I discussed the theme and its history
more fully in the B.C.M. series (December, r9o9} than can be done
here. "The name, American Indian, was given to No. 99 by Loyd
in allusion to its peculiar characteristics, and it must not in any way
be confounded with Loveday's "Indian." The long key move
required to give the mate, when Black makes a correspondingly long
move in the opposite direction, has become familiar to solvers now-a-
days, and I do not think Loyd 's problem would prove nearly as di cult
to-day as when it was composed. All strategic moves in chess are
extremely di icult to see until they have been explained ; after which
they become part of the solver's equipment, and suggest themselves
to his attention easily. No. 99 was purposely posed to be pussling,
and the extra men put on the board were intended to make the position
more like one in actual play, so as to entice players {to whom the 1-cey
would be even more improbable than to solvers} to try it.”

Loyd refers to his two versions, in his MS., as an example of how
themes may be treated in separate problems without actually infringing
on copyright as embodied in the ownership of de nite renderings.
The distinctions which mark the boundaries between renderings that
may be considered original and those that are merely reproductions,
cannot I fear be decided in any dogmatic way. The shades of varying
relationships are too intangible. Even the distinctions between
actual themes depend sometimes on the placing of a piece or two.
In No. 495, place the Black Rook at e5, remove the other Black Rook
and the King's Pawn, and shift the Knight from hti to gy, and a two-
mover [1 Reli] results alrnost identical with a celebrated problem by
].B. of Ii-ridporl; (Iii. Loud. News, 1353}, which has no apparent
thematic connection with the American Indian. Thus do very small
changes in problems have great effects, and thus are most two—ers,
however widely separated in appearance, really closely interrelated.
The legality oi individual renderings, which Loyd wanted to regulate
as it were by statute, can never be regulated, except by the decisions
of particular judges in particular cases.
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€LEARANCE THEMES.-I.

in their widest applications clearance themes include a very large
number of problems. There are two main types of clearanc : the
vacating of a square by one piece, so that another piece may occupy
it or pass through it ; and the clearing of a line, so that another piece
may pass over two or more squares thereof. But many problems
involving minor clearances are hardly to be considered thematic;
the square or line clearances in them are incidental and the main
interest centres elsewhere.

The vacating of a square is almost always much less e ective
than the clearance of a line. Du the other hand it is dif cult for a
King or Pawn to clear a line, except by a series of successive steps,
and there is no way in which a Knight can do so. Consequently, if we
wish to introduce clearance strategy in connection with a Knight,
the vacating of a square is the best we can do. Square-vacating

gures in many of Loyd ’s problems, and it would be fruitless to refer
to them all. But here are two which will serve fully to explain the
principle in question. " In No. 496 it is evident that there would be
a simple mate in two moves {Qd5 +} if the Knight were away from d3.
The object is, therefore, merely to remove the Knight, which is played
to b2, to hold the Rooks in check as well as to anticipate contingent
moves of the King. There is always a necessity for each move, and
it is the skill with which this necessity is concealed that determines
the di icnlty " i,$lr., p. 21 I]. In No. 49?, the Knight is again involved.
It is no longer the vacating piece, but is now the piece destined to
occupy the vacated square. The lrey is such an odd little move of the
Bishop to the corner that the strategy is not easily forgotten. It
reminds us of the key of Bio. 543, but is decidedly better, clearer cut
and more snappy. _

True line clearance, in the sense in which Healey used it in his
famous Bristol problem of I or, only occurs in one of Loyd’s problems.
He de ned the theme as that of " withdrawing a piece to a remote
quarter, out of play, to allow of the bringing forward of another on the
same line " l,'$.ir., p. Sr i. The therne is clearly one in two moves, unless
we consider thematic {as many people do] an intermediate move
between the clearance and the mate similar to that employed by Healey.
Loyd rst posed his problem as a three-mover also (No. 493}. His
introductory moves served to vacate both the squares bf: and c5 in
the nal line of mate a7—g1, and in a sense they were thematic, though
totally di erent from Healey's. They were not suf cieutly meritori-
ous, however, in his own judgment, to be jnsti ed at the cost of the
two extra Pawns, and he almost immediately republished the problem
as a two-mover [I'~io. 499}. in which form it has ever since been known.
Several other two-move renderings of the Rook line clearance, which
have been republished at various times under Loyd's name, though
closely akin to lilo. 499 in execution, are not by Loyd at all, but are
later settings by other composers.

In a variation of lilo. yoy will be found the earliest esample of a
true Queen line clearance, but the fantastic nature of the position may
lead the “ little critics " to discoimtenance its recognition.
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CLEARANCE THEIllES.—II.

THE theme of “ clearing the track ” usually irnplies a clearance in the
same direction as the move that is to follow. This was the case in
No. 499 and in Healey's Bristol. But it does not exhaust the possi-
bilities of line clearance. Turton, an English composer, in I355, is
believed to have been the rst to publish a track clearance counter
to the direction of the subsequent move which it permits. His problem
was unsound, and Loyd's No. II, which dates from the same year,
may be looked upon as the rst sound presentation on record. It
was possibly the rst composed, though published six weeks alter
Turton, for its publication was considerably deferred after its entry
in the Saturday Courier Tourney by the suspension of that eolumn and
the delay incident to transferring the Award to the Clipper.

Be that as it may, Loyd was far ahead of his time in the variety
of presentations he discovered for the theme, Turton had been
content with a very simple counter-clearance for the ‘White Queen by
a Bishop, much more crudely constructed than the simplest of Loydls
versions (No. 5oo}. Loyd from the rst attempted a far more difficult
feat, the counter-clearance by the Queen for a less powerful piece.
“ In Nos. 5o2 and 5o3 I have presented versions of the same theme as
in No. 5oo; but, while the theme is preserved, the movm are quite
reversed. In the rst, the Queen is withdrawn to make way for the
Rook which is to be sacri ced, and in the other the Queen and Bishop
are manceuvred upon the same principle. The result is the same;
yet the two problems are so di erent in construction and solution
that the only real resemblance is in what I term the theme. The
placing of the pieces is so entirely dissimilar that there is no resemblance
whatever in the general appearance of the problems, and yet it would
be almost impossible to cite a more agrant case of plagiarism " (S112,
p. E2}.

No. 5oo was quoted by Loyd as a good example of the necessity
of being accurate in solving and of taking nothing for granted. " After
having demonstrated the futility of moving the King or Queen, the
solver proceeds to show that nothing can be gained by playing I Bfr
or Bhr ; but he must not be so careless as to conclude that, because it
is useless to play I Bf3 or e4, there is no use looking at r Bby or a8,
for here is where he would go astray, as the last is the correct move.
A fresh and complete analysis is required from each and every stand-
point “ (5'lr., p. 245}.

This No. 5oo did not satisfy Loyd, because the key threatened
the rest of the theme-play too clearly. It was readily changed by him
into a waiting-move problem, No. 5oI, where the purpose of the key
is not so readily seen. Whether the change is advisable must be
determined by Loyd's own formula that the addition of extra pieces
is only warrautable where the increase in di iculty is commensurable.
Certainly the use of the Rooks to prevent B112 and Pc4 is open to
criticism from the sticklers about economy. “ The paucity of attack
which characterises No. 5oo is not so prominent in the later version,
as those semi-dummy Rooks will be found to furnish considerable food
for study. The fairness or advisability of such deceptive methods
must be passed upon by the solver after devoting considerable time
to the study of Rook play "

The aw in Ho. 5o2 may be readily amended by the addition of
a Black Pawn at by, which indeed was present in an earlier version.
which in turn was otherwise unsound.
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ANNIHILATION.

-AuwIHILaT1o1~I constitutes a very curious form of line clearance. In
the Strategy Loyd called " the principle of annulling a piece, the most
subtle device for sacri cing that I have known " (Sta, p. B3}. And
later he wrote: “ Annihilation is a di erent way to dispose of an
obstructing piece from the usual clear—the—tracl-: move ; it is also much
more subtle " |[MS.}.

Annihilation usually occurs in problems where the chess-board
is too small to allow an effective line clearance. In No. 5o4, for
instance, Black threatens to defend himself by I . ., S115 ; a. ., Sn B.
W'l1ite could best reply by a Qhr ; 3 Qh rnate. If there were a square
beyond hB, to which the Rook could move, it would allow a very pretty
line clearance key. But, alas, there is no such square. Instead,
‘White plays 1 R115, and in making the defence mentioned above Black
completely annihilates the Rook, permitting the mate which ‘White
was planning. The position, unfortunately, has a cool-.: ; but probably
it would be an easy one to correct. L42:-yd’s suggestion of adding a
Black Bishop at hB not only prevents the cook, but also prevents his
own solution.

In the Annihilation Theme the clearance move can be made in
the same or in the contrary direction compared to the mating move,
just as was the case in the regular Clear-the-track Theme. No. 5o5
has a clearance move, I Bgr-—c5 eaactly opposite to the mating move
3 Qa;»'—g1 ; and No. 5oo shows how even a Pawn can be annihilated
with success. This is one of Loyd’s cleverest conceptions, and also one
of his least known. As originally published and reprinted in the
American {These Nuts, it had no solution. The correction I found in a
German paper ; but whether Loyd or someone else made the necessary
slight changes I do not know. Probably it was not Loyd, for the
problem does not gure in the Strategy nor in his manuscript collection.
The little ‘White Pawn prevents an easy mate in two by 1 Sid ; but
the trick of annihilating this Pawn {I Pc5, Ba: P ; 2 SfS, Be? ; 3, Qe4
mate} is by no means easily seen, because the key gives such an DJ]-
prornising looking ight square.

It would seem that Annihilation was strictly a three-move theme,
but Loyd has shown that it could be fully illustrated in two moves.
In No. 5oy, were it not for the King's Rool-r, White could meet Blaclrfs
threatened defence of I. ., Qh , directly by a Q La Q mate. It is
evidently a question how to dispose of the White Rook, which is
apparently entirely super uous. If there were a square beyond I18
{as we rst assumed in connection with No. 5o4}, mate would easily
be possible. As there is no such opportunity for actual clearance,
we try the principle of annihilation, and play 1 Rhll. The move is
entirely successful, because Black’s defence 1. ., Q;-: R disposes of the
obstacle and allows White to give mate as desired.
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THE earns alas.

No. jo , which Loyd published under the motto of The Gates Ajar,
shows us most cleverly how the principle of square clearances can be
adapted to the Black forces. There is of course no reason why, in
clearance problems, the moves of the Black pieces should not be used
just as well as those of the White ones to open a line for transit. The
difference in the effect produced will, however, be considerable. ‘Where
a White piece vacates a square it does so of its own initiative, with an
aggressive purpose ; but a Black piece only does so under compulsion
or as the result of some type of decoy. It is the usual difference
between any White move and the corresponding move by Black, and
it requires a certain training and experience to judge impartially
between them. For my part I always consider a theme shows to
better advantage where Black as well as White contributes to its
development. There is always the same number of moves involved
in problems of the same length ; but certain moves are obviously more
strategic than others, more essential to the recognition or presentation
of a theme, and there is often the greatest difference in the way these
theme moves, as they may well be called, are distributed between the
Whites and the Blacks.

Loyd applied the decoy clearances of No. 5oti to quite a variety
of problems. The therne of No. 5oB lies in the manner in which the
White Bishop can reach the diagonal b3-—eh, so as to pin the Black
Knight, allowing 4 Rb rnate. The two Pawns on e4 and g4 obstruct
the approach to this diagonal, and White cleverly sacri ces his Rook,
so that Black shall open the Gates if he accepts the sacri ce. In
No. 5oq ‘White makes a very startling key, out of sheer con dence that
if Black answers I . ., Qar, he can force the Rook 's Pawn to open the
Gate and allow the Queen's capture. In No. 51o either Pawn can
capture the Knight, but either way one set of bars is let down and
the in uence of the Rooks becomes a powerful factor, although they
do not themselves move. This double set of bars can be very ingeni-
ously combined by the use of the two Rooks and two Black Pawns,
in close juxtaposition, as shown in the mainplay of No. 511. This
theme has sometimes been called Bone's theme, after the old English
composer, who rst gave it accurate presentment, though of course
others had given tentative form to the Rook Gates before. On the
whole the use of Gates appears to best advantage where their opening
is not followed by immediate mate, for then their object does not lie
so clearly on the surface. Although No. 5o-El was an especial favourite
with Loyd, I like No. joq even better, as the possibility of any bene t
accruing from the odd looking ambuscade is most deceptively con-
cealed.
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SACRIFICING PRUBLEl'dS.—I.

" THE different objects to be attained by the sacri cing of pieces are
so numerous and different that it would be impossible to de ne them ;
but it may be said on general principles that the beauty of a sacri ce
depends upon its imexpected and apparently uncalled-for occurrence,
whether it be to block a square as in the smothered mate, or to draw
one of the enemy away from his post, or to lure the King himself into
a trap. The sacri cing of pieces does not constitute a theme. The
theme is to be found in the object for which the pieces are sacri ced,
and on the skill with which this object is concealed depends the merit
of the presentation. To the skilled problemist the mere giving away
of valuable men possesses no di iculty ; the hlapoleonic principle
that men are simply food for powder is well understood in chess. I
think the rst glance of a solver is to see how many pieces he can
throw away; for which reason sacri ces of pieces that are o ered
with a check or that restrict the defence to a single line of play are
readily discovered -" {Str., p. By}.

Loyd employed sacri ces, more or less prominently, in a large
percentage of his problems, and no attempt could be made, with
justice to the other elements in his themes. to separate the sacri cial
problems from the others. Decoys and blockades, obstructions and
the opening of lines, will be found illustrated by sacri ces in connection
with nearly all the themes treated. The only group of sacri ces which
can well be treated by itself is that where the Black King accepts the
sacri ce and is decoyed into a fatal trap. In problems of this group
the interest centres directly in the originality, or the beauty, or the
variety of the sacri ce. There is usually no other clear strategic
element {such us interference play, or a counter attack, or a thematic
clearance}, to divide the attention.

‘Where a sacri ce occurs in this way for its own sake it should have
some unexpected feature to recommend it. In No. 512 the White
force is already so slender that the key-move, although a check, is
decidedly puzzling. " The problem would appear to even better
advantage did not another solution necessitate the Pawn at ey "
{Slr., p. y}. The repetition of the Queen to King sacri ce in two
variations, as in bios. 515 and 514, is a pretty feature, which has
however been worked into the ground in recent years. Three collateral
sacri ces are much more di icult to present. The earliest example is
generally supposed to be a competitor in the London Tourney of 1565
by Kohta and Kockelkorn ; but No. 515 shows how Loyd attempted
the task seven years before. The position is most ingenious, and it
should not have been di icult to eliminate the unfortunate cook.
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SACRIFICING PROBLED.-IS.-II.

" IT is a very pretty feature in a problem where a piece is sacri ced
to offer the piece on a square that is attacked as well as unguarded.
I have employed this principle to good advantage in lilo. 516. It is
such an improvement upon the old single way of sacri cing that I
shall take occasion to show [p. 353} how it can be still more successfully
utilised in positions where the piece to be sacri ced does not give
check " {Sir., p. 17}. _

The impossibility of making a Queen to King sacri ce without
checking is obvious from the very nature of the -Queens moves—so
that quiet sacri ces must necessarily involve minor pieces, and be in
consequence less thematical. A Queen sacri ce can, however, readily
he preceded by a quiet key, and in this respect No. 51y has greatly
the advantage over No. 516. “ Although it is considered one of my
prettiest problems, it is not difficult of solution, for the reason that
the best variation is dependent upon a not altogether obvious move
of the defence; whereas the reply to the more apparent I. ., B:-s.'B,
is altogether simple " [$11, p- 55}.

Loyd's theory that the difficulty of a problem depended largely
upon the dif culty of the reply to Blaclr’s most obvious defence had a
curious application to the question of sacri ces. The acceptance of
a sacri ce is always more obvious than the choice of any other possible
move, and White’s reply thereto is consequently the move on which
the principal di iculty of solution hingm. But suppose that Black
can capture the piece sacri ced with two pieces. There are now two
obvious moves for Black ; the two corresponding replies of White must
be discovered; and in thh way twice the difficulty of solution of a
plain sacri ce is created. " And so in general it may be said that the
di icnlty of a sacri ce is proportionate to the number of Black pieces
which can e ect the capture. The Queen can be captured by ve
di erent pieces in No. 511;, which makes it ve times as difficult as it
would be were the sacri ce a single one. The problem is posed so as
to give the appearance of a non-checking position and the defences
to some of the quiet moves are very interesting, although some solvers
would question the wisdom of that deadshead Black Knight " {M5}.

It seems to me that there is a fallacy in Loyd's reasoning, which
goes to prove that such elements as di iculty in chess, even more than
beauty or economy of construction, cannot be formulated by logic.
My reply to Loyd would be that in a ve-fold sacri ce there are ve
chances that the rst glance of the solver will see one of ‘White's
intended mates and so be led to an immediate recognition of the correct
key. Instead of being ve times more dif cult than a single sacri ce
problem of the same class, it would really be ve times easier. Loyd
himself seems to lend his authority to this statement in his verdict as
to the decreasing dif culty of problems with an increasing number of
variations “ (p. 225}.
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SACRIFICING PROBLEMS.—III.

" I;vr*rL-al. sacri ces, where the piece is offered with a check, as the
Rook key in No. 516, are characteristic of the old style problems, and
are not commendable. Pieces that are placed on the board merely
for the purpose of being given away, are closely allied to dead-heads,
in that they are evidently intended to deceive, being added only to
build on an entra move, and not to take an active part in the solution “
Sin, p. 55.

I “ The [bratty way of sacri cing now much in vogue, which shows
a decided improvement upon the old style of checking, is to o er an
unprotected piece upon a square adjoining the adverse King, leaving
it optional for him to capture or not : it has a saucy look about it which
is both pleasing and diliicnlt, and can be reproduced in endless variety
or introduced into almost any sort of problem. In No. 52o the Rook
is placed an prise for a speci c purpose, with a contingent variation in
reserve i11 case of its being taken. {ll course, as I have previously
explained in my remarks upon leading solutions [p. erg], the most
di icnlt and intricate line of play should result from the capture of
the piece and not from any concealed reply of the defence. The
reason for this is evidently because the solver naturally looks at the
most likely reply, and if unable to master it abandons the move,
whereas if he sees a simple mate resulting from the obvious capture,
he feels certain that he has found the correct key-move. Obvious
sacri ces, like poor variations, therefore, tempt the solver to try the
key-move and betray the intricacies of a problem " {Str., p. 89}-

“ The quiet mamrer of offering a piece. just referred to, is more
di icult than a check, especially where Black is well supplied with
men. I lay it down as an arciom that a sacri ce is prettier and more
paneling when the White pieces are so few as to make it appear an
injudicious form of strategy to consider. As problems are based on
the principle of mating within a nite number of moves, the solver is
compelled to shorten his road to victory by desperate measures that
would never be required in ordinary chess play. A sacri ce is dif cult,
therefore, in proportion as it presents no immediate advantages to
the attack and appears like a lost or fruitless move. Should No. 521
occur in a game, I think the player would be more likely to capture
the Queen by I Q>tS+ than to sacri ce his Bishop! " [S.tr., p. go}.

A form oi sacri ce to which Loyd does not call especial attention
is that where the key allows Black the choice of capturing two piecm,
leading to coutinuations of about equal interest. In No. 523 only one
of White's men is actually set an prise by the opening move, but
lrllacl-r's dilemma as to which to take, the Bishop or the Knight, is the
central feature on which the merit oi the position turns.
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THE SMOTHERED lvLATE.

Lovo called “ the old-fashioned smothered mate, as shown in Ho. yro,
which every player loves to spring upon an unwary opponent, the
boldest and clearest conception of what constitutes a theme “ (lrIS.}.

The end-game with Golmayo, No. 49, proves that Loyd could
nd innovations to the celebrated Philidor's Legacy even in actual

play, and in his problems he introduced several interesting modi ca-
tions.

He de ned the pure smothered mate as being " effected with a
Knight against the King surrounded by his own pieces, after the sacri-
ce of a ‘White piece has served to block the square adjoining the King

which would not have been guarded had the Knight's check been given
previously "' {MS}. But he applied the term loosely also to cases
where the Black King was not completely surrounded by Black pieces.
The distinctive feature was to him not so much the hedging in of the
King on all sides, as the sacri ce which caused the smothering of a
;‘:-urrriciriar square and so permitted the Knight's mate.

“ The smothered mate can be varied by o ering, instead of
forcing, the sacri ce, as shown in No. 52.; ,', and a still further innova-
tion can be introduced by the additional feature of leaving the piece
sacri ced unguarded, so that the Black King also can capture it, as in
No. 525. In both these cases the peculiar characteristics of the mate
are somewhat impaired from the fact that the King is not entirely
surrounded or smothered by his own pieces when the mate is given
by the Knight. In this respect 3*".-'o. 526 is a purer specimen of the
smothered mate.

“ These illustrations are shown as differing from the famous
Philidor’s Legacy, in that the capture of the White piece is not forced.
They are undoubtedly more dif cult that the original version, but they
lack the brilliancy of the Queen sacri ce. The theme is one upon
which an endless variety of sparkling problems can be built ” (Sta,
p. 2}.

qThe optional sacri ce prior to a smothered mate obviously depends
on the substi.tution of a Bishop for the conventional Queen of Philidor's
Legacy. No. 52y is the best of Loyd's examples, but No. 526 makes
an excellent problem, especially as the waiting-move character of the
key is so cleverly concealed. 1 think Loyd’s favourite was I*i'o. 524,
the earliest of all in point of date I “ I tried a long time to reduce it
into a ve-move problem, but I found it impossible to do so without
entirely destroying the merit and oddity of the solution. The mere
trick of the smothered mate can be shown in two moves, but my idea
in the present ercarnpie turned on the preliminary withdrawal of the
Bishop “ [S.=fr., p. 32}.

The Pawn at lo in No. 525 was added by Loyd in Igog to prevent
a cook by r QSg4+. The postal he sent me when I reported the aw
to him was typical of his occasionally almost too symbolical mode of
expressing himself. All he wrote was: “ Hans Wagner says there
should be a ‘White Pawn on third base to stop that Home run."
Admirers of the baseball hero might have caught his meaning more
quickly, but it took me nearly an hour to make sure of it l
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THE GRAB THEME.-—-I.

THE title, Grab Theme, though generally understood to-day, is an
unsatisfactory term. It must be used here, however, as no better
name has been suggested, and this book. is not the place to venture on
original experiments in terminology. The theme includes, in its
broadest sense, all problems where a Black piece is captured on two
or more squares, in different variations, but for the same general
purpose. In its narrower sense it is linrited to the problems where a
particular Black piece is captured on two or more squares by a single
‘rliiilrite piece or by two ‘Wlrite pieces of the same kind. The captures
may be either checks {often mates} or quiet moves. If they are checks,
then they occur because the Black piece guards all the vulnerable
squares, and wherever it moves to it naturally relinquishes its guard
on that particular square. ‘We will examine this form of Grab shortly.
If, on the contrary, the captures are quiet moves, they are usually
made to remove a free Black piece, thereby producing a waiting
position in which Black has to move and permit mate.

No. 52$ is an example of a Black piece [the Queen} pursued by
several White men [the Queen, both Rooks, and one of the Knights].
Such a slaughter, while involving more variations than can be readily
shown in any other manner, is on the whole brutal and obvious, once
the key has been found. There is nothing particularly instructive
about the captures, and when '1-Vhite's force is very large it is likely
that there will be duals.

{la the other hand the pursuit of a Black piece by one White
piece or by two ‘White pieces of the same kind is likely to be very
instructive and very pleasing. I do not believe that many players
know just how far each piece can succeed in capturing the various
pieces of the enemy on an open board ; whereas every problemist who
has at all studied the Grab Theme can tell you at once under what con-
ditions a Rool-: can capture a Knight or a Knight capture a Bishop.
These thematic Grabs are necessarily much lighter in calibre than the
complex Grabs; but that is just where their charm lies. Speaking
of bio. 521], Loyd said: “ Although not so elaborate or carefully
nished as No. 525, it is far superior on account of neatness of position

and pointeduess of design. Tastes differ ; but to me such a problem
is very commendable, because it has few pieces and at the same time
a certain clearness of theme that explains itself the moment you see
the solution. This besiegiug of a Black piece for the purpose of effect-
ing its capture is suggestive of an absolutely inexhaustible line of
problems: innumerable renderings can be constructed that would
bear no resemblance except in the fact that a piece a captured"
[5'fr., p. 12?]. _

r-1 good example of this possible variety is furnished by Nos. 529
to 531. In the rst two a Black Bishop is pursued by two White
Rooks in a very similar manner ; and the transition from bio. 53o to
No. 531 is again very close. The Bishop, in both problems, has the
same seven moves, and is captured or thwarted in precisely the same
fashion. Yet between No. 529 and 531 there is practically no resem-
blance whatever, beyond the presence of the free Black Bishop.
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THE GRAB THEIr.iE.—II.

THERE is frequently one weakness to problems illustrative of the
Grab Theme, and that is the didrculty of disguising the nature of the
theme. Gnce an experienced solver realises that a problem is a Grab,
it does not take him long to decide which of the recognised form of
laying the siege will avail to effect the capture most expeditiously.
Take No. 532. It is clear that after I . ., Ba2 White mates forthwith.
Black’s only other resource is to move the King’s Bishop, and Wlrite's
aim must necessarily he its capture. A glance reveals 1 Set: as a key.
The problem is neat as an example of Knight Errantry, but as a Grab
it is not more than a tri e. blow turn to bio. 533. Black has three
movable men, and the Grab theme is not suggested as there is no
obvious White piece free to lay siege to the Bishop. The Knight at
d3 seems stationed expressly to keep the Black King from moving.
Yet the position is practically identical in theme with No. 532. As
Loyd himself said : “ It would possess little merit if the Knight moved
from any other square " {Sf-r., p. 2-:13].

In No. 534 Loyd reversed the Grab of bios. 532 and 533, capturing
the Knight with the Bishop, instead of the Bishop with the Knight.
Here he disguised the theme in two ways, by having an introductory
move to decoy the Knight into a capturable position and by requiring
two moves to effect mate alter the capture instead of one, so that the
advantage of Black's moving away the Bishop is not so quickly under-
stood. “ The position was given to me by Riviere, of Paris, as a
pleasautry, with the stipulation: ' White to mate without playing.'
The secret of which was to turn the board around, mating with the
Pawn. I added the Rook and Knight, and tumed the tables on him l "
{$lr., p. 125]. _ _ _

Another example of Knight work occurs 1n No. 535, and rt rs a
much better one than No. 532, because the Grab solution is so much
more thoroughly disguised. If 1. ., Bb , ‘White can evidently mate
at once, but there seems to be no likely way to capture the Black
Knight, and at rst the solver's energies are directed to trying to
discover an aggressive line of attack. The Grab by the concerted
action of the two ‘White Knights is extremely pretty. Symmetrical
elfects occur whether Black plays to er or to b4. In both cases White's
reply is the same, but its effect is somewhat different. It is hardest
to find after 1.., S114. "The position was not composed by me;
it_was solved. It actually developed in a game that two Knights
might capture one, as shown, and it was only necessary to add the
little group of pieces out of mischief in one corner in order to conform
to the orthodox conventions of an accurate mate " {lr1S.}.
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TI-IE GRAB THEJEE.-—III.

Witeiv White's captures of a Black piece in the Grab Theme give
check {or mate], it is natural to suppose that they will he much more
restricted than in the quiet Grabs which we have just heen considering.
This is so hecause every square on which the captures occur has to be
in the immediate checking range of the Black King. A decided
monotony is certain to result, as will appear after Nos. 536535 have
been solved and compared with No. 393. They illustrate concurrent
mates, rather than variety of strategy; and the composer will nd
it a difficult matter to suggest any improvement. I think Loyd
himself, in No. 539, discovered the best possibilities which the mating
captures of one piece by another permits, and he referred to the com-
parative merits of the position as related to No. 535, as follows 2 " In
No. 535 I have endeavoured to introduce the same guarding of the
line of the Bishop, with the additional feature of allowing a little
freedom to the adverse King, which generally imparts more variety
of play to a problem. But in this case, as in many others, all such
variations, requiring the addition of extra pieces, are detrimental
to the purity of the theme. In No. 539 I have extended the guarding
of the Bishop still further; hut, although this constitutes a very
pleasing and meritorious feature, which might be introduced to even
better advantage, I here nd that the necessity of preventing the
escape of the King destroys the dif culty and charm of the theme.
I give the two positions, as it is always an interesting study to examine
di erent renderings of a theme, which should teach composers not
to be over hasty in considering a problem nished until they have
tried several versions of it, to see which is the hest " |[S.=fr., p. I24}.

Some themes become so hackneyed that composers unconsciously
look upon them no longer as actual themes with an interest of their
own, but as tricks of the trade, adapted for secondary use in nishing
off the details of a problem. The linear Grab is such a case. It is a
theme by itself, as Loyd's problems show, but it has lost by too frequent
presentation all the charm of interest it ever had. Nowadays it is
relegated to a subordinate position in problems like I"-Io. I59, where it
liappeus to t in prosaically enough, but usefully. This suggests a
curious evolution in the consideration afforded to given problem
thoughts. They begin as Ideas {p. ao3], the spontaneous realisations
of simple relationships between the pieces ; gradually, through use and
study and varied interpretation, they become distinct Themes, with
their recognised places in the general cosmos ; and nally, hackneyed
and wearisome, they lapse again into mere Tricks of the Trade, ingeni-
ous devices helpful in the interpretation of newer thoughts and more
fashionable styles.
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THE GRAB THEl'rIE-—-IV.

“ Ge.-innizsu all of the squares to which a Bishop can move can be
varied inde nitely with any of the pieces. It appears to especial
advantage in bio. 5-5:1, wherein the secret of its being a waiting problem
is well concealed, thereby making it a most difficult and at the same
time pleasing position. It has an inviting look and gives promise of
an easy solution, whereas the dilhculty consists iii nding how to get
at the adverse King within the required number of moves. It actually
seeius sometimes in problems of this nature that the very paucity of
attack, which is such an objectionable weakness in other positions,
becomes a meritorious and pleasing feature in these, where the solver
is completely baffled in nding any promising indication whatever"
{5ir., p. :23}.

“ I do not wish to become garrulous or to be continually harping
upon my hobbies ; but, as it would be impossible to treat of the one-
thousandth part of the well-known problematical themes, I have made
a point of dwelling at greater length upon those that I have referred
to and, my object being to show the inenhaustibility of any theme,
illustrating how they may be varied or built upon and how new ideas
may be gleaned as we go. I do not hesitate, therefore, to give several
further illustrations closely allied to my subject. In No. 541, for
example, we nd the same principle of guarding every square on the
line of a Black piece applied to the moves of the Rook; and in Ho.
54o I have bifurcated the theme by the introduction of both Queen
and Rook, which produces a richness and beauty otherwise unattain-
able. The object of the ‘White Bishops and King's Rook is explained
elsewhere {p. 245} " {Si-fr.. p. 125}.

Now, in these problems, the reader may not at rst recognise any
similarity to any of the other enamples of the Grab Theme which we
have just been considering. And yet they fall naturally into our
system of classi cation. We have nished with the quiet captures
of Black pieces, and are dealing with captures which give check [or
mate}. In the present group these captures are not immediatei
therein lies their distinction- They require an extra strategic move
for their accomplishment, and this gives an opportunity for " richness
and beauty " which the anminic specimens on the previous page could
never have attained.

It is rather curious that, in the Strategy, Loyd dealt with all the
Grab problems under the heading of “ Waiting Moves." They have,
it is true, a decidedly waiting character, as the nature of the theme
depends upon some Black piece having a choice of moves which shall
lead to separate captures; but a threatening key can often be used
to good advantage to force the movement of this free Black piece.
Indeed this is just what happens in No. 5o, which Loyd incorrectly
called a waiting problem. The key threatens 2 Qbi, and it is only
by moving the Bishop to escape this threat that the thematic varia-
tions are produced.
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SELF-BLOCKING.

Lovn frequently illustrated the way in which themes lent themselves
to a wide range of interpretations by showing how the pieces most
immediately concerned in a theme could be replaced by totally
different pieces, thereby producing some entirely new effect. He was
never tired of explaining how a Bishop could be used instead of a Rook,
to present some particular theme " on the bias," as he called it. A
much more rarely possible interchange is that of a Knight for a Bishop.

" There is especially," wrote Loyd, " the blocking trick, where
a waiting position is introduced, which can be presented with a Black
Kriight as well as with Rooks or Bishops. In No. 543 a waiting move
is made to compel the cornered Knight to block either one of two
squares. It has a close resemblance to No. SS, yet the treatment is
so di erent as to entitle either to a claim of originality. Precisely
the same theme is shown with a Bishop in No. 544 " {MS}.

Incidentally it should be noticed here that the distinction made
by many, even by Loyd, between waiting and threat problems, is not
a very sound one. If any theme would appear to be de nitely con-
nected with waiting strategy it would be this self-blocking trick, as
Loyd called it. Yet No. 544 has a most aggressive threat, and it is
only in the attempt of the Bishop to escape that the self-blocks arise.
“This problem shows the advantage of an extended knowledge of
themes; for it often occurs in composing a problem that in some
variation [as in this case I . ., Bg } the pieces assume a most discourag-
ing position, until we recall some theme which is peculiarly applicable
to the situation and which can be introduced under the most favourable
conditions {as in this case the Excelsior termination of No. oy} [.5-Ttr.,
p. I29].

Nos. 545 and 54h are quoted as specimens of somewhat different
self-blocking themes. In No. 545 the effect of the self-blocks is not
seen until after Black’s subsequent King move is made. Notwith-
standing this, the continuation I. ., Shy; 2 Si-IRP, can be found
without any knowledge of the key, which helps to a speedy recognition
of the theme and consequently to a relatively easy solution. In
No. 546, on the contrary, the self-blocks lead to immediate mate;
but these mates are not betrayed by the initial position and are conse-
quently only to be discovered by experiment. " Even in a simple
little two-mover like this, it is the highest order of the art when the
original posing of the pieces betrays nothing of the nal mate ; whereas,
in a problem like No. 545, if the solver will-—as is generally done—
merely allow Black to play rst, so as to nd what moves of the defence
are not already anticipated, the entire structure comes apart of its
own accord, as is always the case where there are easy variations or
suggestive mating positions" (Sax, pp. 21-El and ao j.
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THEMATIC li'L*5i.TING POSITIONS.

Waite large groups of problems, differing from one another in every
other respect, can be built up around given mating positions, these
particular mates can only in a rather inaccurate manner be referred
to as themes. The theme of a problem is the strategic principle that
determines the course of the solution ; when we nd a problem where
all the interest centres in the formation of a pretty mate we often
refer to it as the " thematic mate." Problemists who lay more stress
on economy of construction than on strategic merit almost always
make the thematic mate a matter of greater prominence in their
problems than the theme by which the mate is arrived at. Conse-
quently in the work of classi cation, the student nds two distinct
bodies of problems requiring attention: the Static class, in which
the thematic mates are all-important; and the Dynamic class, in
which an active theme is concerned. I have borrowed these two
terms, Static and Dynamic, from the science of Mechanics, where
they are used to denote forces at rest and forces in action. In any
form of thematic mate, we are concerned chie y with the picture
presented by the pieces after they have come to rest; the solution
is over, action has been replaced by equilibrium, and all that is left
for the critic to say is: “ Uh, what a pretty mate! " In problems
with a clear—cut dynamic theme, on the contrary, it is some strategic
principle that delights us, the interference of White and Black pieces,
pinning, ambushes, counter-attacks, or the like. For Loyd the
dynamic theme was in nitely of greater merit than the static mate,
and most of his better known problems are illustrations of active
strategy. But he knew the artistic charm of a good mate, and in a
number of instances he built his problems expressly around some
favourite mate. But even here he always tried to work up the mate
as an unexpected climax. " The di culty of a solution depends upon
the uncertainty of knowing when you have hit upon the right move;
many problems are very easy, therefore, because some simple little
variation which can be seen through at a glance indicates that you
are upon the right track. In No. 54y, the easy reply to I. ., K12: R,
not only betrays the key move, but necessitates the addition of the
Knight “ (Elia, p. 52]. This Knight mate, with the "White Queen
guarding ve squares, Loyd found could be worked up to much better
advantage without the check, as in Nos. 545 and 541;, and in lilo. 55o,
thanks to the symmetry, he obtained a clever bifurcation with a most
ingenious unsymmetrical key.
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THE WHITE KING.

" THE ‘White King being an inseparable appendage to our problems
enters largely into the spirit of every composition, and by his presence
[either as an active participant or through the necessity of his being
defended from the enemy} often imparts to a problem its leading
features and characteristim. It will not be amiss, therefore, to give
a few illustrations of the peculiar importance oi this useful, as well
as ornamental, member of the society over which he presides " {sa-.,
p. ro5 .

“:!']I‘he White King is often utilised to make an uneapected key,
generally for the purpose of losing a move (No. 551}. Keys of this
kind, wherein ‘White merely loses a move to gain the opposition,
constitute waiting problems, and whatever there is of the surprising
nature in their construction is due to the fact, already alluded to
[p. asp}, that the difficulty of any problem consists in mating within
a stipulated number of moves; it does always seem somewhat sur-
prising, therefore, that the attach, while driven by such an urgent
haste, instead of pressing on with vigour, should make a passive move
apparently without any object, depending entirely upon Black to
break up his own defences " {.':?tr., p. IEI_l}.

“ The move of the King has always been a favourite key with
me. and I have introduced it into many problems; it being a pretty
and ditliclrlt move because, of all the pieces, the King is the last to he
thought of for being brought into active play. In a problem like
No. 552, where the forces are limited, it is but natural to expect the
King to perform his part. but in Iio. 553 the solver would be apt to
try other methods before seeing that the King must leave his secure
retreat" [5'.tr., p. to5].

“ In problems of the Intimidated style (p. .-tog}, the White King
seems to lose his majestic individuality and mingles in the rout with
all the ardour and impetuosity of a plebeian. I shall speak rather
of his royal qualities where he enters the fray boldly and, as a brave
leader, encounters the dangers of the battle- eld. Bringing the Hing
into active play is shown to particular advantage in I’-Io. 553, because,
aside from the initial move, the only mate threatened is by a further
advance of the King. Of course the move of the King is introduced
in many problems during the course of the solution ; but it makes its
best effect as a key-move “ {5£r., p. lob}.

“ In No. 553 the three variations and the threat are all so hidden
that taken all in all I should call it the best problem of the collection,
if diiliculty was the only criterion “ [M5]. In the Strrlragy this problem
was printed with the Black Knight on gr, which permits the subtle
cook I Sc +. It is often curious how slight a change will allow a
flaw. In No. 554 the Black Knight prevents the otherwise obvious
I Q05. Few composers besides Loyd would have chosen this particular
manner of rendering the problem sound.
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COLINTER-A’1“FllrCKS.—-I.

Lovtfs term “ Counter—Attack “ is very nearly equivalent to the
term " Cross-check “ so frequently used to-day. Both are a little
vague and sometimes also a little inaccurate. There are three kinds
of checks by Black; or rather there are three ways in which ‘White
can reply to a check by Black. The rst is to capture the checking
piece; the second is to move away the White King ; the third is to
interpose some White man. Each of these replies may be either a
check or a quiet move on ‘White’s part. Now, strictly, a cross-check
requires that a check by Black is to be met by another check on ‘ll.-fbite’s
part. This necessarily always occurs in two-movers. But, in longer
problems, R-Vhite's reply is so often a quiet move that the term cross-
check is very misleading. Again, if ‘White answers Black's check by
a direct capture of the checking piece, we can hardly be said to be
dealing with a cross-check. It is simply a " direct return capture."
Loyd‘s espression " Counteralttack " covers all these varied possi-
bilities without distinction, though he usually meant a Black check
followed by a' move of the ‘Wiiite King or the interposition of a White
piece.

A very pretty group of three-movers is that where the Black Ring
discovers check from a piece which becomes pinned in the very process
of the check. Loyd referred to these problems as " showing the
truest spirit of counter attack " {MS}.

“ No. 555 is a nished and elegant problem that the umpires of a
tournament threw out as possessing no merit or difficulty whatever.
The popular taste has improved since then, and I should not fear to
submit a similar composition to a modern committee " {5tr., p. 43}.

" Playing the King in order to lose a move and at the same time
to gain a necessary position, appears to the best advantage where
the King is moved from a place of security to one of imminent danger,
as in No. 5 56, which is a second version of hio. 555. The theme is to
submit the King to a check from a piece whieh becomes pinned "
r_5a., p. Ioy].

" In Nos. 55;? and 555 is shown the same pleasing and somewhat
curious theme of preparing against a discovered check by paralysing
the checking piece through the pinning process. In the rst I have
employed it as a contingency in case the ddence uncovers a check.
The problem is carefully elaborated and rich with ideas and variations,
but it in no way compares with the same theme as elucidated with
fewer pieces in No. 555.” (Se, p. I12]. " The play of the Queen,
while not preventing any of Black's checks, makes an eircelleut key-
move to No. 55?, for it abandons a strung position for one that looks
very dangerous. In No. 553 White meets another imminent check
by a similar counter-plot. The bifurcation is unique, but it loses much
of its piquancy on account of its having to be introduced by a checking
key. The unnatural positions of Nos. 55;-* and 555, compared to
Nos. 555 and 556, are partly jnsti ed by the more elaborate character
of their themes " [l'rIS.}.
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COUNTER-A’I‘Tl'lCKS.—II.

A ctosatv related and peculiarly interesting group of positions,
illustrating Loyd's mastery over checks by Black, contains four
problems in which adjacent checks by the Black Rook are repeated
twice consecutively in such a manner that the White King can capture
the Rook the second time, although be cannot do so safely on the
rst opportunity. The theme is clear cut and may be capable of a

large number of interpretations. But the ideas Loyd uses in the four
renderings are totally distinct. In each case some reason must be found
why the ‘iriiliite King cannot make the capture at o11ce. In No. 55-‘;
the capture on fb would leave White no waiting move after 3 . ., B is R ;
in bio. jbo the capture on d4 would block that square so that the Queen
could not nrate there ; in No- 5tir the capture on a2 would draw the
White King so far away that he could not do his share of the guarding
after s. ., K:=<R I and in No. 5bs the capture on f4 or e5 would leave
the White King exposed to dangerous checl-cs from the Bishop. Cer-
tainly these four ideas, by which Loyd interprets his theme, are widely
asunder ; yet the solutions are so similar that any one of the four at
once suggests the others. Loyd greatly enjoyed the study of this
theme. His rst rendering was the end-game. " 1"-To. 559 is what is
generally termed an end-game ; but as such I consider it of no practical
value whatever, as it depends upon a problematical trick that would
never occur in a game ” {$112, p. So).

“ bio. 5bo illustrates the advance of the King to an errposed
position by that peculiar feature of losing a move while under lire
which I have alluded to in No. 559 as being more suitable for a problem
than for an end-game. I will show later how the same principle can
be introduced for other purposes; the present version shows the
ine:-rpediency of occupying di, more than the feature of losing a move "
[S.tr., p. Io-El}.

" bio. 561 is another attempt to compose a waiting problem
where the White King should make a quiet move while under check.
These are all good problems, but they do not convey the idea that I
intended, although equally as good, for nine solvers out of ten would
imagine that ‘Jfbite refuses the capture to lose a move ; but it is quite
the reverse, he does it for the sake of gaining a move " (Sin, p. 13.1,].

With No. 5152 Loyd gave no explanation in the Strategy, other
than the comment : “ No. 5ba is an inviting position ; yet the paucity
of resource and the esposed White King foreshadow a complicated
line of attack and defence, that none but an eaperieuced problemist
grapples with impunity “ {5l‘r., p. 233]. Hut later, speaking of No.
562 as the best of the quartette, he said : " This defensive theme seems
inexhaustible. Its best espression occurs where the Rook's attacks,
by interfering with the action of a Bishop, ezrhaust themselves and give
White an opportunity to capture safely. The White King need have
no dread of the checks ; his moves can be bold and fearless, provided
in his side—stepping tactics he is careful to avoid any check from the
Bishop " {ll-18.}.
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COUNTER-AT'l‘ACKS.——III.

TEE defence of the White King to the adversary's check is naturally
more e ective where it involves no direct capture. In the last group
of problems we enamined, the direct capture was actually made a
thematic feature by being delayed for a move. In the present group
this direct capture is entirely avoided by allowing Black so to interfere
with his own forces that his cheeks virtually counteract themselves.
The group is again one closely inter-related and curiously ingenious.
It has proved less fertile in the di erent ideas by whieh it can be
illustrated ; but decidedly more fertile as a de nite theme. In
particular, Shinkman and Wuraburg have cleverly elaborated it, and
in my British Chess Magazine article dealing with Loyd and Shinkman
{jannaqq 1-gro}, I used this theme to show Loyd's originality of
conception and Shinkrnan’s remarkable powers of elaboration and
thematic development.

The theme appears in its simplest form in No. 5-53. The key
blocks one of the threatened checks by the Black Pawn, while the
other {I . . , Pb +} so interferes with the action of the Black Rook that
‘White is perfectly sate in moving his King to the shelter of ho. In
No. 5a.; the same result is obtained by moving the White Pawn to e3,
which renders a Kh3 entirely sate, even when 1 . . , B3:-<: P. The reason
for moving away the King is, here, to unpin the White Knight which
is to mate. It will be noticed, however, that if I. ., Ber or Bet +,
Black also makes ht a sale retreat for the White King. This is clearly
a thematic dual ; but Loyd was quick enough to turn it to advantage
by using it as a suggestion for doubling the theme, as shown in No-
565. Here the Bishop is replaced by a Knight, which is so hampered
that wherever it moves it in turns cuts o the Rooks action, allowing
a Khr or 2 KI13 without further danger. This problem, according
to Loyd, had two aws. It required four moves to illustrate what is
theoretically a strictly three-move theme; a.nd the checks were
threatened in the original position, and consequently obvious to the
solver. “ A more scienti c combination throughout is given in No.
5,515, where the removal of the llfhite Queen makes the checks possible,
and the use of the Black Queen allows check again on the second move.
It is a far better problem than the others ; but it ought to be, as the
author had a half-century's experience to the good " [IrIS.].

Loyd had little to say in the Strategy regarding the constructive
points oi these problems. He used Nos. 563 and 565 to caution solvers
against forming the conclusion that, in such apparently dangerous
situations, White must inevitably begin with a checking key. Blow-
a~days solvers are not on the look-out for checking keys. as they were
fty and even thirty years ago. A problem that actually begins

with a check, like No. I4 or No. or, when apparently intended to have
a quiet key, would be very much more di icult to-day to the unwary
than one like No. 5h-3 where the deceptive posing is just the other way.
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COUNTER-A'I"l‘ACKS.—IV.

" In No. 5h? the White King is already eaposed to a series of checks
in order to give the appearance of necessitating an immediate attack
upon the Black. The theme, however, centres in the arrangement
of the Black forces, which are so placed that, upon commencing with
any cheek, the pieces interfere and the assault is at once exhausted,
giving a short respite to White during which he is able to administer
the soap ds grafts. The manner of producing the mate is a matter of
secondary consideration, as the theme is embodied in the moves of
the defence and almost any idea could be introduced for the purpose
of effecting mate. This style of problem opens a eld of composition
that I have never seen esplored. The following pleasing problems
serve to illustrate my subject ; but they hardly do full justice to the
theme, which gives promise of something better “ [5£r., p. rog}.

“ A less scienti c way of paving an avenue of escape for the King
is to sacri ce a piece for the purpose of creating a little harbour of
rest, preparatory to allowing the attack against your King to begin.
This feature is shown in No. 555, from which it will be seen that there
are two themes involved, the one independent of the other. The
Queen is sacri ced in the corner to furnish a safe avenue of escape
for the White King; this is the theme of the problem, and entirely
separate from the idea by whieh mate is effected afterwards. In this
case I have introduced one of the well-known intersecting principles
{a Rfy, see p. 31 1) to show that any idea might be employed for leading
up to the mate.

" No. 569 is a mneh better problem, from the fact that I have
utilised the advance of the White King so that it is not a lost move,
which is generally the weal-r feature in problems of this style. Problem
No. gs was composed to illustrate threatening a mate in the full quota
of moves. Black can give a series of checks, each one of which, how-
ever, furnishes an equivalent advantage to the attack in return for the
necessary delay caused by replying to the check. The position turned
out so crowded by the time it was nished that I considered it a better
illustration of bad taste t_han of good composition " (Sta, p. 1rI].

All these three problems, Nos. 567-569, are closely allied to the
previous quartette, Nos. 563-5515. No. 569, in particular, is only
another interpretation of the mechanical interference of No. 563.
“ The Queen is sacri ced by a brutal check; hut, as its discovery
requires a clear conception of the entire theme, it makes a capital
key-move. The bifurcated play of the ‘White Knights is novel and
pleasing. The threats from either Knight should not he looked upon
as a very serious dual, as each of them is essential to the solution "
[M5].

No. 5;-‘o is included here, as it shows the nearest equivalent theme
in two moves. The cross-check, 1. ., Rfo+ ; a Rf5 mate, obstructs
the Black Bishop and allows one of those interesting eomplea interfer-
ence mates which have become so universally popular in the last fteen
years.
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COUNTER-.d.'I"I‘ACKS.-—V.

IT is extremely pretty, in cross—check problems. to thwart Blacl-:’s
attacks by a judicious placing of the ‘White key-piece which may
amount almost to interference play. No. 5yr is an example of this,
which reappears to much better advantage in No. 5y2. The Rook,
in both these problems, threatens such a continued series of checks,
that there would seem to be no way for the White King to escape
the imminent danger save by an immediate checking attack. This
is, however, not at all necessary. The singular quiet keys, which are
practically identical in the two positions, turn the tables on Black
completely. He can still give check with the Rook in two places,
it is true I but ‘White now has a safe refuge at his elbow, and if Black
chooses to continue his checks White can retort in a fatal manner.
In No. 5‘,r1 the presentation of this ingenious theme is a little crude.
There is one move too much in the solution, for No. 5322 clearly shows
that the theme is one of three moves only. Again White’s replies
in No. 5yI do not have the unity of those in the shorter rendering;
after I . ., Rial +, White ought to play 2 Kgd instead of 2 Kefl to bring
out the lull theme. Finally in No. 5y: the solution is decidedly more
obvious, as Blacl.-:'s two diagonal ight-squares indicate at once that
the Bishop is expected to lead the attack. In blo. jya, on the contrary,
there is nothing to show that the Bishop is better adapted to defend
his King than the other officers; indeed, such a try as I Qbr appears
much more promising to the solver.

In these two problems 'White’s key changed a most dangerous
position, as if by magic, into a position of relative safety. In No. 5,73,
the key precipitates an unexpected series of checks, which only the
boldest of solvers would venture to investigate: " Subjecting the
King to an attack may be produced, practically with the eliect of a
Surprise Move, by the removal of some intervening piece that previously
prevented the King from being checked. For imtance, in 2*-lo. 5-y3,
the removal of the Knight exposes the King to an apparently endless
number of checks, which are however n ally parried by the protecting
power of the Knight which is was my aim to illustrate. Many pretty
problems of this kind can be built iipon the peculiar defending proper-
ties of the several pieces, as opposed to the attacking powers of others "
{.‘§tr., p. 1oli}.

“ No. 5'14 introduces still another feature of what I have termed
counter attacks ; for, while the ‘White King is in no immediate danger,
there are so many ways of reaching him in two moves that it is obvious
to the solver that he must not be dilatory in his assault. I have here
illustrated the skilfnl manreuvring of a Knight, who defends his own
King at the same time that he threatens the enemy" {5fr., p. H6}.
These same tactics of the Knight have been shown in others of Loyd's
problems, notably in No. 451, where Black's checks are retained, and
in No. ghy, where the checks are entirely done away with.
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COLIN'1‘ER-A’1"1‘ACKS.——VI.

“ TELL‘. reply to an attack by means of a counter ehecl-: is a very common,
although highly meritorious, manceuvre. It can be utilised in so many
different ways that it would be impossible to describe them. I shall
only, therefore, reier to a few more of them for the purpose of showing
how they can be varied and elaborated.

" In No. jjrf, I prepare a direct com1ter—attaci; to the threatened
assaults by ambushing the Queen where she can not be attacked,
and as the object is to uncover a check the defence gains nothing by
the many checks at its command.

“ In No. 5;.-*6 the attacks from the adverse Queen are partied by
the discovered checks, which is a favourite plan that can be introduced
with any of the pieces. I here empioy the Knight to show its peculiar
defensive powers, although the Rook or Bishop could be utilised to
equal advantage. Of course it must be remembered that I am only
treating of discovered checks by White as relating to the subject of
counter-attacks, and not as employed in the general construction of
problems. {See Batteries, pp. 323-52?}. I give No. 5;-ry as an illustra-
tion of the same counter attack e ectetl by the Bishop. It will be
noticed that both Nos. 5gb and 5-yy are merely two-move themes built
up into three-move problems" {Sn-., pp. 113-4).

Loyd might have added to this last sentence that ‘White's dis-
covered cross-checks appear to better advantage, in general, in two-
movers than in ionger problems. The reason for this is that the
discovered mate replaces the mate on a subsequent move which would
be necessary if White’s reply were not so forcible. The reader n1ay
at rst nd this rather technical, but let him consider No. 5yb once
more. Here the interest centres in the fact that after each of Blaclt’s
checks {Qe5 + , Qf-l + . QL14 +1 ‘v‘v'l1ite can reply by 3 5;»: Q. Incidentally
‘White's replies give mate, but that does not a ect the merit of the
curious connection which esists between the Biack Queen and the
Wltite Knight. This is the true theme of the problem ; its presenta-
tion through the rnedium of a battery gives it the snap with which it
delights the solver and which, as Lnyd said, made it strictly a two-
move theme; but we will understand more clearly how independent
it is oi the battery if we turn back to No. 51:3. In that problem the
theme was very cioseiy akin. The Black Queen and the White Knight
were in precisely the same reiationship to one another, though in a
somewhat diiierent relationship to the ‘White King. After s. ..
Qbs + ; 3. Sbg, or s. ., Qd_}+ ; 3 Sc4, Biacit could give just the same
sort of Queen checks that occur in No. jyh, and Wl1ite’s replies were
just the same {.4 S:-=~':Q] in all cases. There was however no battery
involved in these Knight captures and consequently mate had to be
postponed a move. Hence the lengthening of the solution by one
more move at the end, as well as by the introductory moves necessary
to bring matters to a crisis.

Besides the series of cross-check problems quoted as Nos. 555-552,
many other examples will be found discussed under the headings of
other themes, and Nos. eh, ey, 5o, trq and 152 in Part I. especially
deserve attention.
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COUNTER-A’I"I‘ACKS.—~VII.

“I name sometimes thought that an elaborate problem might be
constructed by omitting the White King from the board altogether,
so as to relieve the composer from the necessity oi defending him;
but, as nearly the same e ect can be obtained by hedging the White
King in a corner, saie from harm's way, I will not stray from legitimate
chess, nor will l further digress at present by referring to that style
of problem, as I am treating more particularly oi the very opposite
kind, wherein the King takes an active part and is especially open to
assault.

" The rst glance of a solver is to see if the position of the White
King proclaims a problem to be of the checking style. For this reason
I have gone to considerable lengths to show that we should not be
deceived by appearances. In No. jyg, for instance, the King is openly
eaposed to attack, so as to conceal the fact of its not being a checking
problem. A perfect familiarity with these points teaches us not only
to disguise the nature of our problems, but also to avoid the little traps
that brother composers set for us ". {SIr., p. try}.

" No. 532 shows another way for the ‘White King to encounter a
series of threatened checks; namely, by moving to a square which,
although equally assaiiable, presents a better opportunity to meet
the onslaught of the enemy. This problem is especially constructed
to give a deceptive appearance to mislead the solver, who, seeing that
his King can be attacked from all directions and that no plausible
means of defence eazist, receives the impression that the problem
must be a forcing one beginning with a check. To an espert solver
no two-move mate can possess any ditlicdlty worth mentioning;
but to amateur players, who have no experience in such matters, a
problem of this kind is practically nnsolvahle " (Sta, p. toy]-

Loyd, as we have seen so often, revelled in deceptive posing. He
cared little for the means he used, so long as his results were successful.
And, strangely enough, it almost seems as though his results were
increasingly successful and all the more artistic when he took the
most radical liberties with the conventional theories of composition.
Another striking eaample of Loyd's independence is furnished by
the quartette now under consideration. It is certainly not considered
good form to reply to a check by Black with a direct capture. To
do so is recognised as crude, obvious and unscienti c. But Loyd's
genius thought little of theory, giving all its attention to practice.
And his results jnsti ed his independence. These problems are among
his yery best. The key of No. 5SI is one of the most puasiing in all
two-move composition, subtle, artistic and scienti c in the highest
measure; and the mates blend with it most beautiiully. Although
we have reached the division of Countennttaclrs usually looked upon
as the most prosaic and nninviting, we could not, in reality, have chosen
any iour problems to give us a more pleasant recollection of this whole
subject oi Counter~l-ittacks, of which we now take our leave.
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GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

“ A very pretty class of problems which have always possessed great
interest for me are those containing some idea or point, aside from
the actual solution, which the author wishes to illustrate and which
entitles the problems to be designated by an appropriate name or
motto. Some of these are indicated elsewhere, but I refer to some-
thing more than a mere naming of the positions. There are, for
instance, those problems which illustrate the resources of the separate
pieces " {5tr., p: rye]: * _ _

The four series which now follow, taking up n1 turn the four lI13_],Ul'
‘White pieces, are very typical of Loyd's skill. He had a touch which
always gave his interpretations a avour of their own, and when one
thinks of problems limited to the ‘White Queen, or the Rooks, or any
particular piece, one always remembers them rst by the names he
baptised them with. This is due to his universal popularity as well
as to the merit of the problems themselves. Indeed, the two things
go hand in hand ; at least genius awakens popularity and popularity
draws attention to every new work in a degree less favoured composers
could never aspire to, however excellent an occasional problem of
theirs might chance to be. Kohtz, in his article on Loyd, referred
to elsewhere, draws special attention to this. " No other name,"
he says, “ attracts the solver as powerfully. Club members, who
usually will have nothing to do with problems, crowd up as soon as a
position by Loyd is in question. For they are always willing to have
the solution of one of his problems shown them. ' That man is always
so clever,’ they explain, ' it is incomprehensible where he nds it all l ' "

The explanation of his popularity lies in the fact that solvers
came to look in his problems for something unexpected, and they were
seldom disappointed. Even after studying his problems carefully,
one could not tell in what way this unexpectedness would crop out on
the next occasion. Steinitz once put the matter rather cleverly-—{that
was before his quarrel against Loyd} : " There is a sure way to solve
any of Loyd’s problems. Analyse every possible move on the board
accurately, and you will nd the solution-—on your last trial, but
not before I "

Loyd recommended the study of problems based on the action of
single White pieces to beginners in solving and in composition, but
it is noteworthy that he did not suggest any general system of classilica~
tion by the White force employed, as Max Lange did, in his Handbook
{I362}. He was much interested in the possibilitim of problem
classi cation, and we have seen that he foresaw the values of batteries
[p. 32?} and themes {p. 323} in this connection, but he never fell into
the easy fallacy of thinking that the meaning of a problem might he
inextricably bound up with the nature of the pieces used for its inter-
pretation. Dn the contrary, he preached constantly the investigation
of what would take place, in well-known themes of every kind, if the
pieces usedin their construction, White and Black alike, were exchanged
for other pieces {p. 329, etc.]. Themes for him were quite dissociated
from the chess pieces as such. They always remained the fundamental
element in construction and classi cation; and the pieces were the
necessary material with which the artist must work, their choice in
any given instance being a question of experiment, and interpretation,
and personal taste.
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THE ROOKERIES.——I.

I no not know who the Elizabethan writer was, from whom "Willard
Fiske quoted the de nition of the Rock's move in his article: " A
Rookery,” in the Chess Monthly for April, 1359 I but it is so quaintiy
worded that it lingers pleasantly in the memory: " Now the Rook,
like one ploughing with Uxen, goeth forward and backward in any
le, and cross-wise to and fro in any ranke. so farre as he listeth, and

that there standeth no piece between him and the place he would go
toe. So doth the Rook root out any adverse piece, so gnardeth he
his owne, and so likewise doth he check the King. This is the Rookes
Draught."

Of the many composers who have "ploughed the chess-board
with oxen," Loyd stood readily rst, for many years. Later iihinlrman,
and very recently Pauly and Wursburg, and perhaps one or two others,
have surpassed him, not only in the fertility of their Rookeries, for
that anyone could do, but in the depth of the combinations they have
been able to make the Rooks express. To readers of my two little
volumes on the White Rooks, there is not very much to tell about
these problems that will be new. Loyd says of the Rooks : " It may
be a mere fancy of mine, and it is one which I cannot spare the time
to enlarge upon, but I have always considered the Castles not only
the most useful of all pieces, but the best adapted for illustrating the
merits oi the art “ [S£r., p. It-lo}. That Loyd considered his experi-
ments from the Chess Moirthly article as nothing more than elementary
studies is shown by his omitting more than half of them from the
manuscript of his revised Strategy. Yet there is a balance and neat-
ness about such a position as Ho. 585 that makes one think he 1mder-
rated its value in not including it. Loyd's favourite, oddly enough,
was No. 55?. It is so neat that the duals don't count," he said to me
the last time I saw him, when I was asking him what views he had
come to hold about duals. And he wrote : " bio. 55? is an illustration
of neatness produced by limited force. This is so evidently the design
of the problemthat it makes an excellent instance where it is far
preferable to permit a harmless choice of moves for the White King
than to correct the dual by the addition of a single Pawn " [M5].

The play of the White Rooks against their Black fellows brings
out most vividly the capabilities of the piece. In this respect No.
559 is an interesting tri e, but No. jgo is considerably more ingenious.
In the Si‘-rel-‘cg;-* Loyd said of it {p. So) : " As an end-game it is of value,
from the fact that it did occur in actual play, is likely to do so again,
and illustrates a point worth knowing." And in the M5. he adds:
" It occurred in Philadelphia and a draw was offered by Black, as
White can secure perpetual check or win a Rook. Black insisted
that the game was lost by a blunder, but subsequent analysis proves
it_ a forced win.“
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THE ROOKERIES.—I1.

T1-rs play of the Rooks against a Black Knight was shown for the rst
time in Loyd's No. 5o-e. Since then many other renderings of this
type of encounter have been constructed, but No. 51;: retains its
freshness and piquancy. No. 591 is less successful as an example
of the Rooks against a Black Bishop, because the Bishop is initially
pinned and only moves just prior to the mate. Its merit will be better
understood considering it as an Indian. Better play between the
Rooks and a Bishop will be found in No. 53o, among the examples
of the Grab theme. In No. 594 it is again the battery feature that
deserves attention, though here there is no Indian play involved.
Nos. jog, and 594 make an interesting pair because of the sprinkling of
White Pawns, which are very attractively placed. Loyd said of
them: “ Neatness of position is of much more importance in most
cases than severe accuracy in minor details of play. Limited force is
not always essential, but the pieces used should be gracefully distri-
buted so as to recommend the position. Rernernber that no solver
is supposed to know the solution when he rst looks at a problem,
and it is frequently a pleasing and promising exterior that attracts
him. bio solver will appreciate even the snbtlest solution nntil he is
rst coaxed to look at the problem! It is only in solving tourneys

that there exists anything approaching a moral obligation on the
solvers to tackle all the problems. Here are two little Rook studies,
showing a fair distribution of the pieces employed. Four moves
exceed the popular limit and yet a solver would be attracted to look
at them, while it is safe to say that there are many three-movers and
even two-movers in this book which, owing to their unattractive
appearance, none but what might be termed professional experts
would care to waste time over " [M5].

Speaking of Rookeries, readers of The White Rooks may renremb-er
that No. yd of that book was ascribed to lllorplry, but that its origin
had not been traced further back than Ihyr. It is curious in chess
problem history how unexpectedly one comes upon clues. In I356
1"-lorphy’s reputation had reached New York, and much curiosity
mingled with a little scepticism was felt towards the prodigy, and his
visit planned for the ne:-rt year was constantly discussed. The visit
was to be under the supervision of Ernest Morphy, the uncle. We
can imagine with what interest " Miron " one day brought Loyd a
letter just received from the elder Morphy giving the latest accounts,
with several games, by the young Paul. The latter is quoted in full
in the Snrrirdey Courier for 131211 Iune, I856. It also contained Ir[orphy's
little two-mover, said to have been composed in I54-:;, when Morphy
would have been only twelve. That would explain its elementary
character. Even so I fancy Loyd must have thought that a composer
of such a light calibre would have difficulty in ever becoming a great
player. But a short eighteen months proved very conclusively other-
wise.
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run JOLLY FRIARS.

“ THE Bishops are faithful little standard bearers who never forsake
their colours. Their good oflices are manifold and enter largely into
our best problems. The features of the Bishops show to the best
advantage when acting in conjunction with other pieces, yet I have
endeavoured to show some of their qualities unsupported in the follow-
ing positions, especially in No. 598, where the little sentinel patrols
his line in the face of such an overwhelming array of enemies ” (She,
p. r r .

Tliis quartette will probably be found the easiest of solution of
any four problems in the present book, owing to the very limited
scope for attack. Loyd omitted all four of the positions from the
revised Strategy, probably for this very reason. To me it seems that
occasionally a page easier than the rest is a great boon to the reader.
It renews his courage to solve the problems himself, without looking
at the solutions. It is for the same object that I hope the reader will
cover the solutions with a card as he turns the pages of this book.
In a volume, like some that I have edited, dealing directly with subjects
of classi cation, it may be an advantage to have the solutions immedi-
ately before the eye, but the many criticisms on this point that I have
heard make me doubtful about it. In a collection like the present,
on the contrary, everything would, it seems, be gained by concealing
the solutions, and I would have done so had not Loyd expressly
decided otherwise both in his Chess Strategy and in his later manuscript
revision. This is perhaps the more singular in that in his columns
he was always very particular about the preferability of actual solving
to mere study of a solution. Way back in the Musical World, I353,
in one of the rst issues, he printed the following admonitory verses,
his one and only excursion, so far as I know, into the realm of poetry !

“ A problem is not solved, impatient sirs,
By pee ing at solutions in a trice;
When gordius, the ploughboy-king of Fhrygia,
Tied up his implements of industry
In the far-famed knot, rash Alexander
Did not undo by cutting it in twain.“

Which sounds well, even if it is contrary to the usually accepted story.
Then he quoted his friend Potter, of the American Unfair : “ In solving
a problem do not, after a short time, give it up and look at the solution,
but set it aside for your leisure and try it again. The pleasure and
instruction derived in the solving is greater than the simple fact of
discovering the solution."

And this was followed by various counsels on solving, very similar
to those in the Chess Strategy, quoted elsewhere (pp. r y-rgrj, con-
cluding : " The practised solver relies upon his own ingenuity; by
examining the peculiar position and bearing of the pieces, he soon
nds out why they were so placed, and what particular part each

piece has to perform to assist in eiiecting the mate, and thus he dis-
covers the theme or trick of the position. We remember, one evening,
last winter, showing a problem to Mr. Cook, who, merely glancing
at the board, made the correct move, saying: ‘The position of the
pieces shows this to be the move, hat I cannot yet imagine what it is
done for! ’ " This remark of Mr. Cook was evidently the germ of
Loyd’s later anecdote about No. .426, quoted on p. 3or.
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KNIGHTLY CHESS.

“ ns night twn Knights, Acnnite and Syenite, were playing chess.
Une Knight said tn the nther Knight, ‘My Knight wiil take ynnr
Knight.' The nther Knight replied, ' C} benighted Ehight! Dn ynn
nnt see that, it I reunite my cavalry, it will be irnpnssible tn disnnite
my united Knights ? ' And sn these nightly and Knightly cnmhatants
cnntinned tn play ad iir;,I‘inih»nn."

This evtract irnm ‘Willard Fiske's article in the Chess Mnnfinly
[see p. 25] will shnw that we cannnt eapect irnm it mnch critical help
na the present qnartette nf prnhlems. Indeed, there is little ennngh
tn say critically ahnnt the simplest nsages ni the White Knights.
Experiments with them date back tn Stamma, d’Oniille, Lewis, and
nthers ni the cnmpnsers represented in Alexandre; bnt the best
versinns are clne tn Lnyd, as shnwn here, and tn ]. B. and G. N. Cheney.
These three cnmpnsers hrnnght nnt very strikingly the cnrinns fact
that White cannnt mate with l1is King and twn Knights nniy, bnt that
ii the Ii-li1L‘l{ King is llanlpererl by sn rnnch as a single Black Pawn,
then 'Wl|ite can mate him in many cases with his King and enly nne
Knight. L'n11sec|1|L-ntly i11 a pnsitinn like Nn. 59¢}, where White has
twn Knights and Black has a Pawn, the mate is tn he brnnght abnnt,
nnt by the captnre ni Blacl-1's Pawn, but by the sacri ce nf nne nf the
Knights. Lnyd puts the matter mnre philnsnphically : " It is impos-
sible," he says, “ tn cnnstrnct even a twn-mnve mate with twn Knights
alnne, but mate can he eiiected with nnly nne if Black has nf cinns
friends ; this theme cnnveys a practical lessnn frnm life “ [.?ih'.. p. hh].

Thnse whn want tn cnrnpare themes mnre clnsely can innl-: np
.="tnclerssen's Nn. ihn in the fhlirss i"irryi=r's t'.'iirn-mirth‘ inr riis.-4 and
j.lt.’s I‘-En. 1_;5 i|| l|is llnni-;, nnrl se1. them hesiiles Li:-y-'.l's Pins. jgg and
395: These pnsitinns will shnw that the simplest pnssibilities ni the
i lhrte Knights are decidedly limited. Lnyd speaks ni the “ almest
me:-rhanstihle resnnrces nf the Knights, whnse mnves are sn prnverbi-
ally intricate and tricky, and sn well adapted fnr hnth attack and
defence as tn becnme favnnritcs with all nnr cnmpnsers " (Si.-r., p. 182}.
llere Lnyd has clearly cnnfused twn thnnghts. The Knights are
Intricate and ineshanstible in their play, even beynnd the nther pieces,
but nnly in nnich innre enmples settings. The fact that their simpler
playrhns l:-een sn generally lavnnrite, hnwever, has resulted in endless
dnphcatinii rather than in any nntewnrthy variety. liven in this
sectinn nf nnr present hnni: nne can readily see hnw mnch less playful
iii may be perinitteil tn use t.he wnnl in its etyiiirilngiciil, rather than
111 its cnnventinnal, meaning] the l-Cni|.;hl.s are than the single Queen,
nr the Rnnks, nr even the Pawn liI'nl{t*I'i.~li Unly the Bishnps, nf all
the pieces, are less suggestive than the Llnights. l-int the fascinatinn
and ndrl _h-ehavinnr nf the latter are snch that we willingly pass nver
their hmitatinns and agree with Fislce when he said : " Others may
tnlk nf the Rnnnd Table, with its fty Knights, bnt I greatly prefer
the tiqnare Table, with nnly fnnr Knights."
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PAWN TAKES PAWN EN PASSANT.

“ WE often hear the expression : ' That problem has a pretty trick,’
referring tn the theme or the idea of the problem as a trick. This I
have avoided doing [not always, A. C. W.], for the reason that by a
trick I understand a mere puzzle, a catch, or something that is un-
expected, such, for instance, as Castling, Pawn taking en pnssarn‘, or
Pawn becoming Rook, Bishop or Knight. These devices are allow-
able, but they have become so hackneyed that they have lost their
charm of novelty as tricks, and no sl-tilful composer would employ
them unless tn illustrate some new feature that can be developed
through their medium. This, of course, is highly commendable;
and I like nothing better than to show the inexhaustibility of some
of these well worked mines. Let us commence for example with
Pawn taking an p.-assent. I think there are innumerable pretty points
yet tn discover. The feature of cutting o the line of the Bishop in
No. bog has a sparkle tn it aside from the mere trick ; and in No. hoj
the actual capture of the Pawn an passes! is lost sight of in the peculiar
advance of the liVhite Pawn, which develops much of the characteristic
nature of a check by discovery " (Shh, p. I 54,).

" The feature of capturing an peasant is a very important one,
of frequent occurrence in actual play. There are also peculiarities
about the move which can be illustrated to advantage by the problemist.
Illustrations have been given offering proof that Black’s last play
must have been the advance of a Pawn two steps, so White may
commence with Pawn takes Pawn an peasant, if the position is granted
to have been derived from actual play. Quibblers have claimed that
when Black has no other move on the board but Pawn takes Pawn
an peasant, he can if he wishes claim a stalemate, because the move is
a privilege and it would be no privilege tn make a mnve which loses.
Be that as it may, there are legitimate features in connection with
the capture which are well worth showing. For instance the question
as tn the greatest number of intermediate pieces which can be employed
in a two-move pinning theme seems to be answered by resorting tn
the an possess trick. In No. 604, after the advance oi the Pawn tn
es, there are four intervening pieces, which make it hard to believe
that the Vlfhite Rook could exert any in uence on the Black King.
It reminded me so much of the electric current that I inscribed the
position to Professor Morse, who was a ne chess player " (MS).

Loyd certainly was one of the most original interpreters of an
possum.‘ strategy. His renderings were not so very numerous, barely
ten all told, but they included some of his happiest creations. Besides
his analytical proofs of an passe-at keys, his No. Ira is one of the most
remarkable an possum! studies on record. Then, too, there is that
world-famous little two-mover No. gr, with its unique deceptive
features. Five years ago, when I was rst working on my collection
of an peasant problems, since published under the name of " Running
the Gauntlet," I naturally applied to Loyd for an original contribution.
He responded at once, as he was always ready to do, with an ingenious
little three-mover. It proved unsound, so that I was unable to use it,
and it was only after his death that I learned of his having corrected
it, as shown in No. 606. The addition of several Pawns from the
original setting has somewhat crowded the position, but the clever
theme has in no way been obscured.
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THE EXCELSIOR THEME.

In accordance with the custom of the times Loyd's early compositions
included plenty of problems in ve moves and upwards. But as the
fashion changed towards fewer moves, Loyd came to recognise the
value of condensing one's theme into shorter compass, and he has
spoken {p. I53] of the three-mover as the ideal medium for the expres-
sion of all but extraordinary themes. Indeed, in the MS., he writes-:
“ The less said about ve-move problems the better ; they belong to
the dark ages and are things of the past. Even where a theme exists,
which has merit and cannot be illustrated in fewer moves, we can
only regret that it is not altogether impossible of presentation. No.
n? is the only ve-mover in my collection which can olter any excuse

for its existence. It was composed in a spirit of fun and is a joke
fr-am beginning to end.”

Loyd made the problem in 1555 at the I‘-rlorphy Chess Rooms.
“ It was quite an impromptu to catch old Dennis julien, the problemist,
with. He used to wager that he could analyse any position, so as to
tell which piece the principal mate was accomplished with. So I
o ered to make a problem, which he was to analyse and tell which piece
did not give the mate. He at once selected the Queens Knight's
Pawn as the most improbable piece, but the solution will show you
which of us paid for the dinner " {L., Ist April, Igop}.

" The theme of starting a White Pawn on its own square, and
making it give mate by promotion, was not absolutely new with
Loyd, as Worrnald had shown how the task could be done a couple of
years before him. Wormald claims a Knight, which is perhaps even
more of a trick ; but it is also more evident, as it requires the presence
of the Black King at closer range. Loyd’s problem remains to this
day the most surprising rendering of the theme, because Black is
required to make such unexpected moves to defeat the series of threats
and so bring about the mainplay. The march of the Pawn is more
like the play in a Help-Mate problem, where both sides co-operate
to bring about the mate " {E-'.C-'.M., Vol. XXIX, p. 321].

In the half century since Loyd's Excelsior was rst published,
there have been a good many more or less successful attempts alike
to elaborate and to simplify his theme. Shinkman has presented the
theme with only two White Bishops besides the two Kings and the one
necessary Pawn, and H. F. L. Meyer has devised the most fantastic
and complex ascents imaginable. Several others, too, will be found
in my book on Pawn Promotions, but certainly none rivals the
piquancy and imagination of the Excelsior.

39?
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MINOR EXCELSIOR HATES.

Clue sees in several of L1?-yd’s problems minor manifestations of
the Excelsior theme, which possibly contain the germs from which
he developed the full- edged theme. The ascents shown in Nos. nod
and bog are closely related, and the bye—play I Rat, Bg ; z Pgy, any ;
3 P x R=Q mate in No. 544 belongs to the same group. Nos. taro and
611 also show mates by promotion, but otherwise are totally distinct
from the Excelsior theme.

The former of these belongs to a theme which dates back to the
days of the medimval manuscripts. I. Kohtz has written it up enter-
tainingly in the Dentsshes Wochenschech [see p. 213}, giving a number
of more recent examples. Healey had one almost simultaneously
with Loyd's, but it is considerably inferior in execution. Loyd’s is,
indeed, one of the classics among symmetrical miniatures.

In No. 611 the promotion mate is given by discovery, and its
point lies principally in the apparent freedom which this arrangement
allows the Black King to have up to the very mate. “ It will be seen
that the King has the choice of six moves, all of which can be guarded
and mate e ected by the advance of P=Q " {MS}. This is not
strictly accurate, inasmuch as the mate after z. ., Ke is not given
by the Pawn. In Laskefs for May, Ipoj, Loyd quoted this position
in the Problem Department and suggested that by adding what he
called a " compromising move " by some other Black piece, the Hing
could be mated on seven squares. He would add, for instance, a
Black Bishop at e-1,, Black Pawns at d4, d5, f4 and f5, and White Pawns
at d3 and f3, moving the Rook down to bz. n the whole, though,
Lnyd discouraged such tasks, unless they could be achieved with
some measure of artistic skill. He evidently did not know the two-
movers by W. B. Huggitt and H. F. L. Meyer, in which, by using a
checking key, the Black King has the choice of eight squares upon which
to die.

Speaking of promotion mates. Loyd had an amusing story to tell
about No. 33. There was a small Chess Club he used to go to occasion-
ally in his younger days, of which several members prided themselves
on their solving. Loyd’s problems often puzzled them completely,
however, and on more than one occasion, after he had shown them
the solutions, they used to pretend great surprise and say : “ Uh, we
could have done it that way ; we thought the Pawns were going the
other way ! “ So one day Loyd brought in No. 38, and said : " I have
only a, little one-mover to—day, you will hardly want to trouble about
such a little thing as that." But the solvers asked to see it, and as
before could make nothing of it, fell into one trap after another, and
nally gave it up. Loyd showed them the Promotion mate, and

they all exclaimed the favourite excuse: " We didn't realise that
White was going in that direction, or we should have solved it at
once." " Then," added Lnyd with a laugh, " why didn't you simply
advance this Pawn “ [turning the board: I Pgd mate] ! Needless
to say the excuse of not knowing in which direction the Pawns moved
was never made again.
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PAWN BECOMING A KNIGHT.—I.

" THE mere trick of Pawn making a Knight has become so hackneyed
that it no longer possesses any di icnity, and the sight. of a Pawn on
the seventh rank at once sets the solver searching for a solution depend-
ing upon the Knighting of a Pawn. Still this feature has its utility,
and is of great service in perfecting troublesome variations that could
not be corrected in any other way. Knighting the Pawn in No. I:-Ia
would have no merit were it not for the peculiar key-move that is
necessitated for the purpose of commanding Queen's square " (Sin,
II. I55 .
I “ ifhe Knighting of a Pawn is of some importance to a player,
and I have seen several games that were saved through its means.“
{.‘:§.=fr., p. I56}. Loyd quotes No. 1513, the actual game of which is to
be fonnd in the Scienti c .--lnreriran for as Itlne, I-Eljr-ii. The " several
games " mentioned by Loyd as won through Pawn Promotion would
I think have been very hard for him to produce, though he could have
found one in Staunton's Chess Praxis, p. 32?. Indeed Loyd confessed
elsewhere in the Strategy that No. by was only a “ modi cation of an
end-game," and that No. f*.~I_1, “ which was the termination of a game
between myself and De Riviere, the famous French player, was the
nniy other time that I ever saw these innovations introduced in actual
play " {Srr., p. say}.

" Having referred to the ordinary trick of Knighting a Pawn,
where it is obvious that a Knight would be of more service than a
Queen, I will give a few illustrations of the nicer points, which I hope
will serve to stimulate some of our young composers to review these
morn-out themes, which they will nd have not yet been exhausted.
The result of Pawn Knighting in No. 614 is hidden, from the fact that
any promoted piece will he liable to capture, so that it looks as if
claiming a Queen must be the more forcing of the two. In reality
a Knight promotion threatens nothing; but it resolves the position
into a waiting one, and Black has to move into a mate " {S1!r., p. 15h}.
This try I P=Q+, in No. {:14 is an unusual one in that the Bishop
defeats it, not by the direct capture, I. .. BxQ, but by the simple
interposition, 1: . ., Edd.

“ Did you ever see anything more unnatural or improbable than
the grotesque line of ve Pawns in No. If:-15 E" And yet that very group-
ing of the Pawns occurred in a game between the eminent von Gottschall
and 1-foack at the Hamburg Tournament of 1555. The position was
posed to commemorate the tournament and to prove that truth is
stranger than ction " {MS}. I have not identi ed the game referred
to. Perhaps some reader can help me to do so. As to the problem
itself, its main interest turns on several promotion tries, notably on
the reason why White cannot invert his moves and play 1 P=S rst.
The defence for Black would then be to check by I . ., EH4, and forth-
with immediately to retract the move, playing 3. ., Heb !
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PAWN BECOMING A Kl*TlGHT.—II.

No. lfi was one of the rst problems Loyd composed after returning
to chess in rdyd. He sent it to R. H. Seymour, the chess editor of the
Hoiyoize Transcript, with whom he later had to engage in so deplorable
a polemic: “ You have come to my rescue so often that I will have
to put my mill at your disposal, although I have not felt much in the
composing humour of late years, as I have been too busy to get even
a look at the chess—boa.rd. I gave the crank half a turn to-day, and
ground out No. E116. If it takes you more than three winks and goftoo
seconds, I guess it will pass. It took me only that long to make, but
I think the position is very neat " [L. to R. H. Seymour, Io Feb., tdy }.

Loyd always quoted this little favourite of his afterwards when
anyone began to decry capture keys. “ If the capture seems a hopeless
move, as in No. 616, then it is obviously well concealed, and the most
difficult I-cey-move that could be selected. The nature of the move is
of no consequence whatever, the entire merit depends upon the position
and upon the circumstances under which the move is made; for in
many instances the most simple and ordinary move is the most scienti c
and difficult that could possibly be introduced " [Str., p. sod).

" A Knight is generally chosen for the purpose of checking or
attacking where a Queen could not do so. For that reason, in a position
like No. ry, the Knighting of the Pawn looks highly improbable, as
it cannot attack the King in less than half-a-dozen moves, whereas
a new Queen would look more threatening. The Knight promotion
attacks nothing, and seems entirely out of play ; the move, therefore,
is both pleasing and di icult " [S£r., p. I56}.

“ I will only give two more positions to show other methods of
utilising a Knight at a remote distance from the adverse King; in
both cases the promotion precludes the possibility of checking and so
avoids the peculiarly obvious feature of KniglIt:i11g a Pawn when an
immediate attack is gained. In No. EIE I employ the new Knight as
a means of protecting the ‘White King during a waiting position result-
ing from the advance of the. Black Pawn. In No. lo the new cavalier
enters more actively into the ght, in the capacity of an ordinary
Knight, by threatening the capture of the Queen or the Bishop. I
do not feel that I have done the subject justice in any of these illus-
trations, but they will suffice to give my readers a hint or two. If
they will take any of these odd moves and examine the way they are
generally introduced, and study the advantages and peculiarities of
the tricks, they can readily think of other new ways of utilizing them "
I15-tr-. r-- 15?}-

Loyd's lessons to avoid the beaten track have home good iruit.
Instead of becoming exhausted, the possibilities of the chess problem
have continued to reveal new secrets to all with skill and determination
to nd them. In the Promotion Book many further novelties connected
with the distant Knight promotions are given, proving that it was
indeed a fruitful eld into which Loyd was biasing an untrodden road.
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PAWN BECOMING ROOK OR BISHOP.

Fun some reason Loyd did not show the versatility in handling single
promotions to Rook or Bishop that he did in employing the Knight
promotions, as shown on the last page or two, or in combining double
promotions, as shown in the Pawn Brokers on the nest page. It is
true that he was among the very rst to suggest Promotion Ambushes,
Nos. .io_| and _pu5 ; but there his interest appears to have agged. He
foresaw the wide future range of promotion themes, even if he did not
choose to investigate it himself, for he says : " The making of a Rook
or Bishop can only be utilised for the purpose of preventing a stalemate,
one of these two pieces being selected so as to allow the defence to
have a move, because the making of a Queen would result in a draw.
l"~FeuerrFiriess, there are a thousand ways of illustrating the subject to
show the different powers of the pieces, and I do not think that it has
been at all fully es.plored.. I only give one illustration of each of these
promotions, to show this feature of avoiding stalemate. Owing to
the simplicity of No. uso, I have added the sacri ce of the Queen to
impart a little brillianey and di iculty to an otherwise elementary
study. Ho. Ii-at is one of my earlier compositions, and it was the rst
position I ever saw where the creation of a new Bishop was utilised “
(SE12, p, I55}.

Promotions to Rook and Bishop were twenty years older than
Nos. E:-so and 621 in end-game form [Calvi}, and ten years older in
problem form. There is, indeed, in TomJinson's Auroral of I545. a
two-er identical with the termination of l‘-To. Erso ; but as Loyd says
it is only “ an elementary study " which at least a dozen composers
have elaborated in various forms since.

In the case of minor Blacl-: promotions Loyd did even less. His
unsound 3-er, No. es, is very important historically, in that it was
the rst attempt ever made to combine three promotion variations
from a single Black Pawn. Last year, ]. llliiller quite independently
arrived at a similar version, entirely sound and very beautiful. The
only di erence was that he placed the Rook at ct, the Queen at <14,
and a Knight at in instead of the Bishop. His solution is IQd3,
involving the same principles as Loyd’s did. I mention this to show
how near Loyd’s genius led him to the ultimate rendering which
another discovered fty-four years later. But Loyd was, for once,
too impctuous : " That problem should be killed. It is not in Strategy,
nor in my collection. I revised it in that little corner problem which
gives all the good there is in it " (L. Igog}. This must remain one
of the instances where I disagree with Loyd. His monogram, No. I523,
is ingenious enough, but it lacks the complete task feature which made
I‘-Io. has a remarkable conception for a youth of seventeen to chance
on. These early problems, in an epoch when so little was known in
America, or for the matter of that elsewhere, are truly a constant
source of surprise and admiration.
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THE PAWN BROKERS.

“' IN those early days," wrote Loyd retrospectively in Ipog, “ the
promotion of a Pawn to the Bishopric was looked upon as a questionable
trick, and Miron at rst hesitated to give No. st the dignity of a
diagram. Soon, however, the innovation became popular, and minor
promotion was sufficient to attract immediate attention to any problem.
Later on solvers became so accustomed to these tricks that composers
introduced dummy Pawns, extra Kings, and promotions to pieces of
an opposite colour, which savour of absolute limacy ” {M5}.

Certainly there is no occasion to resort to such unorthodox trans-
gurations. Pawn Promotions even to-day are by no means exhausted.

What is needed by composers is a greater faculty of imagination, not
an increase in the promotion laws. No better example of this could
be found than Loyd's experiments with two Pawns. In Nos. 624-526,
the total force used amounts only to nine Pawns. That such results
should be possible with Loyd's allowance of three Pawns to a Problem
seems to border on White magic. Certainly no other composer has
ever produced such a delightful series, and yet how easy it looks when
you have solved them. No. ti-24 repeats the Rook promotion, com-
bining the repetition with a pleasant souvenir {if I. ., Klx P} of the
Tomlinson theme of No. bso. Loyd told me once that this problem
was one of his great stand-bys for catching heedless solvers. He never
could understand why this was, as the position is so simple, until he
showed it one day to T. hl. Brown. The latter was a long time in
solving it, and, when at last he mastered it, Loyd asked him why it
had pusaled him so. “ Simply," answered the distinguished prob-
lemist, " because I did not think the lightning would strike twice in
the same place." To-day we are more accustomed to consecutive
promotions, and I think No. -525 would generally be considered the
more puzzling. Here the Pawn claims a Bishop on the corner square,
where the other Pawn apparently prevents the possibility of its moving.
In compiling my Promotion Book last year, I found no promotion
move in all the vast array of positions which I enamined any more
startling than this. The series of “ crowning features as practised
among the Pawn Brokers " (Sin, p. 133], ends appropriately enough
with a Knighting move, bio. nab, its two predecessors having intro-
duced the Rook and Bishop promotion keys. A mate by discovery
[a. . , Kati} could not well be produced out of slenderer materiel.

No. bay may be included here to complete the quartette, inasmuch
as there is again the sequence of promotions. “ It is a mere doubling
of the trick, and possesses but little difliculty; yet it is a pleasing
problem, with pretty mating positions, and I like it on account of
having so many Knights on the board at once.

“ This feature of Knighting a Pawn is one well worth remembering,
as it can not only be introduced judiciously in variations, but a Black
Pawn on the seventh rank is often the only way to correct a dual or
second solution" {5tr., p. I55]. Later on Loyd experimented very
successfully with stalemate promotion tries, as we have already seen
on p. 321. But at the time he was referring only to direct defences
by Black, as in No, ti.
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INTIMIDATED KING PROBLEMS.

Lovn used the term intimidated King Problems very nearly in the
sense of the modern term Lone King Problems. But for him the
phrase was somewhat more comprehensive. He included in the de ni-
tion not only all positions where the Black forces were actually reduced
to the lone monarch, bereft oi all support, but also that very numerous
body of compositions where the Black King is supported by a Pawn
or two, as in No. 623. “That he wished to differentiate by the term
was the type of problem in which Black can hardly be properly said
to have any real defence. Either the solitary King is buffeted about
by ‘White's army from hey-move to mate, or else a Pawn or two can
move, but only in such a manner as to complicate Black's troubles.
There is no interlocking of adverse pieces, and no doubt as to the ont~
come of the fray.

" Technically speaking, that whole large and popular class of
problems, which I have called the Intimidated King class, belongs
to the waiting style, for in almost every variation we are dependent
upon the moves of the defence to permit the mate ; but these problems
are so di erent in principle from the ordinary waiting problems, that
they lose their identity with the waiting class and possess none of its
characteristics " {Sir., p. 13o].

" I do not altogether approve of the increasing preference that
is being shown for what has been facetiously termed the intimidated
King style, where thewhite forces are arrayed against the lone monarch.
They are pleasing problems, with an innocent and inviting look ; but
the solver has merely to concentrate his energies upon the adverse
King, without having to calculate upon the play and counter attack
of opposing forces “ (Sin, p. rib}.

The form of strategy best illustrated in the Intimidated King style
is that where the Black King is to he mated on some square remote
from his original position, and the mates have to be prepared by some
ingenious manceuvring of the White pieces [p. I-By]. Pretty edects
can be obtained aiso by echoes, such as the mates with the Black
King on db and ca in No. t:-3o, or those in the two variations of No. b3 1.
Such thematic bifurcations Loyd valued above any mere muitipiicity
of coutinuations :

" The fact of there being a great many variations does not always
add to the merit of a problem. A position with a dull, meaningless
solution is a very stupid affair; and one with ten such variations
is merely ten times more stupid. No. bag, with a score of variations,
is not as neat or satisfactory a problem as No. I531, with its one simple
solution. In fact the former is all variations without nn_-y de ned
solution ; for the solver would search all the variations in vain for a
single idea of sufficient merit to be called the theme or to be impressed
upon his memory. No. b3I is not a very brilliant problem {in fact
these intimidated problems seldom are brilliant}, yet thanks to the
pleasing bifurcation and the innumerable resources at the command
of the attack, it is a fair problem “ (Sin, p. 53}.
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TI-IE CORNERED KING.

IT would be most incorrect to say that placing the Black King on
a corner square of the board in any given problem was sufficiently
characteristic to constitute a theme. The position of the Black King
is usually largely a matter of chance. It is pro table in many themes
to corner the King, but the reasons for doing so vary beyond any
possibility of description. In the " Srnothered Mate " [p. 355} there
are only three squares to block with a Cornered King, instead of eight
for a central position ; in the “ Grab Theme “ it is often a convenience
to have the Black King out of the way, so as to give a wider arena for
the capture of the free Black pieces {Nos 52-$532] ; with certain
forms of " Surprise Keys " the Cornered King allows a remarkably
long withdrawal of some protecting piece, which could be shown in
no other way {Nos. 416, 42o and 6yy]. Through these and many other
positions there may be traced a kind of relationship, or at least a simi-
larity in the effect produced, which in no way is caused by any analogy
of theme. This relationship arises because the rnornent the King
is con ned to one oi the corner squares his means for immediate escape
and ‘Wl1ite's opportunities for attack undergo a complete change.
He is suddenly reduced to three possible lines of defence, and White
has only the same three lines along which to attack. Long—range
mates from these three directions become the rule instead oi shorter
mates from every point of the compass.

No. 358 gives a good idea of the range of a Cornered King. The
key allows freedom in every direction. But from hd the King only
has three moves; after he has moved to g-7 he at once threatens to
go in eight directions. If the position is compared with No. 35?, the
difference in opportunity will at once he seen.

I have chosen Nos. 632-635 to illustrate a group especially adapt-
able to presentation with a cornered King. Diagonal bifurcation
is involved in all these problems. No. 632 has three sets of echo
coutinuations depending on the possibilities of Queen and Rook mates.
In No. 634 only one oi the pairs of echoes is preserved [I . ., Kb-3 or
Kay}, while the two other mates of No. 63,2 appear singly, so as to
permit the addition of the very pretty mate after I. ., Rhd ; 2. .,
Rbh. Advancing to No. 635, we nd that all the original sets of echoes
have dropped out, and that Loyd has con ned himself to bifnrcating
the new mate of No. 634. The variation 2 Qga, R22 or b1 ; 3 Qn: R
mate is clear-cut and snappy ; its two unique long-range mates make
the problem even more conspicuous as regards the Cornered King
than are Nos. 632 and 634.

Finally, in No. 633, the original four-move version of No. 632,
it will be noticed that the Black King is not cornered until after the
rst moves are made. This shows how unscienti c a group the Cornered

King Problems really are, since in every other respect the position is
identical with No. 632.
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THE BLACK PIECES.

“ A Poeotan style of problems, and one which always gives promise
of a pleasing and satisfactory solution, includes those wherein the
Black forces are limited to the King and one active piece. These are
favourite problems with the public, as they usually have an easy
appearance and look as if the merit lay in the trick and not in the mere
difficulty of overcoming the knotty points of the defence. These
positions involve no question as to the possibility of winning; the
difficulty is merely to effect mate within the required number of moves.
The theme of such problems generally turns upon the play of the
active Black piece 1 in this way the peculiar features or powers of the
different pieces may be illustrated in a most agreeable and interesting
manner. Every chess piece has individual characteristics and proper-
ties peculiar to itself ; and these features, whether the strong or weak
points of the piece, can be introduced into our problems through the
medium of the defence as well as through that of the attack " [5ifr.,
p. 73].

In the quartette on the opposite page a single er-rample is given
of the activity of each of the Black pieces in turn, Queen, Rook, Bishop
and Knight. It is interesting enough to study the pieces in this way,
and most instructive to the beginner in composition, but there is nothing
very scienti c about it. Thems depend even less upon the Black
pieces used to illustrate them than upon the ‘White pieces. Loyd
was never weary of showing how a Black Rook or Knight could be
substituted for a Bishop in the interpretation of many prominent
themes ; and certainly it is more accurate to say that the theme of a
problem depends upon some such feature as pinning, or interference,
or self-blocking, than upon the mere presence in the diagram of a
dominant Black Queen or Rook.

It is curious perhaps that some composers seem to handle one
Black_piece much better than another. Several could be named
who have a rare mastery over the Bishops and Knights, and yet are
powerless to handle the Rooks to special advantage. Hardest of all,
of course, to handle with any real delicacy of touch is the Black Queen.
Her defensive power is so great that, if any unusual activity be granted
to her, it immediately requires a numerous Wliite force to control
her.. LIJyd‘s magic touch gave him an almost mesmeric power over
all the Black pieces. and he lavished them in his problems with a
reckless abandon which, in his earlier days, was quite unknown. It
was ail the fashion, it is true, even before Loyd's day, to place many
Black pieces upon the board, with a view towards equalising the
forces employed; but they were usually cooped up out of mischief
in one way or another. Loyd gave his Black pieces unlimited freedom,
and left them to work out their own downfall.
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A BLACK KNIGHT THEME.

"WHILE it is true, as has just been stated, that most themes can be
illustrated by the use of practically any Black piece, yet there are a
few interrelationships of the White and Black pieces which are shown
to particular advantage by employing one hurl of piece rather than
another. The best examples oi such problems that occur to me are
shown opposite. In each of this group, if we consider the position
immediately prior to the mate, we see that two of the squares in the
King’s eld are blocked by his own pieces, and further that in each
case these are both Knights. ‘When these Knights are moved, they
relinquish their guard in such a way that a ‘White Knight can mate.
This makes a pretty e ect, which cannot well be produced in any
other manner, except in some very round-about way, so that we are
jnsti ed in thinking of the whole group as being thematically identi ed
with the play of the Black Knights. Loyd used these same four prob-
lems in the Strategy as an instance of the varied individuality of prob»
lems closely related in their themes. “ Every problem,“ he wrote,
“has its individual features, beauties, blemishm and leading char-
acteristics. I shall not attempt, therefore, to enlarge upon this subject,
as it would require an exhaustive analysis of all the problems in this
book. I have long since discovered that the elucidation of the points
of one problem does not make clear the traits oi another which may
be diametrically opposite. I shall, thereiore, follow my usual course
of taking one therne and showing the di erent treatments suggested
by it.

“ Take the simple little Knight study, No. ban. It shows the
pretty feature oi the waiting position and the way in which the mating
piece guards the square which the Black Knight is compelled to vacate.
This is a mere skeleton of the theme and, owing to the paucity of the
attack, it possesses but little dif culty and gives no scope for construc-
tive abiliry. I have varied this in No. 541, by the introduction of the
ll-Thite Rook, whose sacri ce imparts a diihci ty that No. 54o does
not possess. We have here the addition of but a single piece, which
is more than compensated for by its rnalting the problem more di icnlt
and superior in constructive merit to No. 640. No. 642 is another
elementary version, varied by the introduction of the pinning principle.
This would be shown to much better advantage in a problem of more
moves, because the Black King ought not to stand in the diagram
in a position so obviously betraying the mates. While I was composing
an extension of this nature, it occurred to nre to transpose the setting
on to the diagonal, so as to show a different rendering, while preserving
the characteristics oi the theme “ (Sin, pp. 224-5].

All that Loyd really did in Hos. 642 and E-43 was to add mined
batteries (p. 33,1} to the theme of No. 64o, resulting in the pinning
effects to which he was so partial (p. 333]. The Black Knight theme
oi No. 64o would very easily be lost sight of in these pinned versions.
If we replace the Black Knights in No. 642 by a Black Queen on b4,
or those in No. 643 by a Black Rook on d4, a study of Nos. ally and
4qo would readily show us how a few changes in the guard of the
Black King's eld would be sn ici.ent to bring about a complete change
of theme in both problems.
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PART III.

MISCELLANIES
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END-GAMES.

L0‘r"‘D made a distinction in his writings between game endings in
actual play and end-games arti cially composed; and both these
classes in turn are to be considered as radically distinct from problems.

Game-endings from actual play should illustrate some ingenious
combination for winning or drawing an apparently hopeless position
which really occurred in a game. Such opportunities are frequent
in play, was Loyd’s claim, but the average player does not see them
because he is usually a poor solver. Loyd was always on the look-out
for brilliant moves, and would take reckless chances to bring them
about whenever he could. The result was that his own game was
erratic, or even unsound, and after r do he played practically no serious
chess whatever. But right up to his death he loved to play skittles ;
he would give an inferior opponent the odds of the Queen, and then
purposely play funny moves.

an end-game he de ned as a game-ending reduced to its lowest
terms. " At some future day I propose to issue a work upon end-
garnes, in which, after giving an analysis of the peculiar properties
of the several pieces at the close of a game, and a collection of such
tricks or combinations as every player should be familiar with, I
shall devote a majority of the space to the middle or turning points
of famous games, showing the commencement, progress and termina-
tion by which the games were won " {Str., p. So}. as end-game,
to be instructive, need not even be sound, as it is possible to show
with few pieces a trick liable to occur in innumerable forms which
it would take a large force to present accurately. A setting like
No. 644 is far more advantageous than a sound, but clumsy. arrange-
ment. " There is no forced draw, yet nine out of ten players would
capture the Knight, so that this way of saving the game by stalemate
should be generally known " [lr1lS.].

A problem Loyd de ned as an end-game presented in a de nite
number of moves. The theme might rarely, as with Philidor's Legacy,
be one liable to occur in play, but more frequently it would be purely
imaginary. The majority of problems are obvious wins for White,
the dif culty of solution being created by the limit to the number
of moves allowed. This form of problem makes the least appeal to
players, who will say: “ I do not see the fun in puaaling an hour
to nd a mate in three moves, when I see a doaeu easy ways of doing
it in four “ [Sir., p. I39]. Consequently “ many chess players who
are not problerrrists prefer positions which have a natural appearance,
or those wherein Black has a preponderance of force and requires
some ingenious trick to win. This is a mistaken idea ; for positions
from actual play can never possess the depth or beauty of nished
problems, and it is equally absurd to suppose that problems should
consist of mere tricks that can be demonstrated in games " (Sin, p. pp}.
Loyd cited No. E-45 as an actual game ending, and bio. dab as the way
to elaborate it in a problem. Damiano has a position that is intimately
related to No. 64.5.

But while problems should not in general have ideas properly
belonging to end-games, the converse is also true that end-games
should not be the vehicle for expressing problematic themes; and
Loyd refers to No. 5 59 as an end-game “ of no practical value, which
I have incorporated to better advantage in several problems " {l'€.lS.}.
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ACTUii-L PLAY.

Cttess players invariably look on problemists rat-her as tri ers in
the game. Problems are things to be thrown on the board carelessly,
triclrs, impromptus, the unrealities of life. The game, on the other
hand, is serious, analytical, boundless in possibilities. Loyd never
lost a chance to champion the defence. With the most solemn face
he would speak of the comparative greatness of problems, and the
transient character of the best chess play.

“ The chess openings," he wrote, “ have become so thoroughly
canvassed, and l:|-nnlt lcr|owledge has become so general, that there is
but little room left for improvement and display of shill, er.-rcept in
the end-play. Anyone can learn to play chess, and will make progress
in proportion as he devotes his time to the study. To become a
problemist requires a special aptitude, and this cannot be cultivated
by everyone. I have always believed that the bump of ingenuity
is the only faculty that carmot be developed ” [Slr., p. 24?}.

“ It can be said in favour of the art of composition that every
stratagem that a comp-oser creates becomes a lasting monument of
his skill ; his talent is perpetuated ; it cannot he underrated, though
it may be excelled. ‘With the player it is different, for his glory, his
reputation, and almost his name, die with him; his victories are
forgotten, and the rising generation refer to him as an old fogey to
whom they could render a Knight. If Philidor, La Bourdonnais,
St. Amant or Stauuton had left a few sparkling problems, these would
have preserved their memories for centuries after their games and
triumphs will be forgotten “ (Sta, p. -1:43).

The four positions quoted opposite are given in the Strategy as
the terminations of games actually played by Loyd. "I-1~'o. 64? is
the termination of the rst game I ever played blindfolded. The mate
is forced as the defence has only one move at command “ {.5'tr., p. 9].
No. 645 is quoted as an enarnple of a game-ending with a variation.
“ It occurred in a blindfold game played many years ago between
myself and brother “ {Str., p. 9]. The entire game is given in the
Sl:r::ufeg_y, but it hardly deserves reproduction here, though interesting
as showing the blindfold powers of the two young men.

n the whole No. tijo will be enjoyed the most of any of these
endings, because of the simple position and the pretty theme. " I
do not think,“ said Loyd, " that players who are not problemists
appreciate the bene ts derived from the practice of solving. It
imparts a spirit of ingenuity and correctness, and a clear insight of
complicated positions that can he acquired in no other way. More than
a score of years ago I played a game blindfolded against the members
of the Hudson City Chess Club, the termination of which I give as
No. 65o. Unfortunately I played the defence, but the committee
who were pitted against me abandoned the game as drawn, which
I willingly accepted, telling them at the time that they had a forced
mate in eight moves. After being informed of the fact, they were
‘unable to discover it l “ [Str., p. 24b}.
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CASTLING.—I.

" IT may seem strange that a composer who has made ten times as
many puasles and tricks as chess problems should take the stand that
Castling and all such positions as turn upon previous play are only
problem tricks, and in fairness to the solver should be classed as Fan-
tasies “ |[MS.}.

It is even stranger that such a composer, when he did toy with
Castling, should appear far more interested in the logic and even
in the sophistry of the move than in its thematic possibilities. All
told Loyd only composed about a half—doaen “ legitimate “ Castling
problems; for the rest he amused himself with the fruitless discus-
sions which Castling, from time immemorial, has carried in its train.

He liked to pose the pieces, as in Nos. 651 and E-5s, to suggest
Castliug which does not occur, so as to trap the unwary solver whom
all the discussions on the subject have placed on the alert. In Flo.
651, the Rook at ar is absolutely useless, escept to aid in the Castling
illusion. " In No. 652," he wrote, “ I have posed the pieces especially
to suggest the idea of Castling, and have thereby imparted a little
arti cial dimculty, as it is not introduced in the problem. The
suggestive appearance makes no diderence in regard to the question of
fairness, as we have as much right to Castle in this as in any other
of my problems " [5lr., p. I59}.

“ The question of the admissibility of Castling in problems turns
upon the point of fairness, and those who object to it ask: “What
right have you to Castle? How do we know that neither the King
nor the Rook has been moved F ' In reply to such arguments I could
give the decisive one, that every composer knows that in making a
problem the pieces are not mused into position, they are merely placed,
and there has been no previous play “ {sa-., p. rt:-1]. Loyd allowed
himself two little jokes in this connection, which are shown in Nos.
553 and F154. Uf the former he said: “ No. E153 is an impossible
position, as it could not have occurred in actual play; consequently
there has been no previous play, and llllhite claims the right to Castle,
as neither King nor Rook has moved “ |[MS.}. Surely this argument
ought to convince the most inveterate opponent of Castlingl But
Loyd carried it a step further in quite another direction: " There
was an umpire who declared that Castling should not be allowed
unless the entire moves of the game were given with the problem.
So I contributed No. £154 to his tourney ; he assumed that my intention
was I Qeti, which solves it as a Castler, and according to his theory
ruled it out as unsolvable. All the while he overlooked that there
was a solution almost worthy of the prise by I Kfa “ {M5}. 1 have
found no evidence as to whom Loyd tried this esperiment upon, but
we can readily imagine that when the umpire in question caught on
to Loyd's practical joke he had a dif cult time of it to set matters
right.
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CASTLE-lG.—II.

“ Cssrnruo has become so hackneyed that it is no longer looked
upon as a desirable addition to a problem; in fact it never was an
agreeable feature, for the reason that a player, who has eshausted
his skill and patience in a vain attempt to master an intricate position,
is in no humour to be told that he has been " sold " by a mere trick
that he never thought of. I think, however, that the fault lies more
with our composers who have followed the old beaten track of employ-
ing it simply as a trick, instead of endeavouring to discover new
features of this peculiar move. Castling is one of the most prominent
moves of the game ; therefore, if it is our aim to elucidate pretty
and intricate combinations, I do not see why this important feature
should be ignored. Castling is most encusable in a neat little position
like No. E:-56, for the reason that it is well concealed, and yet there
are so few pieces and such a paucity of attack, that a solver is soon
convinced that something must be done " {.Sn*., p. 159].

The “ neat little position “ here referred to has become one of
the worlrl's famous problems. It was published before Loyd was
si;-rteen in four move form, No. 655, and later a move was cut off as
Loyd came to realise the importance of not extending solutions beyond
the number of moves requisite most sharply to illustrate the theme
treated. The Pawn added at g3, to replace the Black Bishop, prevents
a clever second solution by I KRgr +.

“ Castling,“ continued Loyd, “ is generally introduced in prob-
lems either for the purpose of bringing the White King into play or
into a place of safety; and there has been but very little ingenuity
shewn by our composers on this subject. To make a problem upon
a move of this kind, its peculiarities must be studied and taken advan-
tage of. The rst characteristic we notice is that two pieces are
moved at once. This composers have seized upon, and have utilized
it in many ways to bring both pieces into action: to mate with the
Rook and guard a square with the King ; or to bring the Rook into
play while retreating the King to a place of safety ; or to pin a piece.
lint there are many other possibilities which I leave for my readers
to discover ; one, for instance, would be to occupy the squares thus
vacated. Take No. 655, where we bring the Rook to d1, and at the
same time move the King for the sake of occupying e1 with the Knight.
This suggests the still further elaboration shown in No. jj, where
the object of Bustling was simply to vacate two squares at once, to
get rid of the pieces so as to be able to occupy whichever of the squares
will lehd to a mate " [.‘i.|!r., p. I510}.

The search after new possibilities of Castling has not, since these
words were written, been very diligently pursued. Two years ago,
W. Pauly made a series of very ingenious experiments. He used the
move to avoid stalemate, and in connection with Indian strategy,
hut, above all, in complete block positions, where Castling was either
the only waiting move or the only way to prepare for a subsequent
waiting move. Apart from these investigations, Castling has been
continued largely in the old ruts, though sometimes more elaborately
than of old, as when White is required to Castle on both sides or when
both ‘White and Black Castle.
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TWINS.

A-Mono Loyd's offspring were several sets of twins. He loved to
solve his own problems, as well as to compose them ; that is, to study
what possibilities the placing he had chosen to give his pieces would
accidently reveal besides the actual solution he had incorporated.
He repeatedly blamed modern composers in his columns for not testing
their own problems more carefully. This was partly because he con-
sidered that too many obviously unsound problems were allowed to
get into print ; but it was more especially because he thought the
composers missed frequent opportunities to work in extra meritorious
variations, and to glean new and practical suggestions from such
closer testing. Some readily accessible cases will be found in Laslm-‘s
for January and April, Igoj, and in the olden days his suggestions
were at the service of all his friends. For he possessed the touch of
Midas that transformed whatever he took in hand. Mr. Cook has
put the matter more paradomcally : " Many problems that appeared
under other well-known American names in the late fties, and that
seemed pure gold, were in reality nine-tenth a1—Loyd." Certainly
there is a great difference between these suggestions of Loyd's, which
he always gave his friends the bene t of, and never published under
his own name, and the imitations of Loyd which are sometimes met
in Continental magazines. "1 have no sympathy," says Mr. Car-
penter, “ with composers who sneer at Yankee Deviltry, and then
publish weal: di usions of Loyd under their own names.”

Loyd’s own problems likewise led him rapidly from one thought
to another. " Take the following twins for example, Nos. 659 and
hon, and, although the one was suggested while testing the other,
they are entirely different, and I doubt if the solver can tell which
was the original and which (what thoughtless critics would call]
the plagiarism. They have no features in common whatever, except
what might be termed an accidental resemblance in the placing of
the principal pieces ” (.‘i'£r., p. 93).

An amusing case is shown in Nos. 661 and (>62. Loyd republished
No. 661 in his column in the N. Y. Star, and when he gave the solution
he added a note to the effect that the problem had proved very di icult,
and that one solver, believing it to be set up wrong, had transposed
the Kings as shown in No. hoe, and then had succeeded in solving it.
Of course the solver was none other than Sam Loyd, and the name
simply one more addition to his long list of pseudonyms. The two
problems are not particularly meritorious, but they are unique so far
as the exchange of sovereigns is concerned. It would be interesting
to see if other examples of a _similar possible change could be found.
Probably a case or two exists in the wide realm of miniatures without
ever having been noticed.
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THE KILKENNY CATS.

Aarorvs Loyd’s Twin problems the most remarkable are the two
Killrermy Cats, and to them there hangs a tale even more effective
than the tails of the Cats themselves, as shown in the outline diagrams.
I regret very much not having been able to produce L.oyd’s own draw-
ing, as the expressions he sketched on the pussies’ faces added not a
little to their individuality, as they glanced over their shoulders at
the magni cent sweeps they described with their tails.

" They were composed a good many years ago to illustrate a
story Loyd contributed to one of the American comic journals. It
told of two professors, lovers of problems, who were writing an encyclo-
pedia. They had written about art, and bananas, and carpets, and
other things, at the beginning of the alphabet, and had come to the
subject of Cats. Unfortunately, they could think of nothing to say,
and it being late, they decided to go to bed and think it over. In the
morning their ideas were still very few, but each claimed at least to
have seen a cat on a chess-board, in their dreams. When they came
to compare notes, and one of the professors set up his problem, there
was mysti cation indeed, for it was the very problem the other pro-
fessor had seen. It was manifestly impossible that the two men
should have dreamt of the same problem, a.nd, as they argued it out,
the two worthy gentlemen fell to qnarrelling most pitifully, as to
priority. It was their rst quarrel, and consequently all the more
heated. To mal-re a long story short, they ended by discovering that
their problems, after all, were not esactly the same, one being a square
further to the left on the board than the other. It now turned out
that neither could solve the other's p.roblem, and the mutual revelation
of their solutions gave the two old friends an opportunity of making
up “ {B.C.M., vol. 1rai:.~r., p. 322-3}.

There are only a very few cases extant, where the character of
a problem, as shown i_n its solution, is completely changed by a trans-
position on the board, and certainly there is no instance in which
the change is so comples. and complete. The two diagrams require a
careful study. Loyd has most ingeniously made use of the right
hand barrier presented by the edge of the board in No. 663. If ‘White
tries to play, as in No. as.-1, I PcS=S, Black can lead to stalemate
by replying, I.., RI-sIR', 2 SXKP, P=S ll Un the other hand
‘Wl1ite is able to play, 1Sf4+, and the Black King cannot escape
to the right as he could do under a similar line of attack in No. 664.

“ The moral of this little tale," adds Loyd, with a touch of sarcasm,
“ is to substantiate the remarkable feats of composers, who have not
only hit upon the same themes, but have given the same renderings
without taking the trouble of moving the pieces to one side " {M5}.

L
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PICTUE PROBLEMS.--I.

“ Urroaa the head of Fantasies I include all positions wherein the
authors have taken any license whatever, either in placing the pieces
in impossible positions or for picturesque effect. Quite a mania has
been developed for the production of these hieroglyphical problems,
and great skill and ingenuity have been er-rpended upon them; for
which reason I will devote a few pages to this grotesque subject "
(5?-r., p. I54}.

“ Cldd and curious positions are very frequently employed to
illustrate chess stories, and they serve very well in place of pictures
to ’ point a moral and adorn a tale.’ As such I have contributed
quite a number to the dilferent chess magazines, feeling that the
circumstances under which they were produced would excuse their
absurd grotesqueness. I give No. E-E15 as a specimen which was com-
posed to illustrate the story of Chess at Court of King Philip “ (Sin,
p. 168}. This problem, incidentally, is based on the same theme as
Thomas Loyd's No. pro, which also shows a fantastic setting of the
pieces. Loyd had already published two more conventional versions,
quoted as Nos. E132 and 533. Loyd was in general very successful
in incorporating good themes in his Fantasies, and his enamples afford
a welcome contrast to the usual dull play of the average picture prob-
lem. They seem to present themes which have fallen naturally into the
picture form, rather than a laborious moulding of the chessmen. Take
a little position like No. ass, and it would appear as though the idea
could not have been rendered in any other way whatever. " It is a
little bagatelle I once posed in the shape of an arrow, and sent to a
friend, who, from the nature of the solution, christened it Peek-a-Bo.
My friend, Capt. Mackenzie, has shown it for years as the funniest
problem he ever saw. He used to bet that no one could solve it without
taking back a more “ {.5'tr., p. IE-6}.

One good feature in Loyd's Fantasias is the relatively small
number of unnecessary pieces that he uses. Most composers load
their picture problems down with Pawns, until the painful effort of
the achievement is very apparent. In No. 55?, indeed, there are
Pawns a-plenty, but they all do their share of the work, and it is in
less obvious directions that we must seek for dead-heads. Pawns
might easily have been used at da and e3 to ll up the picture, but
Loyd deliberately chose the more important o icers simply to make
the solver stop and think awhile.

No. ass is a little fantasia which I found among Loyd's papers.
It is a complete tour of the Black Knight interwoven with the theme
of his favourite No. bro. I do not know that he ever published it.
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PICTURE PROBLEMS.——II.

THE composer of picture problems soon becomes an accomplished
symbolist. Manifestly the abstract sentiments cannot be expressed
on the chess board except by symbols ; but the cleverness with which
these symbols can be portrayed will be a surprise to all who have not
studied the ights of fancy of Mrs- Baird or of Chas. A. Gilb-erg.
Loyd cannot compare to either of these two composers in the number
of his picture problems, but in artistic and thematic treatment no one
will question his superiority. His well-known series, " Faith. Hope,
and Charity," has served as a model for all later syrnholists. A.
Townsend was the rst to imitate it ; then Gilberg made a trilogy of
similar pictures under the dilhcult conditions that either White or
Black could mate or self-mate in two; and nally Mrs. Baird has a
trio of simple two-movers.

Each of Loyd's emblems presents a carefully studied bifurcated
theme. The one most discussed has been No. oyo, because of the non-
chalance with which Loyd regarded the dual key. He dismissed the
subject very lightly, as we have seen on p. 239. " In my Fantasia,
entitled ' Faith,' there is a choice of rst moves, but as the theme is
presented either way I saw no object in making a change " (.‘:i.-ir., p. E14}.
That Loyd could readily have made his Cross without the dual key
need be doubted by nobody. There is a singularly suggestive three-
rnover in .~lrrr-srfcan Cfrnss Nails ascribed to Dr. C. C. Moore, whose
inspirations were perhaps not always unassisted. This three-mover
is identical with bio. oyo, except that the Queen stands on er, while
one ‘White Bishop is at e:-2 and the other one replaces the Knight at ey.
Evidently there is now only one solution, in spite of t_he complete
symmetry. Can the reader solve it without further help i

Loyd's " Emblem of Purity," No. flllg, likewise a Cross, was also
a little joke at the expense of the critics : “ Every chess editor," he
wrote. " feels complimented by a large following of solvers ; but the
crucial ordeal comes when the amateurs begin to contribute crude
compositions totally un t for publication, which cannot be rejected
or criticised without giving offence. To this impossible class belong
the purist disciples, who have never composed even a fth grade
problem, but who tal-re it upon themselves to inform you that the
advanced school, as they call themselves, debars the slightest trace of
a dual in any branch variation. On reading the letters they send
with their contributions I feel that I have never composed a single
problem that they would allow to pass muster. Such a handicap,
indeed, would at once bar out all problems where ‘White threatens
two mates, except in rare cases like No. (nor), which I suggest as an
Emblem for these Puritans of the Problem World. In it White appar-
ently threatens two nrates: but. though Black has a dozen replies,
White in reality never has any choice of mates whatever. Like Duffy's
Whiskey, it is ' absolutely pure 3 ’ " (MS)
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PROBLEM ODDITIES.

Two of the positions in the Fisl-re-Loyd sketeh, headed Problem
Oddities, were aeeompauied by pseudo-archaeological notes absurd
enough to deserve quotation :

I-.'~Eo. s;»3._" Poor At:-u-Abdallah Mohammed ben Aelirned al-
Cheyat [whom God preserve !} is an enthusiastic lover of the sport
whieh eonsoles the mind and refreshes the body. His problems are
the delight oi the student and the grati eation oi the adept ; but he
lately made this stratagem {the Arena), whieh is so utterly absurd and
ridieulous that it has a eeted his reason. And now, alas, he lies, a
raving maniae, in the mad-house of Damaseus. Let no eomposer
imitate sneh foliy, lest he share the sad, but merited, fate of Abu-
Abdaliah hlohammed hen Aehmed all-Cheyat.”

No. b_?4.—“ Not far from the banks of the deep- owing Indus,
overshadowed by the cloud-reaehing mountains of Iiorthern Hindustan,
stand four time-worn pillars of marble. They mark the burial piaee
of the inventor oi chess. His diseiples, to honour his memory and to
express their gratitude, erected this monument styled the Four Columns
of Sissa."

“ The moral," adds Loyd in the Strategy, p. 1&5, “ that I would
draw from these strange and weird positions, is that eomposers should
see how easy it is to give expression to their ideas in any desired form;
therefore, if it is possible to illustrate a theme perfectly where the
pieees have to be arranged to form some letter or shape, what eneuse
is there fer not making neat and elegant positions where there are no
restrictions. I do not think that the resourees of the chessboard are
generally understood, and eomposers are too easily discouraged or too
readily satis ed with their rst posing. Not only ean a theme he
illustrated in almost any desired position, but almost under any terms
and eonditions. I give No. ti;-'5 as attempting to shew the most absurd
position I eonld think ot, iettered by the eonditions of produeing four
problems on the one diagram."

All these Oddities are sueh qaaintly impossible positions that they
may well be supplemented by a later Fantasia which Loyd ealled
his Alligator. " I had entirely forgotten my old Alligator," he wrote,
" I made it as an illustration for a funny story I onoe wrote for the
English paper, Tid-Bits. The problem was simply intended to look
absurd, and I think I sneeeeded in melting it so. The solutions are
silly, although P-iael:'s moves are not so easy " |'_L., Igog]. I am sorry
not to have sueeeeded in traeing the puhiieation oi this problem, as
the aeeompanying tale of the Alligator would eertainiy have been
worth rescuing. This animal was always a favourite with Loyd. I-Ie
had one -depieted on the letter—head which he used for nearly twenty
years {see Plate III.}, listening to the banjo-playing of a little pieeaniuny
dressed in the elassie folds of an old barrel.
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LETTER PROBLEIliS.—I.

THE eomposition of Letter Problems has always had a speeial faseina-
tion. They are so appropriate to express one's greetings or dedieation
to a friend, beeause, in a medium for thought as transcendental as
that of problems, one nds suddenly a mode of expression, very primi-
tive it is true, but eonerete and available for all languages. Henee
it is that, at dilierent times, whole alphabets have been spelt out on
the board, so that initials. and nronograms, even whole words and
phrases, might be written laboriously, but aeeurately. The enm-
position of Letter Problems reminds me of the sl-till of the eireus Horse,
who eeuld piel-c out the answers to questions by means of large hloeks
with letters on them. There is a feeling of eouguest about these
aehievements greater than their aetual merit usually warrants, for
eomposers of letter problems have mainly given their attention to
details of pietorial outline, urueh as the old I[1t'lI1l-iii toiled slowly at the
illuminated initials in their Missals. Aetual ehess thought is generally
lost in the preeess.

Earn Loyd had a singular faeility for turning out letter problems,
and he never let one leave his hands without a elear theme or some
wittieism in its solution to reeornmend it. (Jthers have greatly sur-
passed him in the number of letter problenrs they have eomposed,
but I doubt whether any one has rivailed the imagination or aeeuraey
of his speeimens.

He set himself a very high ideal: “ The merit of problems of
this 1-cind eonsists in forming the letters nieely, utilizing all the pieees,
and making the theme so conform to the arrangement of the pieees
that nothing is strained, and the solution works so perfeetly that the
formation of the letter seems as if it might have been an aeeidental
diseovery after the theme was perfected " [.':il‘r., p. trig].

We have already made the aequaintanee of half-a-dozen of his
renderings : Nos. yo, yr, ye, y3, y5, Bf‘.-, and the monogram to Ldwenthal,
No. or-.3. Of these No. yr will be immediately reealled by No. by-S,
for the key is identieal and Blaek has the same two defenees; but
the two eeho themes whieh result are totally distinet, even to the
number of moves their er-zeeution requires. In my opinion one of the
very best of the series is No. oyg. Here we have an almost absolutely
symmetrieal setting, the only difference being that on one side the
White King is utilised instead of a Pawn. It seems unavoidable that
there should be two symmetrieal solutions, but Loyd has found a
most ingenious way out of the di ieidty whieh the solver will not nd
any too easy. No. I5-Bo was the last letter problem Loyd eomposed,
and perhaps the least sneeessful as to theme, but it has a monmnental
setting that mal-res it deeidedly attractive to the eye.
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LETTER PROBLE1liS.—II.

Many composers, especially in the last twenty years, have tried to
relieve what may have seemed to them the monotony of composition
by the cult of various forms of Fantasies. Hence the great popularity
of Pictorial Problems of all sorts, Retractors, and Puzzles of one kind
or another, published for special reasons, perhaps on the theory that
" beauty is its own e:-zcuse [or being." Either Loyd did not share the
opinion oi the poet Emerson, or else he did not consider Chess Fantasies
to be “ things of beauty " ; be that as it may. he practically never
published any oi his “ Fantasias ” without some de nite motive or
excuse, call it which you will. That is why so many of his Eccentrici-
ties are included in the First Part of this book, among Loyd's stories.
It is noticeable that his stories were seldom written around any of
his orthodox problems. or when they were one can be sure the problems
are as little orthodox as he hirnsell knew how to make them. He
evidently considered that good wine needed no bush. When his
Fantasies were not included in some story, he usually kept them for
some commemorative occasion, a dedication or an anniversary. For
was he wanting when an occasion arose and no appropriate problem
was ready. His genius for iruprovisation was never at a loss. In
several of his columns, notably the Scienti c Am-eriean in r yy, the
Illustrated America-n in ISQ3, and the Circle in Igoli, he always began
his editorial with a chess initial instead of a printed letter. Sometimes
he used positions by other composers, more olteu his own, and the
initials quoted in the last two pages are largely from these sources.
Many others might be quoted, but he purposely wanted them omitted,
as not worthy of more than passing record. But his ruost
astonishing feat in this line, which was widely connneuted upon, was
in his column in the Near York Earning Telegram, during the match
between Zul-rertort and Steinits, when he gave each day of play the
score of the match by means of original problems, each diagram
portraying a gure. The series was introduced by No. 653, which
givesthe initials oi the two great players. The Numerical problems
Loyd never wanted to have preserved I " An impromptu is well enough
when there is some inspiration behind it ; but that year I seemed to
have neither time nor inspiration." The occasion, however, illustrated
very strikingly his adaptability and his quickness to meet even the
most repeated calls.

No. fade was posed as a joke for Thomas Loyd, and sent to him
in print by way oi a birthday card. The position is a clever one, the
point of which hinges on Whites being unable to play B111 until he
has previously sacri ced the Knight for no apparent purpose.

" The redeeming trait of letter problems,” wrote Loyd by way of
summing up, " is that they are generally composed for some appro-
priate occasion, and in a spirit of humour and pleasantry that is ca1cu—
lated to extend courtesies and good feeling among our composers,
which, I regret to say, are some of the good qualities which have not
always been cultivated among the fraternity to the extent that is
desirable" (Sta, p. r ti}.
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SELF-MATES.

Lovn*s dislike of self-mates was proverbial. It was not the prejudiced
dislike held by many who have never solved a self-mate, much less
composed one. It is true that Loyd only committed suicide, as he
called it, four times ; and that his productions do not rank in the very
highest class. But they do rank in the class next to the highest, and
show a comprehension of the self-mate principle very much ahead
of his time [three of the four being composed by IS-:'m‘,|. His judgment
of other self-mate composers also was extremely sound. In Illyy,
when T. M. Brown's reputation as a maker of sell-mates was at its
height, Loyd, in a letter to Haaeltine, pointed out their inherent
weaknesses, showing that Brown's claim to distinction centred far
more on his three and four move direct-mates. He cited as far superior
the sell-mates of W. A. Shinlcmau, a judgment which appears self-
evident to-day, but which was not always recognised thirty-live years
ago.

“ The seli—rnating principle undoubtedly presents many favourable
opportunities for the display of curious as well as scienti c chess
strategy ; but owing to the fact that problems of this class are remark-
ably easy of construction, and very difficult to solve, they should only
be moderately encouraged. I do not say that I would debar them
entirely, but no one should be allowed to commit suicide more than
once.

" A skilfully constructed self-mate in two moves possesses su:F -
cient di iculty for the average solver ; while one in three or four moves,
if composed up to the advanced standard, is a task [or an expert.

“ The waiting style, as shown in lilo. lit‘!-4, has taken the place of
the checking problems, and I have seen some remarkably elegant and
dif cult little two move self-mates, which, according to my way of
thinking, would establish two moves as the standard, if not the limit
for palatable problems of this kind.

" No. I155 I composed a score of years ago, and merely give as
suggesting a different line of action from the other illustrations shown I
the key-move threatening a direct line of attack which the defence
may vary, but cannot prevent.

“ No. hlih is based on the principle of threatening two lines of
play only one of which the defence can prevent, which is a
very simple plan for avoiding the old—iashioned forcing or checking
style of sell-mates now out of date.

" No. tidy completes the collection of all that I remember to have
composed. I always detested these positions with the same abhorrence
that a true lover of horse esh might be expected to experience upon
seeing a ne racer with one leg strapped up, a stone ‘tied to his tail,
and compelled to run backwards " [."3'.!r., p. Iyo-2}.
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PLURAL PROBLEMS.

" THE idea of introducing two problems on one diagram is a very pretty
feature, which, by the way, has never received the attention it deserves.
I have seen a few crude positions, like No. £138, where either ‘White or
Black playing rst can e ect mate. This was one of my youthful
eiiorts, and was merely given as a novelty at the time; it possesses
the usual objectionable series of forced checks on either side. There
is room here for a scienti c group of positions, wherein the moves
should not be forcing on either side, that would give full scope to the
inventive genius of our experts. I have never had leisure to perfect
the principle, or even to give it more than a passing thought. I did
once pose Nos. 3o and 31, however, which suggest that something
better might be produced in the same line, these problems being
composed to give the appearance of a necessity for both sides
checking that really does not exist " (Sn, p. Ifig)-

“ I have already shown, in No. 675, that four conditions equivalent
to separate and distinct problems can be introduced in the one position,
and I have seen some remarkably ingenious experiments of this descrip-
tion, often combined with pictorial posings ; they are very apt, how-
ever, to consist of one meritorious solution which contains the original
inspiration, while the others are very simple and merely huilt upon
the chance position of the pieces. This weakness is present in No.
otig, which I give to show the double feature of mates and sell-mates "
(Son, p. ryo). _

” Speaking of self-mates, I do not really think that the stipulation
can be enforced, because, according to the code, any player has the
right to resign, which would entitle Black to the privilege of resigning
to prevent the premeditated Hari Kari. By common consent, how-
ever, the term has become accepted, and is now generally understood.
I think there are other conditional forms of problems that might
become equally popular without reversing the principles of the game,
as self-mates do reverse them. In my early days I wrote several little
sketches for the Chers Monthly to illustrate odd and peculiar stipula-
tions. For instance, I composed three positions, Nos. ea to a4, for
the sake of illustrating the three conventional chess tricks taken
backwards. These are the only points that occurred to me as saving
the problems from the mere condition of allowing White to move
twice. Indeed I have never seen any retracting problems that poss-
essed any merit unless they borrowed these same points.

" I have seen some very curious and original conditions, turning
upon the necessity of mating with a certain Pawn or piece, or without
moving the King, or only moving the King, or the like. They re ect
a certain credit upon the ingenuity of their authors ; but one cannot
help regretting that they did not devote their surplus genius to a
more slrilful development of the legitimate branches. All these proh-
lems derive their chief merit from the cleverness of the stories which
should always accompany them to explain the object and necessity
of the required conditions " (Son, pp. I72-3).
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IMPOSSIBLE POSITIONS.—I.

WHJ:~IN Loyd began composition, no one had ever championed legality
of position from actual play as a requisite of problem construction.
There are consequently some of his earlier efforts which would appear
as monstrosities to the present generation. As time went on, Loyd
came to see that posébility of position was a feature of attraction
with many solvers, and as such worthy of consideration when nothing
else interfered. But he would never admit entirely that previous
play was logical. It depended a good deal on his mood. In the
opinions I shall quote from him considerable diversity will be noticed,
and readers will nd opinions to suit all tastes. In order to present
the contrast strikingly from the start I will quote rst from a letter
of rooo, and then from the .‘§tra1r,gy .'

“ You will disagree with me on the impossible position business,
for I take the stand that problems in chess are just like problems in
mathematics. You take the proposition as given, without questioning
the historical accuracy. One clay when I was a schoolboy one of
the scholars got. up and said : ' but a cow could not eat so much hay,
teacher.’ He was spanked for being impertinent. So, I give a mate
in three, and you say that the pieces could never get into that position.
Hut they are in that position, because I put them there! I believe
in the theme, and nothing else. No one admires a graceful position
with few pieces more than I do ; but when I want to show a brilliant
theme, everything must go by the board, duals, pieces an prise, imposs-
ible positions, checks, and all the rest of it. Purity and that sort of
thing does not compare to ideas; ideas, ideas; Stupid problems
without ideas will some day be things of the past " [L., Aug, tong}.

And now comes the advocate for the defence:
“ Although many problemists may not yieid the point gracefully,

yet their compositions go far to prove that they tacitly accept the
principle that problems are end-games, for they carefully exclude
all innovations and irregularities that con ict with this theory, never
allowing two Kings or Queens, three Knights, two Bishops of a colour,
or such impossible positions as could not result from actual play. For
a agrant breach of the code see the position of the Black Bishop
on all in No. figs ; although it is not necessary to look farther than any
oi the illustrations opposite to nd positions that could not possibly
arise, owing to the fact that it would require more captures than
have occurred to bring the Pawns into their present places. By
common consent, impossible or even extremely improbable placing
of the pieces is excluded from the legitimate art, and is only counten-
anced in what are teirned Fantasias. Hence it is that a composer
would rather perpetrate a agrant absurdity, where all the rules of
composition are broken at once, than to admit some slight blur that
might be ascribed to lack of taste or judgment " (Shh, p. H13)-

At a rst glance one would hardly think the same man could
have written these two paragraphs, or, if he had, that his views on
composition could have any general coherence or value; yet if we
look somewhat deeper, the inconsistency may not really be so funda-
mental.
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IMPOSSIBLE POSITIONS.-—~II.

WHAT Loyd really felt was that impossibility of position was one of
the minor aws, like duals or violent keys, to be avoided wherever
possible, but not to be arbitrarily condemned. There are doubtless
themes which can only be set forth in positions legally impossible,
and these deserve consideration before they are thrown aside. The
test comes in the actual merit of each problem: if the other features
are suflicient to carry off the illegality of position, well and good. In
a tournament perhaps stricter 1'eg11lat.ions should be enforced : " While
speaking of such faults as are liable to disqualify a problem from
competition in a tournament, let me again refer to what have been
termed impossible or non-derivable positions. No. 694 is a three-
mover that I endeavoured to build up out of a little two-move thought
-(No. 42o} by the introduction of an intermediate move. In posing
the pieces so as to allow Black to capture the Pawn, which necessitates
the transposition of moves, I have vainly tried to attain my object
without producing a position that could not be derived from actual
play. The position does not appear unnatural, yet analysis demon-
strates that the Black Pawns could only arrive at their present squares
by eleven captures, whereas White has only lost sin pieces. It is,
therefore, discretionary with the umpire to retain the problem or to
throw it out of competition, for it is evidently not derivable from the
ordinary games of chess. This is one of the many questions that can
only be de nitely settled when problemists unite in -adopting the theory
that problems are supposed to be derived from the ordinary game of
chess " {Str., p. I56}. _ _

" Did you ever see anytlung more crude than the locking up of the
Bishops in No. 696? It is one of my early productions, and I remember
that I wished to preserve a certain variation, necessitating some such
arrangement‘; but I was not so particular in those days in regard to
neatness of position, or I should have produced the required result
with better judgment. It is an elaborate style of composition to
perfect, but it is neither tasty nor satisfactory " [Str., p. olij.

" No. 5-95 was dashed off impromptu and given to a clever solver
to test. He pondered over it for a long while, whereupon the author
waned proud and o ered to show the key-move. " I was not searching
for a key-move,’ replied the crank- ool expert, ‘ I was looking to
see if the Pawns could get into that combination; if not, of course,
there is no solution ’ " [MS.}.

A curious form of impossibility of position occurs where a piece
can be proved to be a promoted Pawn, and yet where all the Pawns
of that colour are still on the board. Such a case is that of the Black
Bishop in No. 697. Evidently this Bishop could not have jumped
out from its confined quarters at f5, and yet all the eight Black Pawns
are on the board, preventing the excuse of promotion.
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OBTRUSIVE BISI-IOPS.—I.

Sor-rswsar akin to the question whether it is necessary for problems
to be positions derivable from actual play is the question whether
promoted pieces should he permissible in the initial settings. Here
again Loyd's attitude was not rigid. He refused to be dogmatic on
points that seemed to him, after all, very small. If you want to use
an extra officer or two, why not do so ? There is nothing morally wrong
about it. Your result will be distasteful to many solvers ; but it will
do them no harm. You will be the chief loser yourself, inasmuch as
you will have had the labours of composition, and only in restricted
degree the reward of general attention.

It is only in tourneys that any strict rules on such matters have
to be determined on in fairness to all the competitors, and then it is
a simple enough matter to say that all problems showing promoted
pieces in the initial position will be disquali ed. Take such a two-
mover as No. ogg. It is entirely possible to reach such a position in
actual play, and the remarkable task of combining about thirty differ~
ent mates in one diagram will surely be an excuse for the strange pro-
motions in the eyes of all lovers of the fantastic. No. 5-Q5 is a simpler
setting, restricted to a paltry twenty- ve variations.

A more insidious form of promoted piece is what is technically
called an obtrusive Bishop. By this is meant a Bishop whose placing
on the board clearly indicates that it could only have resulted through
promotion. Obviously the Black Bishop at a4, in No. you, could
not have started in a game from cfi, owing to the two unmoved Pawns
which it could never have passed. And again, that Bishop at ad in
No. yor is only to be explained on the promotion theory. It is only
one degree less distasteful to the purist than the Bishop at ad in No.
gs, which can be explained by no theory whatever, except that

Loyd pad it iers. To some the obtrusive Bishop is no bugbear. It
makes no extra call on the box of chessmen. It is only the logician
who can take exception to it. For him No. you would be no less plaus-
ible if the Queen at c8 were still the Bishop that originally stood there.
Grant the logician an obtrusive Bishop and he will readily prove
No. Ego to be eminently conservative in its setting. The logician
always has reason on his side. That is what makes him very useful
in framing tournament rules or the like. But he also is mercilessly
set in his ways, and unpardonably dull to seek one's amusement from.
Loyd was not a logician. He was a genius. Let us be thankful for
the alternative.
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OBTRUSIVE BISHOPS.—II.

TI-In best known of Loyd's Ubtrusive Bishop problems are Nos. you
and yo3.

" Stuck Steinits " [see p. By} was published in the same Solving
Tourney as " Little Footsteps" [No. yrs}. It was contributed with
the following letter, which appeared with the solution on the alith of
liovember, 1355:

“ Friend Peterson, I enclose an opening problem for your tourney.
I am au.xious to have it published as soon as possible, as there is a good
joke about it, which will leak out, and I would like the boys to have
a shot at it before it gets known. I made it yesterday and gave it to
Steinita, betting him that he would not solve it. In half-an-hour he
said he had solved it. I told him to write out the solution, which
he did. 1 then told him to examine the solution carefully, as he would
lose his bet if he made any mistakes ; so he took ve minutes more,
and then said he would stand by his solution. He gave me the follow~
ing, which I expect most of your solvers to send : 1 Pf4, B any ; a Bftl,
any ; 3 B :-: P, any ; 4 B x P mate. After he had thoroughly examined
it, I showed him the following defence: I Pia, Bhr; 2 Bid, Pga;
3 B x P, stalemate ! Better publish it under the motto ‘ S.S.'—-—
Stuck Steinita. Yours, S. Loyd."

"When Mr. Cook tells of this problem, he always adds a companion
story : " S.L."—-Stuck Loyd. Inst after Loyd's return from France,
in 185?, Loyd was at the printing o ice of A. W. King, publisher of
the Anraricen Chess Nrrls a year later. Loyd 's imagination evidently
carried him away, for he began to tell about how he had " touch:-l “
one of the celebrated fencers of Paris. King exclaimed with enthu-
siasm that he too loved fencing, and they must have a bout forthwith.
Before Loyd could object the foils were brought out, and King easily
proved king of the situation. It was a ca se of Stuck Loyd !

No. yoj, is one of Loyd's most daring Counter Attack problems.
" The surprising feature of an adverse check can be introduced in the
most startling manner, not by merely laying your King open to a check,
but by actually precipitating and forcing it. I therefore give No. yo3
as an illustration, where the White Queen is sacri ced in the most reck-
less way to compel an attack to which there seems no possibility of a
reply. The only drawback to this problem is the number of pieces
used" {.‘inr., p. rro}. To me the tactics used in this problem have
always seemed as though they might have been suggested from Loyd’s
study of self-mates, for the key at least is apparently absolutely self-
destructive. In the Strategy White's third move in the principal line
of play was given as Kx Q. This is much more plausible than Rx Q.
but it does not work, as Black can answer 3,. ., Reo+. I imagine
many solvers who have examined the position closely have been
caught on this continuation, and have given the problem up as unsolv-
able, supposing Loyd to have overlooked this particular defence.
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PROMOTED PIECES.

" No. you was intended to illustrate a question of propriety in intro-
ducing two Bishops of a colour, where some particular point is to be
gained thereby ; but having concluded that such innovations are to
be condemned rather than advocated, I have omitted the subject
from longer discussion as unimportant. I give the problem, however,
now as containing above the average number of possible key-moves,
threequarters of which as in all cases can be thrown out as conclm-
ively bad, leaving the analyst only a dozen or so plausible two-movers
to examine. I have purposely selected a l-:ey—move that would not be
the rst play hit upon " {S£r., p. 244}.

" Some beautiful themes,“ Loyd added later, " may be shown
with two Queens, three Knights, or two Bishops of a colour. Such
innovations are perfectly legitimate, and as a matter of fact pertain
to problem strategy. Yet, because such promoted pieces seldom
occur in actual play, they may he looked upon as serious blemishes ;
while Castling, which takes place in almost every game, is not so
strenuously opposed, although on the whole it is less legitimate in its
character.

“ The two Bishops of a colour are shown in No. yeti, where they
e ectively lend themselves to a waiting move principle. The best
argument against such a use of the tlwo Bishops is that every solver
will think the diagram misprinted, and so give it no further considera-
tion.

" No. yoy is a case where Iiound it handy to employ three Rooks.
I could readily have corrected the blemish ; but instead of doing so I
christened the position ' Castles in Spain,’ to show that there was no
typographical error. Until I did this practically every correspondent
who saw the problem wrote me: ' The Rook on g5 should of course
he Black. Apart from the misprint the problem is ne.’ The position
is very ugly " (IvIS.].

This No. yo? is another of Loyd’s many eaamples of stalemate
promotion tries. Any other key by the third Rook would be defeated
by r. ., Par=B; 2 Qbr, stalemate. The position is also interesting
as the earliest example of a true Queen Bristol. After I. ., Par =5.
the continuation 2 Qbr, Sea ; 3 Bx S mate, has for its only purpose
the line clearance by the Queen. Strange to say, the problem has
never been quoted in all the recent multitudinous writings about
clearances.

Loyd seldom employed promoted pieces, not because of any
serious conviction that they were objectionable, but, as we have just
seen, because he was afraid that their presence would turn solvers
away from attempting the solutions. I have found a couple oi other
cases where he employed two Bishops of a colour. No. yo is related
to the theme oi Nos. 444 to 447. Later, out of respect to his solvers,
Loyd changed the Bishop at er to a White Rook ; but I have preferred
to give the original setting. It shows Loyd’s real choice, and the
interception oi the errtra Bishop by the mate 2 Q ds adds to the
avour oi the composition.

No. yog has a very clever key for a self-mate. It was Loyd's
nal e:-rperiment in seli-mate strategy, and as he grew more and more

to class self-mates as iantasias, I think he rather welcomed the oppor-
tunity to he somewhat unorthodox.
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UNEFOUND PROBLEMS.

A FEw of the flaws in Loyd's problems were never corrected by him,
and for the sake of completeness such defective positions as embody
the best themes are quoted here. It would probably be possible to
remedy them, but I have hesitated to ask any one to do it, as it is Prefer-
able to give the material just as it left his hands. Loyd's work has
been reset by so many composers, not always to advantage, that if I
began to include altered versions there would literally be no end to
the volume. Some of my readers may like to try their hands at
correcting these positions. In one of his last letters to me, commenting
on a cook to the earlier setting of No. B4, Loyd wrote : “ Your vision
is pretty good ; nevertheless anyone with half an eye should see that
by moving everything up one square on the bias, so as to add Knight
and Pawn, your sneaky move of Black Pawn is provided against.
Simple corrections like this might be left for solvers to arrange as they
saw t! " {L., Igop).

l?-Iliile this betrays a rather unconventional conception of what
the average solvers are, it is so complimentary to their supposed powers,
that I am willing to let it pass without comment. It will take a keen
vision, I think, to correct No. 713 without a complete reconstruction ;
but the theme is so striking that it well deserves a considerable effort.
Some of Loy-:1’s unsound problems have not seemed worth including,
especially as he himself suggested excluding them. These are Nos.
48, 7'3, gs, I8;-', and 354. of the Strategy, and a couple of later ones
out of his manuscript collection.

On the other hand a few of his unsound ones, which he did not
amend successfully, are so important historically or thematically,
that they have been included in their proper places earlier in the book.
These are Nos. 431, 5os, 5o4, 515, and baa.

A problem like No. baa, which, though unsound, is the earliest
complete presentation of its particular theme, suggests the question
as to how far an unsound problem should be considered of value his-
torically. The attempt to present a difficult theme often fails at
rst; either the rendering is unsound or incomplete, or otherwise

faulty. Yet all later enamples may be based on this unsuccessful
pioneer. How far are we jnsti ed in recognising it? The collector
cannot saturate his system of classi cation with the dead weight of all
the unsound problems that have been published ; yet he l1as no guide
a pr-iori to decide what faulty positions may eventually turn out to
be of any importance. He can only rely on his particular judgment,
of which all he knows is that it is his own, and that probably no other
collector would eaactly agree with it in minor questions of detail.
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LITTLE FOCITSTEPS.

BUT there is one of Loyd 's problems which was unsound by intention.
I have spoken of the solving tourneys in his chess columns, where
well-known positions were sometimes quoted, with a very minor
change which permitted some second solution to operate and trick
the unwary contestants. hior did Loyd hesitate to try his pranks
when he too was a competitor. In the Solving Tourney of the rl rror
of Aouviran Spore: held in 1335-315, there appeared the four-mover
given as No. 714, under its motto “ Little Footsteps," with the following
letter :

" Ptarxrreto, x.]., r Do::., I585.
" CHEss Eorr-ox, Mirror :

" My children are all fond of playing chess, and the youngest
boy especially is particularly interested in answering the problems which
appear in your paper. He asks me to send you the following little
problem to take part in your prise competition if found worthy. The
author's name and solution will be found in the envelope, which he
hopes you will not open until you have solved.

‘* Most respectfully,
" lilltt-1. ?———.”

On so Feb., 13-tlb, this letter was followed up by another para»
graph :

“ In sending us ‘Little Footsteps,‘ the lady whose ‘youngest
boy ‘ composed the problem omitted {quite inadvertently, of course}
to mention the age of her youngest born. We are now informed
that it is forty-five years. His name-by the way, the good old
lady forgot to give that also——is Samuel Loyd. ’Tis a pity the prob-
lem proved unsound. Aside from 1'-"Ir. Loyd himself, only one Americ an
solver found the author's solution, and the foreign members of our
valiant band fared little better. The solving score has reached an
intensely exciting crisis, and a single slip now by any one of half—a-
doxen solvers may turn the scale. Anyhow, as Steinitr would say,
we've ‘ knocked ’em all out,' and are jubilant in consequence.“

The author's solution [1 Q5-xP}_ indeed, was imusually di icult
to disoover, and the simple cooks combined with the supposed inexper-
ience of the composer put nearly all the contestants off their guard.
Only six of a very large number of solvers found Loyd's intended
modes, one being Loyd himself, who also sent in the two cooks. He
was not, however, successful in winning the tourney, and probably
entered only to oblige his friend. K. D. Peterson, the editor, by helping
to liven up matters generally. The solving " championship ” was
won by Professor]. Berger.

" Little Footsteps " could be made sound by changing the King's
Pawn into a Black Knight, and Loyd later republished the problem
in this form. But as the cooks were the main idea of the position,
there appears little reason to eliminate theml
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THOMAS LOYD.

Tnozuas Loyd was the eldest of the three brothers, whose name has
become so famous in the problem world. It was he who started the
chess meetings at the rooms of the New York Society Library, with
Perrin and Haseltine, of which mention has already been made. He
was by far the least proli c of the three brothers in problem com-
position, but we may question whether without his esample the other
two would have taken to problems. No. 3115 was made two months
before Sam Loyd's rst problem. It was a revelation to him. " I
had never seen any such use of Pawn Promotion," he said to rue at
our last meeting, “ it was a memorable day when Thomas showed
me the position. I solved it easily enough, and at once determined
to illustrate the Rook and Bishop promotions myself, but it was some
months before I succeeded (Nos. 404 and bar]. I did not know that
others had already done the trick. Thomas never made but one
other problem." I am uncertain whether Loyd referred to No. ylb
or No. yry, or to some position which has escaped me. The former
is only a fantastic setting of No. {E-32, and while No. yr’; appears in
the Chess Nair as by Thomas Loyd, it is given in Sara Loyd's manu-
script collection as by himself. The seeker after accurate sources is
pnsaled on one or two other occasions by coming face to face with
Thomas. No. 51:2 was published under his name, and in the Centennial
Tourney two sets were said to be the joint work of the three brothers
{see p. 461]. However this may be, Thomas Loyd should be remem-
bered as the playing member of the family, rather than as a problemist,
and as the pioneer who initiated his two younger brothers into the
intricacies of chess. They admired him intensely. He could play
chess blindfolded before either of them, and the day was a proud one
when they were able to meet him on even terms without sight of the
board. There is not space to quote in full the games between the
brothers from the early issues of the Saturday Courier. We of a
sceptical generation may charge collusion in some of them, but after
all that is not a capital offence. I will only give No. yrli as an example.
The game is being played with a “ ringed " Pawn; in other words
White has engaged to mate with the King's Knight's Pawn, and Black
is concentrating his remaining strength on the capture of this particular
Pawn, for that would draw the game in the face of any other losses.

Mr. Thomas Loyd is still living, in Plaintield, New Iersey; but
the years have rested their hand somewhat heavily on his shoulder,
and it is now a very long time since chess, with its varied pursuits and
interests, has been laid aside by him.
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ISAAC S. LO‘ll'D.—I.

Foa years I considered I. S. Loyd a myth. The initials were very
suggestive of the phrase, “ I myself, Sam Loyd " ; and the problems
which appeared imder the name in Sam Loyd's columns in the nineties
were often so difficult that their authorship did not seem attributable
to any one but the wixard himself. The similarity of initials had con-
fused others before me, and the explanation is to be found in the
rlrnerican Chess journ-al for May, r yy, where the following paragraphs
were quoted from the Cleveland Voice and commented upon, under
the title : “ A Case of Mistaken Identity " :

“ ‘A singular instance of how an illustrious name may erroneously
become identi ed with a ne composition is brought to our notice by
seeing for the third time a problem attributed to one author when it
was actually the work of another. In the rst number of the American
Chess journal appeared Ho. yro, by I. S. Loyd. The position is bean-
tifnl in design, handsome in form, and difficult and accurate in execu-
tion. It is a work which will live, and is fully worthy the noble colours
under which it sails.

“ ‘This problem has been republished in the Turf, Field’ and Farm
land, if we mistake not, in several other home columns}, the llluslralerl
London News and the Deursche Scliaclieeilung, the authorship being
in each case ascribed to S. Loyd. The similarity in the names explains
in a great measure the error ; which, however, is none the less deserving
of attention on that aceount. And we present the matter in the
interest of simple justice to the one name, and without the least
detractive motive to that other whose glorious fame is known wherever
a beautiful mate has been heard of, the world over. The certainty
that Mr. Loyd fully coincides with us in setting our contemporaries
right is sn icient apology for taking the matter up.

“ ' Isaac S. Loyd is an elder brother of Samuel Loyd, and has not
devoted so much time to the art as the latter, having composed only
a score of problems {in Chess Nuts] 1 yet they are remarkably fine
positions, and show that the talent runs in the family. The brothers
had of late years entirely abandoned chess, and it was only at the
earnest solicitation of Samuel, the yormgest, that Isaac, and Thomas,
the eldest, well known as a strong player, were induced to resume
their composing caps and unite their e orts in a couple of Centennial
Tourney sets, to which each of the three brothers contributed a problem
apiece in both sets. We anticipate a good report of them.—{Cl.-_-eefand
Sunday Foicej.’

" This problem originally appeared in the Balm-que journal for
May, rhyb {wherein Mr. S. Loyd made his debut as Editor of the
Problem Department of the journal} ; but, both the Knights being
Black, the position was of course nnsolvahle, and accordingly it was
corrected and reprinted on the cover of the American for Iune, rllyo,
since which time it has had a remarkable run, having been republished
in all parts of the world, and receiving more praise than any other
problem published during the past year.—{Editor, _,Tournal]."
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ISAAC S. LOYD.—II.

Tr-IE two Centennial Sets referred to on the last page I never traced.
Sam Loyd, as we saw on p. 65 entered a large number of sets in this
Tourney, but there was nothing to indicate that he was not the sole
composer in each case. I. S. Loyd's three-mover under discussion.
No. yrg, while presenting a pretty theme, hardly deserves the great
praise given it. Certainly nowadays it would not rank as the best
problem of any year.

I. S. Loyd could make far ner problems. He had two favourite
modes of composition, singularly irreconcilable: the simple study,
with a lone Black King, and two or three quiet lines of play; and
the highly complex, with a dominant main theme, almost bolder in
conception than the boldest of Sam Loyd's masterpieces. Between
these two styles there are a small number of ordinary problems, of not
more than average merit. All told he must have composed about
fty problems. He kept them, of late years, in two books—-a big

book and a little book. The big book contained nished problems,
tested and perfected; the smaller one was for ideas and untested
sketches only, and from time to time it gave way to a new one of the
same sort. Unfortunately the " big book “ cannot be traced, so that
no complete record of his problems remains. Sam Loyd sent me
copies from one of the “ little books " in rqog, and Mr. Filbert E.
Loyd, the son of l. S. Loyd, recently lent me another of them. From
these, and the Anrerican Chess Nuts, and a few stray columns, I have
collected the series of positions here presented.

I. S. Loyd was singularly indifferent about his problems, a trait
found among many composers, just as its direct antithesis, extreme
artistic jealousy, is found among a still larger number. Unless his
brother published them for him, he never troubled to have them printed
at all, whence the large number of apparently unpublished ones which
I have come across. He had no general theory about composition.
He is indeed the only composer I can think of whose career extends
between forty and fty years who has not left any critical writing
whatever, not even a line in a newspaper. For the most part he
modelled his work on his brother's problems, and was satis ed with his
brother’s appreciation. In the only letter of his which I possess his
reliance on his brother is shown: " Your columns arrived at head-
quarters with due precision, and just in time to combat with grand
effect the attacks of ennui during the indoor weather of last week.
I now send you those problems {l'~los. yar, yea, and 1,135} so long promised,
I hope they are not too late for the book. If so, they may go in your
paper. I advise you to look them over well before publishing them,
as I have had to send them without letting my brother examine them "
lL., to Hazeltine. p March, r ooj.

we
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ISAAC S. LGYD.—III.

n one occasion Sam Loyd wrote me : " My brother Isaac had good
ideas, but was very slow. He would work over a problem for a month.
His style was so like my own that there are cases of his problems
being published as mine, and I have never been quite sure as to whether
they were mine or not " (L., rqogj. His rst problem appeared on
the adth April, I855 (No. 1:25}, two weeks after Sam Loyd’s rst attempt.
Within six months his name had gured over several more diagrams.
No. y3q was accompanied by the note, “ I. S. L. now takes rst-class
rank among our contributors." His last published problem, so far
as I know, was No. *;r3o, but probably several of the unpublished ones
were made even later. His outbursts of activity coincided closely
with those of his brother, showing that it required the fraternal stimulus
to make him compose at all. He always brought his new works to
his brother to test, and Sam Loyd would take possession of those that
pleased his fancy, and use them as opportunity offered. Of bio. y3r,
Sam Loyd wrote me : “ I had a problem for the Washington's Birthday
meeting ; but my brother came in to see me the day before, and he had a
three-mover which I liked so much better than mine that I substituted
his. Heims got it in twenty minutes, but no one else solved it at all "
(L., 24 Feb., 1595}.

To my taste the great charm in I. S. Loyd's problems is just this
element of difficulty. In his best ones the key is usually a most improb-
able indirect ambuscade behind a White piece. as in No. gag, or a Black
one, as in No. ygs, followed by an excellent quiet second move. Some-
times all the theme is concentrated in the second move, as i11 No. ygo,
which is as dif cult as any problem by Sam Loyd himself. The chief
object of the key is to make the second move ; but this is so hidden
that the key appears practically fruitless. He reset this No. y3o with
a diagonal battery, as shown in No. ;r35_ which also makes a most
difficult problem. I give it just as it was diagrammed in the “ little
book,“ though there is no mate after I. ., B2»-=1B. Perhaps there is
some misprint, such as the omission of a White Pawn from b3, or
perhaps the position is really unsound. Many of I. S. Loyd's problems
were unsound rmtil Sam Loyd took them in hand. In No. grad the
Rook at b3 and the Pawn at a4 were added by the latter, and the prob-
lem has repeatedly been printed under his name alone. In a few cases
even Sam Loyd could not curb the bold imaginings of his brother. I
remember his showing me No. {E33, which he called the boldest counter
attack extant. He had tried repeatedly, he told me, to avoid the second
solutions, but had never succeeded in doing so without completely
spoiling the theme.

We are safe in saying, to sum up, that I. S. Loyd had the making
of a giant in him, that he had the real Loyd inspiration. What he
lacked was the self-relianoe and energy without which production is
well-nigh impossible. He did not care enough about fame to be
famous; he asked no further recognition than that of his brother.
and the world rarely gives anyone a wider appreciation than they
demand.
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THE END.

WHEN, in the preparation of any of the various collections of problems
which I have edited, the last page is reached and I turn back to sign
my name to the title page, I am always forcibly made conscious how
little of the wori: has really been mine, and how much of it has been the
collaboration of friends and correspondents. It is particularly pleasant
in the present case to lool-r back and see how the magic name of Sam
Loyd has brought to my help the energies, not only of his family and
friends, but of his admirers the world over. It would be impossible
to enumerate all those who have sent minor suggestions and notes of
every sort, but the list of the more important contributors is in itself
a long one.

Mr. Samuel Loyd, junr. and Mrs. E. H. Pierson have really made
this work possible; the forrner by his searches among his father's
papers, by his preparation of the cuts for the puzzles. and by his infor-
mation on a thousand points of detail; the latter by her delightful
reminiscences, and by the loan of pictures and magasines from her
unique collection of Loydiana. Mr. Bert Loyd has contributed in a
similar manner to the pages dealing with his father, I. S. Loyd.

Letters and reminiscences from Loyd's friends, notably from
Messrs. E. B. Cook, P. ]. Doyle, D. ]'. Densmore, and Geo. E. Carpenter,
have helped me constantly in trying to reconstruct the picture of his
life and activities during the years before I knew him personally.
The library of Mr. ]. G. ‘Wlrite has also been placed most courtcously
at my disposal to supplement the les of American columns which I
own as a part of the Haaeltine collections.

Other help in the search for the original sources of Loyd's problems
has been furnished by I-Ierr Cl. Korschelt, and Messrs. H. Staerker,
W. R. Pratt and ]. Reeblc. Valuable notes on Loyd's themes have
been sent me by Messrs. ‘W. A. Shin!-cman and Cl. Wursburg, and Dr.
C- Planck has contributed a most thorough analysis of all the puzzles.
Mr. F. M. Tecd lent me his annotated copy of the Chess Strategy. In
the work of testing, the splendid labours of Mr. G. Stilling eet Johnson
have been ably supplemented by Mr. Murray Marble and Capt. _I. A.
Kaiser.

In giving my warmest thanks to so many helpers, I want to
mention in particular the constant assistance of Messrs. Malcolm Sim,
G. C. Morris, and A. J. Head. Mr. Sim has copied in his beautifully
clear manner I know not how many hundreds of diagrams for the
testers, for my notes, and for the manuscript of this book. Mr.
Morris has assumed once again all the preliminary negotiations and
correspondence incident to getting the volume printed ; and Mr. Head
has guided it through the many vicissitudes of proof-reading, and has
acted Santa Claus in posting the copies for me to my friends I
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L

AND HIS CHESS
PROBLEMS
ALAIN C. WHITE

Sam Loyd. foremost puirie creator, was also the father of the American chess prob-
lem. As a chess problemist, he won numerous prises and gained an international
reputation. His major contributions to the game appear in this almost legendary
volume, edited by Alain White, Loyd’s successor as a composer of chess problems.
T44 diagrammed problems and solutions are included in this booh; IE? two move
problems, 342 three movers, 152 four movers, 35 five movers, plus multi-move and
miscellaneous problems. in addition to comments by Alain White, each problem is
accompanied by Loyd's explanation of the creation, solution, and theme of his
composition.
This booir contains a revised edition of Loyd's famous worlr, “Chess Strategy," in
which he discusses such themes as the hterit of tIonstruction_variation, bifurcation,
duals. dead-beads, waiting moves. and the bioclr threat; Focal Action, Stalemate Tries,
Pinning, Sacrificing Problems, Surprise Moves, The lloulreries. Hnightly Chess. The
Eicelsior Theme-minor eiceisior mates, pawn becoming a lrnight, pawn becoming a
bishop, pawn becoming a roolr, and the pawn broirers; intimidated fling Problems, The
Cornered lling, and many others. This edition also contains biographical information
and some very unusual material; no-move problems. self-mates, impossible positions,
and ponies, including “The Tricl-1 Donlreys," which sold literally in millions of copies.
This boolr is ol considcrabie historical interest. It also is a ‘fun’ boolr. Sam i.oyd's
problem-illuminations are usually witty anecdotes and fascinating tales told in a style
which will amuse and delight you even if you have never lifted a chessmen.

If you are a beginner, you will nd Sam Loyd's problems entertaining instruction for
solving your own chess problems more readily and more enjoyably. If you are an
erpert. Sam loyd will sharpen your insight for examining problem techniques and
composition. This boolr is a ‘must’ for every chess enthusiast. As Alain White states
in his introduction, “lilo composer, in all probability, has been a favorite in so many
lands and among solvers of such different tastes."
Reprint of I913 edition, with corrections. FAA problems, solutions. 4?] pp. 5% ll ale.

2liEi2B-B Paperbound

ll l]lI\"Elt ElllTl l'll IIIESIEHE Fllll TEARS [IF ESE!
We have made every effort to malre this the best boolr possible. Elur paper is opaque,
with minimal show-through; if will not discolor or become brittle with age. Pages are
sewn in signatures, in the method traditionally used for the best boo!-rs, and will not
drop out, as often happens with paperbacl-is held together with glue. Books open fiat
for easy reference. The binding will not craclr or split. This is a permanent boclr.
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